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So don't be afraid to let 

them show


Your true colors


True colors are beautiful


I see your true colors


Shining through (true 

colors)


I see your true colors

In the past 62 years, NIT Rourkela has undergone a magnificent metamorphosis, 
taking large strides in technology and innovation, contributing humongously in 
diverse arenas. As another academic year nears its end, one more batch of 
alumni is moving out to the domain of industry academia, and public service. I 
am sure you will fetch numerous laurels and accolades for your alma mater.



You have spent the best years of your life here at the National Institute of 
Technology, Rourkela building a home away from home, learning skills that will 
give you a means of earning a livelihood as well as bringing up unimaginable 
possibilities of serving a million other human. Today I am honoured to say, we are 
proud of your achievements over the years, your various accomplishments in all 
curriculum and extracurricular activities. Your achievements have transcended 
beyond horizons and your memories shall forever remain etched in our hearts.



As you leave this institution there will be challenges. Your journey to the zenith 
will be interrupted by several hurdles. Nevertheless, I am totally confident that 
the lessons garnered from the journey at NITR along with the manner you have 
conducted yourself over the years will help you overcome them. I am sure all that 
you will do, you will behold the ethical standards and ideology of your alma 
mater. On behalf of the entire faculty and staff of NITR, it is my pleasure to wish 
each one of you a bright and highly productive future.



Prof. K. Umamaheshwar Rao

Director, NIT Rourkela



So don't be afraid to let 

them show


Your true colors


True colors are beautiful


I see your true colors


Shining through (true 

colors)


I see your true colors

In the past 62 years, NIT Rourkela has undergone a sea change, taking large 
strides in science, technology and innovation and contributing significantly in 
diverse arenas. As another academic year nears its end, one more batch of 
graduating students is moving out to the domain of industry, academia, and 
public service. I am confident you will fetch numerous glories and honours to 
your alma mater. You have spent a sizable and probably the best years of your 
life here at the National Institute of Technology, Rourkela building a home away 
from home. As you leave this institution and enter the real world, there will be 
challenges. There might be momentary ups and downs, but I have full faith in our 
teaching-learning process which will guide you in overcoming these passing 
phases and stride towards achieving your ultimate goal in life. We all are proud 
with the manner in which you have conducted yourself over the years at this 
institution and at the same time I am quite positive that will behold the ethical 
standards and ideology of NIT Rourkela rest of your life. My message to entire 
graduating students, that the skills you have learned at NITR will not only give 
you a means of earning a livelihood for yourself, but maximize these skills 
towards upliftment of underprivileged people of the society. I am sure all or most 
you will come across an opportunity at some point of your life, directly or 
indirectly, in a small or large towards building the nation. Take a pledge the 
knowledge of science and technology learned must be exploited in transferring 
our country from a developing to developed country sooner than later. At last, on 
behalf of the entire faculty and staff community of NITR, it is my pleasure to 
wish each one of you a bright and highly successful and meaningful life.



Prof. Sidhartha S. Jena

Dean (Student Welfare)



So don't be afraid to let 

them show


Your true colors


True colors are beautiful


I see your true colors


 through (true colors)


I see your true colors

One more batch of students is moving out from the institute, ready to fly to new 
heights. I am sure you have spent the best years of your life here in NIT Rourkela 
which you will cherish for the rest of your life. In these years, there has been a 
gradual transition from adolescence to an adult, learning new skills both in 
personal and professional lives.



I have seen enormous talent in NITR students and I really feel proud of your 
achievements both in curricular and extra-curricular activities. Your brilliant 
academic performance and outstanding extra-curricular activities will always 
remain in our hearts.



After 4 years of hard work you are ready to face the world in different fields – 
industry, academia or public service. Whichever field you join, try to give your 
best. You will face many challenges in all the fields, but I am sure you will be able 
to cross all the hurdles and overcome all challenges. Whatever you do, you must 
have ethical and moral values. I wish each one of you a bright and successful 
career and personal life.



Prof. Poonam Singh

President, SAC



So don't be afraid to let 
them show

Your true colors

True colors are beautiful

I see your true colors

Shining through (true 
colors)

I see your true colors

Dear fellow graduands,



One last time ends here! Believe it or not, you are now an alumnus of the institute. Pat 
your back for all your efforts to make it to the end. Those numerous submissions, 
vivas, projects, practicals and exams finally make sense. The time you spent at the 
insti is special; the memories and friends you made during these four years will have 
an everlasting impression on your life. 



When you are flipping through this book, we hope it brings a smile. We hope it 
reminds you of the classes you attended (or missed most probably) at 8:00 AM, 
cursing the institute, the numerous chai breaks at the Banyan tree discussing 
everything from the latest campus gossip to your love life. Down the memory lane, 
you will probably recall those SAC gatherings for clubs and fests, unofficial 'GPLs' in 
the hostel, the 3 AM Maggi at the night canteens, the infamous back post and the joy 
of receiving your first job offers, and prestigious admits in life. You will also cherish 
your farewells, the not-so-bad mess food, the hall and garden fests, the night-outs and 
some sane and insane memories with your batchmates. This is never coming back 
again; this souvenir book is the last and best way to relive your time at the campus.



Working as the Chief Coordinator of the UG souvenir was my only way to give back a 
rollercoaster of emotions and nostalgia to my batchmates who made these four years 
at the insti worthwhile. We, as a team, have tried our best to give a personalized feel 
to each and every amazing batchmate of ours out there. Through customized content, 
tags and songs for everyone, we’ve tried to summarize their UG life at NIT Rourkela in 
a nutshell. Hoping the hardships and hardwork that went into making this book is 
loved by all.



Yours streamingly,

K Aditya



The Class of 2022 spent almost half of its college life sitting at home, staring at 
screens. In these moments of solitude, songs and playlists on music streaming apps 
like Spotify came to our rescue and helped us detach from the gloom and negativity 
of the outside world. This year, the UG Souvenir’s theme was inspired from Spotify’s 
design language. We have paid attention to even tiny details while designing and 
would be pleased if any of the nuances gets noticed by our readers.



Along with Aditya, when we were brainstorming for ideas to make this year’s UG 
Souvenir more interactive and make it more personalised, we came across a simple 
yet powerful tool called Spotify Codes. These are essentially QR-like scannable tags  
used to quickly share or access Spotify content. If you’ve already flipped through 
the entire souvenir before reading this you might already have discovered  
of you and your friends, as shown below.



Yours streamingly,

Deba and Gokul

‘anthems’

Message from the designers

How to ‘listen’ to my ? anthem

First, download the Spotify app (available for both Android and iOS)

Then follow the steps below and groove to your  (and your friends’ too)anthem



Architecture
Verified Department

Turning the "Blank Space" into exquisite concrete creatures reflects the delicacy 

of mastery in this branch. They are the dedicated artists committed to laying 

down the playlist of planning, designing, and executing the unthinkable colossal 

structure. NITR is proud to be streaming a terrific batch of architects 

withholding the power of majestic creations amidst themselves. This batch is set 

to turn all the "Wildest Dreams" into an unfathomable reality.

Class of 2022



Abhishek Verma 117AR0020

Hailing from the city of Nawabs, meet the Big Daddy of the batch -Abhishek Verma. Verma Ji loves two 
things- Architecture and his beard. This "daadhi-waale-bhaiya" puts his heart and soul into all his work. 
He is someone you want to have on your side for a memorable "mahol" and will crack you up with his 
witty humour and sarcastic comments. A problem-solver and a problem-creator, he will never lose an 
argument (unless you have shared an old monk with him). TIIR and the sidepost are his natural habitats; 
he is rarely found in his room. Famous as the "Zodiac" in DC, he has served fellow NITians with high-
quality movies and study materials. Expectations are always high for him, and he will always exceed 
them. 

Booze Jugaadu Singer Mr. Ideal

17:22

Bibek Das Mohapatra 117AR0002

Meet BDM, a Proud Odia who never backs out on a chance to bring "Bhubaneswar" into his conversation. 
He is well-known for his innovative concepts and is always looking for new approaches to architecture. 
He is a techie and an Alienware fan who loves to learn about the latest architecture software. His 
immense self-assurance is something his friends always admire in him. Whether he is working alone on 
an exhibit or choosing an urban-scale project for his thesis, the guy rests only after completing his task. 
BDM is known at parties for his slick subtle dance moves and high tolerance capacity for alcohol. We 
wish this daddy's boy the best of luck in the future.

Artist Mr. Ideal One with OCD Party

17:22

Amartya Chandran P 117AR0011

The undisputed go-to guy of the batch, he is a beacon of hope and a dreamer. Being the CR, he is an 
absolute favourite among the students. From cancelling classes to postponing internships, he stands up 
as a voice for his beloved friends. His enthusiastic involvement with the SSPA club, which included 
coordinating exhibitions and managing design teams, has been greatly appreciated by all. His charming 
personality and killer smile makes him quite popular, especially among girls. An active member of 
cinematics who enjoys capturing emotion and is also interested in all things design-related. His room is 
well organized and decorated with a mood board filled with fascinating items he's collected throughout 
college. With love for minimalist architecture, he is on the road to making a better world. 

Neta Flirty Nashedi Mr. Popular

17:22

Chaparala Naveen Kumar 117AR0016

If anyone dares to catch a movie during peak times of Thesis while everyone is working day in and day 
out, it's unmistakably Naveen. Nani, as evident from his cricket t-shirt, is an avid follower of Tollywood 
movies. Being a die-hard fan of Jr NTR, he hasn't missed out on any of his films. With his "I don't care" 
attitude towards academics, the work he accomplishes with the time invested makes him unique. Be it a 
last-minute fest emergency, helping someone in the hospital, or livening up a party, his answer is always 
yes. He has a lot of crushes in NITR, but he is always seen with his guy friends. We wish him the best of 
luck and hope to see him triumph. 

Last Bencher Sportsperson Mr. Ideal In Love

17:22



Devadathan Manakal 117AR0009

Better known as "Dev", he is unarguably the creative genius of the architecture department. He 
consistently outperforms himself with his drawing, water colouring, and digital painting abilities. This 
guy, who enjoys cinema, art, and music, can be seen riding his cycle while listening to AR Rahman. He 
calls himself a "Rahmaniac," believing that art and music are the paths to a more peaceful society. In this 
overwhelming world, he never loses his cool and is always organized about everything that matters to 
him. He is the epitome of innocence and perfection, which can also be seen in his design. With a passion 
for cost-effective architecture, he is on a mission to deliver quality architecture around the country.

Writer Artist Singer Dancer

17:22

Kurada Sharmila Dharani 117AR0018

The prodigal daughter of the great Vizianagaram city, "Sharmi", is named the "corporate girl" in our batch 
due to her formal dressing style. She is well organized and only speaks when needed; however, she is 
always seen around a few people. To them, she is a motherly figure and a pillar of support. Having a 
knack for research, this girl has always impressed everyone with her pages of work. Always enthusiastic 
about learning new things and encourages everyone to do the same. She is highly passionate about 
architecture and makes it a point to explore exciting topics. Having an Interest in Urban Design, This 
"Madam" is on a path to building beautiful cities. 

Ms. Ideal One with OCD Artist Singer

17:22

Singupuram Kiran Kumar 117AR0006

The Parametric King of the class, a.k.a. Singupuram Kiran Kumar, is a trustworthy friend. This guy 
breathes and eats architecture as he explores the complexity of parametric software. As deadlines 
approach, he can be seen in a zombie state with no care for food and shower. A man with a golden heart 
is always ready to help others. For those close to him, he's "Kiru: The Yaaron ka Yaar". This diehard fan of 
Rohit Sharma will never miss a chance to cherish his sixes. Beyond cricket, he has acquired chess 
mastery. He will most likely play chess on his phone without submission. He is a hardworking architect 
who aspires to open a firm in his hometown. May his visions come true.

Heartbroken Artist Foodie Mr. Ideal

17:22

Musini Divya Sai 117AR0015

Divya, fondly known as "Chitti", is a talented architect whose detailed model-making skills have 
astonished everyone. She is highly interested in landscape architecture and always tries to bring the best 
through her designs/models. She is also an artist with a flair for fashion design. An extremely patient, 
calm lady who doesn't think twice before helping you. Someone to whom the phrase "Sweet as Sugar" 
fits so well. This girl, who has come a long way in four years, has repeatedly proven that perseverance, 
consistent work, and dedication can do wonders. She stays in her closed circle and has a distinct way of 
dealing with critical situations. With a caring heart and beautiful smile, Divya spreads joy and positive 
vibes wherever she goes.

Artist Ms. Ideal In love Singer

17:22



S Padmesh 117AR0019

If there is someone who lived on the edge and won it all, it's gotta be Padmesh. Affectionately known as 
Padhu, this guy is a true all-rounder and an absolute favourite in the Architecture department. From 
being the U-Sec to the President of the SSPA club, he has demonstrated his dedication and leadership 
abilities. An effective communicator and a charismatic influencer, he can turn simple concepts into 
outstanding ones. He has had the best transformation in NITR from a paavam dumb kid in the first 
semesters to a sophisticated know-it in the last. He is that kind of wanderlust who aspires to explore 
most of India by the age of 30. We are sure his confidence, attitude, and jugaad will take him places.

Neta Jugaadu Foodie Artist

17:22

Rajdeep Saha 117AR0012

Say hello to Rajdeep Saha, the only person in the batch who has submitted all the assignments on time. 
He is the only architect who doesn't have procrastination in his dictionary. Consistent in his academic 
work, he puts his priorities first and never lets anything distract him. His CS minor degree has saved their 
batch from numerous extra classes. He becomes the most indispensable person in the batch during 
exams due to his organized notes. He never stops inspiring people with water-colouring, sketching, and 
graphic design expertise. He is known as an avid Marvel fan and entertains people with his dialogues and 
lines. This perfectionist loves cricket, biriyani, scary movies, internet memes, and his girlfriend. 

Mr. Popular Mr. Ideal In love Artist

17:22

Prajna Priyadarshinee Jena 117AR0004

Famous by the nickname "Elli", Prajna is one person whose transition surprised everybody. Using the best 
resources from NIT, she has transformed from an innocent, homesick, shy girl to a courageous, adamant 
woman. With immense energy stored in this little creature, she has taken on many roles. Whether being 
most studious in the Architecture batch or being an event photographer and, most importantly, Being an 
NCC cadet, she always fulfilled them to the fullest. She can be found working on her project submission 
late at night and waking up early for NCC drills. This girl is power-packed for everything. At the same 
time, she can be the most disorganized when it comes to cleaning. She is a person with a genuine smile 
and goodness at heart. 

Ms. Ideal In Love Foodie Singer

17:22

Ritika Gupta 117AR0003

Ritika, aka Ritz, is one of the most caring, reliable, and genuine people you would ever encounter. She 
stands firm against all odds and is a true definition of “if life gives you a lemon, make lemonade”. She 
goes straight from being your basic anxiety queen stressing about work and submissions to a chain 
procrastinator who binge-watched almost every series on Netflix. However, she will get the job done 
amazingly quickly, one way or the other, and the next thing you know, she will be there in her Adda - 
Sidepost sipping chai. Please keep all your electronic devices away from her. She is clumsy around them 
and tends to damage them. We wish this iron lady good luck in all her future endeavours.

Drama Queen Foodie One with OCD Jugaadu

17:22



Rohit Kumar 116AR0010

This proud Bihari is a simple, humble, trustworthy friend to his batchmates. Although he seems like an 
introvert initially, he can make others laugh with his witty conversations. He is known for his barely-
survival attendance records and tardiness. As a result of his calm demeanour, you almost can't get him to 
lose his temper. Every once in a blue moon, he can turn into a party animal and become the party's light 
and soul. "Kailash Kher" of the department, this guy can make people drop jaws with his exquisitely 
talented vocal skills and one day hopes to become a celebrated singer. His tenacity and attitude of never 
backing down are what his friends admire. 

Singer Mr. Ideal Last Bencher Jugaadu

16:22

Smita Surin 117AR0014

Born and raised in the steel city Smita Surin is a brave, bold, boss lady with a big heart. As a dancer, 
singer, athlete, and active NCC member, she is loved by seniors and juniors alike. The polaroids of her 
friends on her hostel room wall will give an idea of how aesthetic and zestful she is. She can be seen 
burning the midnight oil in the department studios even though she complains about the hectic life in 
architecture. A doggo lover by nature, she loves to travel, enjoys delicious dinners, and accepts cocktails 
with a beautiful smile. Her dedication and diligent work will ensure she reaches the top.

Ms. Ideal Dancer In love Foodie

17:22

Shameem Ali K P 117AR0005

Shameem, aka Shammu, hailing from "God's own country", is a true perfectionist of the batch. A person 
known for his virtue and discipline is well respected among his seniors and juniors. This is the guy to turn 
to whenever you need advice, wisdom, or direction. Be it magic, photography, calligraphy, pottery, or 
gardening, Shameem has mastered it all and seeks to learn more. A beloved human who values 
friendship above all else is revered as a god by the VS Archie boys. This wanderlust is also a foodie who is 
happy to explore different cuisines. This passionate architect is interested in vernacular architecture and 
aspires to excel. Wishing him nothing but the utmost happiness. Hope he radiates his positive energy 
across the oceans.

Mr. Popular One with OCD Artist Mr. Ideal

17:22

Swagat Kumar Sahu 117AR0013

Swagat, popularly known as "Swaggu Bhai," is one of the sweetest and most reliable guys in NITR. He's 
so popular that you will quickly lose him while walking on the NITR avenues. He can easily befriend 
anyone from shopkeepers to guards, mess workers to professors. He's simple-minded and kind-hearted 
but a bit too selfless. You can easily guess his day's meal by looking at his t-shirt and recognizing him 
from afar from his "tere naam" hairstyle. Swagat has his priorities sorted. Also, he is capable of partying 
the whole night and disappearing at 6 AM for NCC. He is an excellent dancer, someone with whom you 
can vibe. May this charming lad find a well-deserving future to match his vibes.

Mr. Popular Jugaadu Dancer Writer

17:22



Swarup Kumar 117AR0007

Swarup Vai, aka latu, popularly known as GS (general secretary), a great leader Of HB hall, is virtually an 
all-rounder. From academics to badminton to carrom to painting to designing buildings, his excellence 
can be spotted everywhere. ; with extraordinary athletic abilities and empathetic leadership, he is the 
"Captain America." He has his way of motivating people to work with him to achieve something difficult. 
No amount of negativeness can surmount his cheerful heart. Constantly assessing problems with a 
relaxed and calm mind and solving them effectively makes him a great leader. We hope Swarup 
continues to conquer every field in his life with his astounding mindset and leadership qualities.

Sportsperson Proxy King Neta Last Bencher

17:22

Debashish Naik 117AR0010

Debashish, aka "Deb", "Debbu", is the entertainer of the batch. He is a great guy to be around and is 
always full of surprises, thanks to his remarkable gift of humour and comedy. He is an expert in BGMI and 
is highly passionate about gaming. Because his priorities are in the entertainment industry, he is not 
interested in academics and is frequently absent from class. He does not enjoy being outside and prefers 
to spend his time in his man cave. His biological clock is flipped as he likes to sleep during the day and 
stays awake at night. A desi gentleman who is proud to be an Odia. A good friend and a confident 
individual with a lot of self-belief.

Last Bencher Jugaadu Artist Mr. Popular

17:22

Veesam Mounika 117AR0001

Meet our darling, Mona. This walking Doraemon is known for her childish innocence with energetic 
charisma. Whenever she sees something cute, she is smitten. Passionate K-POP fan who always has to 
watch their dance videos while juggling deadlines. Always dancing and singing, everybody adores this 
carefree and independent soul. She has absolutely blown people's minds with her zestful dance moves. 
She is known for her unconditional honesty and is a friend willing to walk the extra mile for her loved 
ones. A keeper who tags along with her friends in any pleasant or bad situation. Her work and dedication 
to the Club SSPA, from choreographing to working day and night on the exhibition - Srijan, has gained 
her respect in the department. 

Dancer Drama Queen Foodie Ms. Popular

17:22



Biomedical
Verified Department

Innovating, designing, and developing is the sole motto of these medical 

industry revolutionizers. They are the superheroes in disguise who create the 

"Perfect" chemistry to integrate human biology and engineering. They carry the 

weight of high expectations on their shoulders and strive to find a solution to 

every problem with their mantra, "Until I found you." These beautifully curated 

minds with the wisdom to develop the unbelievable are indeed a blessing to 

human lives.

Class of 2022



Arjun N. S 117BM0784

Arjun is a person whose distinctive thinking brands him as a unique species. He is the life of every party, a 
fiercely loyal friend who will never let you down, and is one of the best guys to chill with if you are having 
a tough day. He is a diehard football fan who won't miss a match even if it costs his sleep or class. He is 
rumored to be our campus's head of the Flat Earth Association. Many may not have heard about him, but 
he bores in-depth knowledge about the Illuminati. We wish him well in his conquest against 'curvatures,' 
also for infiltrating the Illuminati, and much more.

Booze Sportsperson Last Bencher Coder

18:22

Rudra Prasad Dash 118BM0003

Rudra, known as RPD, is one of the most reliable individuals one can come across. No matter the issue, 
RPD always comes to the rescue. He loves acting like a comedic relief character, with endless 
catchphrases and the ability to lighten serious problems. He excels at whatever he decides to start with, 
be it volleyball, programming, or making a perfect cocktail. He is a "Heavy Coder" who spends countless 
hours playing CSGO and NFS MW in LAN, GG Hotson. Rudra is a great company to have around and will 
always make you strive for the better. He is a real gem who makes the world a better place with his chill 
attitude.

 Dancer Drama King OCD Sportsperson

18:22

Mohammad Sameer 118BM0001 

Sameer, aka chacha or sexy ignorer, is one of the most introverted guys and a sigma male you can find on 
campus. An incredibly reserved individual who takes a long time to warm up to people but is one of the 
most fun people to have around once he comes out of his shell. Always well dressed and looking good, 
there is a unique sort of elegance to Sameer, brought up by his stereotypical Kanpur accent. A self-made 
audiophile, one can easily trust him with an AUX cable. You can always expect to have great meaningful 
conversations with him around. He is among the most intelligent and understanding; a glorious future 
awaits him.

 Writer Schemer Artist Foodie

18:22

Mohammed Niyas K K 118BM0004

Mohammed Niyas is famous for his otherworldly singing skills, as he is a pro at messing up the actual 
lyrics. He is the most amiable dude, except when his food order gets messed up or there is noise during a 
PUBG room match. He is one of the most versatile people, and it would be unlikely not to observe his 
tremendous skills, such as photography, editing, live streaming, and enchanting late-night dancing. From 
wandering on the lonely roads to laughing out in the crowd near the banyan tree, he knows how to enjoy 
solitude and company. We hope Niyas will do justice to actual lyrics in the near future and keep everyone 
spirited with his presence.

Gym Freak Mr Popular Artist Last Bencher

18:22



Atharva Satish Lawand 118BM0005

Atharva Lawand is the laziest person ever. Starting his B.Tech with a 'Rondu' face to being a smartie, he is 
the best sidekick in NIT who is always ready to walk you down to the night canteen at 2 am. He is a 
chess, quiz, and basketball enthusiast and a Redbull Max fan who loves to spend time running and 
gymming. From being the laughingstock of his squad to the heartbroken Devdas roaming around the 
back post, he lives quite an eventful life. This guy is known to be very chill and tension-free all the time. 
He, being a true Star Wars buff, all we would love to convey is, "May the Force Always Be With You, 
Atharva!"

Writer Flirty Mr Popular Heartbroken

18:22

Prithu Nimesh Prasad 118BM0008 

Prithu is the dark horse of NITR and an all-rounder star. editor of the d361, top-notch debater, vice-
captain of the swimming team, and GATE topper. He's a pro in literally every sport, from tennis, 
basketball, and snooker to table tennis, badminton, you name it. His novel recommendations are 
magnificent so is his taste in friends. Every hair on him screams Mumbaikar. He's the "Wizard of Words" 
and still feels speechless when complimented. Prithu is a pack of genuineness and kindness and your 
permanent well-wisher. The one secret ingredient that makes him unique: is one-eyed brow raise. With 
calmness as his superpower and selfies as his weakness, he conquered engineering and is ready to 
conquer what life offers him.

Mr. Ideal In love Writer Artist

18:22

Aditya Narayan Pattanaik 118BM0007

Aditya, aka the "James Bond" of the batch with roll no. 007. He is one of the most daring and responsible 
people ever. He is a techie boy and the perfect example of a man of knowledge; whether it's about new 
tech, phones, or gadgets, he knows it all. A gamer with sharp schemer skills is a pro in yoga and aces 
every sport. He is energetic, passionate, and full of vigor, with a perfect beard. A big non-veg lover 
turned vegetarian is now a fan of bara and guguni. If you truly know him, then for Aditya, the sky is the 
limit regarding ambitions. We wish he continues to grow and fuel his dreams.

Jugaadu In love Proxy king Foodie

18:22

Paromita Sarker 118BM0009 

Some say the 'par' in Paromita stands for paranoid; others argue it stands for 'problem.' She is 
headstrong, confident, and has a heart made of steel that melts the moment she sees a cat or her favorite 
anime. A sweet, bubbly person who loves to party and travel. She takes the saying "paisa hath ka mail 
hai" a bit too seriously and flings out her card whenever she wants. Her vast closet has provided clothes 
to almost everyone she knows. She is a highly assertive individual and consistently achieves what she 
sets her mind to. She loves to care and notices the tiniest detail about you. We wish Paromita and her 
charisma a golden future ahead.

Foodie Booze Ms. Popular OCD

18:22



Pritimayee Senapati 118BM0010

Priti, aka the cute little chirping bird, is one of the most mature people in NITR. Pritimayee Senapati is a 
cleanliness freak who performs exceptionally in every field. This avid researcher's work ethic is as 
absolute as her ability to rock at parties. She is admired for her perfect balance between her studies and 
friends. She's the true mother figure of her group who doesn't hold back from scolding you when you do 
something wrong. Priti boasts of being a pro-Kho Kho player and is a master of card games. To this 
sweetest soul harboring the cutest smile, we wish her all the smiles and success this world has to offer. 
Keep shining!

GMAT Foodie Drama Queen Proxy Queen

18:22

Chiranjit Das 118BM0620 

Chiranjit Das aka chiru_binga carries a golden heart and the clown of the CP gang. He is a chill dude with 
no place for jealousy and a helper to everyone. He isn't just a friend; he's a vibe—a fan of music who 
knows the perfect chords to woo a girl. A die-hard sports lover, you name the sport; he will always have 
something valuable to put forth. A Chelsea fan even before Chelsea was relevant. He is also one of the 
most empathetic people and a good teacher. Chiru is famous for his ridiculously crazy tequila night 
stories and killer life convos. We hope his vibe continues to thrive in the future and brings the best out of 
him.

Heartbroken Nashedi Singer Flirty

18:22

Nirbighna Shaw 118BM0011 

Nirbighna, aka Sani, the crybaby or the bachhi of NITR, one can infer her as childish at first, but once you 
start a conversation with her, you would be trapped in her engaging conversation. She will be there for 
you anytime you need. Her sweet talks can turn your bad day into a cherishable one. She is known for her 
cuteness and her unbound care. She is soft-hearted and feels everything deeply. Be it good times or 
challenging times; she always has songs for every situation. She is a sugar pie; you would never want to 
hurt her. She is a true foodie who always prioritizes food over everything. We wish her a precious life full 
of foody adventures ahead.

Singer In love Drama Queen Foodie

18:22

Tamada Nitish Kumar 118BM0621 

Nitish is one of the most competitive guys, and a human calculator is known to have cleared the OT of 
every company he applied for. He constantly races to prove himself as the best batsman and pro-pubg 
player. He is a night owl who never lets others sleep and holds a unique personality. Shortest and 
undoubtedly the sweetest guy with the purest sole, he never had a spat with anyone in his tenure. He 
least cares about his academics and constantly lectures his best friends. He might reject a girl in the 
future but never reject a game of pubg. Nitish is the life of his gang. We wish this distinctive human 
continues to amaze everyone in the future

Drama King Mr Ideal Singer Last Bencher

18:22



Debabrata Panigrahi 118BM0622 

Debabrata, aka Bilua or the true Mundi of NITR, is no less than a hero; from a 6-pointer to getting a CTC 
of 60+ LPA, his b.tech journey has been remarkable. His accolades include acing in open-source and 
hackathons globally and cracking multiple offers from big-tech companies. This 24*7 stand-up comedian 
can make you smile even when you are frustrated. A true leader, a great orator, and a management god, 
he is the king of all trades. From under-19 cricket to SACred game, he has played it all well. Known as the 
"total jugaad king," he is a pro dancer and one of the best mentors. An extraordinary journey awaits for 
this blissful soul.

Mr. Popular Neta Dancer Coder

18:22

Rathod Rohit 118BM0637 

Rohit, aka Flying Jatt, is known for his unreal jump. A person with a small stature but the biggest heart 
out of all in NIT. His smile is enough to impress a girl. His passion for sports is never-ending and is one of 
the best handball players. He can score a goal from any angle, declaring his supremacy over the sport. 
He is a pet lover who is kind, caring, loving, and understanding, with admirable patience and control. He 
always wants to try something new and is always there when you need help. We hope he gets all that his 
heart desires and finds success and happiness wherever he goes. 

Mr. Popular Sportsperson Heartbroken Dancer

18:22

Muhammed Farsa M 118BM0636 

Farsha, aka Farzza or Kakku, is a guy who is the soul and body of the group. Superman shoots laser out of 
his eyes, whereas this guy shoots his charm, whose room is no less than a common room. This man here 
is highly sporty; there isn't any sport he isn't interested in, with football being his priority. When he is in 
the field, you see an entirely different person; his confidence goes through the roof. He is an integral part 
of the Keralites community and has held various positions for the community. He is someone who can 
never be replaced. We wish this rare species an elite destiny ahead.

Sportsperson Proxy King Last Bencher Neta

18:22

Kumar Abhishek 118BM0638 

Abhishek, aka nanha dost or Richie Rich, is among the luckiest guys. This guy always finds a way out of 
problematic situations; luck is always on his side. He is brilliant, hardworking, and a favorite among the 
professors. Universe and physics fascinate him, and he never shies away from expressing his fascination. 
He is a big anime fan and an avid Batman fan; one can find pages from the original Batman comics stuck 
on his walls. His low alcohol tolerance makes him a fun drinking partner. He is one of the nicest people 
one can meet, always wearing his heart on his sleeve. We wish this introverted Roadies candidate all the 
best in his future endeavors.

In Love Coder Booze Foodie

18:22



Syed Saif Alam 118BM0639 

Saif is that cool skateboard guy on campus. "Everyone knows Saif" reflects how approachable and 
friendly he is. He has an immense amount of social energy. A man with limitless hobbies who can 
converse on literally any topic. He is someone you can depend on and incredibly hard-working; Saif has 
the willpower to ace any work, even if he doesn't like it. He is genuinely caring and a bit of a simp. His 
charm not only goes into his social life but has also helped him get the placement of his dreams. This 
multi-dimensional person finds it complex managing between the countless hobbies he has. A true 
audiophile and have an ear for some great music—cheers to his complexities.

Sportsperson Mr. Ideal Mr. Popular Music

18:22

Saswat Mishra 118BM0641 

Saswat Mishra, aka SinOfPride, is one of the sweetest and most caring friends one could ever imagine. 
His expressions are a gold mine of laughter. He's not just a friend but a lifesaver. Though he never picks 
up your calls, he never fails to pick up your fallen spirits. He is an avid gamer and anime enthusiast. From 
planning group projects to queuing everyone for a quick Valorant match, he's always there managing, 
fixing, and salvaging any situation. Tidiness and Saswat are antonyms. A man with a heart of gold and 
far-reaching ambitions. He is an absolute sweetheart with a vast knowledge base you'll be taken on a 
ride. We hope his sweetness continues adding much-needed sugar to everyone's life!

Mr. Ideal Foodie Nashedi Coder

18:22

Monalisha Mallick 118BM0640 

Monalisha, aka Mona, is the CR of the BM batch'22; she has an aggressive and confident personality and 
can make firm decisions. She is cheerful and motivating, be it an issue from any sphere of life, from 
giving academic advice to fashion tips. She has a good sense of humor and is a curious being. With her 
bold personality, she can face difficulties head-on, tackles every problem independently, and is full of life. 
She is also one of the craziest people and is someone who slays one day and looks homeless the next. 
Her lifestyle differs from others, but she has a strong and sweet personality. We wish her a blooming 
voyage ahead.

Singer One with OCD Artist Ms. Popular

18:22

Abhipsa Senapati 118BM0643 

Abhipsa is a versatile personality with tons of talents. She has a habit of striving for perfection. She is the 
general secretary of AASRA and a fantastic Odissi dancer, and her flawless performances always 
mesmerize the audience. She's pretty famous among the people in the college and shares multiple friend 
circles due to her easygoing and fun-loving nature. She's got humor and is always warm company to 
have. She is a pro at balancing fun with academics. She's a localite, and her scooty rides have always 
been favorable. She's humble, irrespective of all her outstanding achievements, and poses as an 
inspiration to many. We wish this ambitious and iron-willed lady all the best in achieving her goals in life.

Ms. Popular Arist Dancer Foodie

18:22



Godipally Shiva Kumar 118BM0644 

Shiva, aka TINKU, is a kind-hearted person. He is one of the ULTRA chill people. 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 are code 
names frequently heard around Shiva. He is fun, overloaded, has the best fashion sense in the class, and 
never hesitates to show off his attitude. He acts tough, but for his gang, he is that cute little short guy 
who cries while listening to lofi songs. If you ever feel demotivated, spend 5 mins with this guy, and your 
motivation will kick back. His passion and dedication to photography will make you realize how 
dedicated and hard-working one can be. We wish this exceptional personality to have a remarkable fate 
ahead.

Gym Freak Singer Flirty One with OCD

18:22

Challa Vamshikrishna Yadav 118BM0646 

Vamshi, aka CVKY aka BM PC sir, is a diligent all-rounder with a calm, caring, and charismatic attitude 
who has big ambitions and the will to achieve them. He can be found alone on the streets of NITR, with 
his earbuds on. He remembers the dates of all events happening in his life and can keep talking for hours. 
He is an incessant chatterbox who can initiate conversations with anyone he meets and has the talent to 
mix several languages while talking. He is a resourceful and dedicated placement coordinator who takes 
pride in it and never turns down anyone who asks him for assistance. We wish him all the very best for 
the big dreams he has.

Mr. Popular Last Bencher Dancer Writer

18:22

Riya Titus 118BM0645 

Riya, aka Titu, aka Nazriya Titus, is ineffable; her kind-heartedness is unmatched, along with her undying 
will to achieve it no matter how hard it is. She is a perfect personification of a silent, sedulous, creative 
introvert who lets her work do the big talk. The jack of all trades and master of all, omnipresent with the 
"Doraemon" bag double her size. Pro-photographer famous with her DSLR, always ready to capture 
moments. It is hard to find a club without her at NITR. Her rippling effect of hard work is called the 'Titus 
Effect.' More power to her in accomplishing everything she wants to with her "can do it all" mentality.

Ms. Ideal Drama Queen Artist Writer

18:22

Shyam Sundar Padhan 118BM0769 

Shyam is the most introverted and shy guy in the whole class even feels shy during the viva. Hangouts 
with a close group of friends, speak less, and keeps the conversation to the point. People will take time to 
get bonded with him, although if one gets connected with him, they will surely cherish the time they 
spend with him. He constantly struggles to ask for help from others, but if others are in need, he always 
puts in his total effort to help. He is that silent, polite guy in every other class but with extreme shyness. 
We wish that he starts interacting more with his friends and achieves the ambitions he has laid out for 
himself.

Last bencher Foodie Artist Introvert

18:22



Konni Vidya Sagar 118BM0770 

Vidyasagar, aka Vidya, aka Harry, aka Konni, is an amiable person whose smile makes people tension-
free. This person has grown dramatically in these college years from almost an introvert to a full-fledged 
extrovert. He is chill, tolerant, serene, benevolent, and intelligent. He is a proxy king and can devise a 
solution for any problem. He is admirable for his dedication to doing projects, being president of the 
club, and getting appreciation from the "Ministry of Education." The best part of him is the importance, 
love, and care he shows. His OCD, songs, dance, and passion for food are part of him. We wish all his 
foodie goals to be achieved soon and all the best for his future.

Dancer Neta Proxy king Flirty

18:22

Pranitha Lachireddy 118BM0794 

Pranitha, aka Chandamama, is a girl with a charming smile and cute eyes that anyone will fall for. She 
cannot stop her sleep even around her friends and is an early bird, hence the nickname sleep star. Her 
friends also call her a belly dancer, laughing star, sleepy head, etc. She is kind, supportive, and caring to 
her friends. Even though she is terrible at guessing the mood, she still tries to stand in others' shoes. She 
is a pro-kho-kho player and animal lover who cares much about cats and dogs. Because of her influence, 
many started calling their batchmates by branch names instead of the original ones. We wish her pure 
smile continues to glimmer in everyone's heart.

In Love Drama Queen Ms. Popular Sportsperson

18:22

Rajaram 118BM0786 

If someone has been the same in terms of character from the first year until graduation, it's Rajaram. He 
is among the most silent guys in the class who sits on the back benches and hardly hangs out. He is an 
introvert but quite extroverted when with a close group of friends. He is a friend who is always there to 
help you emotionally or financially. He constantly tries to push himself forward. He gives his 100% even to 
small tasks; one of the fascinating things about him is that he never gives up, no matter what. His self-
confidence, perseverance, and character will surely help him reach incredible heights. We wish this will-
powered soul a glamourous destiny.

Foodie Last Bencher Artist Mr. Ideal

18:22

Jainam Mahesh Varma 118BM0795

If acing in all fields is an art, then Jainam is the artist. This multi-talented guy does everything perfectly, 
whether dancing, acting, modeling, public speaking, or getting admitted to everyone's dream Ivy League 
University. He combines spirituality and modernity and is famous as "Jaini Baba." Jainam, the ultimate 
stud, has a unique talent to win over any girl's heart. His charming and kind personality always convinces 
you to talk. He is a very genuine person, beautiful inside and out. He doesn't make you wait to get a reply 
and is always up for a sticker war. This Fashion Icon of NITR will always be missed on campus. We wish 
his unmatchable vibe rock everywhere he goes!

Dancer Juggadu Flirty Neta

18:22



Biotechnology
Verified Department

The incredible blend of biology and engineering is how this branch has 

successfully planted its melodies to advance innovations. When it arrives to 

giving premium opportunities to contribute toward awestruck breakthroughs in 

biology-based technologies, they absolutely vibe through, "I like me better when 

I'm with you." They are the disguised superheroes functioning toward the 

betterment of humankind and devoting their precious time nourishing the field 

to reach out to billions. The bustling energy radiating from Sia's high pitches is 

what makes them "Unstoppable."

Class of 2022



Abhilipsa Behera 118BT0012

Abhilipsa, aka Neha Lipsa, the sassy dancer of NITR, is a bombshell packed with energy. Always ready to 
dance to the beats of Bollywood music, she's the life of the party; she could kill with her suave moves. A 
fashionista whose Nykaa and Purple carts are always full, she's definitely the go-to person for fashion 
advice. Abhilipsa has a miscible personality and makes everyone feel comfortable in their first meeting. 
She's really soft-spoken and a great listener with whom you can share all your problems without the fear 
of being judged. We hope her wishlist in the shopping apps makes it to her bag and all her dreams come 
true too!

Ms. Ideal Drama Queen Flirty Dancer

18:22

Ghanshyam Kumar 118BT0016

Ghanshyam Kumar is one of the nicest, softest, humblest, and most gentle souls of NITR. He has quietly 
established himself as the legend of Biotech, being an avid researcher with the toughest internship 
acceptance and excelling in academics simultaneously. He has always been the most approachable, 
going out of the way to help every single person to make their campus life a little bit easier. He has also 
built a rapport with all the professors and lab students and is the most resourceful student to have had as 
a CR for the biotech department. With his hardworking nature, he is destined for deserved greatness, 
and we wish him all the luck.

Neta Mr. Ideal Mr. Popular Proxy king

18:22

Paidi Ganga Bhavani 118BT0014

Ganga is a serene spirit who is super kind, handles everyone with the utmost care, and would not leave a 
chance to support you like a backbone. She is an absolute sweetheart whose innocence adds to the 
cake's cherry. Ganga is someone who will help you to take a leap through all your faults and become the 
best version of yourself; just like a branch, she will always be there for you to have something to hold on 
to. She is a unique and precious jewel with a dwelling heart of a five-year-old. An irreplaceable 
personality whom you can count on in every situation you need. May this beautiful, selfless girl keeps on 
adding her charm to this world.

Ms. Ideal Ms. Popular In Love Coder

18:22

Prachi Tanaya Praharaj 118BT0021

A happy-go-lucky girl, Prachu, has the purest of hearts and is a sweet store that can give anyone 
diabetes. She is a cuddler and crybaby. She is an entertaining character who is always up to do wild stuff. 
She's the perfect combination of cuteness and maturity, but there is a naughty and crazy side to her too. 
She's the go-to person when you want to share something and the best partner for sharing food and 
traveling. She's full of life and makes everyone happy around her. A true gem that not everyone deserves. 
She is an open book and will never hold back her feelings. A pure soul like her deserves a pristine world 
and pure happiness!!

Foodie Drama Queen In Love Gym Freak

18:22



Biswajit Sena 118BT0026

He is popularly known by "Senaa" and can be identified as someone with braced teeth and a big smile. 
He has evolved a lot from his first year. He has faced all the difficulties, managed to handle all his 
academics, and come out with flying colors. He is immensely hardworking and has a supremely 
confident outlook. As a friend, he is accommodating and loyal. Let it be any issue that you face; he will 
be the one who will stand with you till the end. He is not at all adventurous and does a lot of overthinking. 
We hope Biswajit comes out of his comfort zone and goes on lots of adventures.

One with OCD Flirty Writer Mr. Ideal

18:22

Karishma Sultania 118BT0654

Karishma is someone either you can find in her room or classroom. She is one of the most introverted 
people you must have come around to, but when she opens ups to someone, you will soon witness her 
crazy side. She is a great dancer who sings well and loves to hold jamming sessions in her room. She is a 
Maggi lover and can never deny a good bite out of it. She is someone who constantly cancels the plan at 
the last moment. She is a simple and multitalented person who will always be there to help you and give 
you the much-needed motivation boost. We wish her charismatic self never leaves its glory.

Foodie Dancer Singer In Love

18:22

Archita Shrivastava 118BT0027

Archita is a super calm girl who always has a diplomatic approach in arguments. Lata Mangeshkar of her 
group can easily lift the entire choir with her voice. She is a comforting friend who gives honest opinions. 
Soft-spoken and ambitious, often depressed over her height. Partner in tea excursion and abstract 
philosophical discussion. With a heart that's clear as glass and the sweetness of honey, she has her lovers 
sprawled everywhere. She can be seen all day in the BM/BT department labs. Jokingly called the "Dealer 
of Ganja" among her friends. She is a sucker for aesthetic vibes and can kill anyone who disturbs her 
aesthetic bubble. We hope Archita continues to win over everyone with her night-angle voice.

Singer Flirty Artist Drama Queen

18:22

Karttik Mahapatra 118BT0018

Karttik Mahapatra is bold, and upfront and will speak the truth to everyone. He is a great asset to have 
and is highly reliable. He is sensitive and caring and will help anyone who needs it with utmost care in 
their delicate situation. His association brings you an in-depth calmness and helps to build a serine 
composure within yourself. He is a happy and genuine guy who loves to express himself through writing 
and singing. His company brings you academic excellence and a good character buildup. We wish this 
wholesome soul a bright fate and a journey to cherish for a lifetime.

Mr. Ideal Singer Writer Motivator

18:22



Rashi Singh 118BT0798

Rashi - an affectionate girl with a golden heart- is the most adorable among her friends. She is very calm 
and always helps others. She is a gift to everyone whom she meets. She is an intelligent, highly talented, 
and insightful mentor. Her patience level is top-notch; anger doesn't exist for her. Rashi is a reading 
addict with a record of 1000+ novels. She maintains proper balance in everything, even life or studies. 
With a habit of stealing flowers around the campus and the incarnated soul of Snorlax, This bubbly girl 
leads her friends into new adventures and mischiefs and has a knack for serving food to everyone, like a 
mom. We wish this precious girl a promising future ahead.

Ms. Ideal Writer Artist Schemer

18:22

Surya Prakash Mohanty 118BT0652

Surya, aka hot-shot cricketer, aka Allu Arjun Lite, is the kind of guy who can bring light and joy to a dull 
party-a very animated individual who lights up the hostel atmosphere even during grueling offline tests. 
He is a pro cricketer believed to be the reincarnation of Sunil Gavaskar. He is a very supportive, fun-
loving senior and super resourceful. This charming Desi guy sets the stage on fire with his killer dance 
moves. He is one of the funniest and academically well-performing, a die-hard fan of solving maths 
problems, and a receiver of the Indian Academy of Science Fellowship. We wish this 24-carat smile of 
Surya a caffeinated journey ahead to match his energy.

Dancer Sportsperson Jugaadu Last Bencher

18:22

Sadhana Lohar 118BT0651

Sadhana, aka perfectionist, is a lovely mature soul with a beautiful smile who calls herself a foodie but 
eats less than a bird( Be cautious when she orders food). She is a great friend and stands firmly for her 
friends in difficult times. She has the OCD to take charge of everything and make the best out of it and is 
the itinerary maker of every trip but also ditches every trip. Jolliest girl with a short temper, big heart, and 
moist eyes. Befriend her, and you will never be disappointed. She is firm in her commitments and sticks 
to her decisions. A devotee of Shri Jaganath and a worshiper of punctuality, we hope she achieves 
everything she desires.

Foodie One with OCD In Love Dancer

18:22

Ananya Rout 118BT0023

Ananya, aka Billi, is an absolute Sleepyhead who prefers sleep over everything. She is a typical girl more 
than a sister and no less than a lifesaver. She loves to binge on dramas and munch loads of junk foods 
where chicken is a must. Ananya believes in kicking you first for your mistakes and then helping you 
bounce back with her motivation. She is the tube light, which takes a minimum of three attempts to get 
hold of something. Her love for art and photogenic qualities are well-adored; she is the selfie queen and 
shows off her talent through dance. She has big plans for her travel voyages. We wish she gets to explore 
what's out there.

Foodie Drama Queen Dancer Sleepy

18:22



Civil
Verified Department

The only branch which can practically connect to "Home is wherever I'm with 
you." They are the backbone of human civilization who are single-handedly 
joining the chords between the art of planning, designing, and construction with 
maintenance and safety. They are impeccable creatures rendered with the 
astounding power of structural analysis, ready to tackle any challenge by 
following the anthem "Lightning before the thunder." One of the NITR 's precious 
jewels whose every sweat is committed to establishing the incredible societal 
network.

Class of 2022



K Aditya 118CE0028

Aditya, a.k.a Bongulti, is rightfully the king of all trades and has myriads of talents that goes on and on. 
He is proclaimed as the best CR ever and the Godfather of the branch. A born leader and overachiever 
who has mastered the art of juggling multiple roles and personalities. God knows how many clubs and 
fests he effortlessly managed to strike the perfect balance between academics, extracurriculars and fun. 
Whether achieving academic excellence, being an OPJEMS scholar, acing the SAC-red games, handling 
numerous PORs, or being the favourite of the batch, Aditya has done it all. Bongulti always has his 
friend's back, everyone's go-to, and is the life of all parties. His college life tells a story of leadership, 
dedication, achievements, and recognition. Aditya has achieved everything that one could at NITR.

Mr. Popular Writer Neta Schemer

18:22

Pitabasha Baral 118CE0031

Pitabasha aka 'Happy'  is a DJ from the monster house, and a true mistri. Face similar to DJ from the 
monster house, a comfortable, academic student who still lacks luck or confidence. Even in online sem, 
he finds it hard to cheat in exams. He will complete a 2hr movie in 30min and then starts to rate it 
accordingly. A horse's brain means what he gets in first understanding; that's the final one. We wish him 
very all the best in his future endeavours.

GMAT Booze In Love Foodie

18:22

Koustav Kumar 118CE0029

Kustub' called by this name by his batchmates. One of the best coders of NITR. He is a coding maniac, a 
promising cricketer and a pro table tennis player. The one whose company you will enjoy. He doesn't like 
to waste time. He needs to learn how to pose for a photo—a man with multiple talents. Also, a team 
player, dedicated, self-motivated and has a good attitude. He is energetic, wholehearted, cute, talented 
and is a man of culture. A funny and intelligent friend filled with happiness, positivity and talent to learn 
everything at a high rate. The most proper cricket batsman of NITR who could have easily gotten into the 
Institute cricket team. Wishing you the best of luck in your life. 

Coder Artist Mr. Ideal Sportsperson

18:22

Prajwal Kumar 118CE0032

Prajwal is very quick in catching concepts hence good in academics. The best thing about him is his 
nature to let go of worries and focus on the present. He used to go to NC every day for tea or snacks and 
loved gossiping about other friends and ranting about mess food. Most chill and loved hanging out, a 
worthy friend of many. We hope he achieves all of his dreams and wishes him the best in his future 
endeavours.

Foodie Mr. Ideal Neta Writer

18:22



Ranjeet Singh 118CE0033

Neta, who ends up giving more than he needs to. A reasonable person who stays by your side through 
thick and thin. Someone you can open up to and laugh about things simultaneously. Someone who aims 
to be a stand-up comedian and forces you to listen to all his shows by torturing you with comments if you 
don't attend. He is famous for being a stand-up comedian. He has a jolly aura. People around him remain 
happy. He always guides many about how to live life in NITR, what to do what not to do. We wish him the 
best and hope he'll crack the comic world with his punchlines.

Neta Gym Freak Heartbroken Flirty

18:22

Nisanta Bhatta 118CE0038

Popularly known as Bhatta, Nisanta is one of those rare gems of our campus, true to himself and his 
beliefs, and is loved and adored by everyone around him. A foodie who adores chicken biryani has nearly 
made Binod bhaiyya's burger his campus staple. This dedicated UPSC aspirant has one of the best 
handwriting on campus and makes the neatest notes no matter how fast the professor dictates. Always in 
well-ironed formals, Nisanta can go on and on about the sacrifices made by the Indian army, the stories 
of troops and officers he has grown up hearing, and his love for their service. He is a friend who supports 
and motivates you to improve every aspect of your career. 

Foodie Nashedi Sportsperson Heartbroken

18:22

Ayush Negi 118CE0036 

Ayush's calm and practical approach to dealing with the unexpected will make you mesmerized. He is the 
NITRKL's financial expert and is well-versed in the stock market, including which businesses to buy into 
and when. Brimming with sarcasm, he can crack jokes that can make anyone laugh—eating out and 
spending time with friends. He has been the source of inspiration for his friends. He is easygoing and 
always plans to study, but he ends up playing games. He is a person who is always ready for trips, and if 
you are looking for a budget trip, you must take him with you. You can always count on him as a friend 
whether you need academic, financial, or emotional help.

Gym Freak Foodie Last Bencher Sportsperson

18:22

Muhammed Safwan C.P 118CE0039

Safwan, aka "Entertainer Etta," is the one who brings joy and laughter wherever he is present. Having a 
hard life, "Better call Safwan", this guy has a solution to every problem. He's a chatty head who can make 
any topic exciting and an ardent non-veg lover in diet and conversation. When he is around, you don't 
need any reason to dance; you have to dance. From grooving on to the tunes of "Bala Bala" to playing 
random songs on his guitar, he is an all-in-one entertainer. Also called the "Human Phoenix",  reborn from 
ashes. With an evergreen smile, he roams around winning hearts. Finally, we wish Safwan all the best to 
have an incredible journey ahead.

Mr. Popular Dancer Singer Flirty

18:22



Gyanasagar Dalai 118CE0040

Our famous "Quora" guy of our batch is amiable. He loves to party and is always up for adventure with 
his friends. Dearly called Gyana by his friends. Helpful and carefree are the words to describe him. He is 
the jugadu boy of the branch, name any electronic gadget and he owns it. A typical engineer who studies 
the night before the exam and did wonders as the design head of Cest club. He is Richie Rich and a 
generous and faithful friend. He is an excellent designer and photographer and has been the ICE Club's 
Design CC. Over the four years, he has changed a lot in personality. We wish him all the best for his 
future goals. 

Booze Nashedi Last Bencher Schemer

18:22

Satyam Dewangan 118CE0043

One of the best people you can come across in your life, Satyam is known for helping the whole branch 
complete their assignments. He is kind to everyone and is very helpful and is very approachable. If any of 
his friends come to him to study just before the examination, he will help them as much as possible 
without hesitation. A pro handball player with superb skills and knowledge of the game, also known as 
the 'Dodge King'. A leader on and off the court. He has made the life of his friends very memorable with 
his presence. May he achieve all his goals and be happy. We wish him the best of everything for the rest 
of his life. 

Singer Sportsperson Proxy King In Love

18:22

Subham Das 118CE0041

Introducing the real 'Pablo Escobar' of NITR, who has never been seen without a Marlboro bump in his 
pocket. He is well known as Subham-daa, aka snake. He is the best mentor and senior for every junior. 
When anyone is in trouble, he stands right beside them, just a text away. Subham has been a badass guy 
that you'd expect in any Hollywood movie, with all the ashtrays, 50+ quarts in his room, and still holding 
the Academic Excellence award. The journey has been of a devil with the heart of a honcho! May the 
folks at Tata have the courage to soak your energy! We love you and wish you all the best in your future 
self.

Booze Nashedi Heartbroken Flirty

18:22

Sanjay Dudi 118CE0044

One of the most kind-hearted and carefree people in NITR. He is always happy and amiable. No matter 
the problem, give him a call, and your headache will be gone. He is always a helpful guy and will always 
keep supporting you. Sanjay takes immense pride in his culture and values. He has bunked more classes 
than he has attended in these four years but has made truck loads of memories with his friends. He is 
always up for parties and has the most mind-blowing stories to share. We wish him good luck in his 
future endeavour.

Schemer Last Bencher Coder Flirty

18:22



Lohit Babu Imandi 118CE0045

Everyone in his friend circle loves it when he is around; he talks to everyone as if he is their best friend, he 
takes care of other's feelings, and he is the most important person to many. He is the guy who is on top of 
the priority list for many. Throughout these four years, he has helped many friends handle exams and 
more assignments. We wish him good luck in his future endeavours.

Flirty Mr. Ideal Artist In Love

18:22

Malladi Rama Ganapati Kartikeya 118CE0048

Kartikeya is such a calm soul. He is very much relaxed in most aspects, but he also stands firm in the 
parts he believes. He copes well with whatever situation destiny presents. He wants to get a shot at 
studying abroad. His other interests include online gaming and movies but going out with friends stands 
apart. We wish him good luck in his career and many pleasures down memory lane.

Mr. Ideal GMAT Foodie Flirty

18:22

Jashaswi Jena 118CE0047

 A wonderful person with a beaming happy-dent smile. The vibe of any session, Jashaswi Jena aka 
JASHA,  the mundi. The schemer known for his politics and his smile. The best memory of him is the way 
he says " au bhai kemti acha ? ". We wish him the best for his future journey.

Mr. Popular Jugaadu Neta In Love

18:22

Rishabh Kotadiya 118CE0049

The guy with the best sense of humour and wit. The Mukesh Ambani of the group was always down to 
earth and helpful to his friends. He never fully shows his emotions but is very sensitive inside about 
friendships. He is the group's calculator and keeps all our group's maths of money. Sometimes you will 
misjudge him as baniya instead of Jain. From being the Rajpal Yadav of the group to Salman khan, he has 
worked a lot on himself. The captain of our team who balls from the range of Starc to Siraj. A person who 
can divide food into equal quantities with great accuracy. We wish him good luck in his future 
endeavours.

Singer Sportsperson Last Bencher Flirty

18:22



Chandan Kumar 118CE0051

A very disciplined and highly motivated person. Clear about his thoughts and plans. He has a small friend 
circle, but he will make those friends feel special. A perfectionist when it comes to doing any 
assignments, tests, exams, and reports. Being simple and having no ego is one of the qualities his friends 
liked the most about him. We wish him good luck in his future endeavours.

Mr. Ideal Foodie Last Bencher Jugaadu

18:22

Nilesh Majhi 118CE0053

Nilesh Majhi, aka Nilusarkar-Nilu, the most chilled out person. He loves listening to romantic songs on 
loop and is a big Salman and SRK fan, and roots for MI and Rohit during the IPL. He is rational and 
emotionally mature, for he does not get serious even if irritated and disturbed beyond a limit, never 
indulges in quarrels and fights, and always has a smile. A person who has good EQ and is good at 
negotiations. Carefree, he walks with a sense of peace, as if he doesn't care about whatever is going on. 
The dude loves his friends and is always there for them. A determined, ambitious person who will surely 
achieve his goal and a fantastic character who will do great in life.

Gym Freak Foodie Neta Last Bencher

18:22

Aparajita Mahapatra 118CE0052

Aparajita will seem like a sweet little kid at first glance but don't mistake her cuteness for it. She'll stun 
you with her quick wit. An avid bookworm, she's stacked her room with Sydney Sheldon's novels and get 
her some dessert to cater to her sweet tooth; she'll be your friend for life. She's metamorphosized into a 
woman who is confident and ready to face the world! Discussing plots of horror movies, anything and 
everything related to K-pop and K-drama will instantly charge her up and bring her back from her energy-
saver mode. A true gem of a person whose heart is clean as a newly polished mirror, she's meant for the 
most incredible things in life.

Ms. Ideal Foodie Writer One with OCD

18:22

Utkarsh Mishra 118CE0054

With humour in the likes of Chandler Bing, Utkarsh is the one getting all the laughing emojis in any group 
chat. And his grade card? Count not the subjects where he got EX, but those where he didn't. Go-to 
person for elite recommendations in music, films, theatre and anything under the sun that counts as art. 
Popularly known as the Gordon Ramsay of scripts in Pantomime, he has a tasteful eye for perfection and 
out-of-the-box ideas. For all the good cards on the table, the only bad thing to mention would be his 
sleep schedule. He has a good sense of humour and also a better artistic view. We wish Utkarsh good 
luck in his future endeavours.

Mr. Ideal Writer Artist In Love

18:22



Anshuman Moharana 118CE0055

Anshuman is one of the most friendly and down-to-earth people you can meet on campus. Undoubtedly, 
he's a genius when it comes to flirting and sharing cringe content in groups. But he has a weakness for 
badminton which his earned accolades depict. He is an ardent cricket follower but pretty bad at winning 
games. Even with this introverted personality, he would open up quickly once he became friends with 
you. He is very supportive and open to thoughts from others. He's a reliable person who stands up for his 
friends in need. He celebrates others' success more than his own. There's hardly any dm he's not slid into, 
the tag of 'Lover Boy' given by his friends suits him perfectly. 

In Love Sportsperson Flirty Last Bencher

18:22

Bhavana Nahata 118CE0056

Bhavana is undoubtedly like a coconut, extremely hard from the outside but has a soft sweet core inside. 
She is someone who knows how to react and when to. She is misjudged by many, but she has few close 
friends, and they know her pretty well. The best part of having her as a friend is that she will praise you 
when you do good but scold you when you do wrong, but she will never impose her judgement on you; 
she will let you decide. She is a strong-minded, one-woman army girl and undoubtedly one of the most 
beautiful girls of the batch. She is a true gem if you can handle her well. All the Best, Bhavana.

Foodie Heartbroken Drama Queen Sportsperson

18:22

Ananta Roy Uchchhwas 118CE0078

Ananta has transformed immensly though these four years. His love for Indian food is second to none, 
one can always find him in his room with his friends group. He's got lots of friends in the campus and 
aspires to become a civil servant. No matter what the situation be, he is always calm and composed. He 
can spend hours discussing about cultural diversity of Bangladesh. He is the one who is always by his 
friends' side. He is just a cool guy with many good traits. Wishing Ananta a very good luck in his future 
endeavours.

Last Bencher Gym Freak In Love Foodie

18:22

Siddhant Panda 118CE0059

Siddhant goes by the name 'Panda'. One must be lucky to have a friend like Panda. He is a complete 
prankster and doesn't miss a chance to roast you, but he's also the one who's got your back. He has a 
special bonding with cuss words and the security personnel. The only time he ever came close to having 
a chicken dinner was in pubg. Be it lab, lectures, or hostel room, one can always find him with his tribe 
enjoying dank memes and cracking jokes. He disappears a week before the exam and emerges as a top 
scorer; he's hardworking. He's the one who has taken this dialogue very seriously: "I don't want peace; I 
want problems always". He is already out there at XLRI, making us immensely proud.

Schemer Artist Drama King Foodie

18:22



Suvransu Sekhar Panda 118CE0060

The perfect reincarnation of a sloth bear in a human form. The definition of laziness starts with Suvransu. 
He considers himself anti-social and loves to spend more time in solitude. You will learn how far these 
words lie from him if you know this guy. He can sacrifice anything for his friends. He is the person who 
studies only the night before exams, doesn't sleep, and scores very decent marks. Once he determines 
something, he works on achieving it no matter what. His knowledge of movies, web series, manga, and 
anime is too vast; no one can beat him in NITR. He has a huge dream of having a perfect gaming setup. 
We wish him all the best.

Jugaadu Artist Last Bencher Foodie

18:22

Subhrajeet Pattnaik 118CE0062

To start with, he is one of the calmest and most honest people one can come across and always has a 
cheerful attitude towards doing things. He is hardworking and strenuously works toward his goal. The 
natural topper with a humble and down-to-earth personality. He is the top ranker of the branch in GATE. 
He is simple yet fun-loving, but don't mistake him for a nerdy; he has so much knowledge of manga and 
anime combined no one can beat. No matter when he will be there for you to clear all your doubts. A 
good friend you will regret not having in your life and the one who spends most of his time with his love 
interest. We wish him all the best.

In Love Mr. Ideal Sportsperson Chaatu

18:22

Rohan Patel 118CE0061

The chocolate boy who still believes in old-school love. He is a very helpful and loyal friend and likes to 
have a small circle. He is one of those guys who makes notes in every class and never hesitates to share 
them with his friends. One can talk to him about anything. He rarely gets angry or offended. He is the 
person who will take a lousy project/practical and make it worse. He gives a vibe like that of a cool uncle 
in your family. He is a ultra pro max level stalker and can get details about anything and anyone. His love 
for Odia songs is unbeatable, and his humour can hypnotize you. Wishing him good luck in his future 
endeavours.

Last Bencher In Love Mr. Ideal Chaatu

18:22

Subhra Priyadarshinee 118CE0063

Subhra, better known as Subhroo, is the coolest person you'll ever encounter. She's a fantastic dancer 
and has been slaying with her awestruck moves. Subhra is the one you would reckon for all the late-night 
talks. Her charismatic smile makes everyone's day better, especially her love interest. You would never 
find her idle as she's up and about all the time, doing one thing or the other, going here and there. She's 
passionate about her interests and puts a lot of life into whatever she does. She is primarily clueless 
about gossip, and her reactions to discovering them later are priceless. Her swag is on a different 
unmatchable level. We wish Subhra would keep dancing her way to the top.

Dancer Drama Queen Ms. Popular In Love

18:22



Armandev Puhan 118CE0064

A lethal combination of Jajpur and Kendrapada, "Pabanaa". He is the guy who can convince you of 
anything at any time. A highly extroverted guy you can't unsee. Perfect "Neta" material, a born leader. A 
good friend who will be available at all your emergencies anytime. The perfect example of people who 
study one week before an exam and can secure good numbers. Can talk to anyone about anything 
possible and develops a new crush every week. Always takes over doing something in the end when 
things are going very bad, and somehow completes it in time. He is a great guy who can motivate anyone 
around him. We wish him all the best in his ambition to become a civil servant.

Flirty Jugaadu Neta Drama King

18:22

Niki Rohidas 118CE0067

Niki has a very cheerful, warm-hearted personality and is a kind girl everyone must know in the hostel, 
from the mess aunty to the security guard. She has a very good heart and is the most adorable girl in her 
friend circle. She is a gift to everyone whom she meets. She is a girl who can be everything she wants to 
be. Her helping nature makes her friend get attached to her the most—one of the best go-to girls. 
Always have a smiling face and is the most spoiled kid. Nevertheless the sweetest person with whom a 
person can share anything and everything. She is a beautiful painter; her intricacies are commendable. 
All the Best, Niki.

Ms. Ideal Foodie Artist Drama Queen

18:22

Ritik Purohit 118CE0065

Ritik's philosophy is to mind your business. He's Batman-level rich, yet he never admitted that. A scaredy-
cat if he has to go to the hospital and get a diagnosis. He looks like a tough guy, but he is a kid inside. A 
person who is super ready to party and go out whenever you ask. Besides these things, he is brilliant, 
intellectual, and open-hearted. A super talented guy with the brightest mind. Pro sniper in CODM. He is 
one of those, "ek raat me padhke, top karne wale log". We wish him all the best in his future endeavours.

Mr. Ideal Foodie In Love Dancer

18:22

Saurav Sahoo 118CE0068

King of all trades, Saurav had a scintillating presence on campus who has unlocked a feat that very few 
do in undergraduate life- remain meticulous. Passionately putting his heart into what he loves, Saurav's 
refined personality has several medals on them. Known to stay true to his beliefs and balance the mix of 
humility and outspokenness, Saurav is a fine prodigy of his batch. Striking the perfect balance between 
academics, extracurriculars and fun, Saurav has achieved everything that one could achieve at NIT 
Rourkela. He will always be there to cheer you up in any of your achievements and constantly motivate 
and support you. It's rare to find such a gem who is so humble and selfless in any circumstance. 

Writer Mr. Ideal Foodie Mr. Popular

18:22



Soumya Ranjan Sahoo 118CE0069

Soumya, if you go by his look, you may find him as a nerd. After 1st semester itself, he started showing his 
true colours. He is always worried about too much work, yet interested in joining multiple clubs. He is 
one of the best dancers in the Mavericks troop. He is one of a kind, childish boy—who is full of stories 
and is fun to be with. His best quality is giving an honest and unfiltered opinion about anyone and 
anything without sugarcoating. He always welcomes anybody the night before the exam to help them 
learn the subject. We hope he achieves all his dreams and finds his true love soon, which he has been 
searching for so long.

Artist Mr. Ideal Dancer Foodie

18:22

Bhoopendra Shakywar 118CE0073

Bhoopendra is a person with good thinking, creativity and dedication towards goals. He is constantly 
engaged in only two things: relationships and studies. In his group, he is the trip planner. His friends 
loathe shopping with him as he spends hours choosing stuff and is pretty confused. He loves rasgullas 
and can savour them every hour of the day. He is known for staying in every hostel other than the one 
allocated to him. He is a good decision-maker and a self-confident person. We wish him all the best in his 
future endeavours.

Mr. Ideal GMAT Foodie Jugaadu

18:22

Swadhenshree Sahoo 118CE0070

Swadhenshree, 'The Miss Diva of NITR', aka Seema, is famously known for her belly dance move, which 
is as hot as her personality and for being the crush of many juniors of NITR. She is the heartthrob of the 
batch whose fashion game is on another level. She always carries a strong positive attitude and tackles 
every situation with a bright smile. She perfectly exemplifies "when life gives you lemons, make 
lemonade". You can see courage and peace in the eyes; that's why the pet name Naina, who adores dark 
chocolate and her dad's cooking, also prepares a delicious garlic onion maggi. We hope you will spread 
positivity in the corporate world as well. 

Ms. Popular Dancer Jugaadu Writer

18:22

Akanksha Shivanee 118CE0074

Anyone will be lucky to have a friend like Akanksha in their life. She is cheerful, dependable, humorous 
and fun-loving. Her antics and humorous comebacks can lift everyone's spirit at the most depressing 
moments. From being an innocent teenager in the first year to becoming a pro in all the fields of 
knowledge, Akanksha Sivanee's transition is insane. The most caring person makes the dumbest mistakes 
and regrets them later. She always wanted to stay fit but never pushed herself out of the room. Her 
helping nature makes her the most adorable person. She knows how to tackle difficult situations 
smoothly and calmly. Wishing Akanksha all the best in her future endeavours.

Foodie Ms. Ideal Schemer Drama Queen

18:22



Siddharth Singh 118CE0075

This Lucknow dude is the branch topper, he is one who never says no to anyone who comes to ask him 
for help regarding any subject. Explains the topic better than the professor. He is a pro at pubg and 
badminton and also learned to play cricket from his friends. He is a dedicated loverboy who loves "The 
World" but also shows no boundaries in talking to every girl related to his friends. He was affectionately 
called 'Chota Hathi' by his friends, but he proved them wrong by getting fitter than them all. Don't 
mistake him for a nerd; he comes up with the quirkiest plans and is a die-hard chai lover. We wish him all 
the best in his future journey ahead.     

In Love Foodie GMAT Mr. Ideal

18:22

Kalupathirannehelage Thusira Pramod Kalupathirana 118CE0602

A person with a heart bigger than his name, a very humble and always ready-to-help guy. A person who 
is always ready to listen to things related to studies or anything else. An excellent cook and also a 
hardworking person. He is a shy person who doesn't talk much, but once you start talking with him, he 
never stops. Thusira is one of the most well-organized persons at NITR. He is a good chef, entertainer, 
and advisor to many of his juniors. His notes and lab records helped many pass their dull days so quickly. 
We wish you very all the best for your future journey.

Mr. Ideal Foodie Last Bencher One with OCD

18:22

Vaibhav Singh 118CE0076

Vaibhav Singh, the UP wale bhaiya from Gorakhpur, has a legendary track record of scoring 9-pointers 
and being among the toppers of the Civil family. He is the perfect example of how four years of life at 
NITR transforms you from a super introvert who would cry in the hostel to a cool extrovert who would 
not sleep nights together partying with friends. A very dedicated person, and his focus on any work he 
undertakes correctly, giving justice to it, is adorable. He can impress anyone with his guitar chords and 
sweet songs. You will be swayed by his enlightened thoughts about life and love. All the best, Vaibhav, in 
your future endeavours.

Mr. Ideal Artist GMAT Heartbroken

18:22

Pitawala Kankanamage Vihanga Madush Senevirathne 118CE0603

Commonly known as "bitchetta", this flirtatious guy has been famous for his friendly and active nature 
since his first year. Very easy to talk to and quickly gives dating advice. He bonds with people 
unexpectedly fast and has a bank of exciting stories to share about his homeland and is an ardent cricket 
fan. He is such a 'jugaadu' guy; he gets the answer to every assignment question no one can solve, even 
himself. He is a regular customer of Amazon, Flipkart, Myntra, Zomato, and Swiggy and always wants to 
order something. Being a skilled photographer is one of his many talents. He values relationships and 
treats every person with equal respect. We wish him the success he deserves for his future.

Flirty Sportsperson Booze In Love

18:22



Mura Mudalige Unila Keshan Wijayasena 118CE0604

Unila is a reserved but pleasant person. Once you know him, you realise he likes gaming a lot. He is also a 
big listener of metal music which is surprising because few are left. But all in all, he is an excellent person 
to get to know. With some revolutionary ideas about politics, he can even give a solution to a great crisis 
in a country. And some keywords that are familiar to everyone about Unila are Linkin Park, 3%, JVP, and 
Motorolla. We wish you a bright future ahead, and may you have the strength to make your ideas real. 

Singer In Love Artist Foodie

18:22

Ashutosh Mahapatra 118CE0624

The fiercest of friends, laziest of lads and dumbest of dudes, Ashutosh is a sight to behold who somehow 
manages to be cunning yet clueless in the same life. His charm knows no bounds, evident from his single 
constant status throughout his degree. The "always available to mingle" yet "busy enough to attend 
classes" guy still makes it to all the hangouts. With an above-average sensibility and below-par sense of 
humour, the way he made it out of 4 years of engineering with his non-existent sense of responsibility is 
an example for all the people out there to pursue engineering. Wishing this lad gets all the big bridges 
and buildings whilst hoping and praying he doesn't mess it up somehow.

Foodie Jugaadu Flirty Drama King

18:22

Srujan Dash 118CE0623

If you are looking for fun or want to do some crazy stuff, you can always count on Srujan. He would 
always be there for you, with studies or life issues. He is a Picasso of studying at the last moment and still 
scoring excellent grades. His helping, friendly and supportive nature makes him unique in the branch. He 
is known as the whistle master in the college. His whistling skills can hypnotize you. He has done 
everything from being a childish flirt in the first year to being a sakht launda in the final year. He is always 
excited about outings, trips, and night outs and watches more bgmi live streams than movies. We wish 
him all the very best.

Foodie Jugaadu Artist Flirty

18:22

Tutika Kavya 119CE0655

Tutika is very energetic and enjoys torturing people close to her sweetly. She made a mark for herself in 
these four years. She can go on for hours expressing her love for Jimin and her pride in being part of the 
BTS fan army. She enjoys accompanying anyone close to her and is always there for her friends 
regardless of the situation. Her friends and juniors love her extremely calm and composed demeanour 
and friendly career advice. We wish her good luck in her future endeavours.

Jugaadu Flirty In Love Drama Queen

18:22



Satyadip Mahapatra 118CE0657

Satyadip is a man with a big heart, known for knowing everything on the restaurant menu, even the 
cooking style. He has some fantastic management skills and leadership qualities. This guy can organise 
anything and everything, even his own farewell. He might seem chubby and cute to everyone but very 
cruel when it comes to birthday bumps, and it might be your last birthday if he remembers it. He is the 
only guy on campus who carries a phone in his shirt pocket with earphones always around his neck. But 
there is no doubt that he is the most subtle guy who gets happy with little things. Wishing him good luck 
in his future endeavours. 

Foodie Mr. Ideal Schemer Drama King

18:22

Mrutyunjay Patra 118CE0659

The Savior of the dept, Mr Wisenheimer, carried the department throughout the semesters with answers 
and assignments. This civil encyclopaedia never disappoints you with the plethora of knowledge he 
bestows. You don't want to mess with him, or he will bury you deep with his savage comebacks. 
Mrityunjay is the most hardworking, honest and intelligent person and is also an excellent problem solver. 
He was on the topper list in the civil branch. He is like a silent assassin who would promptly come up with 
quirky comebacks to roast you. He is commonly known as " Patre Babu". We wish him all the best in his 
future endeavours.

Foodie Mr. Ideal GMAT Flirty

18:22

Aditya Kumar Mandiwal 118CE0658

Being the storyteller, he has a stock of endless stories from childhood to future planning. He is a very 
caring, jolly and friendly person one can't even know when he becomes their friend. Despite talking for 
hours over the phone, he has continuous rants of "ladies log mere se baat hi nahi karti". Looking at him, 
no one can judge his love for food. His chef-like compliments are always there with a bite. Although he 
has countless flaws, he is the kindest soul one can ever meet; his love and care for his friends are non-
describable. The constant smile on the face is enough to brighten anyone's day. We wish him good luck in 
his future journey. 

Foodie Jugaadu Drama King Flirty

18:22

Dibyajyoti Sritam 118CE0660

Popularly known as "DJ", Dibyajyoti is famous for his scams and one-sided smile, but he is also a very 
down-to-earth and humble person who doesn't mind sharing his things except for food. The Deans' 
Nominee, Vridhi Convenor, is, in fact, a strong player of the SACred games. You will need help finding his 
room clean. He would always find a connection to get things done. He is a multitalented guy and can do 
anything he wants. He likes playing badminton, singing, watching series and reading books. He is a 
foodie and is madly in love with biryani and his special one. He is a caring friend and an incredible human 
being. Wishing him all the best.

Neta Foodie In Love Artist

18:22



Chemical
Verified Department

These masterminds have sauntered multiple realms, yet the ambience of this 

branch vows- " I promise that you'll never find another like Me-e-e", hence 

always escorting them back to their hit playlist of "Transport Phenomenon", 

"Thermodynamics", and "Process Control". While troubleshooting processes for 

the production of chemicals, fuels, foods and pharmaceuticals, they have been 

triumphant in troubleshooting other aspects of their life as well, entitling them to 

be "Chemi-cools." Be it lab research or field operation, they proudly ace the line 

"I can do both!"

Class of 2022



Suraj Kumar 118CH0082

Suraj, the famour actor and the most genuine chai-lover of NITR. Just a conversation over chai, and he'll 
become your closest confidant. Be it his friends or his juniors, he is the most diligent, honest, and helpful 
person. Time and again, he has been more like an elder brother who always has your back. He will 
imprint your heart with his kindness, love, and gratitude. While some demand respect, Suraj is among the 
rare ones that just come with it. He has left his mark in NITR as a true artist and truer aesthete with his 
immeasurable love for shayari and cinema.

Drama King Singer Mr.Ideal Artist

18:22

Ritika Agarwal 118CH0085 

Ritika, the intelligent noob is one of those persons on campus who can easily make friends with her 
cheerful personality and can do anything for the person she cares about. She is the most humble and 
sweet person you would come across who is always up for late-night gossip, ghost stories, and games. 
There is a saying in Hindi that "Pachpan ki ho Gayi hai, par bachpan nahin chhuta iska", goes best for her.  
She doesn't live up to the engineer's name as she completes her assignments weeks before the due date. 
She always leaves her impression on whomever she meets with her great personality. Talking to her feels 
like home, she creates the comfort nobody can. 

Ms. Ideal Drama Queen Foodie In Love

18:22

Abhisek Agarwal 118CH0084

Abhishek, the all-rounder of the chemical branch and an all-time savior topper NIBBA whom you will find 
crying for his achievements. He has been a guide with a genuinely inspiring personality and is always the 
go-to person for any issues from academics to personal. For his dearest friends, he put in a lot of 
dedication towards love learned a dance step at the night, and brought a torchlight on a rainy day. A 
proficient practitioner of multi-tasking in all his various clubs and activities. Even after all levels of his 
intense schedule, he will never say NO to parties, girls, and cricket. Abhishek is the guy who has 
achieved everything that a final year can wish for.

Mr. Ideal                Foodie Mr. Popular In Love

18:22

Alok Kumar Barik 118CH0086

Alok is a kind-hearted, humble, and polite cricket fan whose contribution to social service was an 
inspiration to all. He is the one without whom every plan seems incomplete. A very entertaining and jolly 
guy popular for his devotedness to Rishab Pant and a pseudo-gym-freak. His room is an inviting common 
room for all his peers to chit chat. He is shy to ask for any help but one of the most helpful guys on 
campus. With his always calm 'Dekh lenge' attitude to all hurdles, he has left his mark on the campus of 
NITR.

Sportsperson Foodie Mr. Ideal Jugaadu

18:22



Jamesh Bomble 118CH0088

Jamesh, the technical guy with swag has grown from 1st year to 4th year gradually with his friends. He is 
the one who remains silent and yet observes everything. He influenced people and guided juniors during 
his tenure in managing fests and stage plays. The master in video editing and the one with the weird 
stickers.  He is a lovable senior full of enthusiasm, always inspiring all.

Schemer Artist Coder Last Bencher

18:22

Ritik Gajanan Chopde 118CH0090

Ritik is the most humble person and is always ready to help friends and dogs. With his jugadu attitude, he 
is a true engineer who can fix anything that's broken with his special toolbox. He is a fervent patriot, 
affectionately known as “Baghdadi” because of the way he throws the ball. He has been a dedicated 
NCC candidate and earned the B certificate as another feather in his cap. He has the superpower of 
locating things better than GPS. He will always be the one to note down everyone's food order and dearly 
counts the naan when served. In addition to being an already near-perfect person, he is a pro gamer and 
a tough guy who is afraid of lizards.

Sportsperson             Jugaadu Mr. Ideal Last Bencher

18:22

Berin Biju Chandy 118CH0089

Berin is the human version of a giant teddy bear with his notorious ability to sleep through everything.  
Having him as a friend is truly a fortune given he has an unlimited supply of cookies and chocolates. He is 
quite famous among the auto drivers and security guards, every day he chooses not to drive he saves at 
least one person from road accidents. It would be a surprise to get him to eat more than once a day, but 
ironically, he is the one to go to if you ever need a midnight delight. He is someone you can always count 
on to be there for you, but inform him 2 hours before so that he can be on time.

Last Bencher Flirty Nashedi Drama King

18:22

Soumya Ranjan Dash 118CH0092

Soumya Ranjan Dash aka Nanda is a talented introvert who is known for being studious and hardworking. 
His quality is to grasp all the chemical engineering subjects just a day before an exam and ace them. He 
appears quiet and calm however, appearances could be deceptive. He is famous for his subtle and sleek 
sense of humor with the perfect timing which earned him his nickname 'Savage Soumya'. Laconic, 
helpful, and kind-hearted who takes long naps are among the qualities for which he will be remembered 
the most. A patient person, a helpful friend, and a gem of a human being, he is someone to hold close to.

Mr. Ideal Foodie GMAT Schemer

18:22



Karan Dubey 118CH0093

Karan is a down-to-earth person with limitless care and love for his dearest ones. Throughout college, he 
has been the go-to guy. He knows so much about everything from politics to sports, academics to 
relationships, and life hacks too. The most laid-back and carefree guy to have around. The guy who is not 
much interested in academics but still aces all. He is a well-aware Indian citizen with immense knowledge 
and a zeal to work for the country. His dedication and knowledge towards his goal is what make him 
special.

Gym Freak               Jugaadu Last Bencher Foodie

18:22

Aman Gupta 118CH0095

Aman Gupta has been the savior a night before exams. He is known to be an extremely talented, focused, 
and intelligent person. He has a  winning mentality. Among his dearest, he is a master in taunting and yet, 
always offering brutal honesty while being supportive. He believes in making memories, from serious to 
funny moments.

Schemer               Gym Freak Sportsperson Mr. Ideal

18:22

Aman Kumar Goel 118CH0094

Aman has been the most resourceful i.e. 'Jugaadu person' who has been a great friend to all. He is a 
happy and cheerful person who has a knack for being calm and steady in serious situations. From passing 
his semesters with bare minimum efforts, his favorite question was 'paad likh ke bada aadmi banega?', to 
putting his heart and soul into the things he loves, this guy has been more of a dukaandaar than an 
engineering undergrad throughout his four years at NITR.

Last Bencher             Proxy King Jugaadu Mr. Ideal

18:22

Bathula Venkata Sai Jaswanth 118CH0096

Jaswanth is a cool guy with limitless love and friendship. He cares dearly about his friends. He enjoys 
biriyani any time of the day. We wish him luck in all his future endeavours.

In Love    Foodie Artist Schemer

18:22



Om Prakash Khuntia 118CH0098 

Om is a humble, calm, and practical person whose efficiency to solve problems leaves people awed. He 
is an open-hearted person who is always interesting to talk to. He is content with whatever he has and 
has conquered the art of true happiness. It is a mystery how he never refuses extra workload, yet gets 
everything done well within time. When things go south for his peers, he is the first person to extend a 
helping hand irrespective of his disposition. 

In Love       Flirty Foodie Nashedi

18:22

Dheeraj Matania 118CH0100

Dheeraj is an honest, beloved by all, sincere person with an unwavering attitude. He is a well-known 
diligent Chemical Engineer who is the one to turn to whenever it comes to submitting assignments, 
writing exams, explaining concepts or even some deep talks.  His amiable personality makes him 
approachable and lovable among his peers. His life advice and wonderful stories echo seamlessly in E 
block. Everyone around him cherishes the moments spent in cinema halls, and food joints to dancing 
carefreely on the unforgettable streets of NITR.

Mr. Ideal    GMAT Foodie Heartbroken

18:22

Falguni Majhi 118CH0099

Falguni, is a loveable chubby guy who is kind-hearted, friendly, and helpful. He has a positive impact on 
everyone around him. His dearest ones know him as the mountain man, pichu, and gulgula. We wish him 
luck in all his future endeavours. 

Nashedi      In Love Chaatu Sportsperson

18:22

Sridhar Mishra 118CH0101

Sridhar is a calm, composed, and helpful chemical engineer with endless love for butter chicken. He is a 
perfectionist and a planner right from Lab records to movie tickets. Even traveling 500kms for a Marvel 
movie! He is one of the selected few who will go above and beyond the call of duty to support his 
buddies. He is a resourceful individual with all the answers. Despite being a well-planned, diligent, and 
structured man, he always makes time to care for his friends and keep them close. He has a lovely 
disposition and will do anything for an ice cream cup. He can reach any heights for his pals because he 
holds them in such high regard.

Jugaadu                   GMAT Mr. Ideal Foodie

18:22



Mohit Mohapatra 118CH0102

Noob, Pakhala,  Mohitwa, HitMan, Mokumo, and ShifuPanda, because one is never enough. He is easy to 
spot because of his cute smile, chivalry, and quick wit. A gaming freak ranging from PUBG, mini militia, 
CS GO, Fifa, Apex Legends to Rocket league. With a hunger for knowledge and tech interest, he pursued 
several clubs and attained mastery. He is generally shy but brings out his unseen side only in front of his 
close ones. An upcoming guitar professional who is going to get chics with his guitar skills. NITR will 
remember him as a good companion and a better friend.

Nashedi Mr. Ideal Last Bencher Artist

18:22

P Pritesh Kumar Patro 118CH0104

P Pritesh Kumar Patro is a name that reverberates in the Chemical Engineering department with fondness 
and awe. He took on all of his challenges head-on, whether they came from the Placement Committee, 
SAC, the HMC, or the Clubs. A charismatic leader who loves everyone, this Berhampuria bhaina is an 
outgoing person who stands up for all of his friends and followers by protecting them. In addition to his 
altruistic personality, he is a master of schemes in NITR from business and communication to connection 
skills. His dearest ones know him as Bhendi and Gajamukuta Nani and a staunch believer in "Iska aisa koi 
saga nhi jisko isne thaga nhi". He is known for his unending good actions, selflessness, and efforts.

Mr. Popular Nashedi Neta Schemer

18:22

Subhransu Kumar Panda 118CH0103

Subhranshu aka the famously known Musa Bhai can be spotted enjoying 10-15 cups of chai a day. He is 
renowned for having watched 1000+ episodes of anime, read 200+ comics, and played 50+ games while 
in college. His composure and patience are more apparent than ever, whether playing cricket or PUBG. 
Despite his shy personality, he is a fantastic listener to his close pals and is frequently seen conversing 
with his gang in late-night canteens. He is a persistent individual who turned each setback he 
encountered into a springboard for success in his engineering career.

Last Bencher     Proxy King Jugaadu Heartbroken

18:22

Vishal Rana 118CH0105

Vishal Rana aka Chauhan, Singh, Rajput, or Thakur is a proud Haryanvi ladka who loves his hometown 
and brings the same happy-go-lucky spirit to campus. From building his own NFT platform, VC++ (Vishal 
Chauhan ++) to his very own skincare routine, Vishal's hard-working and persistent attitude got him 
through college. He is also famously known as CodeIgniter Bhagwan for his part-time gaming skills. . He 
is the best lab partner one can ask for as his lively and infectious personality can make any boring class or 
lab fun. His ebullient & 'always-ready-for-anything' demeanor makes him the best for hanging out, having 
food, or discussing tech.

Coder Gym Freak Last Bencher Foodie

18:22



Parul Rath 118CH0106

A semi-Odia, semi-NRI girl, who weirdly has equal love for Bahrain’s Almarai Milk and Cuttack’s Dahi Bara 
Aloo Dum, Parul is one of those girls who is loved equally by her seniors, batchmates, and juniors. You 
will discover a wonderful friend in Parul who will speak the truth to you without holding back for your 
benefit. Her skill as a debate legend, however, truly embodies the hashtag #LoudandClear. She is your 
go-to person for recommendations on K dramas, TV shows, and dining establishments. There is no 
disputing the fact that she is a foodie at heart and is unfamiliar with the chaos of the hostel. She is tough, 
confident, and very careful with her remarks, making her the ideal person to work with. 

Ms. Popular             Drama Queen In Love Foodie

18:22

Gokulakannan Sakthivel 118CH0108

Gokul, or more appropriately Gocool, has been a wonderful and motivating friend and mentor to people 
around him. He was approachable to everyone thanks to his amiable disposition. Being a passionate fan 
of anime, K-drama, and K-pop, he made a number of close pals who could converse about everything. He 
is perceptive, clever, diligent, and tenacious. He will always be there for those that need him emotionally. 
From local Tamil-multilingual translator and solution donor to late-night canteen partner, Gokul will be 
selflessly present for you.

Jugaadu             Mr. Ideal Coder Flirty

18:22

Safalya Routray 118CH0107

Safalya aka Urban Uchiha brightens entire surroundings he walks into with his charm. Whether speaking 
with his juniors, seniors, or friends he can effortlessly adapt himself to the discourse. He can crack funny 
jokes, but he also knows how to manage a dire circumstance. He takes it upon himself to record every 
moment with his phone because he is the centre of attention in every group but is incapable of handling 
emotional issues. He is a dedicated gym bro who has some of the most incredible Bollywood tunes on his 
Spotify selection. He is one of the best dancers NITR has ever seen, and his beautiful choreographies 
have often demonstrated this. His ever-so-caring and loving demeanour will be remembered most fondly 
by those closest to him. 

Gym Freak          Nashedi Dancer Heartbroken

18:22

Aman Kumar Sahoo 118CH0109

For many engineers who have sparse exam preparation, Aman has been a ray of hope. He is a fervent 
proponent of the slogan "process is important" A sanguine, optimistic Baba who will never be reluctant to 
offer guidance regarding your love life, academics, or family issues. He is a well-known senior who is 
humble and kind and who has helped his juniors through pressure and challenges. Aman is a whole 
package and his closest friends are incredibly fortunate to have met such a genuine individual during 
their time in college.

GMAT             Writer Heartbroken Mr. Ideal

18:22



Kruti Saikia 118CH0110

Kruti Saikia, a cute panda with an odd laugh, can be seen wandering around the campus. This friendly 
girl, whose name is sometimes spelled incorrectly, is the favourite of her peers. a passionate friend and 
colleague who is a drama queen with an artistic flair. In every circumstance, she will support her loved 
ones. She is the one who always manages to keep her composure, no matter how upset or irritated one 
is. Kruti kills millions of people while flashing that flawless grin and those apple-like cheeks. She's as 
upbeat as a sunflower and she adds a smile to everyone's face. The kindest soul who can paint the pains 
of the world with her happiness to make the most beautiful portrait called life.

In Love                Artist Drama Queen Dancer

18:22

Basudev Sethi 118CH0112

Basudev aka Basu Bhai has grown exponentially in his college life. He loves playing competitive cricket, 
and he frequently does so in STSC. He created a reputation for himself playing the part of liberation 
fighter "Dalabehera," inspiring artist and proud Odia that he is. Throughout his college years, He actively 
promoted the rich Indian history as a member of numerous cultural clubs. As a self-made person who has 
surmounted many obstacles to get where he is now, Basudev commands the respect of his friends. 
When a friend is in need he assists his buddies whenever and wherever they need it. Basudev, who is a 
true chemical engineer, boldly advances toward a bright future.

Chaatu     Heartbroken Sportsperson Last Bencher

18:22

Sanjukta Sarkar 118CH0111

Sanjukta, a highly vivacious classmate and well-known as the Shehzadi, is a passionate anime enthusiast. 
She also consistently produces incredible sketches during Inktober. She is blatantly attractive. She is 
incredibly supportive and eager to go on excursions with her buddies. a young person at heart who 
adores her community. She works arduously to accomplish her objectives and is frequently spotted with 
her chai cup. She is also known as the "Queen of Sarcasm," which is evident in all of her excellent 
memes. Always there for her friends and fun-loving.

Last Bencher Ms. Popular Artist Drama Queen

18:22

Desh Deepak Singh 118CH0113

Desh Deepak is one of the few people who understands the meaning of care and friendship. College has 
been rough for most people but Desh found his silver lining and grew up as a wonderful person with a 
never-give-up attitude. Always growing and always learning, Desh has left his mark at NITR as the brave 
philosopher.

Foodie Last Bencher Mr. Ideal Schemer

18:22



Kanishk Singh 118CH0114

A person who will always insist you do more than your capabilities, go beyond your boundaries and know 
your true potential. He is a very genuine person, beautiful inside and out who is also the guy with the 
guitar stole hearts every time he posts a cover. He has a tremendous commitment and is the soberest 
individual UP has ever seen. Always willing to help anyone in need. When looked at closely, this strong 
and unflappable individual becomes adorable. The best senior one can reach seven days a week, around-
the-clock. Whether it's career or personal guidance, he is the finest in all of these areas.

Artist Mr. Ideal Singer Foodie

18:22

Ganta Bhanu Teja Sreedhar 118CH0116

Bhanu Ganta Teja Sreedhar, also known as Bhanu, is a nice guy who gets along well with everyone. 
Anyone who consults with him receives unparalleled assistance and courtesy. If you get close to him, he 
is the best chilled out guy you will ever meet. He appears to be a man with a short fuse who snaps when 
he gets angry. When you go close to him, you can feel a calmness that can calm every part of you. A 
remarkable and enduring figure who will live on in college anecdotes.

Dancer Last Bencher Proxy King Flirty

18:22

Saumya Sinha 118CH0115

Saumya aka, Bareilly ki barfi, has lived in several cities of UP, native from Bihar, with a hint of kota, this girl 
is a perfect blend of cultures. She is the one without whom college life is incomplete for her friends, 
having seen highs and lows, smiles and tears, heartbreaks and first dates. For her friends, she is the go-to 
person when faced with either adversity or happiness. She’s one of the very few people who have struck 
the balance between being sincere but humble and being fun all night yet helpful. She and her friends 
have invented their own drinks (and regretted) and still, rocked Chemical Engineering. Saumya is an 
awesome person and even more awesome friend. 

Foodie Ms. Popular Jugaadu Drama Queen

18:22

Shreya Srivastava 118CH0117

Shreya Srivastava is the most extroverted introvert one could ever find, someone who could make the 
tightest recluse sociable, but would prefer to shuffle through library shelves in solitude. Shreya has had a 
character growth that has seen her transition from a sincere, innocent first bencher to someone who has 
enjoyed the craziest, impromptu, wild experiences. With a penchant to derail when she gets overstressed 
every so often, it is best to stop her raging, caffeine fuelled train of thought immediately with a muffin, a 
walk, or a bicycle ride, and absolutely no tea or coffee. She is set up for incredible things and she will 
continue to blush and be uncomfortable any time someone hypes or praises her never-ending list of 
achievements.

Ms. Ideal Drama Queen In Love Writer

18:22



Aditya Swain 118CH0118

Aditya aka Adi is the friend you can go to for notes, assignments, questions, and last-minute adjustments 
without ever getting a negative response. One of the hardest working students you'll ever meet, he 
understands how to strike a balance between fun and learning, which has enabled him to succeed 
greatly in both academics and placements. He is the cornerstone, the living legend, and the ideal role 
model for those studying chemical engineering. His preparation for overcoming large challenges in the 
future is to confine himself to a limited space. He is a kind man with a nice heart who supports everyone 
of his friends in any circumstance.

GMAT             Foodie In Love Mr. Ideal

18:22

Sahil Wahane 118CH0121

Sahil is a chemicool and a really modest individual. Being a huge enthusiast of marathi literature and 
music, you can frequently hear the melodic notes of a great marathi song straining to escape the door 
jamb of his room. He is an easy-going jester who makes others laugh. He puts in more effort than 
anybody else in academics and more effort than everyone else in cricket. He is your go-to person if you're 
feeling down because he is an honest and lovable individual.

Schemer               Last Bencher Singer Mr. Ideal

18:22

Shruti Tembhurkar 118CH0120

The fan of chicken biriyani, who is also well-known for her beauty and massage abilities, won hearts with 
her gorgeous curls and contagious giggle at everything. She is incredibly compassionate, giving, and 
kind. She is compassionate. She is committed to her work and has a clear understanding of how to 
combine her personal and professional lives. She possesses both strength and tenderness. Because she 
loves them with all of her heart, those close to her are very blessed. Their issues become her concerns, 
and she would do all in her power to assist them in overcoming them. She has a strong mind and soul.

In Love Jugaadu Artist Foodie

18:22

D.V. Mohit Madhav Rao 118CH0136

Mohit can make any space more cheerful with his contagious zeal and infectious guffaw. You will never 
see him upset, despite the challenges he faces in life. He is referred to as "Bhai Saab" by his closest pals 
and is incredibly devoted to friendship. He will appear to be an extrovert to the uninitiated, but after 
spending some time with him, you'll find that he is an ISFP (Introverted, Sensing, Feeling, Perceiving), or, 
to put it another way, a "artist". He is a trained guitarist, but only those closest to him are aware of this. 
Mohit is a good man who, no matter how long it takes to make his case, can never afford to lose in any 
debate. 

Flirty Artist Singer Chaatu

18:22



Prateek Gupta 118CH0525

Prateek, commonly known as Gupta Ji is the personification of a diligent, hardworking yet fun-loving 
person. The Chemical Engineering department knows him for his passion for research but not many are 
aware of his ‘Chhupa Rustom’ side, a witty, dark humor fanatic and junk food lover hidden behind this tall, 
innocent faced introvert. A secret admirer of beauty, his love for “staged” candids can only be surpassed 
by his inevitable appetite for Samosas. A partner in petty mischiefs and pranks, he is the savior of all 
computational course assignments. Trust him to set goals and accomplish them with his consistency, 
discipline and planning. Prateek is always there to help his friends out, no matter what the circumstance 

Writer Foodie Mr. Ideal Schemer

18:22

Komal Kumari 118CH0665

Komal has a bubbly, chirpy and infectious personality. This adventurous person is your perfect partner for 
any vacation but for the most parts she will be found napping until evenings and video calling her 
compatriots in various practice groups late at night. Don’t be fooled by her natural diet as this foodie and 
junk food lover and gobble up pizzas and nachos and still have room for more, though mirchi wali maggi 
still remains her undefeatable. She is there in your good times, laughing with you and is also there in your 
hard times, supporting you through the journey. In her you will find an ebay to go person who is ready 
with a solution regardless of how unfathomable the problem at hand is. 

Drama Queen Ms. Ideal Foodie Jugaadu

18:22

Prasanta Kumar Behera 118CH0664

Prasanta rightly called Pacific, has a heart as big as the ocean. He is the perfect amalgamation of a gym 
freak and a foodie. His love for non-veg is well known to everyone in his hostel and especially those who 
have visited the house of this localite who is sure to be a generous host. An avid fan of Dhoni, you will 
always spot him playing defensive cricket like his idol.  Also known as Pandu by his close ones, he is 
always ready to make you laugh and can turn any serious situation into a humorous one. His unmatched 
sense of humor comes with a photographic memory and strong laziness and is never too worried about 
assignment deadlines. 

Last Bencher Gym Freak Heartbroken Foodie

18:22

Sibasish Panda 118CH0667

Sibasish is a history aficionado and an avid reader. He looks like "goofy" with his scruffy stubble, and and 
a "male pocahontas" when shaved, this 6 foot 2 giant can be spotted from afar, mostly in the lab or the 
library. He is one of those rare people who can enjoy a fancy meal in a high-end restaurant and also enjoy 
the simplicity of street food making him a true foodie at heart who can enjoy mess food as well. An ideal 
ChemE students, you will find him applying principles of heat transfer and thermodynamics in day to day 
activities. His passion for research has carved himself a name in the department but he hides an 
unparalleled love for military fiction.

GMAT Mr. Ideal Schemer Foodie

18:22



Vedant Telrandhe 118CH0669

Vedant is the guy with arduino in his brain, research in his heart and chem-e-car in his soul  who is sure to 
make you teary with his mirza ghalib lite shayaris. He is a dedicated NCC cadet which reflects on his 
punctuality and his need for perfection in whatever he strives for. Go to Vedant with any crisis, be it 
academic or personal life, the calm in his tone, personality and mannerism is sure to make you feel better 
and that is why is cherished by his friends. He is an academic savior as he is extremely resourceful and 
dedicated and you can vouch for him to give you a helping hand when you need one.

GMAT Mr. Ideal Jugaadu Schemer

18:22

Sachin K Rao 118CH0772

Sachin is the Badminton champion, stock market geek and a strong advocate for calisthenics over gym. 
Ask him to do a handstand anywhere and he will never refuse. He is known to steal the spotlight on any 
dance floor regardless of the genre of music. Usually seen wearing a gold chain around his neck, he is 
lovingly called ‘Gulti Don’ but he is quite the opposite. Loved by his batchmates and juniors, this 
hysterical guy is always ready to help people out and never says no when asked for treats. This jack of all 
trades has left no stone unturned in being a dynamic and remarkable person.

Sportsperson Flirty Dancer Mr. Ideal

18:22

Shritik Raj Awadhiya 118CH0766

Shritik will often be found on campus rocking his good hair days. This humble guy from Indore is known 
to look the best in photos but is tragically a bad photographer. A proper party animal and a adventerour, 
Shiritk will never say no to a party or hangout but more often that not you will find him in his room 
enjoying anime and other TV shows. Trust this prankster to make everything around funny. Behind this 
fun-loving personality, there is a hidden hardworking, compassionate and sensitive guy, ready to help you 
out whenever you would need.

Sportsperson In Love Drama King Foodie

18:22

Kappala Sai Kumar 118CH0817

Sai is a studious guy,who has made getting good grades seem effortless. Besides expertise in coding, he 
has a lot of good advice to share with his peers. One of the brightest minds in NITR,he has proved to be 
an encouraging friend and senior in times of distress. With a deadly combination of kindness,charm and 
perseverance, he has it all that takes to be successful in college and life. He has a calm demeanour at all 
times and extends a helping hand whenever needed.

Mr. Ideal Flirty Coder Gym Freak

18:22



Pritish Patra 718CH1006

Pritish is a great friend and a professional cricketer. He never fails to make you laugh, and anyone could 
actually die from his lethal expression. Even though he has the nicest smile in the world, he always smiles 
poorly in photographs. He consumes food so slowly that even after you get up, change, and head to 
class, his plate won't be finished. He has one of the strangest laughs, yet he is one of our friends' go-to 
people because he listens to and gets everyone. He is a kind individual who makes conversation 
fascinating.

Drama King Sportsperson Mr. Ideal Foodie

18:23

Raman Saini 718CH1037

It must be hard to carry a fun-loving persona all the time. But Raman does it seamlessly. He has all the 
ingredients for the perfect therapist: calm listener, check. Emotional support, check. Non judgemental, 
check. With little regard for studies, Raman has made a name for himself in the hearts of his friends 
through his kindness, jugaads and of course his Pahadi accent. He is a young  entrepreneur and is a good 
contender for the Hall of Fame at NITR. He is adored and respected by juniors, seniors and friends alike. 

Schemer Last Bencher Jugaadu Foodie

18:23

Prabin Sahoo 718CH1007

A typical overachiever who gets distressed over 8+ CG, Prabin is an awesome photographer. Hailing from 
Nayagada, he is known to bring chhenapoda for his friends. He is a part of Marvel group and considers 
himself Captain America. He has a habit of crying over spilled milk. He is a gym freak too and can skip 
meals to achieve a toned body.

GMAT Gym Freak Last Bencher Foodie

18:23

Ajay Mundari 718CH1005

Ajay is a popular heartthrob among girls and can easily get away with flirting using his cheesy lines. He is 
a gym freak, kho-kho lover and above all, a hilarious buddy. With a happy-go lucky attitude, he usually 
steers away from alcohol.One sip is enough to make him puke. His South-Indian style can sway anybody 
off their feet. He can make people laugh and feel motivated, all in the same go. Apart from being good at 
flirting, he is also a great dancer. 

Sportsperson In Love Flirty Gym Freak

18:23



Amrit Kumar 718CH1024

Amrit has been touted as one of the best artists at RITVIC, acing jamming sessions with panache. Blessed 
with some amazing knowledge of films and music, he also has a pinch of sarcasm and humour in his 
personality. He is super concious about his body and makes sure the booze he consumes is countered by 
the numerous hours spent in the gym. A charming style and dynamic personality has brought him the 
"Gabru" name by his friends.

In Love Nashedi Gym Freak Flirty

18:23

Rubal Chandra 718CH1004

With a unique taste in South Indian films, Rubal is the perfect epitome of an introverted intellectual. His 
multifaceted interests such as films,dance, environment and economy can impress anyone. With some 
amazing groove-worthy dance steps,he also has a lot of compassion for animals. From GDB to Chemical 
department to HB, his journey full of entertaining twists will be surely missed.

Schemer Foodie Dancer Drama King

18:23



Ceramic
Verified Department

"Levitating" amidst ranges of temperature and precipitation, these scholars are 

as impervious to the highs and lows as are their ceramics resistant to heat. This 

evergreen batch is the perfect match if you are "looking for someone with 

superhero gifts", amalgamating knowledge from multiple disciplines into a 

single entity. As you groove ahead through this playlist, you can perceive each 

one of them sing out loud - "we ain't ever getting older".

Class of 2022



Thanseer Jarshan A 118CR0123

Thanseer Jarshan, the football lover, gave off a serious senior vibe but had a sweet soul. One of the 
kindest souls in NITR is known for being an ardent fan of Lionel Messi. He has excellent football skills, is 
known for his stunts, and is academically sound. He knows well to keep his friends and is always available 
for everyone. He possesses a melodious and flexible voice; he can conquer the hearts of many through 
his singing. We wish him all the very best for his future.

Sportsperson Foodie Singer Mr. Ideal

18:22

Achint Sarbajeet Bishoyi 118CR0126

Achint is the laziest person but is popular among the girls. He is attentive in lectures but only during 
attendance since he sleeps all the time. He is a gadget king and also has excellent photography skills. He 
smiles through tough times and makes others smile with his bad jokes. The calmest one in the room will 
listen and give the best advice at the end. He is a jugaadu guy who finds simple solutions to irritating 
problems and can get the work done. We hope he achieves great success. 

In Love One with OCD Heartbroken Foodie

18:22

Pankaj Agarwal 118CR0124

Popularly known as "Pankaj Bhaiya", a kind-hearted person having manipulative skills. He can persuade 
people to follow their passion and always motivates and supports everyone. Many say, "I'm only one call 
away", but very few mean it. He is one of them. He was so lazy that he didn't unpack his bags throughout 
college. He makes friendship like sugar dissolves in water. The legend who knows everyone's secrets. 
While he has a knack for writing poetry, what he is known for in the Pantomime circle is the immense love 
and care he carries for everyone. We hope you stay cheerful as always and achieve great success. 

Writer Jugaadu/Schemer Last Bencher Mr. Popular

18:22

Biswajit Choudhury 118CR0127

Aka Biswa, Mumma's boy known for being a kind gentleman with the broadest smile. One of the best 
designers with zero interest in ceramics/ academics aced grand viva with absolutely zero knowledge. 
Always be ready for a spontaneous trip anywhere, no questions asked. He has transformed from an 
adamant, immature guy to a sensible, mature guy who now thinks practically. He is a designer, Animator, 
Smart and a good Bargainer. He dies for RAP and people's Taarif(praise). He is creative among Lads and 
Terrible with Ladies. He knows everything about the world except about his branch.

Artist Mr. Ideal Jugaadu/Schemer Booze

18:22



Somdeb Ganguly 118CR0128

Be it winning elections or hearts, Somdeb Ganguly has done it all. Politics, music, culture and carrying 
the legacy of the MP zone - are a few things that run in his veins. He had a unique talent for giving music 
to any poetry and making it a song. He had the best left-handed straight drives. Cancelling an entirely 
made-up plan was also one of his kinks in life. He is an ardent bookworm, with books he owns enough to 
fill up an entire room.

Neta Chaatu Foodie Artist

18:22

M. Lakshmi 118CR0131

Lakshmi, aka prankster, is famous for her long hair among the peeps of NITR. We can compare her with 
"Deepika Padukone" of Chennai Express; both are South Indian and are a little crazy. From an under-
confident girl who joined NIT to a bold girl. A girl who will crack a joke even when she is crying. She is a 
professional Odissi dancer. She is the one who glues the group together; in other words mother of the 
group. 

Drama Queen Foodie In Love Dancer

18:22

Animesh Kumar 118CR0130

Animesh Kumar, aka chacha in the gang, was the eldest person with an exciting personality. He is very 
introverted and doesn't know how to approach anyone. He is an overthinker and a pro in PC games. He 
Loves to Spend quality time in the room and explore his knowledge—the supplier of the study material to 
the whole gang. 

Coder Last Bencher Jugaadu/Schemer Foodie

18:22

Sidhant Mahapatra 118CR0132

He is not an atypical introvert in his areas of expertise nicknamed "bot", as he always goes by the rule 
book. The most disciplined person ever encountered. Hard-working, honest, down to earth are the 
attributes that suit him well. Has awful knowledge about the animal kingdom, Greek gods and extra-
terrestrial objects

Flirty One with OCD Foodie GMAT

18:22



Nihar Ranjan Mohanty 118CR0133

Nihar, as the name indicates, has the most admiring personality. The most active person in the branch 
who aced both academics and extracurricular activities. He has evolved into a confident and dependable 
guy loved by everyone - someone who will have your back even during the most strenuous and 
challenging times.  He's an excellent listener, and people trust him with their secrets. We wish him all the 
best for the next phase of his life!

Sportsperson Mr. Ideal Nashedi Schemer

18:22

Suraj Bhan Singh 118CR0138

A not-so-typical topper, always down to earth with a caring personality. He turns into a great orator while 
describing his early childhood life. He has ample friends, but still, he likes to keep a close circle of 3-4 
friends.

Neta In Love Mr. Ideal GMAT

18:22

Chandra Mouli P 118CR0134

Chandra Mouli is a guy with a lot of patience and a good listener. he will always lend an ear for how long 
you want. He always supports and keeps people around him happy.

Mr. Popular GMAT Mr. Ideal Jugaadu

18:22

Namrata Nayak 118CR0633

Namrata A.K.A "Namru" is a very kind and selfless person. She is the cutest person and the calmest in 
difficult situations. Always ready to explore new things, face challenges under pressure, is the most 
understanding person carrying a beautiful smile always, is prepared to help you any time, is a good 
mentor and will be there in your tough times' such friends are hard to get. She is very dedicated to her 
work.

In Love Dancer Foodie Booze

18:22



Rishab Agarwal 118CR0671

Aka chotu. He is that jugaadu friend who will devise a scheme. He is just another bunny from the movie 
"Yeh Jawaani Hai Deewani", a boy who doesn't want to stop in life. He gets terrified when he slowdowns 
in life. The moment he realises this, he gets out of his comfort zone. Rishab is a man with a heart the size 
of Everest. Ask for help, and he will never turn you down. This crazy little kid is a chai freak, the main 
character of every drama and fights with high hopes of becoming a data scientist someday. 

Schemer Last Bencher Heartbroken Mr. Popular

18:22

Sanket Kumar Dani 118CR0673

A mentally powerful, persuasive and pernickety person who gets good exam results. An idle Sanket day 
includes a marathon of academic hours, crocodile sleep, short canteen time, and many mysterious 
activities. He is accommodating and supportive. 

Dancer Jugaadu Foodie Mr. Ideal

18:22

Ankita Banerjee 118CR0672

She was also known as leafy /banoo—extremely extroverted and an excellent singer. Claims herself to be 
the biggest fan of Monali Thakur. She is kind and ready to help. She is not only good in academics but 
also in all domains. She's one of the coolest of the person. She knows what she wants, and most of all, 
she knows how to implement her plans with the calmest of her mind.

Singer Ms. Popular Foodie Neta

18:22

Amartya Kumar Das 118CR0674

Amartya Kumar Das, "Ultimate Stalker", can get information on anyone. He looks like a software engineer 
who is having a mid-life crisis. What he has gone through is insane, and yet he has overcome all his 
struggles mentally to a stage where he's proud of himself. Not many can exhibit the level of mental 
courage and self-control he has displayed. He has an enormous sense of optimism. He loves to read 
books and reads books of various genres. Discussions with him can go from ancient history to sci-fi 
movies. He is one of the people you can rely upon in tough times. He is a pure soul with a good heart.

Last bencher Heartbroken In Love Drama King

18:22



Shiba Sankar Dash 118CR0675

One of the most joyful and carefree people is always ready to help out anyone in need without any 
second thought. He is innovative and Diligent in his duties as a friend and a student. Always curious to 
learn something new and is never ready to back away from any hardships that life throws at him. Always 
cheerful, friendly and confused person but also have a knack for jugaad. A part-time philosopher and the 
guy with a scientist’s brain, as reported by his department mates, may be seen as a monkey in other 
areas. He considers every opportunity as a learning experience. He’s known among his “Punch” group for 
his excellent bargaining skills. 

Drama King Jugaadu Flirty Last Bencher

18:22

Kondapalli Navya 118CR0679

She is calm and composed outside and very naughty inside—a multi-talented, active, sweet girl who 
knows how to manage time. She is reticent and gorgeous. In a line can be described as "beautiful girl 
with a golden heart". She always encouraged everyone to achieve great things. 

Ms. Popular Dancer In Love Drama Queen

18:22

Birendra Nag 118CR0678

Popularly known ar Chintu , Lambu , Biri. He is famous for playing cricket and roaming on campus in a 
red scooty and is renowned among girls. He is someone whom you can trust blindly. He will help you no 
matter what support you need in life. There are hundreds of memories to cheer with this guy. He always 
said he would come to college to stay but didn't come even once. 

Proxy King Last Bencher Schemer Mr. Ideal

18:22

Asish Kumar Nayak 118CR0680

This legend doesn't need any adjectives or taglines for introduction, the finest schemer of NITR, the man 
with election gene acing the SAC vote count, the 'Tanki' capacity holder of the batch and the trump card 
proprietor! Be it Fests or elections, this guy is the epicentre of everything. He is the go-to guy who will 
help you out no matter the odds. You will always find a reason to appreciate his knowledge of different 
things and his business ideas. He was the laziest person yet the most hardworking during crucial times. 
The torch bearer of the Berhampur Zone. We wish him success and happiness in the years to come.

Foodie Jugaadu Neta Last Bencher

18:22



Suman Yadav 118CR0802

This girl needs no introduction; not only is she one of the tallest girls in the whole of Nitr, but many would 
argue that she is also one of the dumbest. Her long shiny hair and the "gharelu nuskhe" that she applies 
weekly is her unique selling point. Being sporty and lively, the basketball court is her home at NITR. She 
starts her day off with meditation and ends with playing basketball; no wonder she's one of the most 
physically fit people on campus. A nature lover and a sucker for old 90's Bollywood songs, Suman Yadav 
is a true gem.

Sportsperson Last Bencher In Love Drama Queen

18:22

Siddhartha Nanda 718CR2008

CR ka CR' aka 'Nandaji' is renowned for being outspoken and for his mischievous activities hidden behind 
the walls of NITR. The one who lights up the room where ever he goes through his wacky sense of 
humour and takes immense joy in roasting his friends, so beware of this beast who might attack you 
through his satire. This lover boy is always ready to cross his limits due to his compassionate nature. 
Despite all this, he scored excellently in academics and his research accomplishments. He's caught 
himself in the DSLR photography mode reserved for his special friends. He is an empath full of life and a 
perfect example of a CEO - Chief Entertaining Officer amongst his friends.

Heartbroken Drama King In Love Booze

18:23

Nirupama Atty 118CR0820

Nirupama aka Niru and Miss Malini.There is nothing in this world Nirupama can't achieve once she has 
set her mind on it, starting from passing the semester with one-day preparation to going on a trip 
instantaneously. There isn't a news that she hasn't heard of; there isn't a famous personality she doesn't 
know. She can recite the whole Wikipedia page of any entity she admires. She rarely shows her 
emotions, but you can't stop her from talking once she does. She will share it all without thinking, 
without any regret. Most consistent girl I have come across. Nothing can deter her from finding what she 
truly wants.

Sportsperson Flirty Foodie Jugaadu

18:22

Archana Rai 718CR2009

Archana is a dedicated and upbeat young lady with a strong desire to achieve her goals. Her dedication 
to her academics, NCC and Rotract club activities is always evident. She's an all-rounder with a kind 
demeanour. She's like an older sister, leading you through everything and teaching you what's right and 
wrong. Having her is a gift since she will be there for you in your darkest hours and even come to bid you 
farewell. She is an excellent mentor who provides excellent suggestions and advice.

Coder Drama Queen Artist GMAT

18:23



Kamaljeet Sahoo 718CR2010

A man constantly rushing, toting a DSLR and two phones, only to deliver the snaps to you aeons 
later, that's the "GOAT-K.J.". This whisky connoisseur is also the one to get stoned quickly. His altruistic 
demeanour, humbleness, and blithesome nature get girls smitten with him, whether single or committed. 
His love ventures ended up him setting on a hackathon win spree with his "lady luck". His love for 
Django, organic material, Apple products,chicken-cheese-grilled pasta and Gangtok knows no bounds. 
For those who have known this self-made "Richie-Rich", reminiscing his memories will give you a broad 
smile. P.S.- Avoid getting your couple photoshoots done from this pro-techie cause then you will cease to 
be one.

Foodie Flirty Schemer Coder

18:23

Sujith E S 718CR2027

He is popularly called "pandi". This man is a walking encyclopedia, and if you ask anything under the sun, 
he knows about it. Pandi is the guy when anyone drinks with him; no matter how many shots he takes, he 
will take you safely back room. He has a considerable sense of responsibility. His love for football is unlike 
no other; a star goalkeeper in his own right is one of the pillars and the final defence of the institute 
football team. The reason for a lot of people getting jobs and internships isn't the training and placement 
cell; it's Sujit ES. The OG OT cracker is probably the guy who's given the most OTs on campus. 

Sportsperson Last Bencher Foodie Writer

18:23

Projjal Kanti Das 718CR2026

Aka, the fitness freak counts calories (with mess food, nonetheless) when he eats, refuses to get a cycle, 
and walks everywhere. A football fan, particularly of Liverpool. He will listen to you all ears and is a 
person who you can talk to heart to heart. His mindset makes him the unique one. He realises how 
materialistic this world is and how these things shouldn't matter. A person so much into philosophy, so 
silent and polite. You can see him listening to indie music all the time. 

Booze Mr. Ideal Gym Freak Coder

18:23

Anisha Choudhury 718CR2034

Anisha, aka the topper, has aced everything, be it academics or extracurriculars. She is an all-rounder 
lady of grace who can deal with every situation. Friendly and enthusiastic greets everyone around her 
with a beautiful smile. From providing notes during exams to helping write the practical records, she has 
always been there, always aiming for the best; she has bagged prestigious internships and is also the 
department's PC. She is caring and heartwarming.

In Love Ms. popular Writer Drama Queen

18:23



Chemistry
Verified Department

When it comes to grooving with the enthusiastic beats of molecular interaction, 

this branch is eternally giving their soundest performance from "Dusk till Dawn." 

They are the purest dedicators for whom "I am in love with the Shape of you" 

forever belongs to Benzene. Imagine Dragons are known for winning billions by 

"Radioactive," this branch has outshined all the billboards through their version 

of "Radioactive."

Class of 2022



Vivek Yadav 417CY5061

Vivek, known as the jugaadu, is an inspiring student and, despite being qualified as the last bencher, 
manages his studies well. He is known to take good care of his health. He is a music buzz and loves to 
listen to Udit Narayan and Kumar Sanu. Well, this speaks enough for his excellent taste. He is also into 
Martial Arts, and this trait fascinates many. He’s a great sportsperson, and his fellow mates admire him. 
He has some pleasant habits which he follows as a routine, and many of his friends have mentioned it to 
be a reason that bonds them. Vivek is also praised for having a practical outlook on life which is highly 
praised.

Jugaadu Sportsperson Last Bencher Singer

17:22

Roshni Mahananda 418CY5003

Just as her name suggests, Roshni is the light and life of every party. She has repeatedly left people 
speechless with her sassy dance moves. Also, the queen of impromptu plans, she's down for anything, 
anywhere and anytime. Including the highlight of her life, the Puri trip, that she milked for all it was 
worth. She always has her tea and is a voracious reader who is often lost in her own world. She stans One 
Direction, Harry Styles, and Himanshu Dulani, among others, to the core. She gives her best in everything 
she does, doesn't matter if it's something serious or silly. No matter what, her pictures always light up 
people's Instagram feeds. She's the most caring and loving friend one could ask for.

Ms. Popular Foodie Dancer Artist

18:23

Shubham Kanungo 418CY5002

Most endearingly known as Chunga, Shubham also qualifies as the most handsome guy in the class. As 
mentioned by his friends, being a silent killer is one of his traits. He’s also known as the proxy king. 
Shubham is a cricket freak interested in badminton, WWE and UFC. Besides, he’s also fond of eating 
chicken. His discipline is one of his most attractive characteristics, and he’s known for taking the initiative 
in various projects. A fascinating thing about Shubham is that no matter what, he never fails to wear a 
cap to class. He’s a friendly companion who empathises with everyone. He’s known to save a lot of 
money and thus is a rich guy in terms of wealth and knowledge.

GMAT Neta Foodie Sportsperson

18:23

Debayan Mandal 418CY5004

Famous as the Neta, Debayan has been the unsaid CR since his first year of college. He has managed to 
solve all issues wherever he goes with his leadership skills. He’s resourceful and efficient in his work and 
takes every responsibility with unmatched zeal. He’s a great chemistry student and is believed to become 
a great scientist in the future. He’s always there to light you up with his company and gives beneficial 
advice to anyone in need. He’s exceptionally humorous and can crack people up at any time of the day. 
This makes him everyone’s favourite and go-to person. All his friends wish that his wittiness helps him get 
a girlfriend soon.

Flirty Schemer Jugaadu Foodie

18:23



Pradyosh Kumar Nath 418CY5005

Pradyosh, known as the drama queen, is a straightforward and patient guy. He adapts to everything 
around him really fast. He might be an introvert, but when it comes to his friends, he’s genuinely an 
entertaining guy. He believes that actions speak louder than words and is always perfect in whatever task 
he takes at hand. He’s a great listener and validates everyone’s feelings without getting annoyed. He’s the 
most reliable friend in need. He assists all his classmates in academics and makes it a point to check up 
on everyone once in a while. He’s excellent at his studies and is a really ambitious person who is an 
inspiration to many.

Mr. Ideal Jugaadu GMAT Foodie 

18:23

Anish Akhtar Ansari 418CY5036

Anish, the Mr Popular of the college, is one with zero haters and several admirers. He’s called the mentos 
in a bottle of Coca-Cola. He switches from being the innocent guy of the group to the most naughty in a 
blink. He’s an amiable and caring guy and helps all his buddies whenever and wherever they need him. 
He’s a child at heart and is always seen in a bright mood. He never fails to crack people up and qualifies 
as the funniest among his friends. He’s a huge foodie and is up for a treat from anyone at any time. He’s a 
UPSC aspirant and is believed to become a great officer in the times ahead.

Neta Foodie Jugaadu Schemer

18:23

Sourab Barath V 418CY5007

As they say, east or west Sourab Barath V is the best. The guy with four names is one of the most 
intelligent people you’ll ever come across. From being a fantastic photographer to one of the finest 
dancers in college, he’s an absolute all-rounder. He’s also known for his debating skills, and I bet you can’t 
win an argument against him. He’s often seen zooming past people in his “also as famous as him” cycle, 
heading to his lab or joining his friends for some banter. You can also find him at the chai tapri, sipping 
and spilling tea. He’s an excellent company to hang out with, whether at a party or a casual walk around 
the campus. 

Foodie Mr. Ideal Artist Dancer 

18:23

Satyaranjan Jena 418CY5037

The Mr Ideal, Satyaranjan, is one of the most unique personalities in the college. He has multiple moods 
and knows where and how to employ them. He’s a great social worker who never fails to help anyone 
around him. He’s also famous for his jokes and one-liners in between conversations, making him the life 
of many gatherings. Cricket and e-sports are two of his greatest passions. He’s a highly enthusiastic 
person who’s also easy to approach whenever one feels like sharing. His last-minute exam notes help him 
and the entire class. He’s kind and considerate and is said to have a friendly aura and charisma around 
girls. Last but not least, he’s the best friend, senior and mentors people look up to.

Schemer Mr. Ideal Sportsperson Foodie

18:23



Chivukula Yagnasri 418CY5041

Yagnasri is popularly known for his independent nature among his peers who are inspired by him. He’s an 
introvert and doesn’t seem to bother much about things around him. Still, only his close friends can 
vouch for the small kid inside him who’s absolutely enthusiastic and always eager to learn and experience 
different things. His love for Mathematics is well-known. He has great mental strength, which keeps him 
unaffected in all adverse situations. He has endured many hardships with a formidable will and has 
overcome them all. Yagnasri is often lazy, but his smartness makes up for almost everything.

GMAT Foodie Mr. Ideal Chaatu 

18:23

Bharat Kumawat 418CY5044

Bharat is a silent guy who refrains from speaking a lot, but the speech is profound when he does. He is 
often found sitting on the last bench, lost in his thoughts. He seems pretty shy, but his friends warrant 
him to be the partner in crime in every fun and frolic. Bharat is also a foodie and loves trying different 
dishes. He balances his studies well with every other thing. He truly believes in the Bhagavat Gita and 
follows and preaches its principles with utmost sincerity.

Foodie Jugaadu Schemer Last Bencher 

18:23

Spandita Bhoi 418CY5042

Any number of adjectives fall short when it comes to describing Spandita. She’s the charming girl in her 
circle who’s much loved by everyone. She is fond of nature photography, writing, adventures and many 
other things. Her calm and positive attitude in any situation makes her stand out. The artist in her is much 
appreciated by her peers as she comes up with unique ideas and crafts. She is pretty handy in her studies 
and thus has her priorities sorted. She takes an active part in philosophical and political discussions. She’s 
a huge foodie and what excites her most is a sumptuous plate of gupchup. She’s reckoned as a caring 
friend with a pleasant and understanding demeanour.

Ms. Ideal Foodie Last Bencher Jugaadu 

18:23

Pooja Priyadarshini 418CY5046

Pooja is easily the most hardworking person you’ll ever come across. She’s never idle and is always 
focused on something or the other. She’s known to be the perfect blend of beauty and brains. She’s also 
acknowledged as a fantastic dancer and a model. She’s a true friend who comes forward to help and 
assist everyone. She’s brilliant with her academics which she handles hand in hand with tackling various 
everyday problems and commitments. She is fond of travelling and photoshoots. She also qualifies as a 
foodie who loves non-vegetarian and diverse other cuisines. Pooja is also known to have OCD in all good 
senses, making her strive for perfection in everything she does.

Ms. Popular In Love Foodie Dancer

18:23



Chittaranjan Sahoo 418CY5047

Chittaranjan is more commonly known as “Chitta” or “Chitte” or “The person with a golden heart”. He 
never backs out from helping anyone in need of anything, which is why he’s so admired by all. He has got 
various other tags, such as the topper, the gym boy, the clean boy, the innocent boy and so on. His 
friends believe his killer smile can hypnotize any girl in sight. He’s also known as a singer who morphs the 
lyrics according to his convenience. He’s brilliant and is consistently acknowledged for his outstanding 
academic records. He helps all his branch mates whenever they approach him for assistance. As his 
friends call him, he’s a pro at everything.

Chaatu Mr. Ideal GMAT Flirty

18:23

Vadlamudisaimohana Krishna 418CY5070

The guy who never fears speaking his mind and the one who is known for his bold and fearless 
demeanour is Saimohana. Whether seniors, juniors or batchmates, he has always presented himself with 
utmost clarity and confidence. Saimohana is known for his strong judgements; he never backs off from 
accepting the truth and fate. He’s an accommodating and loyal friend who sticks to his mates in every 
situation, be it solving their problems or getting them attendance owing to which he’s also termed the 
proxy king. He’s the last bencher and usually stays quiet but is really entertaining company for his friends. 
He’s also a foodie who loves trying out different things.

Foodie Proxy King Mr. Ideal Last Bencher

18:23

Sudhanshu Singh 418CY5048

Sudhanshu, known for many other virtues, shines out as a true gentleman and a fantastic nature. He’s 
referred to as the “Chupa Rustam” of poetry. He’s highly determined and always finishes every task at 
hand with perfection. He has set up records of not sleeping for days together during the examinations. 
He is a night-out person, who can talk for hours, vibing and dancing to loud music. He participates in all 
political debates and indulges much in anime and cricket. He has an unparalleled love for Bollywood 
songs and Punjabi rap songs. Sudhanshu is best known for keeping secrets covered; thus, many of his 
friends count on him to share their stories.

Gym Freak   Mr. Ideal Singer Artist

18:23

Chawanjyothi Singh 418CY5075

Chawan, aka Chowmein or The Chemistry Lover, is entitled to be the greatest introvert by his friends. 
He’s known for being intelligent and practical in every aspect and situation. He always has a Plan B or a 
Plan C. Chawan is a really emotional yet childish boy who brightens the mood of all his close friends. He’s 
also known for his versatility. He can switch from being immersed in research work to a gaming mood in 
seconds. He’s also compared to the Greek god “Eros” for his flirty and jolly nature. Chawan knows how to 
set his priorities and is believed to win a Nobel Prize in Chemistry owing to his skills and sheer 
dedication.

Artist Flirty Mr. Ideal Last Bencher

18:23



Computer 
Science

Verified Department

The branch for the rulers of the virtual cosmos who are on the constant 

conquest of exploring and conquering the online world, it has undoubtedly 

elevated its hierarchy over the years so much that the inner One Directioner in 

their hearts is literally jamming to "Does it ever drive you crazy? Just how fast 

the night changes?" While surfing through diverse groups of languages and 

software plus enduring the sky-high expectations of others, who knew the 

reality of what a single bug in their system can do? "Sometimes, all I think about 

is you, late nights in the middle of June," is all that remains at the end of the day.

Class of 2022



Sayed Fahim Ali 117CS0199

Our Fahim, aka "Dawdye", is a complete entertainment package. This Casanova of NITR has been a 
connoisseur of all the stuff considered "Not preferable in college". Hands down the most time spent on 
the NITR campus in history, this short, long-haired Bangladeshi is more Indian now. Although this guy is 
an open book, there are certain things which only a few people know about him, and his aspirations in 
Malaysia are one of them. A traveler by nature, this multilinguist could make a new friend on the way 
back from the mess. His cooking skills will undoubtedly surprise you. With his tagline, "Kuch Na Kuch 
Dhanda kar hi lenge", Fahim is the go-to person under any circumstance.

Jugaadu Flirty Mr. Popular Nashedi

18:22

Battu Pranay Venkat 118CS0139

Pranay aka Battu, the nerd guy who doesn't look nerdy. His obsession with pictures and photoshoots 
renders him sleepless for nights. Contributing to the water crisis, this fashionista takes multiple baths a 
day. Facewash and comb are his essentials wherever he goes. Beware, if he is shuffling cards, you are 
sure to lose. This foodie is infamous for ordering the worst dishes on the menu. An extensive user of 
Linkedin, you can find him engrossed in scrolling the Linkedin pages instead of reels. That one friend who 
knew where the compulsory questions would come from and saved your back before exams, Pranay 
makes sure that no one feels lonely anywhere and anytime. 

Foodie Coder Mr. Ideal Proxy King

18:22

Nelaparthi Sree Venkatesh 117CS0277

Venky, the "Lover Boy", is passionate about modelling, dancing, and acting. A dedicated part of clubs like 
Mavericks, Fusion, and Pantomime, needless to say, this "Dog Lover" has a huge fan base. With friends 
and family consistently hitting the top of his charts, his fashion sense, endearing hospitality, and quick-
witted replies will leave you starstruck. This social butterfly hits the gym regularly. "Darjeeling Venkatesh" 
has left no stone unturned in his quest to prove his versatility, his achievements in modelling being a 
testament to the same. With a sense of maturity ahead of his age, he is an amicable and easygoing senior 
to his juniors. His ever-broadening smile and charismatic personality leave an impression wherever he 
goes.

Gym Freak Mr. Popular Flirty Artist

18:22

Dala Vaishnavi 118CS0140

This  Die Hard Fan Of Mahesh Babu is best known for spamming groups with her memes and sticker 
collection. Vaishnavi, aka "Gabbaishu", is a Korean drama queen and BTS fanatic. The sweetest of all, she 
can be found humming to the tunes of BTS songs and flaunting her BTS merchandise around the campus. 
Her laziness heavily contradicts her smartness, being one who cracks the exam by studying a day before 
it. Call her  "Musalibaisu",  "hotspot", or  "Patta Patta." This "Beauty with a brain" has been a constant 
supporter and go-to for all the placement and semester preparation strategies. With "netranandam" as 
her catchphrase, this nocturnal binge-watcher has devoured every single episode of Big Boss.

Drama Queen Ms. Popular Foodie Chaatu

18:22



Oshin Agrawal 118CS0147

The "Shinchan" of Pantomime, she is naturally chill and cute; however, no one should offer her cheap 
thrills (saste Nashe). Those class snaps made her Snapchat queen among the NITR Janta, but nothing can 
be as remarkable as her on-stage drama portrayal. "Sweet, simple and intelligent" - these three words are 
enough to describe Oshin Agrawal. She'll stand by you and help you through it, whether it's love, real-life 
issues or career guidance. She has the energy to uplift anyone's mood. While she might surprise you with 
her sass and savagery sometimes, it doesn't cancel out her utter sweetness and the care she carries for 
everyone. With her sheer dedication, we hope she continues to reap the most rewarding results.

Drama Queen Foodie One with OCD One with OCD

18:22

Kankana Duttachowdhury 118CS0166

Popularly known as Kanku, Kankana is a typical fish and Sondesh-loving Bengali beauty who will proudly 
claim, time and again, that everything is better in Kolkata. She has her Gossip Database updated faster 
than any software out there. You can never pour too much alcohol for Kankana; her tolerance shoots for 
the sky whenever it comes to any activities involving utilizing her lungs or liver. If she creatively swears at 
you, especially in Bengali, you know you have her heart. The life of the party, she is as intelligent and 
diligent as how loud she is. Whenever you hear the words "Chatar Mata" being screamed out loudly 
anywhere on campus, you don't have to turn around to know it's HER.

Booze Nashedi Writer Drama Queen

18:22

Satyam Binayak Dash 118CS0162

The Proxy king, expert cheater and the most casual dude in college, Satyam is that excellent friend who 
is always fun to hang out with. He might be seen to be deeply influenced by foreign cultures, but deep 
inside, he is a proud Odia. He evolved from "I can only drink Bisleri" in his first year to "Bhaiya Aur teekha 
daalo" in front of a street food vendor. Many people don't know that his laziness fuels his relaxed and 
casual behaviour. The "nerdiest" DASA guy, the perfect schemer, Satyam Binayak Dash, is a friend you 
don't wish to miss out on. Here's hoping one of the founding members of "ProxyPie" and "MAGS" has a 
healthy and happy life.

Proxy King Schemer Jugaadu  Last Bencher

18:22

Palli Newton Babu 118CS0143

Also known as our beloved "Newty". His comic timing is as bizarre as he doesn't realise how he brings fun 
and laughter with himself. Newty radiates good vibes and positivity, and his company is one to crave for. 
A perfectionist in every sport he plays has his way with it. He juggles his studies with his many other 
talents with equal versatility. His caring nature makes him one of the most approachable people ever. We 
wish Raviteja a fantastic future ahead with his career and other endeavours.

Foodie Sportsperson Proxy King Jugaadu

18:22



Aditya Singh Bhadoriya 118CS0154

Aditya is the friend that one would like to preserve forever. This "AlphaMale" has evolved from someone 
who could not even talk to girls to rejecting girls for his true love. Even at the lowest temperatures, he 
could say, "Thand to hai hi nhi". He is short in stature but exceptionally gifted. Not only is he a skilled 
coder, but he can also bowl fast in cricket. This skilled poker player, also an avid Mumbai Indians fan, is 
the easiest to tease. "Rusu" being his other name, it takes hours to cheer him up after he gets angry like a 
toddler. His never-say-die attitude has a significant impact on both his studies and his daily life.

Mr. Popular Sportsperson Neta Schemer

18:22

Amish Anand 118CS0684

Amish Anand, often referred to as "Amish sir", is one of the most intelligent and entertaining characters 
you will come across in NITR. He will make everyone laugh with a good sense of humor and witty punch 
lines. Amish embodies the character of a typical engineer lying in his room playing Minecraft/BGMI or 
found slothing all day watching anime. He is a die-hard FC Barcelona fan. He is a firm believer in the 
phrase 'Baad me Dekha Jayega' and is the last to submit an assignment. Competitive coding is something 
he is passionate about. To conclude, Amish is a fun-loving guy and a great friend, and we wish him all the 
best in his future endeavors.

Coder  Drama King Last Bencher Foodie

18:22

Arijeet Mohanty 118CS0178

Arijeet is a mathematics genius, the best roommate, and is always eager to help in any situation. He is 
the personification of OnePlus's tagline, "Never Settle", as he is always determined to work for everything 
he can achieve. Arijeet has it all - looks, intellect, maturity and thoughtfulness. The saviour Arijieet 
studies many department courses to aid students in exams. One of the most brilliant guys who calculates 
every possible outcome before making a decision. This skilled sportsperson is a solid right-arm medium-
pace bowler and a middle-order batsman. Even when instigated repeatedly, he holds his nerve and keeps 
his calm. He is known for being innocent, but things are often not the way they seem to first appear in 
court.

Nashedi In Love Schemer Heartbroken

18:22

Ashutosh Nayak 118CS0187

Let us unveil the most Google-d "meme material" of NITR, the OG Ashutosh Nayak, who lets you live a 
bit better through his unfathomable 'Bhai sarigala'. This TMKOC lover streams in the perfect mix of 
procrastination and fun. This ideal guy-next-door has the most memorable and power-packed GPL and 
gets beaten up, regardless of whose birthday it is. He maintains as much balance in his sugar intake as in 
his academics. An apparently shy guy with lots of achievements, the famous "Google wale bhaiya". 
Notorious for having taken seats of numerous candidates by getting multiple offers in MNCs, this fervent 
cricket fanatic, secretly romantic mama's boy has inspired the CP future of the college with his evergreen 
love - CF.

Coder Mr. Popular Mr. Ideal Foodie

18:22



Pratyush Mohanty 118CS0180

"Tall, brooding and handsome", Pratyush is quite the ultimate package. This cricket lover can watch 
India's cricket match irrespective of a next-day semester exam. He finishes most of his tasks well before 
the deadline and can be found chilling at the 11th hour. The person who maintained 100% attendance 
almost every semester. The one on whom you can rely for syllabus portions and resources, Pratyush is 
smart, intelligent, hardworking, and determined. He motivates everyone around him and is always there 
when needed. Affectionately called Legend by his group of friends for being the assignment provider, 
"Potush", An excellent coder and ML enthusiast, is one of the integral parts of the MAGS group.

Mr. Ideal Coder Sportsperson Singer

18:22

Subhasish Barik 118CS0150

Subhasish (aka Barik) personifies the statement, "The good and the wise lead quiet lives." You can 
identify him from a distance with his broad smile. You will never find him agitated because he has 
mastered how to conduct himself in any situation. SB stays silent during every discussion until he drops 
the mic with a savage retort. A vibrant personality with a superb IQ, he has neither disappointed his 
peers nor his grades. As much as he eats, we wonder where all the food goes? A benevolent and witty 
guy, his social battery recharges at the sight of his loved ones. From the "taciturn chashmish nerd" to 
being the "smart friend", he has left a beautiful impression on our college life.

Jugaadu Proxy King Coder In Love

18:22

Soumyashree Patra 118CS0194

Soumyashree Patra considers himself the don of the institute (due to his obsession with the character 
Rocky Bhai from KGF). A calm and composed guy who loves taking challenges on himself. Brand 
ambassador of Patanjali, he uses Gashar Churna after every meal to release those 'deadly interminable 
burps.' He is that rich, mollycoddled boy whose parents would send an SUV to drop him home with 
extreme comfort. His resilience, persistence, and efforts as the PS made this placement season a huge 
success. Instead of being late to every event, he is always available for his friends. An accommodating, 
loyal, and fun-going guy with a good heart. We hope he doesn't have to fret about food wherever he 
goes.

Foodie In Love Coder Singer

18:22

Biswaranjan Behera 118CS0151

Biswaranjan(aka Pean) is the most sidha-sadha banda of the group. An introvert who knows all the 
students of NITR. He finds talking difficult to girls and doesn't even click a photo with any girl in the 
entire souvenir photoshoot. Outside his friend circle, he may appear relatively silent and reserved. He 
may look innocent on the face but always keeps a devil's mind and initiates the craziest things in the 
group. This Allu Arjun fan can never be found in his room or library, but his friend's room is his permanent 
abode. He's an underrated gamer and occasionally turns into a party animal. We wish he achieves 
whatever he puts his heart and mind into. 

Last Bencher Dancer Schemer Coder

18:22



Samrudha Ganvir 118CS0167

Samrudha (aka Kazoo) is a typical Marathi guy who doesn't know Marathi. He has built a mini-library on 
his phone. He despises memorizing things and is nonchalant with his appearance. One may say how 
unorganized he is by taking a peek at his room. Exceptionally humble, down-to-earth, sardonic introvert 
only when you don't know him. He is a man of few words but can deliver lavish satirical remarks when 
required. He has a beautiful English vocabulary and is a giant lover of Hollywood movies. This CSE topper 
is sluggish occasionally but finishes his work on time. His seamless transformation from a peaceful, laid-
back individual to a dynamic person is worth applauding. 

Drama King In Love Schemer Foodie

18:22

Asutosh Mohanty 118CS0179

Asutosh (aka Lulu) is the perfect real-life example of Howard Wolowitz. From nearly surviving death on 
the orientation day to becoming the closest friend of many, he is a patient ear to your rants and your go-
to man when you wish to get some inspiration. A connoisseur and "brand ambassador" of Apple gadgets, 
he can be spotted in the group with the loudest laugh. From posting silly memes to creating stickers for 
his friends, he adds laughter to every room he walks in. His ever-changing location can be found in his 
frequent status updates, and he is the happiest when driving on an empty road. Hope he succeeds in all 
the decisions he makes in his extraordinary life.

Flirty Chaatu Jugaadu In Love

18:22

Mrityunjay Jha 118CS0171

Mrityunjay (aka Ronak) takes much satisfaction in being the opener of the NITR-UG-2018 batch. Silent & 
broody, armed with an honest, genuine attitude, he's the best person who'll always help you in every 
situation. He assumes himself as a MotoGP rider and rides his cycle recklessly, imperilling the person 
sitting behind him to death. Always vibing to old 70's music, he is obsessed with dressing immaculately 
no matter the season. Never content with classes & labs; you can always find him with some research 
paper or a book. He's the most hardworking, driven & humble (with a sailor's mouth tho) person who has 
juggled everything so well together it's enviable. His perseverance and dedication deserve a bow.

Jugaadu Sportsperson In Love Coder

18:22

Aakash Padhy 118CS0188

You combine dedication, honesty, and diligence with laziness and get Aakash Padhy, aka Padhy Babu. 
The duelist of the so-called professional team OG69, he has the calibre to buy and own you if you dare to 
mess with him. This Sambalpuriya babu has his "power saving mode" on throughout. You can find him 
hyperactive when busy with his "grocery shopping" and playing Valorant. This farzi engineer's diet 
includes 2 packets of chips and 1 cold drink followed by "250 gm ki Hawa". "Waah waah", complimented 
with a sly smile and stare, is his reaction to almost everything. He is a down-to-earth guy with a not-so-
morsel amount of richness, as can be substantiated by his collection of cars. 

Nashedi Booze Mr. Ideal In Love

18:22



Pratik Priyadarsan 118CS0197

When you think about a CS topper, Pratik Priyadarshan is the first name that pops into your mind. He can 
be best described by his success and achievements than by words. This 'no problem' man always has a 
story, experience, and wisdom to share. A tech aficionado, he has inspired countless people around the 
campus. He bugs a lot by asking people, "Siye mora Haba na?" which became the subject of memes. A 
massive fan of MSD, he hopes to meet the legend someday. His college life narrates the story of 
leadership,  composure, and perseverance. His work-hard, sleep-harder personality has helped him sail 
through various stresses of life, and we hope he soon finds his lady love.

Heart Broken Coder Neta Mr. Popular

18:22

Mallula Radha Prasanthi 118CS0196

Radha is a happy-go-lucky, caring girl with the sweetest smile. She has a huge fan following among 
juniors because of her nourishing and amicable nature. A BTS fan girl who always watches Korean 
dramas late at night, her love for BTS and Korean drama are endless. You get the feeling of "Pakka Telugu 
ammai" when you see her, our Radha, aka Kumbhakarna. The female version of Relangi mavayya is the 
life of every party. She's the kind of person who can survive anywhere, even if left in the desert. She is 
good at sports (kho-kho) and has a PhD in Pulihora (sweet talk). This foodie tries everything on the menu.

Artist Sportsperson Dancer Foodie

18:22

Sushree Samapika 118CS0208

Affectionately called "Susuri", Sushree is that endearing and considerate friend everyone vouches for. 
She is a quirky blend of grit, mischief, and innocence. Although she appears naive and sweet, she knows 
many more things than she shows. You can always count on her to accompany you during walks. This 
social butterfly has perfected the art of mimicking. A living testimony of "Beauty with Brains", the self-
proclaimed adventurer wouldn't even try hopping down from a few steps. She won't shy away from 
saying, "mate Kichi Jana Nahi", to awing people by excelling in everything she puts her heart into. The 
"jugaadu" can go to any extent to help you but beware, there's always a quid pro quo involved.

Foodie Ms. Popular GMAT Jugaadu

18:22

Aman Rath 118CS0198

To those who think this guy studies all the time, you pathetic souls barely know him. He is charming, full 
of light, and unquestionably the most talented. He plays football, watches cricket, is a Marvel fan, has a 
girlfriend, tops semester exams, and sings too. Did we forget anything? Oh yeah, he drinks too. Well, you 
won't see any more eager guys for the brands of alcohol as Aman. In short, he has aced it all. He is a 
versatile individual who is an outstanding footballer, a pro gamer besides being second-ranked in the 
entire Class of 22, and last but not least, a handsome and charming man. He is a diamond from the heart, 
with a very generous personality. 

Mr. Ideal Singer Sportsperson In Love

18:22



Swapna Bindhani 118CS0156

Swapna Bindhani has very few friends, but she remains the focal point among them. Her multitalented 
ability helps her win prizes in intra-hall sports like weightlifting and badminton. Swapna is the drama 
queen of the gang. She can be someone who remains calm and aggressive as per the situation. For the 
hopelessly romantic girl, an SRK fan still waiting for his prince charming, gupchups and chocolates are 
something she can have multiple times a day. Mother of her small group (Family), she carries a bag full of 
clothes and makeup. She has a beautiful soul and a cheerful personality, and we wish her all the best in 
her future endeavours.

Dancer Chaatu Singer Drama Queen

18:22

Deepshri Sanjay Sharma 118CS0212

Member of the "Banana Cult", President of Synergy and the Queen of Hearts, her cheerful personality 
and impeccable aura are perpetual. Deepu is the crush of half of the batch, but Synergy will always 
remain her true love. She has a charismatic personality and can kill you with her looks and dance moves. 
Her bangs speak louder than her words.

Dancer Ms Popular Ms Ideal Foodie

18:22

Rishabh Roshan Malik 118CS0175

Rishabh is a very sweet, charming, and tall person. A keeper and one of the best people you can have in 
your life. He loves his computer setup more than the games in it, values friendship over anything and 
would do anything not to lose you. Rishabh has impeccable comedic timing. His comedy is dark but will 
surely make anyone's day. Due to his attitude, you may forget that he is one of the biggest 
procrastinators. Apart from his jokes, he does make sure that everything happens in a planned, fair 
manner. If you happen to see a guy who stands like he's in a trance of the national anthem, it's most likely 
him.

Gym Freak In Love Nashedi Booze

18:22

Deepak Kumar Sial 118CS0214

Deepak is popularly known as BETA among friends. He is genuinely famous for how to kill time when 
nothing is worth doing. Once you meet this guy, the bond only becomes stronger exponentially. This 
person's adventurous and zealous nature makes time spent with him worthwhile. But sometimes, his 
irrational and uncontrollable anger is the most disturbing part that could freak you out. If one has to 
describe him with the help of a food item, then it will be a Brownie which tastes best when served with 
hot chocolate and ice cream, as does Deepak's nature.

Heart Broken Dancer In Love Writer

18:22



Aritri Priya Saha 118CS0619

To all Sri Lankan batchmates, Aritri has been a buddy, translator, tour guide, and instructor. She is the 
most obnoxious individual. "Bathali," which means "chubby girl," is her affectionate. If bargaining is an 
art, she is the Picasso of it. "Bro party" is one of her most famous quotes. Commonly known as 'sassy 
Bengali Beauty, it is a gem of a person. From starting fights on social media platforms to proving herself 
right in those fights, Aritri is a rebel in nature. Switching roles from ' the annoying/ weird kid' to 'the life-
saving advisor' and ' the makeup mom' to 'the biggest hype woman', she is unparalleled in all aspects of 
life. 

Drama Queen Writer Foodie Ms. Popular

18:22

Sheshank Gupta 118CS0685

"The lost and not found soul" of NITR, that's Sheshank for you! ex-FITJEE open CS student, our loving 
Golu Gupta. The dankest guy, who became an overnight sensation for his two words "MM". Popularly 
known as "wick", he was a member of every unique NITR gang. No one is more experienced in human 
intoxication than this guy, who has become the godfather of many newcomers to this field. He has been 
the master of backbenchers, missing hundreds of classes and arranging special lab tests for himself. 
From TT champion to badass footballer, this guy is always up for any sport. From taking selfies in exams 
to being a kickass GPL master. Nobody has lived these four years like this guy.

Last Bencher Nashedi Booze Foodie

18:22

Rahul Rathi 118CS0596

A person who would give a wide dimple-filled smile and answer all your queries. That's our Rahul dai. 
Calling his juniors "Nani Bacchai", he was the senior everyone deserved. A very genuine person, beautiful 
inside and out, he doesn't make you wait to get a reply; he instantly does that and is always there to help 
you. What to write about him? Everything about him is fantastic: his height, positive attitude, confidence, 
and cleverness. Would always give a family vibe to his near and dear ones and always has your back. This 
"Chatur Naar" was also a part of Rotaract. We wish him luck in all his future endeavours.

Nashedi Jugaadu Booze Neta

18:22

Sudhansu Sekhar Swain 118CS0689

If you ask for a jolly coder with many friends around him, you'll lead to Sudhanshu. He's always startup 
ready and loves to talk about ideas no matter where he is. He's someone who would take critiques 
positively and always seeks improvement. An integral part of OpenCode, Sudhansu motivated the juniors 
to pursue their passion in the tech world. His talent overflows with NTSE, RMO, and KVPY, along with 
being an exceptional Tabla player, equally good at debates and discussions. Sudhansu commands a 
colossal knowledge bank and is passionate about changing the world in neuroscience, nanotech, AI, 
web3, economics, entrepreneurship and much more!

Mr. Ideal Artist Coder Mr. Popular

18:22



Simran Deep Singh Thakral 118CS0690

The ever-smiling Sardarji is always ready to tackle every challenge and obstacle head-on. He is a man 
with a golden heart. The Omegle partner never fails to embarrass the person on the other side of the 
screen. He clicks pretty well and is obsessed with watches and suits. Undoubtedly the only guy who 
gives you the best career advice. Anytime you feel low, just call him, and he will provide you with the best 
motivational advice. For the sake of saying, nearly everyone in the college knows him either for his high 
CG or for his leadership skills, but if you are in his close friend circle, then this guy always got your back. 

Mr. Popular Coder Neta GMAT

18:22

Vishvesh Muthu 118CS0181

Vishvesh is rich, introverted, thoughtful, and funny, yet always humble about his qualities. His humility 
truly knows no bounds - he lives in a bungalow practically the size of our hostel and claims to be middle 
class. He is a fantastic secret keeper and the one person you must have around when you're drunk 
because you will undoubtedly have the time of your life. Idli Dosa; has the funniest surname ever. He 
takes time to open up to people, but once he does, he's the sweetest person in the room, especially when 
you make him drink some Old Monk. If he doesn't throw up, chances are he will advocate for Hindu 
Rastra with you. 

GMAT Mr. Ideal Nashedi Gym Freak

18:22

Tariq Archad Barbhuiya 118CS0768

A lazy yet meticulous guy from Silchar who was already familiar with the NIT culture came to NIT 
Rourkela with a dream of studying abroad but got placed in SAP Labs. That's Tariq for you. This guy has 
many traits, an ardent gamer, a diehard Liverpool fan, an outstanding football player and many more. He 
is always looking for information, gobbling up anything he finds. Fair warning, if you debate with him 
about anything, it will go on for hours, and you will probably lose regardless of whether you are right or 
wrong. He is crazy about Liverpool. What's shocking is he unapologetically lets you know of his desire to 
be placed high up on your ranking of intelligent people. 

One with OCD Last Bencher Foodie Coder

18:22

Srimay Ray 118CS0201

Mr. Procrastination King has proven himself in fee payment, exams and many other things that he will 
start late and repent but is always found in the first row when it's a call for Zomato. Srimay Ray (Cuttakia) 
is known as a schemer boy. Mr ray is our fake Bengali who holds his heavy male ego but, with a simple 
sneeze, hides behind his pile of meds. His manipulation of others fails when he says, "dance, my poppets 
dance". He is a die-hard Barca lover with penaldo memes. His Cuttakia country is more amusing than 
troublesome. With all his flip and flops, his Chandler-ness is admired and loved always. The dude always 
has a scheme for literally everything in the world.

Nashedi Jugaadu Gym Freak Booze

18:22



Eluri Bhanu Prasanna 118CS0141

A big fan of cricket, Eluri watches every match and analyzes them. When it's IPL season, he can even 
predict the next ball. Big fan of playing Wcc2, Mini militia. A massive fan of Kajal Agarwal.One of the 
most hardworking on campus and a decent but temperamental guy. He can achieve a sgpa of 9+ by 
starting a week before the exam. He has a secret talent, though, because not everyone has seen his 
smooth dance moves as he confines them to the dim lights of DJ nights only. A true all-rounder with 
excellent time management skills. Obsessed with movies and, to be specific, a rhapsodic Marvel fan, 
there is not a single Marvel movie he hasn't watched. 

Dancer Coder Sportsperson Foodie

18:22

Sonali Dalai 118CS0160

Commonly called Dalai, sudden sleeper, Jerry; Mommy. She’s pure bliss. The tiny optimistic creature 
with anger on her nose tip, whose calming down is just a sneeze away, is a ball of love. A bundle of joy 
and naughtiness can usually be found loitering on the campus or sipping a cup at the chai Tapri or day 
canteen. She thoroughly enjoys the company of her loved ones and is just one call away when you need 
her. Always ready for sudden plans, she has a thing for accompanying her boozy friends for partying and 
night outs. Addicted to online shopping, she claims to have nothing to wear despite a closet loaded with 
different outfits.

Proxy King Drama Queen Artist Coder

18:22

Roe Gomango Christanjeet 118CS0159

The man with golden luck. By his looks, you may think he is innocent, but he is one of the most popular 
Playboys in his area. His Instagram shows how good he is with unknown girls. If u plan something, then 
make sure to explain it personally unless he will spoil it. An anime lover whose laptop is filled with anime 
but not a single semester pdf. Struggles always have run behind him, and he has outrun all of them like a 
determined soul. From NCC to offline classes, he always knows how to find their way.  A magnificent 
artist. He can literally draw any anime character on any surface (not water, obviously). Cheers to him and 
his success.

Sportsperson Foodie Artist Mr. Ideal

18:22

Gosangi Gunadeep 118CS0142

‘Guna' who’s well-known as a piglet and a lolicon, loves to stay awake during the night and sleep during 
day time. Big fan of playing Genshin impact, clash of clans and Pubg. He doesn't like to waste any food; 
he is one of the most frequent customers of the SD day canteen. Giant anime, manga and novel lover, this 
Badminton pro lost his tooth once after falling in court. His goal in life changes every day. "Lyt le" Is his 
tagline. He mixes Telugu, Hindi, English, and other languages in his conversation with auto drivers or 
watchmen; to others, it's a comedy show. If there are leftovers at a party, you can count on him to eat 
them.

Drama King Foodie Proxy King Last Bencher

18:22



Manjil Kumar Choudhury 118CS0158

You will only know this guy better with time. A gym buddy, even if your gym goals aren't achieved with 
him, you will still have the best time of your life with Manjil. He was impossible to defeat in the Urban 
Reign PC game, but his all vacations plan saw an extensive setback, unlike his gaming. Having helped 
and affected many lives in his sweet ways, friends cherish your memories forever. We wish him luck in his 
future endeavours and hope to see the pictures of agrand vacation with his gang soon. 

Mr. Ideal Drama King Foodie Last Bencher

18:22

Pinisetty Santosh 118CS0144

He is popularly known as "Santoor" and is well known for his zero motivation to do things. He tells 
everyone that he has only watched a particular show/anime after watching a youtube review. Pretends to 
sleep or watch drama but studies silently. Likes to belittle himself and praises others greatly for their 
success. Has little or no contact with girls and likes to spend his free time sleeping like a panda. His 
motto - is "Talk less, listen more". He is the guy who cancels a trip at the last second due to trivial reasons. 
Santosh, aka "Relangi mavayya," has fans at NIT Rourkela and can fool anyone who doesn't know him 
well. 

Dancer Coder Foodie Drama King

18:22

Pranay Anand Chigullapally 118CS0157

Pranay "Chigga" Anand, the social media influencer known for his love for arguing with people. He was 
notoriously known for his ability to study with closed eyes, commonly in positions unimaginable to a 
normal human being. He is one hell of a person to hang around with. Cheega the neega, From coming in 
clutch with assignments and exam answers to chugging vodka-like water and passing out, this man is an 
entire drama club rolled into one thin, lanky frame. "Pranay Chigullapalli Ane Nenu" is how this Dasa Gulti 
kid introduced himself. He's probably the hottest dark guy you will find on campus. We hope you achieve 
your dreams and have a wonderful life ahead.

Coder Singer Booze Sportsperson

18:22

Vyshnav Dangeti 118CS0161

Popularly known as "vyshu" or "don", he is well-adored among his friends for his willingness to help and 
selfless nature. Our "Timon" from Timon and Pumba, you can count on him for advice, from selecting a 
shirt to making a career decision. His special bond with GDB night canteen uncle shows his immense 
love for food. He has a humble and helpful heart and is ever-ready to help his friends and puts the best 
proxies in class. The saviour for labs, assignments, and proxies. This guy is a big anime fan and inspired 
many. The shortest guy in the gang, nicknamed "POTTI". He comes up with an easy solution for every 
problem, and his logic for problem-solving is commendable!

Proxy King Coder GMAT Drama King

18:22



Pritam Kumar 118CS0145

The coder. The gamer. The GPL phobic. Pritam's style distinguishes him from the crowd. Addicted to 
games like PUBG, badminton and also Pro in all. The famous "midnight chai from GDB night canteen and 
the special biscuit" is this Bihari guy's signature combo. Pritam stands for himself and his friends. You can 
rely on him to make the correct argument at the right place. Despite all these, he loves to travel and enjoy 
foods from different corners of town." The Negotiator" negotiates better than moms, "bhaiya 120 me 
chalna hai to Chalo, isse jyada nahi". The movie theatre, SD badminton court, and SD juice centre are 
where he has left his sweet memories behind. 

Sportsperson Last Bencher Coder Heart Broken

18:22

Pamujula Dhanush 118CS0165

He’s the handsome hunk with 6-pack abs. You must see him crave "Korean drama" and "Black Pink". The 
best person to play games with and listen songs to. A very positive vibe in himself, radiating goodness all 
around. We wish Dhanush all the best in his future endeavours.

Mr. Ideal Artist Drama King Foodie

18:22

Rahul Kumar Gupta 118CS0168

Coming from a "chhota kasba" in UP, he has dreams more significant than himself. He's a present in the 
most literal sense; it did take a few moments of unwrapping but what lay underneath was pure gold. He 
can not only baffle you with his wit but also his love and care. Be it blowing hundreds of balloons single-
handedly for the sake of his friend, crashing weddings or being someone to lean on because you're 
drunk, he'll be there for you. He has an acquired taste for watching underrated films and legendary 
scriptwriting skills. Rahul is one of the most humble and simplistic people at NITR. 

Mr. Ideal Artist Writer Gym Freak

18:22

Kulabanta Jagdala 118CS0169

He is the gym buddy and the perfect partner in crime. Although his gym goals and trip plans have yet to 
succeed, having his company is still the best. Memories made with him will last a lifetime. We wish him 
all the best in his future endeavours and hope he achieves great things.

Artist Foodie Mr. Ideal Drama King

18:22



Sri Raviteja Mallela 118CS0176

He is known to his friends by the nickname 'kukka'. The most important aspect about him is his ' ICONIC 
PUMP STEP' in dance which everyone amongst his friends has tried at least once while dancing in 
college. He leads near-perfect engineering life-Bunking classes. When it comes to studying, he 
demonstrates the perfection of an engineer by studying one night before the exam. All in all, he is a 
charming, sweet and loving guy and is admired by everyone around him. We hope he keeps advising 
people and continues to be successful, and we wish him a happy and healthy future.

Dancer Last Bencher  Sportsperson Mr. Popular

18:22

Sanat Kumar Panda 118CS0190

The wittiest guy in the group, Sanat, is someone whose humour and sarcasm flabbergasted all. With 
traits of Chandler and Tommy Shelby, he is always pranking and fooling around with his friends. Master 
of all trades, his skills are never to be doubted. If you're an innocent little birdie and encounter Sanat, 
chances are your virtuous days are over. The jugadu person in the group, he has contacts to settle every 
deed. Twerks and twists are his trademark dance styles. His Spotify playlist is in high demand, among 
other things. You will be perplexed to find a guy who doesn't care about attending classes even after 
getting continuous grades backs. We wish him nothing but happiness and success in life. 

Schemer Flirty Nashedi Foodie

18:22

Lavadiya Lokesh Naik 118CS0182

Lokesh, the leanest guy in the group, is called the thin stick ("Kattepulla"). He is a good friend and also a 
heavy schemer. A binge watcher who stays up all night. You can only win an argument if he switches 
sides quickly. He spends all day sleeping and binge-watching animes, movies, series, dramas, and 
whatnot. Let it be killing his teammates in PUBG or saving water by not taking baths; when it comes to 
studying, he takes everything seriously and organizes it perfectly. He typically leads the weeb life 
spending most of his time watching Anime, Web series or reading manga. He likes psycho thrillers and 
gore content and is the closest match to Patrick from American Psycho. 

Booze Flirty Jugaadu Artist

18:22

Subham Sai Behera 118CS0153

Subham is one of the most hard-working guys you will ever come across. His entire day is spent in bed 
writing codes. An extremely funny and "savage" guy who would be completely shy in front of girls. Also, 
he was a nightmare for librarians as he would issue books and completely forget about them. We hope 
you achieve everything that you desire and soar to great heights.

Coder GMAT Mr. Ideal Writer

18:22



Arijeet De 118CS0163

This foodie will make every meal with you a vivid memory. This amazing singer is one the most caring 
person you will ever meet . Having been a significant support to his friends in this college, one is blessed 
to find him as their friend. We wish Arijeet all the best in his future endeavours.

Gym Freak Foodie Singer Schemer

18:22

Roshan Kumar Sahu 118CS0688

This guy has taken "work hard and let your success make noise" as the motto of his life. Roshan is an 
exquisite coder. He is not only good at studies but also far ahead in sports. He masters many games, such 
as Chess, cricket, and badminton. The "COMEDY NIGHTS AT MV C322 "are the memories his group 
would cherish forever. His character matches "Professor" from the "money heist" series. You always need 
to find out what's his next plan. In short, he is a "silent killer". He is a top-notch coder and a proxy-master 
also. He also happens to be a PRO-Gambler. We wish Roshan all the best in his future endeavours.

Coder Proxy King Mr. Ideal Mr. Popular

18:22

Prajnashu Dehury 118CS0164

His life is simple and robust, just like NLP. Prajnashu's journey in NITR has been one of a kind, and we 
hope he will keep this memory archive with him wherever he goes. We wish him all the good things in 
life.

Coder Foodie  Sportsperson Dancer

18:22

Smruti Sucharita Nath 118CS0185

Smruti can easily be defined as an anthropomorphist with a Tomato. This Cuttackiani values Odia 
tradition more than anything. Her love and faith for Lord Jagannath are unmatchable. She is an all-
rounder, an expert in almost everything she does, including MM journalism, singing, dancing, and 
cooking. Her nature to excavate every piece of news she listens to is proof of how gifted a journalist she 
is. She tries hard in sarcasm and taunting, but success and failure are two sides of the coin. From working 
at Monday Morning to taking OpenCode to new heights to conducting the most awaited souvenir photo 
shoot, she is a person you can rely upon. She is definitely leaving behind a rich legacy.

Drama Queen Neta Ms Popular Writer

18:22



Anwesha Nayak 118CS0186

The patentor of the word "Kewl", she has her own style of creating her own space and inventions. She 
pours her heart and sweat into "cinematics" and "Third Eye". She is a rare breed of student who solves all 
the assignments and supplies them to her group. Her sincerity, hard work, dedication and commitment 
inspire juniors and batch mates. Much to her batchmate's envy, she can succeed in anything she puts her 
heart into. Her favourite hobby is to binge-watch cricket matches. This coder is known to pull an all-
nighter before each semester exam and ends up acing them anyways. Radical, principled and thoughtful 
define her. Wishing the hardworking, secretly romantic & motivated human all the best for the future.

Coder GMAT Dancer Ms. Popular

18:22

Partha Pratim Sahu 118CS0206

Rahul, aka Partha, is one of the jolliest people you'll meet on campus. His creative eye captures the best 
moments.This sambalpuria guy is an ardent fan of Odia song "rimjhim pani".He is a big foodie who has a 
permanent relationship with chicken (especially biryani) and mocks vegetarians for eating paneer. You 
can always find This former LCS secretary, SAC, in his room playing loud music or clicking pictures 
carrying a DSLR around Naga pond or guiding any junior. This travel freak guy is the best guy who can 
help you out of every problem with his jugaadu ideas. He's the literal incarnation of the on-screen Rahul 
you have been fed with. We wish him all the success and happiness for his future.

In Love Neta Nashedi Jugaadu

18:22

Ritik Parida 118CS0191

Ritik Parida, aka Sir_galahad, as the name strongly suggests, was the king of coding. His way of smoothly 
teaching and explaining things helped numerous NITIANs immensely in their journey to grab a fantastic 
internship. From a helpful mentor to a great hangout friend, his humorous anecdotes of professors will 
set you all in laughs. His pursuit of being a magician/mentalist, and showcasing his card skills, were all 
moments to cherish. We wish "The Beard Man" all the luck in his future endeavour.

Mr. Popular Jugaadu Coder Schemer

18:22

Yash Yadav 118CS0226

Call him Yash or Devdas, as you may; if hard work had a second name, he got it. If he decides to do 
something, he will complete it. Gaming and tech, as they come hand in hand, is his hobby. Apart from his 
many other loves, he loved mess food and woke others too for breakfast, lunch and dinner. Stylish clothes 
being his love, Anime could be a close contest. He's watched and rewatched only a gazillion times, anime 
and South Indian movies. He plays football and volleyball, and getting 1 point equals victory. His body is 
as rigid as his routine, only the latter ain't followed. He is a go-to person every day. 

In Love One with OCD Heartbroken Coder

18:22



Saumya Rawat 118CS0200

Saumya is one of the most hard-working and charismatic people at NITR. Apart from being excellent in 
academics, she is also good at martial arts. She loves to teach and was one of the educators at Vedantu. 
Despite being so talented, she always maintains a humble nature. She is an integral part of Kaalam and 
undeniably a good shayar. A radiant smile to melt the heart right away, a dynamic voice to pierce your 
thoughts and a welcoming spirit to encompass it all. Such a combination of fierce intelligence and 
mesmerizing beauty is challenging to find. In the truest sense, she deserves the pen name "Noor" 
because of the positive aura she carries with her and radiates.

Coder Singer Writer Ms. Ideal

18:22

Eshan Mukeshbhai Patel 118CS0193

Booze Flirty Gym Freak Nashedi

18:22

Eshan is the personification of the word 'oxymoron'. He is intelligent but dumb, calm but cringe, and 
overactive but lazy. He is well-versed in the arts of shit posting without being edgy. Conversations with 
him would swing between the visions of the future to philosophical questions and from abstract 
psychoanalysis of the vegan mind to games where you die a lot. He's passionate in its purest sense and 
doesn't hide his full radiance from his closest friends. He is genuinely very kind, so people flock around 
him like vagabonds seeking flame from the harsh winters. Undoubtedly, his compassion and ingenuity 
will take him to great heights along the road of life. We hope he keeps aiming for the stars.

Ashish Kumar Meher 118CS0177

Short guy with a great mind. Investor, Coder, Geo political Memer and Backpost burger lover, this guy 
never ever hesitates to WhatsApp forward his family business promotion to hundreds of his friends. 
Overall a talented, nice and friendly guy whose room was the adda for the party in DBA. No smoking and 
drinking habits make him an ideal candidate for marriage proposals. We hope he achieves excellent 
heights in his career and life.

Coder Foodie Last Bencher Ms. Ideal

18:22

Harsh Rungta 118CS0687

Harsh Rungta, aka 'TKat', is among the most chilled-out and relaxed people you'll ever find. Everything he 
does is based on the mantra, "Smart work is better than hard work". He never runs out of stories from his 
Kota days and has a habit of comparing things to how it was in Kota. From becoming a sports secretary 
to bagging a PPO at Microsoft, he was a quintessential all-rounder. Striking the perfect balance between 
academics, extracurricular, and fun, Harsh has enjoyed his time at NITR. He's an energized soul who 
always wants to engage in different activities. An exceptional coder who has unleashed only a tiny bit of 
what he is capable of, he is the go-to person in every moment of joy and sorrow. 

Coder Last Bencher Jugaadu Schemer

18:22



Srilipta Swain 118CS0220

If you ever see a wandering soul near the SD hall sipping her TATA Gluco and waiting desperately for her 
burger in front of Binod Bhai's Dokan, you're probably looking at Sri. An all-time cutie whose hairstyles 
are a class by itself, she just makes overachieving seem like an understatement. People might just be a 
wee bit intimidated by her boldness, but she's just a coconut. "Miss Chanandler Bong", a part-time 
student and a full-time mother of her group, lives by the mantra - 'To be sober, you need to act like you 
are. Madame Prez of Aakriti has been one of the most chill Presidents with a splash of strictness and 
sincerity. 

Booze Artist Ms. Popular In Love

18:22

Yanglesh Jaiswal 118CS0598

Known to give a treat at the most random and unexpected times. His loving nature will be missed by all. 
We wish him all the luck for his future.

Foodie In Love Mr. Ideal Jugaadu

18:22

Makalimo Makhoa 118CS0594

She is the bravest girl you will ever see because she survived independently and overcame all challenges 
over the last 4 years. She supports and stands beside her friends when they need her. She will never 
judge you or put constraints on your mind, physical body, or dreams. She will be a cheerleader for your 
cause without being a groupie. She might not be around all the time, but for the things that matter, or 
when you are sick or in the dark, she’ll be at your side without you even needing to ask. We wish this 
angel of a person all the best for her future.

Artist Foodie In Love Ms. Ideal

18:22

Md. Shakil Khan 118CS0823

After completing about 1.5 months in NITR, this guy took the admission. He has made invaluable 
memories with his Bangladesh gang - gossiping, eating, drinking, sharing sorrows, laughs, and much 
more. Being a help to every friend in distress, Shakil's emotions reverberated with spirits of brotherhood. 
We wish this gem of a person all the best in his future endeavours.

Jugaadu Drama King Schemer Last Bencher

18:22



Aditya Kumar Pandey 118CS0774

A super cool guy with an innocent and charming face, the khanti Balangiria Toka is one of the calmest 
people in the history of NITR. Undoubtedly, he's a genius when it comes to academics. He also has a 
pretty terrific taste for classic Bollywood songs. The not-so-experienced boy portrays himself as a love 
guru in his close circle just to use their situations as a case study for his future ahem ahem goals. The 
Handsome Hunk of the CSE branch, Nicknamed " Pandey Ji ", is a dedicated and focused person. With 
all up and down, he managed everything on his own. He is a friend with integrity and his own principle 
setups. 

Coder Dancer In Love Flirty

18:22

Sai Prajeeth Koppula 118CS0617

He and his OCD lifted spirits as the smell of air freshener jogged around the room. This legend is the 
reason his friends know how to clean. He is the only person who takes his time with everything. Doesn't 
matter if he misses his alarm; he will take his sweet time to bathe, have breakfast and reach the most 
humanly hour possible. He is not slow, the world is fast, and they need to get slower.   But jokes apart, he 
works his ass off when the time comes. You will rarely see him loitering around if he gets busy. 
Sometimes you can see him watching the most random things on YouTube. He is hilarious in his way.

One With OCD Foodie Last Bencher Chaatu

18:22

Vinukonda Venkata Sai Charan 118CS0625

He has many names like vvs, konda, pops, six etc. He is the gang leader who is kind-hearted and helps in 
difficult situations. He plays multiplayer games a lot and hacks them to win every game(lol). If you have a 
dull time, he is the one to have fun with and spend time with. He is an all-rounder who plays cricket and 
badminton, studies well, and watches anime, series, and movies. He watches everything in 2x and still 
somehow understands every bit of it. We wish him all the good luck in his career and personal 
endeavours.

Last Bencher Jugaadu Schemer Foodie

18:22

Abdullah Al Noman 118CS0608

A guy who is mainly in a fix. He can figure things out but needs the advice to get things accurate. 
Believes in a perfect world but gets beaten every time to get the harsh truth. He has been through tough 
times, but once set, he’ll do everything possible to overcome his obstacles. Cheers to this Bangladeshi 
guy who knows what respect is. Surely deserves a pat on the back for treating everybody well. We hope 
you stay as you are and achieve many things in life.

Sportsperson Flirty In Love Jugaadu

18:22



Lakshan Jayawardana 118CS0607

He would be the first guy and the only one who wasn't interested in watching movies or, at the very least, 
reading books. Even the actresses from Bollywood or Hollywood are unknown to him. He can eat 
anything without complaining, even when it's the worst food, which is his best quality. Lakshan is one of 
the most kind-hearted, supportive, calm, patient, and optimistic people you will ever meet! Although he 
might not be around all the time, when it mattered, he was at our side without even having to ask. We 
wish him the best in his upcoming ventures.

Proxy King Last Bencher Foodie Jugaadu

18:22

Koushik Sahu 118CS0597 

The person everyone should look up to in terms of hard work, determination and curiosity. Can safely 
describe him as the jack of all trades. The "Knows-it-all". One of the most reliable friends who will always 
be there when any help is needed. Won't lift bars in the gym, but will raise your unconscious girlfriend 
outside the bar. Owns multiple Maruti Omnis. He is the perfect wingman that every guy needs in his life. 
It's hard to come across guys like him who'll always have your back no matter what and inspire you to 
achieve greatness in life. To Koushik, a brother, leader, motivator, and selfless friend, cheers to this new 
phase of life. 

Coder Last Bencher Flirty Proxy King

18:22

Dinithi Thathsarani 118CS0605

Dinithi being the live human diary for many friends at NITR has been a constant in the life of many here. 
Here nature is loved and appreciated by all, and her company is a vivid memory for many. We wish this 
genuine gem of a person all the best wishes for her next phase of life and that she will ace all her 
ventures.

Foodie Last Bencher In Love Jugaadu

18:22

Rohan Krishna Ullas 118CS0587

That quiet guy who sat in the opposite row in the DSA lab, always minding his own business, never even 
used to look sideways, turned out to be one of the most influential people in the lives of his buddies and, 
hands down the best thing that NITR had. We wish all the world's luck to our intelligent and sweet Panda.

Coder Mr. Ideal Gym Freak Chaatu

18:22



Vivek Prasad Dalbehera 118CS0584

Vivek, aka Dallu, Consider yourself lucky if you occasionally witness his “magical” cough. His room is the 
familiar hangout spot for all the fellow greenery lovers and will always continue to be the hub for all get-
togethers, be it for an F1 race or a friendly session  “bonding”. His impeccable taste in music makes him 
the DJ of any group. You can count on him to get you through a hard time and for an occasional chill. 
This SRK look-alike might not be the king of romance but has a special place in our hearts. He was one of 
the most genuine and incredible people, so calm that he once ate a pizza that looked like a crushed 
cardboard box.

Booze Flirty Nashedi Last Bencher

18:22

Alen Thankachan 118CS0223

Alen, aka alien, aka Thankachan, aka Thankz where to start? This Man clinks a cheer and then proceeds 
to pour the beer all over himself. Also doesn’t give himself credit for the dude he is, for some reason. One 
guy you could have genuine conversations with about politics, science, engineering, and any issues. May 
he gets to read about various topics and become a successful entrepreneur, which we are confident he 
will!

Coder One With OCD Booze Foodie

18:22

Aravind Arul 118CS0583

Aravind Arul, aka Appussy Arul known mainly because of his height (bouncer-like physique) and his tiny 
“feet”. The only thing that takes precedence over his undying love for ketchup is his frightening devotion 
to Deepika Padukone. Something consistent throughout these 4 years is his terrible haircuts and his 
weird obsession with flexing his jawline in photos. If you think that there is nothing lamer than his 
comebacks, wait till you see his email id. Appu, aka Aravind Arul, Mr.steal-your-girl, has beaten the CG 
record of the DASA students while ensuring his fellow friends get their B.tech degree safely to dragging 
the laziest group on the planet to the gym; he is a master of all trades.

Foodie Flirty In Love Gym Freak

18:22

Subham Sarat Swain 118CS0221

Subham, a true homie, self-proclaimed ladies' man, and devoted Instagram stalker, studies hard and cries 
after results harder. A friend who's available 24/7/365. The OG CG wala and the liar who says he hasn't 
prepared anything but ends up scoring excellent marks in every exam. The guy who has greatly 
influenced and always motivated everyone to go the extra mile while doing something. Subham is one of 
the rare persons whom you will find to be an introvert at first meet, but when you get to know him better, 
you will realise that he talks a lot but only with his close friends. We wish he stays the same always and 
rises to great heights.

Jugaadu Chaatu Coder Schemer

18:22



Mohit Kumar Swain 118CS0219

A studious and grave guy with a flair for cracking some out-of-the-box jokes. His humble and down-to-
earth nature is a calming effect on the people around him. His journey in NITR is preserved in the hearts 
of all those whose lives he has touched. We wish this fantastic person loads of success ahead.

Foodie Coder Mr Ideal In Love

18:22

Akshat Sitani 118CS0216

Nicknamed cute boy, panda or fluffy pillow, Famous for owning a Sony and roaming around the campus 
finding perfect frames and a self-proclaimed ‘Photugrapher’, looks through the viewfinder more than any 
other luscious greenery in NITR. He is known for stealing plans he didn’t even make and going with other 
people. Known for his love for old songs, a ghazal, you can see him bringing high nights to be low and 
low nights to high with his ‘sElF-wRiTtEn Shayaris’. Always brings happiness to others through his 
infectious smiles and lamest jokes; if you have seen this person cry, then you have seen it all. He is the 
definition of a Pure Marwari Boy. 

Foodie Nashedi Heartbroken Booze

18:22

Souvik Suvadarsi 118CS0218

Souvik is the most cheerful and charming guy who captures everybody's heart with his friendly nature. 
He is much taken for a casual attitude, but inside a fiercely ambitious man who strives to be the best. His 
frank, familiar, helpful and pleasing behaviour wins him popularity and makes him a favourite wherever 
he goes. Intelligent, confident, talented, quick learner and coding ninja would define him properly. He is a 
perfect combination of integrity, humour, patience and optimism. A very creative person and an ideal 
manager of events. His love for coding and AASRA is unmatchable. He is generally called 'PD' among his 
friend circle. He shares the never-ending experiences of his Navodaya school life, which is his Golden 
Period. 

Proxy King Artist Sportsperson Foodie

18:22

Jay Sharma 118CS0213

One of the front benchers of the CS, popularly known as "Sharma Ji", identified by Chandan Tikka on 
their forehead and bulky bag on his shoulder, will respond to every teacher query. Whether it be 
assignments, asking for syllabus, or searching for the night before exam tutor, it ends with saying, "Arre 
Sharma Ji hai na". He has made BTech a lot easier for everyone. He turns down girls' proposals as 
instantly and intuitively as he solves aptitude problems. We hope his strong determination and 
commitment propel you to greater heights.

Coder Chaatu One with OCD Mr Ideal

18:22



Sushil Sekhar Sathpathy 118CS0211

Sushil, a.k.a. Saila, a.k.a. Man without Desire, a.k.a. S King. The guy is known for his famous nicknames, 
broken humour, and unparalleled roasting abilities. Bring him anyone with high self-esteem; that person 
will regret meeting him for the rest of his/her life. Well, everyone knows this, and his love for chess, a 
mad MSD fan, yet won’t hesitate to roast MSD fans himself, etc. Fun aside, he reads people and 
situations like no other. Dare you to lie before him; he knows exactly what lies within your words. And 
he’s exceptionally vulnerable no matter how hard he tries to hide that. He is hilarious, but the jokes are 
only understood by his closest ones. 

Coder Mr Popular Nashedi Foodie

18:22

Maddileti Saiteja 118CS0207

5-star Teja, the topper, is a good badminton and pro table tennis player. He is one of the best coders in 
our batch and is very good at heart. Even in any dire situation, if you go and ask for help, he will definitely 
help you. Dear MST, aka Sunshine, Mr Goodboy. An omniscient who knows every computer science 
topic and is one of the best coders in our batchHe likes to troll others and makes memes about his 
friends. He'll answer your doubts even in the middle of the night. Perfectionist is the word you can think 
of when you meet him. Many people don't know, but he's a selfie freak and doesn't miss a chance to take 
selfies.

Coder Sportperson In Love Dancer

18:22

Srushti Sangawar 118CS0209

Srushti, aka lazymomo, is the sweetest and most compassionate person in the 2018 batch. Being 
thoughtful and helpful is her prime nature. She has the most extensive collection of Dad Jokes. Give her 
excellent food, and you will see the prettiest smile. She is all the good Es, Energetic, Enthusiastic and 
Excellent in everything she does. She is an avid reader who wants to buy every bookshop she visits. 
Srushti is the happy chirpy friend everyone needs in their life. The girl would never shy from capturing the 
little and big moments of life and tailoring them into pretty reels which one can cherish forever. We wish 
this Marathi mulgi continues serving her finger-licking delicacies with a broad smile.

Dancer Coder In Love Drama Queen

18:22

Ankit Kumar Sahoo 118CS0205

Meeting Ankit would be a life-changing experience for anyone. He has a distinct personality with his 
walking style, a distinctive slowish-speaking accent, and a great sense of humour. Don't go on his looks; 
he is an excellent learner and a hard worker. He has put in a lot of effort to improve his coding abilities. 
He used to prepare for exams very seriously and ace them all, constantly nagging and clearing his 
doubts; his efforts all reaped fascinating results. We hope he always keeps up the hard work.

Foodie Flirty Last Bencher Jugaadu

18:22



Velagala Siva Ramakrishna Reddy 118CS0202

Nicknamed as VSRK, SRK, topper. Saved many during the lockdown with his legendary assignments. He 
is one of the most disciplined characters to have ever existed. He is the wake-up alarm. He plays 
badminton and table tennis as well as his academic ventures. We hope he thrives in his next phase of life 
and always stays in touch with good old friends.

In Love Last Bencher Flirty Foodie

18:22

Brajesh Parija 118CS0192

The Nigerian prince, aka BP. He's the one for whom no holiday is enough, always late to come back home 
after a vacation. The tractor guy who's always the go-to to cheer our mood up. He drinks but 
"occasionally ". The so-called leader of "Boko haram", whom even the professors dread. We wish him all 
the good things ahead in life and a sound career.

Foodie Booze Last Bencher Nashedi

18:22

Swaraj Pradhan 118CS0195

The hardcore coder boy, famous amongst his juniors and batchmates for placement tips, would not shy 
around while hunting for assignments minutes before the deadline. The perfect yaaro-ka-yaar guy loves 
to travel a lot. Swaraj Pradhan, also known as Charas and Spt, has only two moods, i.e. coding and 
simping. He is arguably one of the best competitive programmers of NITR. He is fun to talk to and so 
friendly in nature. You will always find his words and actions amusing. Everybody enjoys his Sambalpuri 
accent and has learnt half of the Sambalpur words from him. He has never completed any food plate to 
date. We wish him all the best for future ventures.

Coder Flirty Last Bencher Proxy King

18:22

Somya Swarya Naik 118CS0184

Introvert Somya Swarya Naik calls herself "boring." On-campus, one of the most receptive to flirtations 
and sarcasm. She calls herself an "eggetarian" but is never seen eating any eggs. Somya can be identified 
in a group by her steady walk and the style of her laughter. Somya is a gifted coder who avoids the 
spotlight. She flees to her home on every 2-day vacation and betrays her friends while celebrating 
festivals. Somya plans her academics well and prepares herself well. She prepares one of the best sets of 
notes in the department and possesses all the question papers and solutions. She is one of the rarest 
engineers who study regularly and remains serious the whole day.

Artist Coder Jugaadu Heartbroken

18:22



Pradyumna Naik 118CS0183

Also lovingly called "Paddy", this overachiever is a real family man. He is a reliable friend, always 
hardworking, enthusiastic, and a learner. He has achieved his dreams with his hard work and dedication 
and left no stone unturned in his ventures to achieve nothing but the best. We wish he shines through 
every situation and proves his mettle ahead in life's journey.

Jugaadu In Love Foodie Mr Ideal

18:22



Electronics and 

Communication

Verified Department

"Be running up that road, Be running up that hill" these technophiles indeed had 

an uphill journey along with their circuits and diodes; still, they emerged 

"Smooth as Butter" at the other end. Now, they are all set to upgrade the world 

and take it to the zenith by conceptualizing their knowledge. Their journey here 

might have concluded, but they will continue to leave behind their ineradicable 

imprints in all directions.

Class of 2022



Boddapati Sri Satya Ram Charan 118EC0227

An ex-tirumalian, he is very spontaneous with jokes and can make people laugh every moment they 
spend with him. He might look like a backbencher, but one should not get deceived by his looks because 
once he sets his mind on something, he enters a supersonic mode. No one can stop him from achieving 
what he wants when he is committed. Very cheerful and energetic, he always is there to cheer and 
encourage his friends and juniors alike and takes good care of his juniors when the situation demands. 
Wish he meets the girl of his dreams soon and shares some of his energy with her.  

Booze Mr. Ideal One with OCD Foodie

18:22

Karri Vinaykumar 118EC0229

Known for his studious persona, Karri Vinay Kumar has a different side to himself too. His friends call him 
a chick magnet, and he has left no girls for them. He is shy and reserved, but that doesn't stop him from 
being a go-getter. One of the most intelligent people in the class, he is very grounded in his knowledge. 
With the support and admiration of his friends, he sure has a bright career ahead. 

Flirty Artist Mr. Ideal Coder

18:22

Gorikapudi Sri Ramya 118EC0228

She is fondly described as a sweetheart by her friends and remembered by her branch mates as a 
knowledgeable person. She is shy, sweet and ever so soft in her demeanour. She has a different side to 
herself too. Her friends describe her as mischievous, especially for her adventures in college during the 
lockdown. Although she appears as a perfect ideal student, she still has a "jugaadu" streak. The OCD tag 
perfectly describes her perfectionist persona. 

Ms. Ideal One with OCD Jugaadu Schemer

18:22

Settipally Harshitha 118EC0230

All her friends agreed on a few phrases: friendly, good dancer, beauty with brains. Her presence of mind 
makes her lovable. Close ones describe her wonderful, strong, happy and active person. She's an all-
rounder. 'Sivangivey', the song perfectly describes her personality. She is a significant crush on the boy's 
squad. A health-conscious girl who goes on morning walks even in the freezing temperatures of NITR. 
She's credited to be a 'margdarshak' for getting the easy ways out of complicated things. She's a reliable 
secret keeper. From walking together to college, enjoying lectures with mobiles in hands, long-time 
chitchats in the room, movie plans, and great memories, it's been an incredible journey all along. 

In Love Ms. Ideal Dancer Ms. Popular

18:22



Ayush Agrawal 118EC0231

A Marwari who knows how to manage large-scale businesses, Ayush is a fun-loving guy who will be in for 
all your impromptu plans. Known for his skills with the camera and his 'Sawariya' pose, he's a dedicated 
gym freak. Even though his turnover is in millions, he cares about every single Mavis350 that he has. And, 
of course, Rs.250 forever (iykyk). He's extremely organised and follows a pre-planned schedule every day. 
Although he's a calm and sensible guy, he can be competitive and aggressive in games. He's a die-hard F1 
fan still waiting for his favourite team 'Mclaren' to challenge for championships. With bad vocals, and 
wrong lyrics yet supreme confidence, he knows how to lighten up the mood.

Last Bencher Mr. Ideal Gym Freak Mr. Popular

18:22

Dibyadarshini Behera 118EC0233

A cute, sweet and full-of-kindness senior, she is there to help you whenever you need. An elder sister to 
the juniors, she takes the stand for the right thing. Famous as the "notes machine", she is a saviour not 
only to her batch mates but to the infinite number of batches hereafter. It's always fun to gossip about 
others with her. Strong, Benevolent, and Compassionate. Oh, and she cries too. Speaking of, only God 
knows how we survived her anger! And behind those outrageous emotions lies a mature soul with control 
over her tears like no other, an embodiment of selflessness even the scriptures would tremble to defy. An 
incredible listener and the firm support anyone can ever get.

GMAT Ms. Popular Ms. Ideal Dancer

18:22

Mukesh Kumar Banjare 118EC0232

A man full of talents includes a singer's voice, good humour, and a good athlete. He is often called 
Guptaji and Bade log, amongst the other tags given to him. This person is multi-talented, whether 
singing, playing cricket, or teaching students. He is the flirtatious one but stands for his friends always. 
His love for teaching and helping the needy is worth saluting. Quite a determined person, he is always 
eager for a trip to any destination or a plate of biryani; he is always full of life, never bogged down by 
anything. He got a hefty placement even after declaring that he would not try for placements. UPSC 
aspirant by heart, it remains his sole goal.

Singer Artist Sportsperson GMAT

18:22

Ankit Chetan Dedhia 118EC0236

A proud Mumbaikar, Ankit, aka Tappu, combines Misal Pav and Classic Old Bollywood. This 6’ messy boy 
can invariably be found either defending Kohli at Chai ki Tapri or screaming his heart out at LA Lawns. He 
can put up a tough front, but deep within, he is a softie who will stand behind his friends through thick 
and thin. One of the founding members of RCC, Ankit, aka Tewatia, will forever be remembered for his 
match-winning knock after a string of 100 losses. A Mumbaikar by heart, he is a true 'Dil Se RITVIC' and 
gave everything to the club. After several failed attempts in the 'Jhumka' transaction, our Tappu has 
finally found his Sonu. 

Booze Heartbroken Foodie Heartbroken

18:22



Moyya Deepika 118EC0237 

Fondly known as Deeeppiiikkkaaa, she is the reincarnation of sleeping beauty but still acing in all the 
subjects. She is full of patience and always fabulous others with her achievements. Moyya Deepika, from 
Vizag, is one of the most compassionate and down-to-earth girls you will ever encounter. She is one of 
the tolerant people in NITR; no one has ever seen her angry, even when talking about conspiracies, and 
preserving is an inspiration. She is the girl who will listen to all your problems and always tell you what to 
do. Being just a call away, you have a shoulder to cry on whenever you need it. The sweetest, kindest girl 
around, Deepika, is a box of smiles. 

Chaatu Ms. Ideal One with OCD Coder

18:22

Niranjana Hariharan 118EC0239

A person who is so into music, you can see her singing and getting her hands inflow and the rhythm 
showing with the movement of her head, Shankar Mahadevan, would be proud. Also, her emotion and 
fangirling over movies, esp with Vicky Kaushal and Timothee Chalamet, is something to behold. Her 
loyalty is unbound by any judgement, and her sweetness can be so sweet that you will get diabetes. With 
an excellent lung capacity and 0.01 alcohol tolerance, she walks this planet with an anxiety-ridden 
chaotic humour that only her friends understand. From her turbulent panic rants to when she’s just 
messing with you because she can, Niranjana is a force to be reckoned with.

Foodie Singer Gym Freak Nashedi

18:22

Prithwiraj Dey 118EC0238

Prithiwiraj is a very unique specimen of the human race. He is a striking juxtaposition of many beautiful 
human qualities to the point of disorienting you. You will often find this mythical being at the DBA night 
canteen, chowing down on multiple bowls of anda-chicken-fried Maggi while professing his love for big 
bongs. He is supposed to be the topper at the same time, humble and funny. You will easily overlook his 
sensitive side. There is a rumour about Sensodyne reaching out to him to feature in an ad because of this 
fact. A natural with a high IQ and logical skills, he aced any test that came his way with just a few hours 
of preparation. 

Heartbroken Nashedi Drama King Booze

18:22

Risita Jena 118EC0240

Risita Jena, famously known by RJ or Fiza, is a paragon of valour and vigour whose presence casts a spell 
over all; our zealous VP madam, death race coordinator. She is the quintessence of confidence and 
dedication, perpetuating a congenial atmosphere around her with her jovial nature. Our Aditi from Jane-
Tu-Ya-Jane-Na loves attention but lives in total denial. She is a powerhouse of Euphoria and can uplift the 
mood with her cynical comments. She is the beauty with the craziness you can blindly trust to make any 
exciting plans. Rishu is the master of all trades. We wish this girl full of dreams with the potential to travel 
around the globe to bloom in her future endeavours.

Drama Queen Artist One with OCD Jugaadu

18:22



Prem Kadim 118EC0241

A very silent person, and the topper as well. The ideal guy in all ways, Kadim is the role model for many 
to follow. We hope he always stays the same person inside out and flourishes in every dimension, walking 
down the memory lanes, Kadim has left behind lots of memories engraved in the walls of NITR forever.

Coder  Chaatu  Flirty Foodie

18:22

Meka Goutham 118EC0246

A very chill person in every situation. This guy can still your heart with his looks. We wish this guy all the 
good luck in his future endeavours and that he shines bright. 

Dancer  Last Bencher  Sportsperson Foodie

18:22

Priya Meena 118EC0245

Priya Meena Keena Cheena is also known as Wall Jumper or abandoned building explorer for her fearless 
attitude in dark places. She is a Gourmand and eats a lot of food but still cannot cross half a century in 
weight. She is the drama queen. However, she can occasionally turn into a daredevil while trying new 
things and throw up a surprise or two. This girl is always ready to break the rules. She is a kind-hearted 
girl who never says "NO" to anyone who wants help from her. And her consistent effort is the number one 
thing that makes her friendship with her last a lifetime. She is a real gem of a friend to have. 

Foodie  Ms. Ideal Schemer  Neta

18:22

Satyamshree Moharana 118EC0247

His nickname is Batyamshree. A helping personality and an animal lover. Will give you tips about all 
topics, be it academics or relationships. Need a buddy for hangouts, chai breaks, or late-night walks? 
Just reach him! He is a family guy with a special bond with his sister and mom. Wholesome! A guy who 
understands all the sarcastic memes which others find difficult. A great sharer of memes and 
sauces(weebs would know). An optimistic guy, too, and handled a lot of pressure situations. Satyam has 
one of the most unique and amicable personalities. Always classy, never trashy, and a little bit sassy, we 
wish this guy all the luck!

Foodie  Mr. Popular  Artist  Mr. Ideal

18:22



Nihal Nassar 118EC0248

Nihal, aka Gamer and the nerd-looking guy, is more than here to surprise you. He is a very excellent tour 
guide and a great host. He is a very supportive friend and a friendly neighbourhood whenever you hang 
around with him. He is tech supreme and knows in and out of any new technology available in the 
market. He always entertains you with a weird joke and charming attitude and is always at your disposal 
if you need help. Someone who would avoid gatherings and would rather stay in and play video games all 
night. Of course, if you've had the privilege of knowing him personally, you should thank your lucky stars 
because he chooses his company very carefully. 

Drama King  Coder  Gym Freak  Last Bencher

18:22

Niladri Podder 118EC0252

The legend himself, none other than our Niladri. The provider of assignments, the helper of all tests, the 
one who teaches TAs and challenges Profs, gets an Ex alone. Not only does he tops insti, but he also 
makes poor jokes and plays COD in a class all the time. Always late, doesn’t care about others’ opinions 
and thrashes anyone who dares speak against the nation. He topped GATE, got a PPO in Qualcomm, and 
then left it for studying in IISc. The biggest enigma and true electronics whiz, Niladri.

Foodie  Mr. Popular  GMAT Jugaadu

18:22

Dushmanta Kumar Nayak 118EC0249

With an innocent and charming face, the khanti Angulia is one of the calmest and most relaxed people in 
the history of NITR. But he has a weakness for sleeping which his earned accolades depict. He is also an 
ardent cricket follower but pretty bad at winning games. He also has quite a terrific taste for classic 
Bollywood songs. The not-so-experienced boy portrays himself as a love guru in his close circle just to 
use their situations as a case study for his future ahem ahem goals. Dusu Bhai is the one with a kind and 
open heart. Always there for friends in any situation, very straightforward. Never missed a drinks party. 
And a great sense of humour.

Nashedi  Last Bencher  Neta  Nashedi

18:22

Purneswar Prasad 118EC0254

Purnezz, as he is fondly known as is one of the laziest guys. He still needs to get his own toothpaste, 
water bottle or other regular belongings in these 4 years. The guy can sleep in the weirdest places and 
take an age to get up. He cracks the worst of the PJs and gets high even at the barest weed. He has the 
guts to tuck his Ray-Ban on the door latch and go for a toss. From intense gym sessions to playing the 
guitar in jamming sessions, this guy can get along nicely with any group in the college. Cracking jokes in 
situations demanding seriousness is an ability he can be proud of. 

Nashedi  Heartbroken  Gym Freak  Nashedi

18:22



Gorripati Bala Praveen 118EC0255

A very good and loyal person whom you would miss after gone. The least can be said about his charm! 
Romeo, Playboy, best husband material, womanizer. No words are enough to describe his magic. He is 
the Party Wizard. He has etched unforgettable memories in NITR, leaving behind him anecdotes and 
stories to tell. We wish guy a lifetime of joy and success in future.

Flirty  Mr. Popular Foodie  In Love

18:22

Mardhi Jaidev Reddy 118EC0258

Jaidev is talented and an expert in getting the work he is determined to do. Helping others is usually not 
his type unless they mean something to him. He appears to be a non-helping guy, but only some people 
who get to know him know he is altruistic. The type of guy who usually has more extended vision than 
worrying about short-term goals. Certainly, a guy from whom we can learn many things, mainly about 
money management. Last but not least is that he looks like a professor, acts like a professor and lives like 
a professor (Money Heist).

Jugaadu  Nashedi  Proxy King Foodie

18:22

Amlesh Prusty 118EC0256

In every batch, there is a guy everyone knows and knows almost everyone; yeah, that's him. "Yun hi chala 
chal rahi", Amlesh is a rare solo traveller we all aspire to become. A noob gamer under the alias "Probot", 
this skilled-driver approaches each day as if it were his last. He is well-known in the institute for his 
numerous disasters and is a regular customer of RGH, Dispensary. Apart from being a good actor in 
RITVIC, he is also a good listener and friend who is just a call away and, for some. His transformation 
from a shy boy to a confident man, from "Isse job milega?" to "Placement lag gayi," this man is out to 
rewrite history.

Mr. Popular  Neta Schemer  Drama King

18:22

Amrit Sahani 118EC0259

One of the most passionate, amiable and fun people to be around, he's a social magnet whose room is 
the hangout zone for half the hostel. His room is filled with bottles and sachets of Nescafe and Bru, which 
are the best coffee, according to him. His passion for coffee is well-known around the campus; every day, 
one can find him having hot coffee with someone new. Occasionally, he'll share a bed with them, 
shouting "gamete kudasai". He cooks well, too. Average animated and owner of a handmade wooden 
katana, he looks up to Sasuke from Naruto. Many people believe that his inability to communicate his 
feelings results from his imitating the tsundere character archetype from anime. 

Nashedi  Booze Gym Freak  Drama King

18:22



Ananya Sahoo 118EC0260

Ananya, the beauty with brains, is the heartthrob of many. She might be the third bencher with a 
corresponding high CG but spends more time watching BigBoss and MasterChef.She's into sketching, 
painting, dancing and singing like a nightingale. She's been the go-to person to ditch the mess ka khana 
and hogging on SLR's biryani. Concomitantly she loves chicken fried momo. A great listener, advisor and 
friend in one. Parties like a pro once she's 2 pegs down and makes the whole "maahol" joyful. Escaping 
every situation with "Ch*di Heigala" is an art; she is the ARTIST. Hailing from a small town, she is ready to 
plunge into the corporate world. She has grown to be a strong, determined woman. 

Jugaadu Drama Queen Artist Ms. Ideal

18:22

Maddirala Ganapathi Sastry 118EC0262

A hardworking, intelligent, vigilant, thoughtful person. From answering all the questions professors ask in 
class to get an academic excellence award, he has always been a good student. A very child-at-heart 
behaviour, a very calm, innocent, trustworthy person. He is obsessed with traditional food. He seems like 
a total introvert, self-centred, and speaks nothing except related to studies, but he is the opposite of 
these. He follows the quote, "Never Copy". A great chess player. You never get bored in his company. The 
only guy who writes notes and listens to the class with undivided attention, and asks doubts. You can see 
him going to the gym and playing with the equipment instead of working out.

Mr. Popular  Foodie  Mr. Ideal  Singer

18:22

Suchismita Sahoo 118EC0261

Suchismita Sahoo, a.k.a. Suchi, is an Odia girl who spends more time watching series and serials than 
listening to classes. She is a hard worker who knows what she wants in her life and has the power to take 
it all. She is also known as "Messiah" as she is always ready to teach one day before exams. If only she 
had come to classes on time! Despite that, she gets excellent grades. Being just a call away, you have a 
shoulder to cry on whenever you need it. She is always willing to help anyone who approaches her. 
Suchismita Sahoo, "THE GHOST", for the road in front of the golden jubilee building, someone always 
finds her there. 

In Love  Jugaadu  Drama Queen  Flirty

18:22

Smruti Sitikanta 118EC0263

If you find him missing from his room, there's a high probability of locating him in the campus's darkest 
spots, where star gazing is the clearest. A Singer, Astrophile, and Binge-Watcher- Three words perfectly 
describe Smruti Sitikanta. The Arijit Singh of NITR, you give a mic into this person's hand, and his magical 
voice will bring your soul to peace. Emotional and soulful at heart, his commitment to his friends is 
unwavering, and he is known for going to tremendous lengths for them. He always talks about starting up 
his own business. Smruti's hard work and honesty will help him achieve everything he wants to. I hope he 
becomes one of the most successful businessmen. 

Heartbroken  Singer  Coder  Artist

18:22



Kunal Somendra Singh 118EC0264

He was popularly called Chotu and Shutur Murg by his friends due to the way he marched in NCC 
parades. A chai freak who can even drink 4 cups of chai from the mess. Transformed from a guy who 
used to be an introvert to becoming a popular loverboy and an extroverted personality who shares his 
feelings with his friends. One of the biggest procrastinators who kept studying for the last moment yet 
came out as a topper boy. Received oil money in Kuwaiti dinars and spent it in Rupees. A left-arm fast 
bowler whose bowling even the best batsmen of the batch feared to face.

In Love  Last Bencher  Sportsperson Foodie

18:22

Ayushi Pradhan 118EC0582

A happy-go-lucky girl from Dubai with the purest of hearts, cutest of smiles and prettiest of looks; with 
her most amazing specs, her childishness will always be her finest charm. Famously known as Bakushi 
Pradhan in the gang, she is known for her jugaadu nature. She's the quirky main character who's too nice 
for her own good, but don't mistake her sweet giggles for stupidity. Her brain is as sharp as a needle. 
Focused, witty and devastatingly funny- that's our Ayushi. She can initiate a conversation with almost 
anyone and knows how to make moments memorable. Her dedication and ability to give her all for 
something she is passionate about making her land her dream company.

Ms. Ideal  In Love  Foodie Schemer

18:22

Aditya Tripathi 118EC0266

Aditya Tripath" i" seems to have everything, good looks to match his academic record, a research paper 
to match his volleyball game, and staggering placement to match his oratory skills. He is the over-
achiever of the group, who has climbed multiple feats. Whether setting up records of achievements in 
Clarion, sailing through a new phase of MM, scaling up the numbers as a Placement-Secretary, being 
RCC's opening batsman, or creating his own Breathless cover, Aditya has done it all. Aditya's ideal day 
looks like sleeping in, answering emails, watching live chess streams, enjoying old Bollywood songs, 
planning his IG feed, playing cricket with RCC, winding it up with some good food, and spending time 
with his close ones.

Mr. Ideal  GMAT  Mr. Popular Booze

18:22

Gaurav Rajkumar Lakhani 118EC0588

Gaurav, a.k.a Guava/Gauri, is one of those charming boys you spot in movies, doing their thing, shyness 
plastered over their coy smiles. He was a gentleman, an empathetic soul, wise beyond his age. Someone 
who can be a kid, a teenager and a senior citizen all at once. He is hardworking, modest, good at 
maintaining relationships, conscious about his behaviour and broadminded. He'll fix a smile across his 
face through his most challenging times. He is a great photographer with an incredible eye for obscure 
subjects, but his lame jokes are the ones that put a smile on our faces. He is one you can laugh with at 
exceedingly stupid things and have intense deep conversations with. 

Drama King  Writer  In Love  Last Bencher

18:22



Heenetimullage Don Suthira Mandula Heenetimulla 118EC0609

He was one of the most active students in section B. Unlike the other students, he would hardly miss any 
class and regularly took class notes. Undoubtedly you can see him putting his heart into anything he 
does. This man has won many hearts by his simple nature. We wish he continues to flourish in all phases 
of life and shines bright like the north star.

Mr. Popular  Coder  Sportsperson Foodie

18:22

Sindhuja Wickhyathi Madanayake 118EC0611

Sindhuja is a lovely friend and an excellent listener and counsel. "Bro, these are life lessons," she famously 
said. She is a person who enjoys the present moment and lives in the present. She adores her family and 
has always prioritized them. "Nancha" is her pet name, according to her family and close friends. She is a 
BTS aficionado. She is also always willing to sell one of her kidneys to travel to South Korea and see BTS 
perform live. Due to this BTS fever, she would always flood your status. Sindhu can only be described 
best as the one who is always up for any shenanigans. 

Dancer  Drama Queen  Coder Foodie

18:22

Jeyarajah Jegatheeswaran 118EC0610

Jegatheesh is very sweet and kind. He's accommodating when it comes to sharing notes and other 
information. He knows how to cook, and he cooks well too. He's hardworking too. He is an extremely 
clean guy; he spends more time taking a bath than in his own room and cleaning his bathroom stall. An 
extremely devotional person, he starts praying even when pranked. The professors always somehow find 
a way to butcher his name during attendance. He is the friendliest and kindest soul one can find. He will 
go beyond his way to help others. He is an innovative and hardworking student with great potential to 
achieve the most significant things in life.

Flirty  Booze Last Bencher  One with OCD

18:22

G V R Kartik 118EC0626

An aspirational, easygoing, multilingual medico trapped in an engineering institute, Kartik is a friend that 
everyone needs. This half-Odia, the half-Telugu guy, is known for being one of the most approachable. 
While most people know him for his easygoing personality and never-ending love for Cricket and South 
Indian Movies, very few had the privilege to see the dedication with which he discharged his role as a 
Placement Coordinator. Often remarked as the most successful PC, he still has the record of handling the 
company which recruited the highest number of students. Above all, he is someone who is always going 
to be there for his friends. We wish the best for the highs that are waiting for him.

Mr. Popular  Flirty Mr. Ideal  Coder

18:22



Anshu Lodha 118EC0656

Famous as “Akadhu”, this calm person possesses psychic stalking skills and immense powerful senses. An 
introvert and ‘Vella Aadmi’ utilises his lonely time well by collecting a vast amount of Data for the NITR 
junta. He is good at texting, but he needs to stop responding to people most weirdly, like by moving his 
finger by 15 deg. With a strict and reserved personality, he silently observes every tiny detail. He spends 
most of his time watching movies and anime. He likes roaming in college and enjoys nature. His 
placement in Qualcomm shows his hard work and dedication. The topper, he helps everyone during 
exams and is always there to provide guidance to his juniors. 

Mr. Ideal  Coder  Flirty  Chaatu

18:22

Satyajit Raiguru 118EC0693

A pubg pro who also studied tough every day. A constant partner in all the major or minor activities in the 
branch. The guy who is always found in SAC and the dean's office. He is always running around and is 
known for being the NSS Coordinator. He is a lovely person who puts all his efforts into ensuring that 
exams for covid are online. Satyajit is a very generous, multi-talented individual who is widely regarded 
as an ideal person. Satyajit is a beneficial person who is always available to help in any situation. We 
hope he achieves his dreams, and we wish him all the best in his future endeavours.

Mr. Ideal Chaatu GMAT Schemer

18:22

Ishaan Desai 118EC0692

 Our college definitely had that 'Bunny' from "YJHD", aka Ishaan Desai. People will always have specific 
anecdotes and narratives about hard work and success, but this guy always delivers the execution. An 
individual solely dedicated to every other responsibility he is handed over explains Ishaan Desai's demand 
in whatever event the college holds. This raspy-sounding 17-year-old kiddo had quite a career in acting of 
a whole of two lines too. But, yes, you will always consider yourself jammy if you find Ishaan as your 
friend/philosopher/guide, as he will never act like one and just be the one for you. This Charming 
marwadi, known for his bottle collection, is one of the favorite of everyone, irrespective of batches.

Heartbroken  Coder  Nashedi Foodie

18:22

Niraj Prasad Yadav 118EC0695

He's one of the most diligent and dedicated ones, who not only studies in depth right before exams but 
also tutors his friends till the last moment and helps them pass. With a knack for coding and a dislike 
towards his branch, this coder who has nearly made Dilip Bhaiya's chaat his campus staple enjoys letting 
himself loose when he's with his buddies. Having a penchant for trading and investing, he's the person to 
turn to if you want to know absolutely anything about stock markets or trade. Among the most common 
texts he sent to his branch mates, "remove me from the meet when the class is over" had to be one of the 
most popular.

Last Bencher  Jugaadu  Foodie  Mr. Ideal

18:22



Aatreyo Shashwat De 118EC0805

Aatreyo is someone you can bank upon. In four years of college, he went from "I'll be the President of 
India" to "I'll do everything that wouldn't land me in jail". His room's a vibe, always open, bustling with 
music and fairy lights while someone's emptying his food stash, playing cards, venting out etc. The dealer 
of the hostel, the life of the party, he is the reason for endless memories created in his small room. For 
every problem, Aatreyo always has a solution or knows somebody who can make it right. While this UP 
guy packs a punch in his fist, he is as gentle when the situation demands. Quite handsome, this extrovert 
loves playing pranks and basketball. 

Flirty  Neta  Last Bencher  Mr. Popular

18:22



Electrical
Verified Department

This premium batch devours their subject non-stop, ad-free. It started 

somewhere between - when Benjamin Franklin "wasn't afraid of the thunder 

clouds" and Thomas Edison "Turned it on like a light switch". Cut to now, where 

this batch with "We will Rock You" as their anthem has thrived in every domain, 

they have set foot on, along with their Billboard hits of Electrical Machines, 

Embedded Systems and Power Systems.

Class of 2022



Chennaboina Hiranmai 118EE0268

Hiranmai is an angry young woman who is an innocent cry baby too with big smile. She is a caring, short 
girl with a huge fan following. She is a hard-working, positive and active girl and great dancer. She 
seriously does any task on the last minute with no hurry and absolute precision. She’s a pro cards player 
which gives her the name pekata paparayudu. She stumbles around a group of people and becomes the 
butt of jokes. An otaku who watches anime and a big fan of Kdrama and Kpop and covers all mainstream 
movies and series. Her journey in NITR has been incredible from a little young girl to a strong matured 
girl who went through a lot of things.

Foodie Flirty Drama Queen In Love

18:22

Amrit Anwesh 118EE0273

Amrit aka Shinozaki is the jack of all trades. He is a perfect example of multi-talented engineer securing 
admits to IIM-C by being the state topper in CAT who rejected offers from 3 US universities. He is a beat 
boxer, basketball player, guitarist, drummer, photographer, an anime fan and a pro PC gamer. This gym-
freak has the record of doing leg press with 280kgs. He is polite and soft spoken who never gets angry. A 
little bit timid and very afraid of lizards in house.  Most importantly, the owner of Scam Café has saved 
many using his photoshop skills and googling (at the speed of light). His silence is not to be mistaken with 
ignorance for he has the loudest and biggest of hearts.

Mr. Ideal Sportsperson Gym Freak GMAT

18:22

Shreeyanshmaan 118EE0269

Shreyanshmaan is a witty boy with a gentle touch of humour who is loved by all and hated by none. Maan 
is a great friend and a great listener who speaks less but his expression says everything.  All thanks to his 
cute looks, he can slay in any outfit. He is a tortoise when it comes to eating food. He is a great orator 
and amazing content writer.  The emotional ICS counsellor who stands as a pillar of support is a true 
artist, a shy ambivert and a fierce friend who would stand at your door to wake you for exams or take you 
to the hospital too when needed. This TATA STEEL guy is much like an introvert Naruto.

Mr. Ideal Last Bencher Writer In Love

18:22

Komal Trishna Behera 118EE0276

Komal is as warm as the sun but as silly as fun. She is also known as third CR of EE. You never know what 
she is planning, but the end result speaks about this multi-offer achiever. She is regarded as the 
astrologer whose predictions always landed perfect. This gang's infamous chugger has the gossip of the 
entire college at her finger tips. She is an all-time party person, who is a daring foodie. A professional 
toastmaster, a leader, a caring and inspiring friend, a helpful senior to her juniors, and the capacitor 
blaster; her tags are uncountable. With her ethics and values profoundly ingrained and her exceptionally 
bold and strong personality, it is impossible to shake her foundation.

Coder Ms. Popular Booze Drama Queen

18:22



Nishith Gunjan Behera 118EE0277

Nishith is the OG coder of NITR who is the only candidate master rank holder. His gawd level coding 
skills has helped him bag multiple offers. The guy who only reads to pass in the semester exam. His 
friends say he actually did a major in CS and minor in EE, XD. The founder president of CODE RED club, 
loves to mentor anyone about competitive coding. This multitasker is also a pro badminton player. Ask 
him for any movie or song suggestions; it will be slower than a sloth's pace. You will never hear 'no' from 
him as an answer, be it going for a stroll or a treat. Very calm, polite and helpful person you will find, who 
is a true tech savvy.

Coder Foodie In Love Mr. Ideal

18:22

Sunil Burdak 118EE0281

Sunil is the only guy you would find in the college who sleeps at 10 pm and wakes up and studies at 5 am. 
Most consistent regarding his studies, this Tata Steeler still thinks that he has achieved less XD. This chai 
lover settles for not less than 3 cups at the Dilip’s Shop. His friends are afraid on their birthday night for 
the GPL they get from this guy. A cricket lover and noob at talking to girls. He is so condemning and 
sober that even hesitate to use slangs. But everything aside, whenever needed, Sunil is always there to 
help and to celebrate.

Heartbroken Foodie Mr. Ideal Jugaadu

18:22

Swagatika Biswal 118EE0280

Swagatika aka Lora is the queen of poses, honest, the swiggy girl who is a good writer, a huge fan of 
thriller novels, a dilbar dancer and the perfect example of beauty with brain. From worrying about how to 
survive in the electrical to graduating with Qualcomm PPO she has come a long way. From extraordinary 
flirting skills to helping her friends feel better when they are in a tough situation, she is the best and the 
truest friend you can ask for. This Potterhead is a true connoisseur of food and is most popular as the 
‘best’ Mess Secretary of KMS. Being a travel enthusiast, she dreams to have her own food and travel 
blog.

In Love Flirty Foodie Schemer

18:22

Anshuman Chand 118EE0282

Introducing Chand - The best basketball captain who'd guide each one of the people present on the 
ground, there wouldn't go a day in college when he didn't play, his juniors had the best time spent with 
him at the basketball ground they would cherish forever. He is the most Paadhaku guy in the group, 
always consistent with his work. His mind is a storehouse of electrical engineering ideas and the one 
thing he loves the most is discussing them with friends. This gym freak has abs to flex in front of cameras. 
From late-night practice sessions with motivational talks, to the tournaments; from acing the academics 
to being the insti team basketball captain, he has seen it all.

Artist Sportsperson Gym Freak Heartbroken

18:22



Purnok Das 118EE0285

Purnok is an expert at making friends and a noob at making girlfriends. He has always been kind to his 
friends in sharing assignments he gets from his other friends by saying he will not share them. He was 
sure about getting a six-digit salary, so he was focused on getting a six-pack and always went to the gym. 
He is an excellent friend when you need one. He always finds solutions to any problem. This guy helps a 
lot during the exam time that his friends will not forget. Having him as a part of the B.tech journey is 
amazing and the memories will be cherished forever by all who know him.

Jugaadu Mr. Ideal Coder Gym Freak

18:22

Ujwal Kumar Gupta 118EE0289

Ujwal Kumar Gupta also known as UKG is always there whenever there is a plan. Whatever he took up he 
would excel, be it electronic whiz, table tennis, PC games or UNO but just like a child he would quickly 
lose interest in it. But he would always be there with his friends, pulling pranks, crying over electrical and 
taking them to CWS as many times as it’s needed. A party animal, who can get Bhannd very soon. He 
stands highly when it comes to Valorant, but only to himself. He is the best roommate unless it comes to 
clean the room. He has a big heart with a wide smile. He cares for everyone’s feeling and a younger 
brother to all of them who knew him. #Dekh_lenge_jo_hoga

Last Bencher Jugaadu Booze Chaatu

18:22

Aradhana Gupta 118EE0288

Aradhana aka PC ma’am, is a pure vegetarian baniya with a dazzling smile. Initially, she looked a bit 
uncomfortable to gel in with people but now, she has found her own firm place in the world. A very frank, 
open-minded, extremely friendly person for various needs and deeds.  If anything, anywhere has 
happened she would know. She's a debater in Clarion but that doesn't mean she doesn't have the 
patience to listen to you. This quick-witted girl is blessed with creativity, as she can bring soul to an 
empty canvas through her paints and vision. You just need to call her and she be like " Han bol". A debtor, 
an artist, an MM reporter, a placement coordinator but most importantly a true friend. She always 'treats' 
well.

Schemer Artist Coder Foodie

18:22

Sankalpa Hota 118EE0290

Sankalpa Aka The six feet Schemer, EE PC is the tallest of all in the batch. The OPJEMS, and Academic 
excellence award holder has always managed to win the EE warth by enjoying 4 months and reading 4 
days. He can find solution to any problem and is well versed in impressing everyone from seniors to 
juniors to even professors. His influence hands are extended so long that no gossips skip his notebook. 
He can go to any extend to protect and fight for his friends and can equally thrash his enemies. This gym 
freak is always ready for any plan. Like a coconut he is tough from outside and soft from inside. From 
elections to Endsems; from DBA to CVR he owns it all.

Schemer Mr. Popular Nashedi Gym Freak

18:22



Biswajit Jagadev 118EE0291

Popularly known as "Jaga", he is this cute, chubby guy who mostly remains hidden in the eyes of NITR 
junta. He harbours the deepest secrets of people around him, so you do have to think twice before 
messing with him. Yet he turns out to be one of the sweetest people. Caring, helping in his own ways, he 
will always be standing there with a smile accompanied with a slight nod and wink. Always in the mood 
to party and go out for trips, he never says no to anything. A foodie of sorts whose day doesn’t end 
without some soft drinks and a midnight maggie. Known for his mischievous tricks among his friends, he 
is a rare human being who is loved by all.

Foodie Proxy King Coder Jugaadu

18:22

Kumar Ranjan Kamila 118EE0293

One of the most down to earth people one can ever come across. He is a highly empathetic and caring 
individual who puts others’s needs above his own. One of the finest coders of NITR, who is very 
underrated. More on the humble side he never tries to show off. Rather surprises people with his work.

 Foodie Heartbroken Coder Mr. Ideal

18:22

Laxmi Jain 118EE0292

Laxmi is a great friend, even better of a relationship advisor. No matter what may come she will always 
be there for her near and dear ones. An overachiever, who aces almost every exam, however she never 
boasts off about anything. She gives her best in maintaining relationships. She is quite mature, broad 
minded, flexible to all opinions and gives importance to everyone's ideologies. Pretty much the core of 
her friend circle who infuses life into the group. She has all the qualities of a great leader who never 
messes anything up.

Coder Drama Queen Booze Foodie

18:22

Mohammad Zafar Khan 118EE0294

Popularly known as 'Chacha' the Saudi boy is truly a kind hearted caring guy who'll be there for everyone 
no matter how hard the situation gets. He is someone who can define the superlative of exaggeration 
hence widely known for his talent of “phenkna” and blabbering in every sentence. He is the Habibi Mom 
of his friend's group who literally lives in a kitchen instead of a room. He is someone who enjoys every 
boring meme material found on the internet. He is a guy to confide your secrets in and never hesitates to 
listen to his friends. Despite his own heartbreaks he never misses on giving relationship advice to his 
friends.

Last Bencher Sportsperson Foodie Juggadu

18:22



Gudla Sai Kiran 118EE0295

Gudla aka “topper” is known for his innocent face, cunning and wicked smile. He is more of an extrovert. 
He gets along with his juniors quite well. Be it taking a stroll or partying with them he used to be the 
senior whom the young lads would love to have around. A travel enthusiast, who used to make Goa plans 
especially, which never came into reality though. A tollywood fan who takes pride in recommending 
good movies to his friends. He knows how to shake those legs of his some good telugu tunes.  Always 
looking out for his friends with his dialogue “tension kyun le rhe ho!”, he is the go to guy for his friends at 
the time of exam.

Writer Neta Mr. Popular Mr. Ideal

18:22

Sudeep Kumar 118EE0299

An athlete of the highest degree who is known for his exploits both on and off the field. Looking at his 
dedication for football, one could say he lives and breathes for this sport. A die hard Barca fan, he has 
utmost level of respect for Messi. This sport has transformed him into a responsible human being. 
Proclaimed to enjoy his lady luck to the fullest, he always gets his job done with minimum effort. He is a 
sweet talker who knows his ways around women. Calm and composed, he handles situations pretty well. 
A reliable friend, who never leaves his friends hungry with the snacks that he brings from his hometown.

Drama King Sportsperson In Love Mr. Ideal

18:22

Ankita Kishan 118EE0296

Ankita Kishan aka the 'Queen' is a person with an impeccable fashion sense who always complains about 
having nothing to wear. She has a beautiful voice and her melodies soothe the ears. A lady who has a lot 
of patience to overcome obstacles and stand triumphant at the end. She never backs down easily even 
when the situation is not in favour of her. She has a very fierce and fearless personality, who has it in her 
to make the tough decisions along with the support of everyone else. Her calmness during critical 
situations is unmatchable. A great friend on whom one can always rely upon. A great person to hangout 
with as she never runs out of things to talk about.

Artist In Love Drama Queen Foodie

18:22

Bathula Sai Kumar 118EE0301

Sai Kumar aka battula who never misses mess food at any cost. He is a sports enthusiast who likes to 
explore various games. A bluff master whose bluffs during the game is top notch.A great friend who 
knows how to motivate his friends. Always complaining about being tensed however his facial 
expressions portray otherwise. Likes to have long conversations over the phone as he pours his heart out 
over the calls.

Artist Proxy King Foodie Mr. Ideal

18:22



Harenda Kumar Jadon 118EE0302

He made his place among legends of NITR from the beautiful landscape of the city Agra. He gets bored 
of experiencing the beauty of Taj Mahal that many people dream to visit once in a lifetime. A shy 
personality with high intelligence and a good sense of humour. He loves to explore new things and new 
places. A foodie who can eat anything you give him. His unique character placed him high among his 
friends. He knows how to respect friendship and carry them for lifetime. Very polite in nature who only 
speaks as much necessary but when he speaks, he always gives very good advices. A not so known face 
but those who knows him will always try to preserve him.

Mr. Popular Foodie Proxy King Heartbroken

18:22

Prince Kumar 118EE0306

Prince Kumar AKA "Malik" is a boy with golden heart and "golden touch". He has a great sense of humor. 
The way he laughs is quite funny. He is the entertainment package of his Bihar parivar. He has no sense of 
nothing. He always says " jo lana do lana". " Jo aap loge main bhi wahi le lunga". He is the perfect 
embodiment of a down to earth person.

Heartbroken Foodie Schemer Chaatu

18:22

Niranjan Kumar 118EE0304

From playing PUBG in classroom to playing cards in hostel room, he spends quality time with his friends 
together and studies together before exams. He is a foodie who would love to sit and talk about how the 
days went. Every night he would rush to the night canteen to feed his stomachs which never felt full and 
he would go on eating whatever he could get. He is a traveller and loves to go on trips and even 
nightouts. A polite and humble person who would care for his friends and never let them part away. He 
never opens up easily with everyone but he is a kind of a person whom the person who knows very well 
will never want to lose.

In Love Last Bencher Foodie Mr. Ideal

18:22

Manorma Kumari 118EE0307

Manorma aka Mano is a polite, sweet and calm girl who is daring, adventurous and a study conscious 
personality. This bubbly girl can be seen leading her friends into new adventures and mischiefs. The most 
important thing about her is the capability to take instant decision. Her only loves are shopping, cleaning 
room and taking selfies. An early waking up creature, so disciplined that she used to go to library at exact 
9am on weekends. A bookworm, properly completes 4-5 revisions before exams. She keeps on breaking 
phone for every 6 months and gets a new one. She is a very hardworking and sincere lady who is always 
willing to assist her friends with their academic and outfit choices.

Ms. Popular Foodie Drama Queen Nashedi

18:22



Swati Mallick 118EE0308

Anyone's first impression on Swati would be a calm and composed person with glasses though after your 
friendship with her you can understand how naughty she can be. She is someone whom one can always 
reach out for any kind of help. One will find her tense about little things, but who will never find her 
angry. She is compassionate Jovial, studious, sincere, frank and understanding. The Ex- secretary of 
Rotaract is favourite of everyone. She is someone who will never say you No to anything except when it 
comes too giving treats. Though she doesn’t look like a professor, but wish to be an Electrical professor in 
future.

Drama Queen Ms. Ideal In Love Foodie

18:22

Shakti Swaroop Nayak 118EE0313

Shakti Swaroop Nayak Aka the GAIL Boy, is a very enthusiastic learner. A true electrical engineer at 
heart, Shakti once tried to solve the issue of tripping MCB by holding it up with a cellotape. Known for 
his cheerful energy that he brings with him, he sets up the vibe at every occasion. A perfect entertainer 
who steals the show with his quirky dance moves. His shenanigans are such that they will keep you 
hysterically laughing or hiding your face away in shame. He is quite the 'dramebaaz' of pantomime. 
Interestingly, despite being a good actor, he is horrible at dumb charades. An otaku of the highest degree 
whose love for anime knows no bounds. An extremely reliable person to show up in troubled times.

Drama King Dancer Last Bencher Heart Broken

18:22

Ananthi Kanthimathi Nathan 118EE0312

A shy, timid girl who evolved into one of the most diligent, free-spirited woman. With an enigmatic 
exterior, she comes off as a complex person for those who don't converse with her. But her reserved 
nature gets shattered when she likes you as a person. Her artistic side knows no bounds as she creates 
the most beautiful masterpieces. Apart from her profound love for Cheese, Pasta, and Soya Chaap, this 
Tamil bombshell loves to groove to Bollywood hits. She has always been a punctual person. A faithful 
story teller, an avid listener and a very quirky drinker.  Always open to ideas, but never accepting them 
without thorough thought, her way of learning from others is something worth admiring. 

Foodie Coder Artist Booze

18:22

Smruti Sikha Panigrahi 118EE0315

Smruti aka chipkali and the golgappa lover of the group. What sets her apart is her disturbingly sleek 
figure. As she progressed into final year, her level of pun and punchlines got naughtier. As cunning as fox, 
she slips away quietly after making any kind of 'gadbad'. A die hard anime lover, she organizes anime 
watch parties for the group. As a tech-savy, this microsoft girl is a pro-coder with the talent of looking 
homeless on one day to fabulous the next day. She takes care of her macbook more than she cares for 
her friends. Logic disappears from her speech often. Smruti is one of the sweetest person you will ever 
meet. Her "Mai sabki favourite hoon" is true in all aspects.

Last Bencher Flirty Schemer Coder

18:22



Mahesh Prasad Pati 118EE0316

Mahesh aka the branch topper, a die-hard foodie, and a go-to person for everything exciting and intrepid, 
you name it and he is there for it. Mahesh is a quintessence of such a remarkable personality who can 
carve out a niche in himself. Always wanted to be a good boy, he makes sure his close ones are never 
disappointed by him. An empathetic person whose depth of thought and beautiful poems leaves people 
stunned. VP of Short Circuit, Content head of D361, a guitarist, cricketer, swimmer, debate master and 
host, he has done it all. The Kakashi Sensei to his juniors, a ‘Bal Brahmachari’ whose mischiefs and love 
life are yet to be investigated by his friends, and a saviour for his batchmates. Mahesh Pati Supremacy 
(MPS)!!

 Mr. Ideal GMAT Writer Foodie

18:22

Mushkara Sai Prakash 118EE0321

Prakash is famously known as PUBG, as he is very famous for playing the game. A good batsman with 
lead scores in GPL. His famous quote is "Na peru sai prakash mushkara khammam nunchi". His spells are 
"fruit va nuvvu" ,"gorreva nuvvu". He is an all rounder. One of the best dancers in his zone, his records in 
one day cricket matches are unbreakable. A dedicated, sensible and a hardworking lad, he has a lot of 
potential. He is one of those who seem to delay things, being lazy and gets himself almost in trouble and 
saves himself with long working hours. A very great friend who will many times give you mini heart 
attacks by telling you lies and laughing the very next moment.

 Drama King Foodie Sportsperson Heartbroken

18:22

Annie Johnson Porattoor 118EE0318

High spirits and euphoria describe the personality of little Annie. Her wit and humour are bizarre yet 
eccentric. She will find creative ways to swear and curse and will leave you tongue-tied. She loves cats 
more than she loves humans which sort of explains why she's so much into petting humans as well. She 
might look small but she has a larger-than-life personality and two very strong arms that will pull your 
cheeks. Watching this girl bloom into an elegant, classy young woman over these four years is a treat to 
anybody’s eyes. Annie vava, as some might call her, is a girl with absolutely zero haters. To be in her 
company is to feel that you’re in a safe, no-judgment space.

Ms. Ideal Ms. Popular Jugaadu Booze

18:22

Rajashree Rajalaxmi 118EE0324

Rajashree Rajalaxmi or as well known in the RITVIC as Lalten vaali bhoot, is a great carpenter and drama 
artist altogether. This die-hard sea-green lover has got coffee flowing all over her veins instead of blood. 
This impersonated tuntun mausi finds it hard to stay away from ditches. Though she keeps on breaking 
her bones every now and then,she is adept at mending broken hearts and souls. She can sleep really 
anywhere and anytime, no wonder she’s called a kumbh karan by her friends. A Kacha aam (green 
mango) lover who continues gathering mangoes any place she sees. Her hostel room is famous as a 
green room, and her being the hairstylist.

Drama Queen Nashedi Foodie Ms. Ideal

18:22



Aswathy Rajendran 118EE0325

Aswathy Rajendran, aka Achu aka ashoomanyshoos, is well known for her never-ending love for chicken 
and kids. She’s someone who has a huge fan following in the institute. Continues to show her athletic 
prowess and has proved her lung capacity on multiple occasions in DTS. She always has a strong desire 
to walk. Loves taking photos all dressed up but found complaining about the hassle of doing so. 
Commonly found in one of these 3 phases. "Lost": can’t keep up with the conversation. "Forgetful": 
excited but forgets about the topic. “Selectively lazy”: becomes lazy about a task but carries on doing 
everything else actively. She is an extremely hardworking and ambitious person whom we wish all the 
best for her definite bright future.

Foodie Ms. Popular Sportsperson Schemer

18:22

Yenna Sai Ram Reddy 118EE0327

One of the overthinkers you can find in the typical electrical branch guys, who regret opting electrical 
branch. Sai Ram is a happy and charming soul who spreads happiness around him with his everlasting 
broad smile and creative jokes. Highly compassionate about coding, he has a stronger inclination 
towards software domain. One who delves deeper into his life gets to know the one hell of a mischievous 
and witty person he is. He bonds with everyone by calling “mama”. A regular customer to HB night 
canteen. You may not find him in the classes but you can always find him at HB night canteen. He’s one of 
the guys who eats a lot but can never gain weight surprisingly.

Coder Booze Dancer Mr. Ideal

18:22

Billa Nikhil Reddy 118EE0326

Nikhil, aka “warangal bidda, “Peddanna” of the group around him. He takes care of everyone in the friend 
circle even if he is in the worst condition. A machine learning enthusiast and a movie buff. He loves 
talking with his friends and the best times are when he goes to their rooms at midnight and chats with 
them till sunrise. He has a secret talent though, because not everyone has seen his smooth dance moves 
as he confines it to dim lights of DJ nights only. As a confident young lad, his friends have seen him 
transitioning from a “chote shehar ka ladka” to a “modern city guy”. A bright future awaits for this super 
talented electrical engineer.

Mr. Ideal Schemer Foodie In Love

18:22

Arijit Roy 118EE0328

Arijit is one of the most charismatic, focused persons who always stays motivated, away from 
distractions and can give valuable suggestions and life advices in a matured way. Someone with good 
levels of mental strength in almost all situations. The ability to analyse a situation without any inherent 
bias is something very distinguishing in him. Arijit is a diehard fan of songs of Arijit Singh. Anytime you go 
to his room, you'll find him in front of his laptop with headphones with Arijit's songs in the track. Also, he 
is greatly fond of Sandeep Maheswari's videos and induces his friends to watch them too. He is a 
wonderful artist. Needless to say, that he excellent in coding. 

 Mr. Ideal Foodie Coder Artist

18:22



Sriram Prasad Sahoo 118EE0329

Sriram aka Ram Bhai is an extremely brilliant and charming individual who is nice to everyone, great at 
academics and loved by everyone, who commands the respect people give him. His sheer dedication 
towards academia or extracurricular is proved by his ability to crack two major placement offers. He 
serves as a god to his fellow batchmates during the times of exam. His soulful voice and dance moves are 
just enough to set any stage on fire. A pure vegetarian with full of Non vegetarian thoughts. You can 
always rely on him for good advices. A great friend who loves to enjoy the little things that make time 
worthwhile. An ambivert in nature, Sriram really appreciates his alone time while being a great company 
at other times.

Mr. Ideal Foodie Dancer Singer

18:22

Ramakanta Sahu 118EE0332

Popularly known as ARKAY is the true definition of non-judgemental and believes in the supremacy of the 
simplest of the simple. This cheerful Sambalpuria guy is a good adjudicator and die-hard cricket fan. The 
time he spends in reading subjects is way far less than the time he spends in calculating the grades he 
will get in exams. He has a good sense of humour who can crack a joke in every situation. Arkay’s love for 
aesthetic things is unparallel. He will always be in hurry or impatient. A movie fanatic, you will find him 
appreciating screenplay and cinematography. The jugaad guy, who is good at finding simple solutions to 
irritating problems and can get the work done.

Jugaadu Foodie Neta Sportsperson

18:22

Rama Chandra Sahu 118EE0331

Ram justifying his name is one of those who always help you in any situation. He is a very unique and 
interesting person. He is a very kind hearted, friendly, intelligent and a funny energetic guy. He always 
tries to do unique things and execute his plans in best possible ways. He is like a brother to me, always 
gives life advices to his friends and what to do next. Though he is a pro expert in card games, he always 
prioritizes his studies. He is popular among girls too. For his roommate he couldn't ask for a better one 
than Rama. If one happens to acquire such a true reliable friend, one should not let go of them.

In love  Coder Flirty Singer

18:22

Sibasis Sahu 118EE0333

The Berhampur zone 'mundi', knows how to play the sacred games well. Popularly known as 'Mandu 
Chora', he is one of those middle benchers who create who create ruckus with back benchers as well as 
focus on the white board like studious front benchers. A khanti berhempuria's unending love for puri-
upma speaks volumes about his cultural identity. Champion of SACred games, he knows how to balance 
academics and extracurriculars. He knows how to look after his roommate, so he shares a room with him 
even though it is single occupancy. This MM journalist is the most popular guy that it's difficult to find 
someone who hasn't heard of him. An enigmatic person who has been a friend, leader, topper, saviour 
and now a Noogler. 

Mr. Popular Flirty Coder Neta

18:22



Chetan Sarawgi 118EE0334

Chetan aka NVIDIA boy; well this guy doesn't have one nick name. This guy is literally a perfection of 
everything he does. His dedication towards everything is commendable. This guy is famous for his snake 
like stealth studies according to people. An overachiever who managed EE and his research effortlessly. 
One of the purest souls, but you never know him as a shy guy until you got to know him personally. Yes, 
there is something in him which makes him unique and also, he is known as "Topper". A person with 
optimism and positive vives always with a cute smile.  He is an understanding and caring guy. He is a 
good secret keeper. He is someone whom you can trust easily.

In Love Mr. Ideal GMAT Foodie

18:22

Md Shamsad Shams 118EE0336

Shams aka the Cricketer is the man who is focused on one thing and gets glued to it. He is such a serious 
person who is too afraid to do anything and follows every rule. He completes his syllabus 3 to 4 weeks 
before exams then give free tuition to everyone as his revision. He has never missed a single meal in 
mess. Apart from all this he is too helpful who is always there for you whenever needed. He enjoys being 
himself and doesn't talk much, but once he feels comfortable with you, he can be the funniest and most 
enjoyable person around you. A unique combination of mind and soul, is what makes this guy one of the 
rarest of his kind.

GMAT Mr. Ideal Sportsperson Foodie

18:22

Debi Prasad Sen 118EE0335

Debi is one of the most hardworking and intelligent; yet funny and interesting guy you would ever come 
across. He is a studious boy with a punch of mischief and a brother to many whose heart and soul lies in 
coding and designing ML models. He has bagged so many internships that even he himself forgets the 
count. Due to his diligence and sincerity, he went from being sweet & chubby to smart and fit in these 4 
years of his graduation. This die-hard fan of ManU is also a good football player. This Bengali guy is a 
masterchef also. A typical Shakespeare lover who is proud of his English and whose thoughts are very 
much realistic to the world. 

Drama King Coder Last Bencher Flirty

18:22

Arunav Sharma 118EE0338

A daring angry young man, he is. A keeper, who will go to any length to keep his friends happy. He oozes 
confidence and has aced every field- be it academics or extracurriculars or maintaining relationships. A 
pro volleyball player with bullet like smashes, his serves are difficult to return back. Also known as God of 
Power Systems, his knowledge is unmatchable. He can do anything for his friends be it legal or illegal. A 
friend who’d never leave you. If you’re alone, he’ll be your shadow, He will ride with you to hell if needed. 
As intimidating he might look, he is also someone who is an inspiration to his juniors and a very humble 
person.

Gym Freak Foodie GMAT Schemer

18:22



Dheeraj Kumar Sharma 118EE0339

Dheeraj, aka Dheeru Vai, can also be known as "The intelligent investor". One guy who really has the 
ability and mindset of pure entrepreneur. He is a schemer who can get his work done with his extra 
ordinary communication skills from anyone, be it professor, student or staffs. The multi-talented guy, 
good in academics, a good in public speaking and also in sports like cricket and TT. This amazing soul will 
be the first one who will be available all the time for his mates in any kind of problem and always try to 
solve them by any means. He uses his time most efficiently in college and also motivates his 
friends.Typical Rajasthani guy who has a great food taste.

In Love Jugaddu Foodie Mr. Ideal

18:22

Bikash Swarup Bidyasagar Singh 118EE0341

Bikash is the financial freak who knows how to manage huge funds of stocks. If you ever been to HB then 
you probably hear him lecturing loud about finance. A funny guy but endured a lot of hardships to get to 
this place.He has always been like a fatherly figure, who gives good advice at every step of life and even 
takes care of his friends like a big brother. It’s hard to find anyone with this kind of will to explore new 
things. He is so real and generous that you won’t find him showing off at places but you always find him 
enjoying what he does. A very logical person, full of energy and a smile on the face.

Flirty  Foodie Schemer Chaatu

18:22

Girish Kumar Sharma 118EE0340

Girish has one of the most hardworking and upbeat personalities. Also known as Tech Girish, he is a true 
genius with amazing electrical expertise that he can even teach his teachers. One of the most caring and 
humble guys you would ever encounter. He is always willing to assist his friends in projects and 
academics. A down-to-earth individual who has the potential to achieve great things in the future. No 
one can match his level of patience.  A multi-tasker, he is someone who walks in when the rest of the 
world walks out.

Mr. Ideal Writer GMAT Foodie

18:22

Harsh Singh 118EE0342

Harsh is very friendly person and often shares his in-depth knowledge about his interests. He is cheerful 
always and makes you feel better when you're stressed or sad. He is like a small kid who would remind 
you of your childhood days like tom and jerry. He has the audacity of sleeping in the first bench of the 
class and then defending that he was thinking by closing his eyes. He prefers to talk less and answers 
only how much is asked. He doesn't go to feasts and places where there's loud music. He was a proud 
member of C-Cube club. He is a good badminton player and very thoughtful person. You can never guess 
what goes in his mind.

GMAT Sportsperson Coder Mr. Ideal

18:22



Om Singh 118EE0343

OM justifying the sanity of his name is polite, sincere and very selfless who is also a master of managing 
time and emotions. His sarcastic jokes are enough to enlighten your mood. He is the unspoken famous 
personality who has a lot of connections from administration to professors to seniors. This UP ke 'aan-
baan-shaan' boy has been a part of all the fests is skilled yet down-to-earth, has a straight and confident 
approach. He accepts treats every time but rarely gives any, and is a 'Butterscotch Hater'. The way he 
handles things, listen to demands, compliments, accept his faults, understands every situation makes him 
unique. He was always there to guide his juniors as a mentor, support them like a guardian, and motivate 
them like a great friend. 

Mr. Popular Flirty Schemer Proxy King

18:22

Sambit Subhankar Swain 118EE0548

Sambit bhai aka "Lala bhai"  is a very kind, humble, and outstanding sportsman. He is famous for his 
football skills and has been known for being a very good defender. An extraordinary person with a very 
humble character. Always gave his juniors true advice and treats.  Starting from being a very studious 
student throughout the first year of college, changed his branch from MM to EE and getting a job in core 
sector, he never ever complained of any obstacle that had come in his path. He gathers all of his strength 
runs through the court amongst his opponents and then kicks an ever encouraging goal straight to the 
post in football, and also in life. 

Sportsperson Mr. Ideal Gym Freak GMAT

18:22

Yennubarla Venkatesh 118EE0344

Popularly known as 'Venky' this Mr. Fresher from department of Electrical Engineering is an easy going 
and helping person. It apparently felt like it was difficult to make friends with him but it was the easiest 
one than ever. One of the funniest guy one can ever met. It's difficult to know his intentions and punch 
lines before he throws them but someone close to him always gets it. One of those who always takes 
additional sheets in exam increasing panic amongst others. Whole department has seen his excellent 
dancing skills. He is the rowdy of our batch. He is a cool guy who tries to be bit tough. Rarely worries 
about academics and loves to play and have fun. 

Drama King Flirty Foodie Dancer

18:22

Kanchada Santanu Sekhar Senapati 118EE0577

"Some silent people are best talkers." The quote most appropriately describes Santanu, a person having 
loudest mind, yet the most composed. This "Wikipedia of NITR" is a guaranteed most responsible among 
any group. We reminisce when he got lost In WonderLa at Hyderabad, and news spreading like a 
wildfire. Never minds about consequences, known as 'nung' and 'baigan' for his nungful activities and is 
good at everything he does. A multi-talented gaan pila, a 'jugaadu' friend with great settlement skills, a 
studious electrical snake, a cyborg mundi, and a pro down to earth player having a vast amount of 
'NAARI' follower. Be it academics, hackathons or IAS scholarship, the achievers list is incomplete without 
him. A pure soul often becoming ‘Bali ka Bakra’ yet never holds grudge against anyone. 

Mr. Popular Mr. Ideal Coder Jugaadu

18:22



Bereket Getnet Agumas 118EE0599

The East African king is a hard-working yet very humble guy. He is busy making money all the time yet 
available when you need him. He is a crypto trader, businessman & part-time Electrical student. He loves 
to travel and see the world, and admires good food. He can be found grooving to music 24/7, always up 
for going out with his therapeutic life advice and talk sessions. Living with the quotes “You only live 
once“, “To make money, you need money”  he possesses acute talent for finding opportunities in every 
situation. An avid learner of business tactics, growth, and valuation, he can stay on his phone 
communicating with multiple people at the same time for hours from different countries and already has 
his network for his unicorn startup

Foodie Schemer Flirty Mr. Ideal

18:22

Pritish Kumar Pradhan 118EE0627

Being CR of EE, NCC Commander, Cyborg President, Udaan President, ICS Prefect is impossible unless 
you are #PPOP, a multitasking 'Bhonsaria'. Rudra Sir coined the phrase "the great Buddha reincarnate" for 
him. From handling EE professors to being HOD's favorite, this enthusiast can go without food but not 
without technical work. Other than this he also does bartending, tour guide, and chef. He is one of the 
most unhealthy dieters in NITR with a compensation run of 3 Km daily. A great 'Jugaddu', bullet taking 
and getting your job done friend. A senior, who relishes shepherding his juniors even under onerous 
circumstances. Being a crackerjack, he manages everything flawlessly, be it a project, hackathon, or 
travel planning. His passion for responsibilities and avidity for playing guitar is illimitable.

Mr. Ideal Mr. Popular Coder Jugaadu

18:22

Peter Ndonga 118EE0600

A friendly, kind, encouraging, hardworking, and curious to learn person. You can have meaningful 
discussions with him about what's happening around the world. He listens to your problems and helps in 
every possible way. He is happy for you in your good times and always there for you in times of need 
which is the characteristic of a true friend. A person always ready to help without any need for return 
favors. If you pass this guy and he knows you he will definitely ask "how are you man?". A good person to 
have in your lab group as he does a lot of work, and is pretty perfect with experiments, and not definitely 
one of those snakes to disturb you in vivas. 

Mr. Popular Foodie Coder Writer

18:22

Arnab Paikaray 118EE0632

A brimming vessel of talent, wisdom, and enticement with a copper-bottomed guarantee, Wizard of 
Robotics, you ask for all you get 'Arnab'. If you are his close junior you are no less than blessed, he being 
very generous and equally co-operative. This pro simp keeps on dreaming weird stuff and explains it with 
great patience after waking up, starting your day with great laughter. Being an artistic, creative person in 
the field of software and electronics his teaching strategies, especially at midnight is awesome. An 
ardent Maggi lover, a raconteur, who concocts the most thrilling stories about every haunting corridor, a 
'sasta' Salman Khan of 'tere naam' whose hair flip can make anyone drool. The 'yaaron-ka-yaar' who sets 
up a 'mehfil' anytime anywhere. 

Mr. Popular Schemer Coder Mr. Ideal

18:22



Raj Aaryaman Patra 118EE0634

This SRK fanboy, a big foodie, a robotic guy is rightfully named Raj. This go-to gossip person is rightfully 
eligible to stay as president for 4 years for 'The Stalking club'. An open listener, empathetic person, a fun-
loving friend who has a third eye and figures out the trouble you are in and comes to you with the best 
advice. He loves watching Robert di Niro, looks like King Kong, and calls himself Brad Pitt. The 
hardworking coder might also be the most annoying guy you encounter, is the one who wouldn't order 
food for himself then eat all yours. 'Raaj or a golu molu teddy bear' has above-average fashion that he 
really prides himself on. He's a free spirit who loves to explore new things and places, with his eternal 
love for Gangtok being constant.

Coder Foodie Last Bencher Schemer

18:22

Amit Kumar 118EE0699

The guy from Rajasthan named Amit, has its heights as The Big Bachchan Sir himself, is a simple, nice 
and a genuine person. He is always ready to help and guide his juniors as well as his batchmates. Though 
he is silent in general yet can be funny at times. He actively plays the role of  peacemaker in case of 
fights. He is always ready for help in problems and provides you with a lot of 'backpost wali chai'. His 
face reflects the atrocities one faces in Electrical Engineering. Hopefully he starts expressing more of 
himself as time passes. His IPhone remains in demand at all the parties and photoshoots. Wishing him all 
the best for his future endeavours.

Last Bencher Mr. Ideal Nashedi Chaatu

18:22

Arya Jaiswal 118EE0698

This cute little silent princess of EE has the most beautiful smile with pretty eyes. While at first she looks 
like silent 'sanskari' girl who doesn't speak much but her friends knows how vocal she is. One of the most 
beautiful, Quiet, Serene, Pure, Sweet, playful, understanding, girls one can ever see. This Upcoming 
Famous Movie Director gives treat whenever asked for. She is the one who can deceive anyone by her 
innocent look , famously known as "Masum sa chehra saitan jessa Dimaag" and is the drama Queen of 
the group.  She is one of the Super-talented yet down to earth person and with equally contradicting 
behavior when her devil mode is switched on.

Ms. Ideal Foodie GMAT Drama Queen

18:22

Swagat Kumar 118EE0700

Swagat Kumar AKA the Baasuriwala of NITR has charmed everyone with his flute, his 6'2 height and his 
gentleman behavior. One of the the most funny, mature person, he has guided Heartbeats in a way that 
has made people fall in love with music. He's the Miss Chanandler Bong of the group, mainly on the 
outside and a cute little girl from the inside. His second love is Cheems, the dog and he is a devoted 
follower of Lord Jagannath. With a drink in his hand and his buddies at his side, you'll find him swaying to 
Mohammad Rafi and Jagjit Singh Ghazals. The cat enthusiast enjoys Instagram, has a page full of 
strange, charming, adorable couple videos.

Mr. Ideal Foodie Mr. Popular Artist

18:22



Prateek Kumar Mahapatra 118EE0702

This hardworking, multitasker and multitalented topper from EE is one of the most hardworking people 
that one can ever met. Always ready to help whenever a friend needs help. He is Man on his mission who 
values friendships deeply and is a comrade in arms. Indeed his dedication for work makes him in the 
toppers' list. He is also far ahead in sports and loves solving maths puzzles. This correlates to his love for 
Axiom the mathematics club. As a member of Axiom club his hard work in organizing events has been 
exceptional. This multitasker has also contributed to his friends of EE as well as for people of UDAAN.

Mr. Ideal Foodie GMAT Coder

18:22

Meyank Mohapatra 118EE0704

The man with a big beard and semi-bald head also known as ‘Bappa’ by the NITR junta, has a personality 
analogous to ‘The Rock’. An excellent Chess player who tracks all your moves beforehand. Inside this 
heavy giant-like body built, there’s an introverted, aquaphobic, homesick, and a gym freak who loves to 
make memes and work in silence. All he needs is a slipper to prove his massive strength - the mainframe 
of your backend might get totally crashed. His deep knowledge will make you think that he draws power 
from another dimension, just like the ‘Ancient One’ in Doctor Strange.A kind and most genuine soul, 
weathered through the roughest of times, is surely the epitome of the phrase ‘I don’t drink yet I know 
things’. 

Coder Foodie Gym Freak Heartbroken

18:22

Divyanshu Meshram 118EE0703

Meshram aka Divyaaanshuu or Divya is known for his innocence, smile, silence. His 'kya hua kyu tension 
le rhe ho' provides a lot of chill. A good friend, a movie downloader and a recommendor, always coming 
late, being indecisive about almost all the things and clicking picks of awkward things. His habit of using 
cuss words while talking about anything makes it difficult for people to understand. True Jagdalpuria, a 
chicken biryani lover, a typical chattisgarhi guy, is extremely dedicated to his career, is indecisive, is a 
premium subscriber to numerous websites, enjoys English series, and is a gourmand. Night owl with a 
penchant for ice cream and cold drinks. When it comes to excellent music playlists, this is a guy to keep 
an eye on.

Drama King Foodie Coder Last Bencher

18:22

Vedant Raghuwanshi 118EE0705

If you need someone charming and popular, yes you get it right. It's Vedant Raghuwanshi. He has a 
“magic” effect that makes people like him and beware trying fooling him. It's fortunate if you have him as 
a senior, a senior one wishes to have because you can ask and talk about anything with him, still would 
never play any senior card on you. An always ready to help guy and a diligent person coming from Dewas 
who has made it to Amazon! A very straightforward person, a good friend who criticizes his friends 
openly, cares for them a lot, a passionate music lover and and an avid Star Wars fan. An enthusiastic 
reader, a gym freak and a person who has a special bond with Nepal.

Gym Freak Coder Ms. Popular Foodie

18:22



Ashutosh Samal 118EE0707

Studious, attachment to marks, and a guy with a disciplined lifestyle, then you are definitely talking 
about the guy from Rourkela, Ashutosh Samal. Amidst all the people going to sleep in the morning, this 
person would wake up at 5:30 am in the morning and complete his chores and would start studying by 8 
am. His hard work, his dedication, and his disciplined lifestyle inspire people to become a better person, 
and definitely, his hard work has paid off. People always question him about how to lose 40 kg of weight 
and how did he remain the same throughout the lockdown. This guy has always been the savior for 
people of Electrical Engineering by providing the required help for the most difficult subjects. 

Artist Coder Mr. Ideal Writer

18:22

Abhishek Vedante 118EE0709

Infinity or Abhishek Vedante, a guy with uncommon sense of humour, a typical 'Mumbaikar', the best 
partner one could ask to try different cuisine. People spill secrets over forbidden substances, but this guy 
spills it over a good plate of 'Chhole Kulche'. Be his bikes while travelling, providing sniper covers in 
Erangel, his friends ranting, this person will be patient, giving his brutally honest solutions one can’t resist 
from implementing. Whether it be late night cycling trips or badminton streaks going on forever, this 
‘Phitnez Frik’ goes to gym just to check his weight. From inventing a new language, reviewing every food 
joint to achieving the study-fun balance, from using baby soap and powder to soothe his body to drawing 
artistic characters in everyone's rooms, this guy can do it all. 

Foodie Schemer Ms. Ideal Coder

18:22

Soumyadeep Sinha 118EE0708

If one can ever get a call from prison to bail someone out, it's high probability that he is Soumyadeep. A 
cute, innocent looking guy has a very notorious mind inside. With a face similar to two professors of 
Electrical Engineering, this guy has a very serious way of explaining even funny things. A very talented 
individual, yet highly lazy is what describes him the best. You can often find him late to classes if and only 
if present, with him only seriously studying subjects he loves. He keeps on procrastinating and then asks 
for notes at the eleventh hour.  Though he appears to be a silent guy he can keep talking for hours once 
he gets into his zone of topics.

Jugaadu Sportsperson Flirty Foodie

18:22

Tashi Nidup 118EE0807

Tashi Nidup popular as Kobe, is a big fan of Kobe Bryant is a man who keeps his words and likes to help 
other people. He possesses all qualities of an ideal friend be it understanding, keeping secrets, non-
judgmental, sensible, supportive and encouraging. He faces every difficulty with optimism and 
understands the difference between the life of idleness and the life of dedication making him a role 
model for his juniors. The bond he makes with his friends is irreplacable. He plays sports and is in the 
basketball team of the institute. He inspires people to be diligent and to practice smart work. He doesn't 
pulls all-nighters yet manages to come with a smile on his face post exams. 

Singer Artist Sportsperson Foodie

18:22



Electronics and 

Instrumentation

Verified Department

"Devil doesn't bargain", nor do these OGs settle for anything less than the best. 

From being startled by remote-controlled cars in childhood to contriving the 

same in their early 20s, from reaching out with their toes to turn on the light to 

automating an entire room, it is indeed crazy, "Just how fast the night changed" 

for them. Unlike their creations, this cohort of highly accomplished individuals 

"don't need batteries to play". "Innovation" and "revolution" are synonymous 

with what these technocrats produce in their field.

Class of 2022



Marlapati Yuvaraj 118EI0345

One who is always funny and entertaining and also talented. A person with a lot of interest in movies, 
dance and all other art forms. He is famous among girls, seniors and juniors. He is the one who taught 
everyone how to smoke and drink like a pro. He is the gang leader of any team. He is popularly known as 
'chitti'. He is an incredible dancer. He always talks about movies and in detailed discussions about scenes. 
He is a cinephile. He is an introvert, only open to his gang of friends. We wish him all the best in his future 
endeavours.

Mr. Popular  Dancer  Last Bencher Foodie

18:22

Ansuman Abhisek 118EI0347

This Real Madrid fan is a beautiful blend of a versatile footballer and a wordsmith. He has an 
extraordinary sense of humour that can leave people in splits. We wish him all the best in his future 
endeavours and that he shines bright in all aspects.

Proxy King  Sportsperson  Flirty  Foodie

18:22

Saloni Jindal 118EI0346

Saloni (or Saaaaaloni if you want to tease her) had her priorities set from the beginning: first, escape the 
electronics department and second, get a good job. By the end of college, she managed to achieve both. 
She is known for her love of coding, parathas, pastries, and Punjab. Her classmates were her favourite 
part of the department; she was fiercely protective and loving towards them. All her closest people agree 
on a few things about her: she is meticulous, enthusiastic, determined, humble and has a jugaad for all 
the last-second doubts. The easiest way to get Saloni to do almost anything is to bribe her generously 
with parathas, pastries and a good walk around the campus.

Coder Schemer Foodie Ms. Ideal

18:22

Masood Ahmed 118EI0348

Masood Ahmed, more commonly known as “Gang Leader”, is one of those few people u surely want by 
your side. The ever-so-sweet and funny Masood you talk to daily isn’t the same as the Masood you see 
during someone’s GPL. You don’t want to be the birthday boy with him anywhere near your already 
beaten-up “body”. His passion for football is different. May exams be approaching or the dreaded grand 
viva, nothing can stop “The Masood Ahmed “from staying off the football field. The phrase “dead asleep” 
applies to him, who can sleep through people banging and ultimately breaking his door.

Neta  Sportsperson Proxy King  Foodie

18:22



Shubhen Shekhar Behera 118EI0349

Subhen is famous for his well-maintained notes. That helps not only our batch but also the juniors' batch. 
A hungry soul for trips and journeys. And a massive glutton for sweets. Yet his generous nature of sharing 
things beats all. Bathroom and Outside bathroom singer. Shuben is the definition of how to stay down to 
earth and humble despite being so talented. If you seek assignments, are unable to understand any topic, 
are stressed, want someone to listen and hang out with, or need suggestions, you will always find 
Shubhen available. If an Ideal Student exists (except all absolute bullshit), it's him. Punctual, though we 
successfully spoiled him in the end.

GMAT  Writer One with OCD
  Singer

18:22

Ashish Das 118EI0354

If you appreciate music, badminton, and deep conversations, Ashish would be your perfect companion. 
This gentleman was born with a gift for music. He mastered the piano and flute and has gifted the NITR 
junta with several soulful Instagram videos and collaborations with his magical voice. Besides this, he's 
well known for a few more things: being a proxy pie pro star, our father-like figure, and his poor jokes. He 
makes the best schemes to avoid the classes or labs, but the outcomes are better not to be told. As he 
departs from NITR, Ashish carries a thousand blessings for his music and heart, which are pure gold.

Proxy King  Jugaadu Singer Schemer

18:22

Mrutyunjay Biswal 118EI0350

A kind-hearted, multi-talented, intelligent person with an excellent sense of humour, Popularly known as 
"Muturaa" in the group  Mrutyunjay goes out unconditionally to ensure that people around him are in 
their comfort zone. Has a never-say-die mentality and is well-liked by his classmates. His ambitious, 
overachiever self is genuinely inspiring when at work. The technical know-how of this guy is admirable. 
Most people who know him know that Machine learning is his oxygen! He is the best one known to be a 
good listener and motivator. With the accolades and the smoking hot guns of skill he has under his belt, 
we have no doubt he will do great things one day.

Drama King  Nashedi Heartbroken  Coder

18:22

Bibhash Pran Das 118EI0355

Also known as "GOML - God of Machine Learning" among his friends, Bibhash is a significantly mature 
and self-aware person who is confident yet realistic, calculated yet optimistic, and hard-working yet 
procrastinates. Aside from his many academic accomplishments, publishing several research papers, he 
also has a very kind heart and is a brilliant cook. With his infinite amount of patience and compassion, 
Bibhash believes in the ideology of learning together and growing together. With unparalleled time 
management and balance, club, competitions, research, academics, games, movies, fun, and humour, 
this non-alcoholic engineer has it all. A true master of all trades, yet grounded as none. To summarise, he 
is Mr-Perfect and an actual (one-sided) lover still waiting for his "PINAKI".

Mr. Ideal  GMAT  Coder  Foodie

18:22



Debarun Das 118EI0356

Debarun, a.k.a Dabba from Darjeeling, is a charming yet unique personality. This dank, wannabe 
comedian keeps the conversation exciting and will never miss a chance to joke with you or at your 
expense. With his phobia of any academic setting or even discussions remotely related to academics, he 
would make even the sincerest students want to skip classes. With this, one would think he would be a 
poor student, but nothing could be further from the truth. Acing playing the guitar within a year, he 
became the de facto musician of his group. He does not want to gell up with anyone easily, but when he 
does, he does not let you forget him. 

Schemer  Singer Coder  Artist

18:22

Sorav Gupta 118EI0359

Sorav, AKA "Chotu", famous for his joyous nature and achievements, spread happiness and positive 
vibes. He is known for his hard work, patience, and honesty, and he plays a vital role in his friends' life and 
escorts junior to explore new things. He is multi-talented and motivating and is always there for his 
friends through thick and thin. Words will fall short of describing him. A song that best describes him 
would be "Tere jaisa yaar Kahan...."From day 1 to date, he has been the same person, reminding you of 
"rancho" of 3 idiots. From 1st to 4th year, he is excelling in every field year after year. Be it placements or 
life advice, he's always ready.

Mr. Popular  Foodie  Proxy King  Coder

18:22

Rithik Devendran 118EI0358

With a bold and brazen sense of humour and questionable judgment of people, he stumbles into drama 
despite not wanting any. Rithik is fiercely loyal, and the furthest from judgmental one can get. There 
aren’t many others who are so aware of themselves, both good and bad, which makes him the strangest 
combination of smug yet humble. It’s impossible to not have a good time with Rithik. You can say 
anything to Rithik, and his standard reply will be, “Some shit you will say”. He celebrated joining Rainbow 
Dot by colouring his hair with every rainbow shade. He is eternally in a state of pure bliss, as one among 
the clouds. 

Foodie  Last Bencher  Booze  Nashedi

18:22

Yash Kumar Jain 118EI0360

The guy is gold. A kind and generous person. Always spoke his heart out and never minced words. Omni 
is present for an insightful discussion on any issue. Always on the lookout for a business/earning 
opportunity. He is sometimes as lazy as one could get but could still pull all-nighters for weeks to do 
Chegg questions. A known and popular face at the day canteen and the night canteen. Hated mess food 
to its core happens when you are a vegetarian who doesn’t eat paneer or mushroom. Maggi and pasta 
were his whole diet. You can find him either in the badminton court or the day canteen when he is not 
sleeping. 

Proxy King Schemer  Last Bencher  In Love

18:22



Kanike Keerthana 118EI0366

Keerthana is addressed by the names Lalli and chotu. She loves to dance and is very good at art. She is a 
fitness freak who tries to go to the gym regularly but fails, as she is too busy sleeping and chatting. Her 
special hobby is singing; you can hear her voice singing melodiously from her room. Keerthana has a 
passion for the field of data science and is truly a hard worker. She is a person who believes she has an 
evil fate. She aced the placements in her dream role. The Guru in almost all aspects. We wish this 
sensitive, supportive, kind-hearted girl all the luck.

Singer  Gym Freak Dancer Foodie

18:22

Ashish Mohapatra 118EI0369

Are you even friends with him if you haven't been greeted by, "Hi bro nahi bolne ka" Ashiq Bhai? The 
sigma male. Dank memer. The Jajpuriya with less paban. Wannabe sakht launda but simp inside. 100% 
humble,100% bright and 1000% lover boy. Topper. A combo of book and rose. Handles both girls and 
academics smoothly. He was meticulous in his studies. Only leaves a task once every little detail is 
according to his liking and satisfaction. Worries about every task at hand all the time, plan meticulously, 
procrastinates and does nothing until the 11th hour and then completes them at the last moment with the 
utmost dedication. Trips with friends, good food and music get him up and running.

Foodie  Last Bencher  Jugaadu  Artist

18:22

Prasanjit Maharaj 118EI0368

Always supported everyone in the best possible ways. This guy has made his place in the life of many by 
being that one buddy you can lean on. We wish this incredible man with a golden heart all the happiness 
and success in his next phase of life.

Sportsperson  Coder  Mr. Ideal  Foodie

18:22

Prabhudatta Mohapatra 118EI0370

One of the most chill guys in the EI department. He is not worried about the deadline because he knows 
somehow he will manage to complete it. He is not a professional proxy king, but he can do the job for 
you. A person with no drinking or smoking habits. He can't say no to you for whatever you come to him. 
Coder, Social worker, amiable, investor, foodie, football fan, and overall an ideal person. His best interest 
is No games, physical workouts, studying, or lying on the bed and doing nothing. But sincere enough to 
go on an all-nighter before the exam day. We wish this gem of a person all the best for his future.

Last Bencher  Foodie Coder  Proxy King

18:22



Shashank Ojha 118EI0371

Best friend, brother, and the perfect roommate. He is very kind-hearted and can go to any lengths to help 
his buddies. He is also an outstanding volleyball player; he is an all-rounder. Shashank (aka Lala) has been 
a helpful, dependable, and unforgettable friend for the last 4 years. Described as a friendly, intelligent, 
amicable, hard-working, super reliable, very friendly, confident, and straightforward guy with a giant 
heart. He is also known as the "Proxy King" of the entire branch. The guy is fearless. If he goes to class, 
he gets a present for all his friends who have missed that class. We wish him all the luck for the future.

Flirty Mr. Popular Coder Proxy King

18:22

Kunal Patel 118EI0374

The shy one in the team, full of sarcasm and humour, can surprise you with the level of never settlement. 
The "Chupa Rustom" of EI. He may look like an unassuming average ordinary guy, but underneath there is 
a dearth of knowledge. He might be the only person in everyone's good books. He looks earnest most of 
the time, but only those who know him have seen the little kid in him, who loves to give puns and 
sarcasm. The heavy driver of 2-wheelers, serial drinker of soft drinks and brand ambassador of Haldirams 
Punjabi Tadka. He is the all-in-one "sarvagun-sampann" guy who can manage the whole house, be it 
cooking, cleaning, electrical repairs, etc. Absolutely a "dildaar" person.

Mr. Ideal Sportsperson Foodie Artist

18:22

Heramba Panda 118EI0372

Heramba, aka Hey-rum-ba, is a calm, chilled, and carefree person who is always fun to hang out with. 
This sambalpuria babu can be sweet and approachable but don’t treat that as a license to mess with him; 
he can get legit deadlift two copies of you with one hand. His skyscraping love for chicken contributes a 
colossal fraction of revenue to almost all restaurants. If you find someone lazing around in his room 
watching Anime, playing Valorant or editing photos, Congratulations! You have discovered Heramba. 
From getting stitches on his head for his friends to being in three different departments, Heramba Panda 
lived his life@NITR to the fullest, and we wish the best for the highs waiting for him. 

Gym Freak Proxy King Artist Schemer

18:22

Amlana Pattnayak 118EI0375

Amlu is the sweetheart of the college and has an initial impression of a cute boy with glasses. This 
seemingly innocent tech genius has a fun-loving personality, with girls swarming 24/7. With insane 
organizational skills, he has managed multiple responsibilities with finesse. This excellent designer and 
anime addict are rumoured to have been a part of 10+ clubs simultaneously. With a not-so-good sense of 
humour and driving skills, you'll never find Amlu saying "NO" to anything. For this mood-enhancer, a cat's 
purr is the sound of love. Sit next to him in a single class, and you wind up with a scribbled notebook, 
having missed your roll call because you spent the course giggling over mindless chatter.

Schemer Mr. Popular Last Bencher Foodie

18:22



Pratik Ranjan Raul 118EI0376

Famously called Phita( nobody knows why), he is known for his antics and lives by the motto - 'Fitness is 
my passion'. Excellent at sports but equally pathetic at everything else. Chants Amazon 108 times per 
day. This gigachad is an all-rounder; he plays badminton and cricket and lifts weights. He is a self-
proclaimed Paris 2024 winner. He plans for parties and then later cancels, saying fitness is his passion. As 
an active member of the SD E-block gang, no party is complete without him. Obviously, with all these 
said, you can easily guess who the sexiest guy in EIE is. Pratik urf Raula babu urf pakhad matali urf gym-
freak is a guy with a golden heart. 

Proxy King Nashedi Sportsperson Booze

18:22

Omm Prasad Sahu 118EI0379

Omm is punctual, ideal and a masti khor all together. He is like a combo of Newton and Sachin. Handle 
sports and academics smoothly. Always ready to play cricket either at the hostel or in STSC. Topper of 
the gang and the saviour of online exams. Beautiful handwritten notes help the whole branch in the 
online exam. Omm, the opener always wraps himself around watching and playing cricket. He is an avid 
Bollywood enjoyer too. This man is a hardcore, passionate EI engineer. One of the dedicated core 
aspirants who revise every subject 3 times before exams but never shares notes in a public auction. We 
wish him all the luck for his future.

Flirty In Love Heartbroken Writer

18:22

Ankita Sahoo 118EI0377

Anku, as Ankita is popularly called, might be the quietest kid in class, but outside, this diva's talents are 
unmatched. Most days, she might look homeless, but she has a perfect fashion sense. She can articulate 
her feelings through beautiful paintings, making her an invaluable asset for Chitraang. She might keep 
her circle small, but you get to admire her rich humour and enviable vocabulary once you get in. This 
'Maverick' is the finest travel-buddy one can wish for, bringing with her an undying sense of adventure. 
Undoubtedly the 'Monica' of the group with her obsession with perfection & cleanliness. We want this 
mischief queen's best in her future endeavours.

Schemer Neta Foodie Artist

18:22

Sriniketh Shankar 118EI0382

Sriniketh Shankar aka Thirulok Chander is a gem of a person. Known for his interest in literally every 
sport, sriniketh has earned a reputation as somewhat of a 'Player'.Switching between topics varying from 
web series to formula1 racing to tennis games to politics, sriniketh can make every conversation 
interesting. From playing games in class to watching movies with subtitles in the ranks, sriniketh is a 
daredevil. He is an extremely humble person who you can blabber about all your life problems and who 
will provide you with all the support. Sriniketh is the type of person who fills every day of your life with 
excitement and fun. Wishing him all the best in his future endeavours.

Flirty Sportsperson Nashedi Writer

18:22



Ajita Shri 118EI0383

If she's not in her room or Aritri's, Ajita'll be at chai tapri. This social butterfly has earned the title of 
'Wonder Woman' by lifting a 100kg person. The fashion advisor can look met gala ready one day and 
homeless the next and is always prepared for sudden plans. She has a very intense gaze for someone 
with surprisingly small eyes. She can go from being as sweet as sugar to roasting you alive faster than the 
blink of an eye. With her high spirits & euphoria, she can power half of NITR by herself but sleeps 
between night-outs. Her wit and humour can go from bizarre to eccentric and dark to gore, leaving you 
bamboozled and wanting more. 

Drama Queen Ms. Popular Foodie Ms. Ideal

18:22

Imran Wahid 118EI0385

Imran is one of the most genuine people in NITR. He is the person who knows how even the worst 
situations can be handled. Of course, he is brilliant, talented, generous and robust, but apart from all the 
good qualities he possesses, he is always down to earth. He always carries a straightforward and upbeat 
vibe with him. The friend in need and the best person to share your stuff with. No judgements and only 
wise suggestions, is the principle he follows. His attitude towards his career and future is also impressive. 
We wish him good luck in his career and great memories in life.

Mr. Ideal Jugaadu Heartbroken  Foodie

18:22

Deep Prabhat Tirkey 118EI0384

Deep Prabhat Tirkey Urf S1MPLE Urf F@ith, is a person with unique characteristics. He has been given 
these nicknames because of his insane flicks and cool clutches in CSGO. Besides CSGO, he has many 
good qualities; he is a pro coder. He is a MARVEL fanboy, always ready to give spoilers. He will never let 
you know that he cares for you, but he does. He is one of the best companions one could ask for, always 
ready for group activities that are not happening in the early morning; yes, this guy loves his sleep. He 
has delivered some unique dialogues, e.g. "Kal aana Kal", "My whole life is a lie", "two rupees loko", and 
many more. 

Nashedi Coder Sportsperson Foodie

18:22

Magna Mishra 118EI0711

Mish Magna is a force to be reckoned with. To the few people she calls her friends, she's fiercely loving 
and always willing to go the extra mile for you. She's known for her love of coffee, books, ice cream, 
maniacally cleaning her room, and taking aesthetic photos in every situation but never posting them. She 
is a beauty with a brain, excels in everything she does, has a refined taste for fashion, and means the 
world to her friends. If you have a good cup of coffee, be ready to have some mind-boggling discussions 
and gossip. She could intoxicate you with her mesmerising beauty in a way that you can never indeed 
have enough of her.

Drama Queen  Foodie  In Love  Writer

18:22



Anoop Kumar Mittapelli 118EI0712

"Mr Dedication". He is a perfect example of a hardworking and chilling soul. Most helping and caring soul 
on the entire campus. A silent playboy, everyone assumes that he might know nothing until they speak 
with him once. This silent killer is set to face the new phase of his life, for which we wish him all the good 
luck and bright smiles.

Mr. Ideal Flirty Chaatu Writer

18:22

Aditya Sharma 118EI0714

Aditya Sharma, a.k.a. PETER, this tall, intelligent and handsome Rajastani cricketer, often gets confused 
for being an oversea player. One of the focused students in the department who is exceptionally 
hardworking and strives for better, his consistency and ability to remain calm, patient, and hopeful is 
noteworthy and has helped him conquer obstacles and rejections to emerge victorious. This Block-chain 
Guru might be shy, introverted and hesitant to talk to girls, but he is a pro at sharing memes, stickers, and 
emojis. An epitome of pure friendship, he is always available to help and support his friends. From being 
the most tension-curated guy to being one of the most chill guys in NITR, Peter has evolved well.

Coder Last Bencher Schemer Mr. Ideal

18:22

Satyaranjan Bishnupada Sahoo 118EI0713

He was a guy who was always there on his friends' good and bad days, ready to help his friends in need. 
A person who has constantly inspired everyone to achieve greater heights. Satyaranjan is very cheerful 
and always prepared to explore new things. He has knowledge of every activity going around the world. 
This guy is known for his excellence in smoking, always ready to invite his friends. He feels proud when 
he teaches someone noob to smoke. Always willing to help, kind of personality. Also, he is a guy who 
always stays in his room, doing his stuff, whether it is smoking or binge-watching. You can find this guy 
on every dating app. 

Foodie Heartbroken Nashedi Booze

18:22

Sruti Singh 118EI0715

A charming, bubbly girl known to her friends for her oversized clothing style, Sruti is one rare person you 
cannot find. She is charismatic, full of life and energy, and seemingly a quiet person for others but a 
complete chatterbox for her friends. She is famous for having completed the NITR darshan on foot with 
an average of 25,000 steps per day. An ardent Bollywood dancer, she is just the right "Geet" energy you 
need. She channelizes the Biharis's sweetness and the Odisha's simplicity perfectly, making one fiery 
combo. One thing that makes her is she is selflessly helpful and pretty caring. Wishing the 'Chhota 
packet bada dhamaaka' the very best for the upcoming journey of life, pun intended.

Drama Queen Dancer Foodie Schemer

18:22



Naman Agrawal 118EI0811

Naman, better known as Chaman, is widely recognized as the king of epic fails. The situations he 
manages to get into would leave you scratching your head, asking yourself, HOW??.  Fun-loving, 
intelligent, friendly, kind, caring....a long list of adjectives would be needed to describe him. Naman is 
very active, be it in academics or extra-curricular. His stint as a content writer at Monday Morning stands 
as evidence. Horror story aficionado whose favourite pastime is scaring the shit out of others. Has a 
minimal appetite for general knowledge but equally big hunger and heart for fun and friends. He is an 
experienced drinker in his own mind and an extremely sensuous dancer.

Artist Foodie Singer Drama King

18:22



Food Process
Verified Department

"Rome was not built in a day", so was the technology that goes behind the 

delicious cookies stored on your shelves and the exquisite chocolates on your 

desks. The wizards of this branch combine all their spells to effectively design, 

produce, and commercialize sustainable, safe, nutritious, healthy, appealing, 

affordable, high-quality ingredients and foods. "Define them as sugar and 

brownies " or as "just sour as lime is" the platter of NITR is incomplete without 

this nuanced palate of aspiring intellectuals.

Class of 2022



Kumbha Pallavi 118FP0394

"The girl with a golden heart," Pallavi has successfully earned this title through her admirable benevolent 
nature. She is cherished by everyone, and her mesmerizing smile has continued to conquer a special 
place in everyone's heart. Her alluring vibes are indeed a heartthrob for many. Pallu's signature penguin 
walk with a tincture of her drama adds to her personality as a cherry on top. A compassionate being who 
always puts herself in others' shoes before reaching a decision. Her spirited soul is reflected well through 
her contribution to Mavericks as one of the finest dancers in the institute. We wish her golden legacy 
continues to shine, making the world shinier.

Drama Queen Dancer Heartbroken Ms. Popular

18:22

P R Pravasi 118FP0396

Miss Pravasi, a.k.a "the butterfly" of the campus, loves to roam around with her gorgeous curly hair and 
orbit white smile. Her academic records prove her dedication. She is a versatile character with the 
sweetest voice, whether it is the role of a caring, strict mother, a counselor sister, or a pillow for shading 
tears. She is the perfect example of a coarse coconut with a tender heart. A golden heart selfie queen 
with the superpower to form an everlasting bond with anyone. This Jaipuri girl has always been a 
generous senior whose motivational words will imprint on your heart. She is a worshiper of rules and 
ethics. We hope her motivation will continue to inspire many lives in the future.

Singer Foodie Drama Queen GMAT

18:22

Soumyasree Sahoo 118FP0721

Soumyasree, lovingly called "Nibbi," is a rare gem of NITR whose contagious smile can brighten your 
gloomiest days. She is the "Gossip Database" bears all the secrets, and is a perfect human diary. She's 
one of the most diligent and dedicated ones who specializes in concocting the tastiest treats with limited 
resources. Famous as the Doraemon in her friends' lives, she struggles to get jokes and is often the 
"Tubelight." The "Sapna Sundari" from Jharsuguda has made her gang proud by maturing into a beautiful, 
bold and confident girl in the NITR years. She's a born dancer, balancing clubs and excelling in academics 
simultaneously, reflecting her conscientious and driven professional quality. We wish joke-picking 
abilities to this precious being.

Ms. Ideal Foodie In love Dancer

18:22

Shuvam Mohapatra 118FP0719

College politics has always been a cup of tea for Shuvam, aka Netaji, an open-hearted guy who is well-
known for his generous gestures. He is the ultimate mega-positive booster you need when life hits you 
hard. Being a backbone support system for all his friends, Shuvam has clearly earned the tag of the 
"must-have friend" in everyone's life. His distinctive inharmonious singalong sessions of Punjabi songs 
have left quite memorable remarks in the hostel corridors and have worked quite well as wake-up calls 
for his mates. Don't go with his outward appearance; this simple man's heart is set on winning all the 
souls out there. We wish Shuvam a bright, alarm future.

Neta Booze Heartbroken Drama king

18:22



Apoorva Singh 118FP0778

Mr. Popular, aka the G.O.A.T. of N.I.T.R., Apoorva, is known for his diverse taste in friends, from juniors 
and batchmates to M-Tech and Ph.D. seniors; he is a friend to all. The captain of the 1st year N.I.T.R 
cricket team has acquired Virat Kohli's looks and aced the field like him. He is a go-to guy for any crisis 
and would leave no stone unturned to help you. He is a person who does everything with passion, 
whether it is achieving his goals and securing the highest placement in his branch or maintaining 
relationships. Apoorva's knack for travel blogging and leadership qualities has always been admired. We 
hope his diverse journey will take him to much more diverse fields.

GMAT Neta Mr. Popular Cricketer

18:22

Tekumudi Sree Sivapriya 118FP0779

Her selfless belief in God and love for BTS are unmatchable; Priya is a pure soul who cherishes her 
devotion to Lord Shiva more than anything. Famous for her messy room being her gang's hideout, she is a 
humble being who offers endless kindness. A bubbly girl with one of the wildest personalities ever 
beaming with 6000 volts of energy, ready to take up all the daring adventures into her hands. With a 
tender heart of a child and a hoarder of all kinds of emotions, she rules the world with a commendable 
sense of humor. Her savvy logics and intelligent approach to problems are enough to catch your 
attention. We wish Priya's craziness continues to spice things up.

Proxy Queen Flirty Foodie Drama Queen

18:22

Muhammed Aflah 118FP0716

The homebody of NITR, who loves to stay in his cozy room and binge-watch random episodes of "The 
Office." A perfect show geek; if you wanna know some intriguing suggestions on what to watch, you 
know whose door to knock on. From being the life of the party to being the perfect booze partner, Aflah 
is always the first to come into people's minds. He is always ready with sarcastic comebacks and up for 
all crazy stuff. He is a supportive senior who adores going on trips to fill his memory disk with everlasting 
remembrances. He is claimed to be the owner of billion of unusable cycles; we wish this cycle fanatic a 
fantastic journey with usable cycles ahead. 

Foodie Last Bencher Binging Booze

18:22

Bikkina Devi Sree Anusha 118FP0389

Anusha, aka Anu, is known for her calm spirit, just like an ocean that disguises its vastness behind the 
serene caricature. She has grown into an ambitious woman who is fierce and independent and plays the 
role of an influential character in everyone's life, the one who preaches responsibility and stands by you 
at your worst. Anu has the unique ability to grasp people's emotions and shower her near and dear with 
limitless affection: Anu, or the sweetheart of NITR, loves to dance her way through. With her vibrant 
liveliness, the NCC NAVY girl is all set to conquer every opportunity her future offers. We wish her lots of 
good luck.

Ms. Ideal In love Foodie Ms. Popular

18:22



Raghav Sharma 118FP0399

Raghav Sharma, aka Kartik Aryan, is the one who loves being on the top, whether it's topping his batch or 
being on top of RITVIC's Human Pyramid. A library of Indian cinema, he can relate any real-life situation 
to an onscreen scene. Behind his deceiving innocent looks, a dank character lies underneath. A person 
full of life and vibrance who cancels out boredom wherever he goes. He has kept it all balanced, a 
carefree soul by day and a GMAT addict by night. A personal guide to academics and  Sandeep 
Maheshwari for his mates, Raghav has rejuvenated his introverted self into an extroverted being. With 
grand ambitions in mind, he is set to achieve all.

GMAT Mr. Popular In love Flirty

18:22

Vedala Suhas 118FP0400

The celebrity of the FP department, Suhaa, has come a long way, becoming the favorite student of every 
faculty. His dedication and enthusiasm toward any work he does have always been praiseworthy. Suha is 
the best companion anyone could ask for. Known for his unique walk and addiction to playing mobile 
games in class, he is a mischievous chad ready to be your partner in crime and food. He harbors a crazy 
obsession with shoes and Abhi's biryani and has an intricate sense of humor and comic timing that can 
hurt your stomach. This passionate poet and a dynamic memer have formed a special bond with his 
loved ones. Cheers to happiness Suhas is adding to this bleak world.

Sportsperson Gym freak Last bencher Artist

18:22

Ajay Menon 118FP0391

Ajay, aka Tanker, is the most well-known being of the batch for his Juggadu skills; there is hardly anyone 
who doesn't know him. Whether it's dance, acting, or sports, you will find this all-rounder dude 
everywhere with pro-level multi-talents. He has an honest opinion and straightforward approach and 
loves to reside in the back-post. The guy with hypnotizing power, whether it's ludo or his favorite songs, 
will make you addicted to all of them. He is a generous senior who loves to shower his love on juniors 
through loads of treats and constant guidance. The evergreen member of AASRA and Pantomine with a 
hearty nature, we hope he stays evergreen in every endeavor of his life.

Jugaadu Nashedi Foodie Mr. Popular

18:22

Ankit  Dey 118FP0628

Ankit Dey, the favorite student of every prof. of FP and 'The Ross Geller' of the group. This lazy panda is 
one of the sweetest and most amicable people on campus. He is a soft-spoken dude who is always down 
to earth despite having tremendous academic accolades. From sharing assignments to sharing life 
problems, he is consistently there. He can be your 2 am or 2 pm buddy. Ankit is a PUBG nerd who is the 
greatest supporter of team SOUL. He is an introvert go-to person when you need a philosophical coach. 
His charismatic presence has earned immense love and respect, and we wish his future endeavors would 
be scintillating.

Mr. Ideal Artist Juggadu In love

18:22



Khalid Shamim 118FP0398

Hailing from Bodhgaya, Khalid Shamim, is a calm yet fun-loving soul. Known for his level-mindedness, he 
is everyone's cup of tea, whether professors or TAs. A non-believer in attending classes, Khalid can 
always be found hanging out with his batchmates. This street-smart human is fond of traveling, which 
can be showcased through his impulsive trips. His love for cooking is unbound, and he loves to feed his 
'forever hungry' friends. Khalid is a righteous person who stands against all wrongs and is someone you 
can depend on. He is a knight in shining armor for every situation, and you can count on him for anything 
and everything. We wish Khalid a tremendous journey full of exciting trips ahead.

Schemer Last bencher Nashedi Foodie

18:22

Swastik Padhy 118FP0720

Swastik padhy is distinguished by his characteristic flowing silky hair. Since he cannot get up before 
noon, he is known for missing all his morning classes. He is laced with dry humor; there cannot be a 
single moment of boredom with him. A travel enthusiast, Swastik hails from a group of people going on 
unplanned trips. Enamored of Idlis, he is a big foodie and a fantastic cook. A massive Cinehile with 
diversified interests can provide you with excellent recommendations. He is seen conducting almost 
every fest of NITR. A powerhouse of innovative ideas, Swastik is a cheerful soul that can enchant 
everyone with his quip behavior. We hope this gentleman persists in fueling the world with his creative 
ideas.

Foodie Traveler Nashedi Last Bencher

18:22

Rahi Golani 118FP0390

The Party animal and badminton champ, Rahi Golani, can always be spotted hanging out with his friends 
and skipping classes at the back post. This Black coffee enthusiast is always up for any random night out 
or plans. He is a hardworking and determined soul who can be seen traveling to and fro from his labs in 
the scorching heat. He is a sweet person whose room always caters to at least five people at nighttime. 
He is known for his absolute love for Standup comedy and has binged every bit of it on Netflix and prime. 
We hope he continues to be the light of life wherever he goes.

Sportsperson Nashedi Last Bencher Foodie

18:22

Deepankar 118FP0386

Deepanker is an ambitious guy who is well-celebrated for his good looks. He is the "sakht ladka" of the 
class and is always available to guide people to cater to their concerns. Popular for his party-planning 
skills and benevolent nature, Deepankar is the "Master" of his gang. He loves being secretive about his 
personal life and is quite enthusiastic about sports. He has a special spot for writing and is fond of being a 
part of the gym freak gang. His soft-spoken nature and knack for mentoring his friends earned an 
appreciable post for himself in their lives. We wish Deepanker a destiny filled with loads of exploration 
and discoveries to nurture all of his ambitions and grow more.

Gym Freak In love Sportsperson Mr. Ideal

18:22



Industrial Design
Verified Department

With the impressive collab of designing, maths, and engineering, this branch has 

earned the title of the professional remix gang of NITR. Just like the perfect 

recipe for music with tempos and melodies, they pour down streams of 

creativity, designing a flawless product. They are constantly booming towards 

the road of innovation and imagination by taking inspiration from John Legend's 

words, "Love your curves and all the edges. All your perfect imperfections." 

defining their everlasting relationship with the products they design.

Class of 2022



Abhishek Subudhi 118ID0401

Abhishek Subudhi (a.k.a. "Papaya", "Mili") is perfectly described by three words: B-School aspirant, Night 
Owl, and Gearhead. With the misfortune of having the first roll number of ID, he makes other ID students 
aware of threats from branch profs beforehand. He has a weird taste in retro music that can sometimes 
bring you to peace or irritate you to death. The movie halls are his favourite place to sleep. He is a 
selective extrovert and goes into his shell as soon as he comes across someone from the opposite gender. 
He can rarely be found in his room. He exhibits a good sportsmanship spirit and is always ready to play 
any game.  Even though he looks skinny, he is difficult to handle during GPLs. He is also "Satya's first 
love". 

GMAT Sportsperson Nashedi Schemer

18:22

Dosala Divij 118ID0405

Divij aka Dibeej is an extremely special person who is often confused with the name Sathwik. Divij, with 
his sense of humour and comic timing is an extremely funny person who makes others laugh till their 
stomachs hurt. When he's with his trio (i.e. with Sowmya and Sathwik), they troll those whom they hate. 
Design is his passion and he always amazes others with his designs and dedication towards design. He is 
also a good source of entertainment as he's got some good moves in dancing. Though he's from South 
India,  he teaches Odia and specific code languages that no one will understand. He can invent new 
words out of nowhere and attracts others' attention. He's regarded as a really sweet, caring and sensible 
friend, who loves to gaze stars and dreams of the universe.

Dancer Mr. Popular Sportsperson Last Bencher

18:22

Rama Krushna Behera 118ID0403

Rama Krushna a.k.a. "Design Gawd", "RK Designs" or "Remo". The 'empathy-mapping expert is one of the 
most go-to-seniors when it comes to senior advice as well as treats. Be it teaching the freshers intro, 
career advice and planning or giving late night relationship advices using grid notepads, his charm has 
always helped to ease all the hurdles. From recreating Peaky Blinder scenes, photoshoots in formal suits 
and boxers, to travel dairies, he has taught his juniors to enjoy student life in college. Rama was clear 
regarding his interests in designs and one thing that distinguished him from everyone was his 
experimentative spirit. He pursued design when neither of his peers had taken it seriously but thanks to 
his strides, his peers as well as juniors saw this as an equally rewarding profession.

Mr. Popular Last Bencher Artist Foodie

18:22

Debabrata Malik 118ID0409

Debabrata is the Google-God who has the answer to anything and everything. This ex MM PC is one of 
the most charismatic yet humble, one of the smartest all-rounders and is the jack of all trades - be it 
design, photography, content writing or getting good grades. He has been very consistent in doing 
internships from reputed organisations throughout his B.Tech. He is undeniably one of the best designers 
of NITR. His taste in music is so varied that there are only a few genres left in which he doesn't have a 
favourite song from. From being the pioneer mind of the memoir videos to having many ideas and plans 
for videos of batchmates and campus, he has a creative yet determined mindset to implement his plans 
to succeed in completing them.

Mr. Ideal Mr. Popular Writer Artist

18:22



Sai Swarup Mohanty 118ID0410

Sai Swarup (aka sainya, saanp of ID, GOAT) made his peers proud by bagging the offer with the highest 
CTC in the institute in his batch and still continues to strive for perfection. Perfect tagline for him: 
"NEVER SETTLE", as he's never satisfied with what he gets. He is a good orator, designer, writer and a 
pro in making people confused about his love life. Though his selective patience for people can be 
overwhelming, he surely is a person of wisdom and offers the best of rational advice to his friends who 
seek him. He is a very humble and down-to-earth guy who's always ready to explore and learn new 
things. He is an all-time favorite of branch profs and juniors. Beware of last-minute changes when 
planning any trips with him.

Artist Mr. Ideal Mr. Popular GMAT

18:22

Prithviraj Naik 118ID0412

As his name suggests, Prithviraj is truly a king and rules over all hearts. This Liverpool fan is a born 
dancer, a passionate artist, and a connoisseur of sports & art.  He has a really cool aesthetic fashion sense 
and slays in his on-point outfits every time. He is a well-known name for his mesmerizing artistic skills as 
well as extraordinary photography ideas. During nightouts, this man is always found with a handy 
speaker, vibing to old 90s music with a couple of friends. He is one of the most lovable seniors, and the 
one-stop solution for random gossip, career discussions, and relationship advice. He’s the Shahrukh Khan 
from Ae dil hai muskil. Want to have an event amongst friends? Just spread the word to him and he’ll 
arrange the drinks, chakhna and even friends if you’re short of a few folks.

Sportsperson In Love Artist Mr. Popular

18:22

Saumyajeet Mohanty 118ID0411

Saumyajeet (popularly known as "dahibara"), the sweetest, cute and jovial guy with a perpetual sparkling 
demeanor, not-so-design oriented lad of Industrial Design. What's concealed within is one hell of a 
colossal personality, from being a bit reserved in first year to being a socializer in the final year, he has 
gone a long way. He's just one call away to accompany you to the night canteens. With a heart of gold, 
he is loved by all the kids of Aasra & he is even their best friend. He is one of the toppers of his branch 
and he has great explaining power. So group study with him is always fruitful. He has a great god gifted 
memory which he often flaunts in his exam preparation. 

Mr. Ideal GMAT Foodie Drama King

18:22

Soumya Sekhar Pradhan 118ID0414

Soumya aka "JAS" is a multifaceted guy with a few but close friends. He has a close-knit circle of friends 
with whom he shares the strongest bond. He doesn't discriminate and has friends from all departments 
and states. Usually reserved, he opens up during UNO games. This guy with the green cycle and always 
wearing a cap is also a lover of Amul ice-creams. He also has this habit of playing his favorite song/artist 
on a loop for hours together. With zero interest in design, he excels in exams and assignments. He is a 
loving and caring senior of the Udaan club who has gifted the club with new motives and the paralleled 
club logo. With his funny, loving, and caring nature, he can change the mood of the group quite easily.

Coder Foodie Mr. Ideal GMAT

18:22



Ramdhan Rabha 118ID0415

Ramdhan Rabha (popularly known as RD) is born with artistic talent, and has decorated the SAC walls in 
almost every fest. Also known as RD Lee, this guy is the god of digital art. His psychedelic art creations 
have a fan following from all over the world.  Pushing things to a minute before deadlines have always 
been his style. MV's A block corridor has given priceless memories to his roomie. Highly inconsistent and 
random, he has a typical artistic persona that one can think of! A true fitness freak, the chiseled body 
that he achieved certainly made him a popular figure in the gym. His friends often worry for him more 
than he does for himself. He is also popular for using slang that sounds funny rather than harsh.

Last Bencher Artist Heartbroken Gym Freak

18:22

Ekta Sharma 118ID0417

Ekta Sharma (also known as "Chutki", "PC ben", "Tingri") is one of the most upbeat people you'll meet on 
campus. She has won everyone's respect by handling the enormous job of a PC. You'll always find her 
grinning from ear to ear, and you'll be enchanted by her contagious smile. She is one of those people with 
whom you quickly connect, which remains forever. She is always there to help you out, which she did 
really well as an ICS Coordinator. Neither would she ever let you miss your breakfast nor leave you alone 
for a single adverse moment and definitely act as an alarm clock for her roomies. . Lately, she loves going 
to parties and having a blast there. One teaspoon of magic moments and "chikly" chicken is enough for 
her to get high.

Drama Queen Ms. Popular Ms. Ideal Foodie

18:22

Amiya Ranjan Sethi 118ID0416

Amiya Ranjan Sethi (also popularly known as NFT King) is a guy from Balasore who is resistant to sunlight 
and rice. It is believed that he is a descendant of the storm dynasty. He is a guy who gets easily triggered 
by small things and his mood changes faster than a Cheetah runs. He often says "Bujhchu na bujhunu?" 
as he himself knows that he speaks at a speed faster than the speed of light. Give him any word in any 
language and he will definitely screw up the spelling of the word(also goes by the name ‘auto-wrong’). He 
is also a certified fruit lover and deals in Apple products only. His famous quotes in Odia are: "Shes", 
"Neijaa", "Soogi" (for Swiggy), "Kichi kahi heba", "hasibi ki?", "Biswas karibuni..".

Artist Jugaadu Nashedi Heartbroken

18:22

Kanheiya Sharma 118ID0418

Kanheiya Sharma a.k.a "Kanha" contrary to what his name suggests embodies all the qualities of a typical 
engineer. He might seem innocent on the surface but only his friends know what resides within. 
Respectfully known as ‘Sharma Ji’ among his friends, he is considered to be an “ID Gawd”. His keen 
interests lie in football, music, and anime, and is considered by his friends a walking encyclopedia in 
these domains. He is a die-hard Real Madrid fan and idolizes Cristiano Ronaldo. He uses his famous quote 
"Mast be" in most of his responses irrespective of the situation/conversation, which can turn a tense 
room to burst out in laughter. He remains cool and calm even in tense situations by saying "Jo hoga, 
dekha jayega".

Sportsperson Mr. Ideal Singer Foodie

18:22



Sai Shree Chandan 118ID0724

Sai Shree a.k.a. cricketer bhai is a very resilient yet lighthearted person. He always amazes his friends 
with his unique and funny punchlines which are in an eclectic mix of Odia and Hindi. Decent in 
academics, this guy was also a constant in the hall cricket teams. He will always be remembered for his 
cheerfulness at all times. He has gone through tough times, but still has the ability to crack jokes out of 
nowhere which is something that none can think of. He somehow manages to find the flair of 
entertaining everyone without really making an effort for it. He is a champion in fighting out any problem 
life throws at him and coming out at the top. Anytime you feel stressed just go talk to him and you'll 
definitely end up laughing.

Flirty Sportsperson Last Bencher Schemer

18:22

Soutrik Mukherjee 118ID0728

Soutrik (pronounced "Cho-trik"), the offer holder of MS from top-notch universities of the world, is one of 
the most jovial Bengali guys of NITR who is one call away only. Every time this guy visits SD, he used to 
say "aye vai ektu night canteen e cholna" - Let's go to the night canteen. Getting out from SD for night 
outs and discussing the whole night about spiritual matters, future goals and most importantly spending 
time on SD roof top talking about career were some of the unforgettable moments that this guy has 
gifted. The rich kid doesn't care about money and never submitted answer sheets on time. His legendary 
act of submitting an answer sheet at 3 pm which was supposed to be submitted at 11 am is probably a 
record that might never be surpassed.

GMAT In Love Chaatu Sportsperson

18:22

Smithraj Karna 118ID0726

Smith Raj, the "local toka" in the college, from juniors to seniors everyone knows "Smith bhay". Whisper 
something in Hostel 4 and you'll get to hear the same from someone in Hostel 8; this is the power of the 
smith medium. He is always late in submitting answer sheets. Always ready to hop, pop, and rock on any 
Sambalpuri song you play. He dances, sings, and plays and it's difficult to make him stop when he's in his 
zone. The most comfortable person to share everything with and he is ready even in the middle of the 
night to listen to those rants. From living carefree to becoming conscious while burning the midnight oil, 
he is a perfect example of a diligent student. One should learn from him, the art of hilariousness and 
making everyone laugh. 

Drama King Jugaadu Flirty Foodie

18:22

Sreelekha S 118ID0730

Sreelekha is a sweet heartened girl who loves her friends but only expresses it when the time is ripe. You 
would be reminded of the sloth bear when you observe the way she walks, talks, and does any work. She 
is a pro in basketball and handball but is always concerned about her short height. She is the secret 
keeper with whom one can share everything and has a good capacity to intake nonsense discussions. In 
the first year summer, she decided to create a meme page but astonishingly as time passed on she 
herself became a "meme lady" who eats with loud sound effects, does belly dances, makes insane jokes, 
and many more are on the list. The epic one on the list is definitely her reactions while watching 
"Tumbbad".

Gym Freak Sportsperson Dancer Last Bencher

18:22



Siddanati Vijay Sathwik 118ID0731

Sathwik, (famously called "Siddanti", "Early-man", "Sathbik") is an extremely talented guy and a typical 
topper. He shares a strong bro-code with Divij and they form a trio with Sowmya. He's a pro at roasting 
his friends. He loves sambar and chicken biriyani a lot. He's an A1 dancer and an A1 singer too. He is too 
shy to take pics and loves SD's dog familly. He is affectionate and caring in nature, but he doesn't show it. 
He looks like an alien without beard and looks like handsome guy in formals. He is very calm and active 
kid with his bluffs. Though being the laziest, he's got an intelligent mind that helps him score well in his 
exams. One can never mess with him when it comes to coding and academics. 

Mr. Ideal Coder Singer Dancer

18:22

Ankit Kumar Samota 118ID0781

Ankit, (popularly known as “Samota”), is a technophile. He is not exactly a foodie, but you will find him 
every weekend at Dominos. This guy's pure willpower, hard work, and determination are 
incomprehensible. A one-of-a-kind individual who, on the one hand, will never miss a workout and, on 
the other hand, will always find a way to party hard. The most humble yet hardworking guy one has ever 
witnessed at NITR. The way he gets the work done at his disposal, no matter how difficult it is, is still a 
mystery. Ankit tries to keep a low-key presence whether it's about his proficient coding skills or regular 
dating diaries. Hangover has been a part and parcel of his stay at NITR.

Coder Mr. Popular Nashedi Last Bencher

18:22

Golagana Akshaya 118ID0780

Golagana Akshaya (aka "Akki", "Akku", "Mabbu") is a kid by heart. She shows her supportive and caring 
nature by giving long and deep hugs. Sleep start, belly dancer, stubborn, anyone will fall for her smile. 
She is an animal lover who cares a lot about cats and dogs. She is a cool, loving, and caring girl who 
never judges anyone and accepts all as they are. She gives more value to relationships rather than 
materialistic things. She is down to earth and enjoyed even the little things in life. By getting a high off-
campus offer, she proved herself at the end of BTech and stands as a testimony to the fact that hardwork 
and dedication can help anyone achieve their goals.

Foodie Drama Queen Flirty Singer

18:22

Shamil 118ID0813

Shamil, a humble and polite guy, is one of the main khiladi of the so-called NITR Mallu Association. This 
dude has become an absolute chick magnet over the time span of 4 years and has a special talent for 
making girlfriends. It was like Charlie Sheen had descended upon NIT Rourkela. It should come as no 
surprise that he then ended up as an actor (Exhilarating performance in “cig”) and model (“La Resista”). 
The absolute best person to have a drink and smoke with, he is also the absolute worst to get an ice 
cream with. With all the crazy fun, he shares a bond thicker than blood. His friends are grateful for having 
such a supportive soul in their college life.

Nashedi Proxy King Sportsperson Last Bencher

18:22



Pinapatruni Sowmya 118ID0814

Sowmya (aka "Shinchan", "Angry bird") is the most carefree and compassionate person who doesn't 
judge a book by the cover. She is a very enthusiastic girl and one who can never stop gossiping.  She is a 
bright and bubbly girl, with a kid girl in her. She can often be found listening to songs of AR Rehman, 
Javed Ali, and Shreya Goshal. Shahid Kapoor and Allu Arjun are her all-time favorites. She is a brilliant 
chef and can make a killer butter garlic shrimp Maggi. She is a foodie but not eating in the mess and 
constantly getting sick was her daily routine. Momos are the way to this girl's heart. Putting tandoori 
Mayo on everything she can eat also with a side of Kaju Barfi or Rasmalai. She is a very mischievous 
person who creates a joyful atmosphere around her.

Singer Foodie Last Bencher Ms. Popular

18:22



Life Science
Verified Department

NITR's sophisticated mystery solver behind worldly creations. Whether from the 

tiniest cell or humongous animals, they are well versed in all, unfolding the 

harmony of living beings on Earth. They have composed the wisdom of life by 

drilling out the delicate intricacies involved in setting up this enchanting 

ecosystem. Their impactful contribution to the world persists with the motto, " 

One day you'll leave this world behind, so live a life you will remember." This 

branch is undoubtedly set to leave a chiselled remark on future generations.

Class of 2022



Jayasuriya J M 418LS5009

Surya is a lowkey genius; his branch subjects' understanding is excellent. He has a terrific sense of 
humour, which never fails to give his friends a good laugh. He is an absolute photobomber who loves 
teasing his friends and loves ruining good pictures by making funny faces. He is a guy who speaks harsh 
reality without batting an eyelid. He doesn't care about his looks but still dreams of becoming a chick 
magnet just by adding specs to his get-up. He is an introvert, a moody artist and has a knack for 
disturbing professors' mental peace. Hope he lands himself in a perfect place where he can achieve the 
best and gets to set up his own thambi village soon.

Sportsperson Artist Nashedi Foodie

18:23

Suman Kumar Oraon 418LS5012

Suman Kumar Oraon is a guy who always gets away with his innocent looks; nobody can relate his face 
to the naughty side he has. He mostly looks like a 10th-standard kid; only with a proper suit does he look 
like some 2nd-year fellow, but he is the babysitter of the group when all are drunk and dead. He usually 
portrays himself as 'Sadhu', also comparatively a very calm and reasonable person while handling a 
delicate situation, making him a good team player. He is a proud last bencher, a very supportive and 
caring friend who stands by your side when you most need it. We hope he travels a lot, and we wish him 
luck in the future.

Last Bencher Mr. Ideal Nashedi Sportsperson

18:23

Rinkesh Rajesh Kanekar 418LS5011

Rinkesh Rajesh Kanekar is the most mature guy in the department; he has some brain cells to handle any 
situation. Speaks everything layered with double meaning and pairs up with Suman to tease everyone 
they see. A lover boy who is madly in love and the leader of the backbencher gang. He is a great friend 
who always shows up when one needs help; he always sorts out some way to escape the predicament. 
He is a perfect travel partner, a sasta model with his porcupine-like hairstyle and a person who sticks to 
his principles. Hope his wish to get PhD in Japan gets fulfilled and wish him a lot of success in the future.

Nashedi In Love Foodie Last Bencher

18:23

Mrutyunjaya Panda 418LS5013

As everybody calls him, 'Panda Babu' is an overachiever whose curiosity and positivity never cease. He 
dreams of winning the Nobel Prize and serving humanity with his groundbreaking research works. He is a 
foodie, a great friend with mountain loads of patience to bear all his dear friends' nonsense. He always 
remains as busy as a bee but lives his life to the fullest, just like a chilling panda. He is the founder and 
president of The Bioscience society and is an active member of many clubs. He is a great leader, for he 
moulds himself to become a better person with every setback he faces. We hope he will make it big in 
the research field one day.

Neta Mr. Popular Foodie Schemer

18:23



Tapaswani Sethi 418LS5039

Tapaswani, aka Tapu, is a localite who always ditches her friends on weekends and runs home without 
remorse. She is straightforward, loves meaningful conversations, and can be relied upon anytime. Being 
an ailurophile, most of her conversations revolve around cats. She has got a unique sense of humour and 
is an excellent artist. She is your go-to person if you want to see the problem from a different 
perspective; she sees the good in everything and everyone. A good listener but can also keep on talking 
for hours. She may seem an absolute introvert, but with the people she adores, she becomes an entirely 
different personality, especially the iconic faces she makes could keep you pretty entertained. 

Foodie Ms. Ideal Artist Jugaadu

18:23

Sneha R 418LS5074

A popular figure among batchmates, especially among South-Indian people. Sneha is well known for 
being a responsible, powerful, independent woman who is caring and sweet, just like her name says. This 
girl can singlehandedly manage all the issues thrown at her without breaking a sweat. She treasures her 
father the most, and her close friends get the remaining care and love. Her photography skills are quite a 
deal, and she loves photo sessions equally. A great kho-kho player and a poser for sure. She is a perfect 
blend of maturity, elegance, and charm. She is a child at heart and always looking to annoy people, but 
with her dimple-clad smile, she always gets off the hook. 

Booze Nashedi Foodie Ms. Popular

18:23

Priyanga K 418LS5073

People mistakenly call her 'Priyanka' and rectify that 'k' with 'g'; that's how unique her name and 
personality are. An absolute filter and Instagram girl, running around with a 'happy-go-lucky' attitude, she 
is entertaining. She is very caring and gets emotional at the most unexpected times. Her struggle with 
speaking Hindi is accurate, and one gets free entertainment with her unique pronunciation. She is a great 
athlete, but her art skills are indeed questionable. She loves to prank people around her, and given her 
bubbly and sweet personality, people around her cherish her presence. She may seem like a confused 
aatma, but she's determined to become independent and get all the dresses and shoes she wants.

In Love Drama Queen Foodie Sportsperson

18:23



Mathematics
Verified Department

Looking through the "Kaleidoscope of mathematics", this lot of "Beautiful Young 

Minds" have well played the most peculiar "Game of numbers". Finding their 

way through the intricacy of calculus, number theory, geometry and statistics in 

high school, they found the journey even more intriguing than the destination. 

Hence, here they are delving into and inspecting the foundation of all other 

disciplines - mathematics and striving for the pinnacle of pure knowledge.

Class of 2022



G. Ratna Tejaswini 418MA5014

The best way to describe Ratna Tejaswini would be wonderfully weird. She appears to be a person with a 
strict demeanour on the outside, but in turn, she is a fantastic senior and friend. Her determination to 
have everything set up correctly is unmatched. She has given her heart and soul to Axiom and Aasra, 
always being in charge of literally every bit of any event, making sure the events became a grand 
success. She is endearingly known as Teju, is passionate about Math and is an absolute genius. She's the 
best narrator of movies and is a Tollywood movie buff. She gives the best pieces of advice and is one you 
can count on at any point in time.

Ms. Ideal Artist Drama Queen Neta

18:23

Jerin James 418MA5017

Jerin James, aka Mr Innocent, is a hardworking individual and a perfect friend. Very competitive in 
everything starting from arm wrestling to solving coding questions, and is a true sport. He seems to be in 
everyone's good books with his innocence and curious smile. His contribution to Monday Morning, 
staying in the background and working silently, is applaudable. People are of the opinion that he hasn't 
changed much since his freshman year and is still a man of few words. A person who always wishes well 
for everyone and a friend everyone longs to have. We wish him luck in all his future endeavours. 

Coder Mr. Ideal Writer Artist

18:23

Yamir Ahsan 418MA5016

Yamir Ahsan, aka 'Gumnaam', may be considered amongst the best shayars in NITR and is the founding 
member of 'Kalaam'- the poetry club. He is admired for his shayaris and nazms and is the crowd's 
favourite in poetry events in college. Besides his literal skills, he's a pro sportsman, having won numerous 
awards in inter and intra-hall tournaments. His seniors and batchmates have seen him transform from a 
simple guy in his first year to a street-smart stud in his last year. Being very kind and genuine, he has 
gained respect among his seniors and juniors. He can move mountains for his friends and always has their 
back.

Writer Sportsperson Artist Flirty

18:23

Manikandan L. 418MA5018

Manikandan, popularly known as Mani amongst his friends, is a man of few words, but his work ethic and 
discipline make him the people's favourite. He has a funny side, which is still unexplored by many of his 
peers and is an excellent person to have in your team, a team player who never shies from taking 
responsibility. His god-level graphic designing skills made him an irreplaceable Monday Morning design 
team member. We wish him luck in all his future endeavours.

Mr. Ideal Artist Writer Foodie

18:23



Harekrushna Mahapatra 418MA5020

Harekrushna, aka HK, is one of the most sincere people you will meet on campus. If he has been 
shouldered with some responsibility, you can be assured it will be completed by any means; such is his 
dedication. He is always ready to help everyone and has a special place for himself amongst his friends 
due to his caring and empathetic nature. His friends believe he still hasn't forgotten his school crush; he is 
still waiting for her. He is widely known for his simple, calm and humble demeanour. Sometimes these 
characteristics allow him to pull off the greatest pranks on his friends. So beware, he can make a fool of 
you quickly. 

Mr. Popular Heartbroken Foodie Mr. Ideal

18:23

Subrat Pradhan 418MA5023

Subrat, the CR of the Mathematics department, is one of the most remarkable individuals you will find 
across the campus. He is sincere about his studies and future goals and is a strong-willed person. His 
friends define him as one of the most genuine people they have ever met. An ardent follower of Sandeep 
Maheshwari, a PUBG god and a Pokemon lover who can impress anyone with his calmness and ever-
smiling face. Known for motivating his friends in their lows and backing them, it's always nice to have a 
friend like him. We wish him luck in all his future endeavours.

Mr. Popular Foodie Mr. Ideal Flirty

18:23

Bikash Ranjan Patra 418MA5022

Bikash is a vivid person having childish behaviour but is highly dedicated to his work and study like an 
adult. He is a pro at swimming, and a good badminton player too. He is known for giving excellent 
academic advice and has a vast experience in life also. He is humble and has a smiling face and a great 
sense of humour. He is popularly known as ‘Pandya’ amongst his friends. Don’t get mistaken for his small 
size; he has a vast fan following. If you have an idea and are hesitant to initiate it, then Bikash is your go-
to man; he will swiftly start a plan and make it a success. 

Flirty Foodie Sportsperson Mr. Popular

18:23

Sajal Pal 418MA5053

Sajal Pal is a fun-loving and dependable guy, as described by his friends. He is one of the few guys on 
campus who's been the same since he joined NITR. Sajal comes across as a man of few words but is 
highly dedicated to academics and other responsibilities. He is always ready to help everyone and is 
known for his empathetic and caring attitude amongst his friends. We wish him luck in all his future 
endeavours and hope he continues to do wonders with his simplistic and dedicated work attitude.

Drama King Schemer Jugaadu Dancer

18:23



Susank Prakash  418MA5054

Susank Prakash is soft-spoken, always expressing care and concern for the people around him. The stud 
from Bihar doesn't use a 'katta', but his artistic skills will pierce your heart. This mathematics genius is 
filthy rich, all thanks to Chegg. His quirky nature and friendly behaviour set him apart from anyone. 
Rightly justifying his tag, "Ek Bihari Sau Pe Bhari", he is one of the most hardworking champs in the 
branch. He is an unforgettable member of the Axiom Club, often proclaimed the Pillar of Axiom'. Always 
ready to help, irrespective of the situation, always present for guidance, and a fantastic friend. He never 
takes credit for his efforts,  but success wouldn't be possible without him playing his part in events.

Schemer Mr. Ideal Artist Jugaadu

18:23

Harsh Garg 418MA5057

Harsh, aka Baahubali, is one of those anime characters who feel like they are giants and can take down 
an army, but in reality, he's like a little kid - all innocent and loving at heart. Initially mistaken as a TA by his 
classmates, he came to be regarded as one of the best badminton players. Harsh would groom his beard 
for an hour, dance his shoes off until he's the last man on the floor, would talk to his lady love for hours 
and play around the entire day; whatever the situation, his all-time reply would be - "Sab chill hai!". He's a 
pseudo-gym freak who you can call anytime to have fast food at his favourite spot, DP. 

Mr. Popular Dancer Flirty Sportsperson

18:23

Ramyesh Chauhan 418MA5056

Ramesh is your go-to guy in the Mathematics department. An ardent PUBG player who loves to go on 
trips and outings apart from playing games. He never fails to meet your expectations and would always 
be with his friends when the going gets tough. A movie buff who never really liked the film viewing 
experience in the city of Rourkela, famous for his long monologue rants and always longed for his 
hometown vibes. We wish him luck in all his future endeavours and hope he continues to do wonders 
with his easy-going and calm demeanour.

Nashedi Flirty Mr. Ideal Last Bencher

18:23

Ritik Roshan Giri 418MA5058

Ritik Roshan Giri is one of the most enthusiastic people you will come across in the Mathematics 
department, who is always pumped up to help you be it with academics or any other issue. A person with 
a big heart who loves to help the needy and has a knack for inculcating in social service activities. He has 
a very calm nature and shows a great deal of interest towards solving complex puzzles. 

Last Bencher Foodie Mr. Ideal Sportsperson

18:23



Subham Patel 418MA5060

Subham Patel, popularly known as 'Mamu', is a very kind-hearted person. He is always there to help 
others; whether it is soldering headphones or teaching maths, he is your go-to man. He is knowledge of 
numbers is something everyone is in awe of. He can ace almost every challenge with his generous, kind, 
calm, and free-spirited attitude. We wish him luck in all his future endeavours and hope he continues to 
do wonders with his simplistic and easygoing attitude.

Mr. Ideal Artist Jugaadu Foodie

18:23



Mechanical
Verified Department

The historic engineers who are known to always set the bar high by their 

impeccable capabilities applied in every field. They are the "Dreamers" who hold 

the mastery over shaping exceptional ideas into reality. Beholding to the 

principles of force, motion, and energy, they give their utmost "Attention" to 

every design. These versatile geniuses have left no field untouched; their ever-

growing numbers in every industry speak for their necessity.

Class of 2022



Abde Ali Attarwala 118ME0432

Abde Ali is someone who would put all the effort he could into his work. His able leadership and sheer 
dedication have helped Tiburon achieve great heights. He is mature enough to handle any situations life 
throws, but his child-like innocence is guaranteed to come out one way or the other. His highly 
competitive nature is sure to ruffle some feathers here and there. But his loved ones know that his heart 
is in the right place and our beard baby only cares about them. A disciplined person from NCC, he 
doesn’t think twice about going hand in hand with his teammates and grappling with them when the 
situation asks for it. We wish him all happiness and prosperity.

Heartbroken GMAT Drama King Mr. Popular

18:22

Abhisek Mohanty 118ME0470

Abhishek aka 'Albus', is involved and responsible for everything he rolls his sleeves for. It's rare to find a 
guy who is hard down with the hockey stick, a full-time collector of exquisite bottles, and a guy who 
finishes his research project in 3 days while in the midst of a session with his tribe. He is a prolific 
negotiator and a proper gentleman. As they say, "help shall be given to those who need it", so next time 
you are confused about the brand, call up the elder wand. Let's roll out a perfect roll for the perfect soul.

Booze Sportsperson Jugaadu Nashedi

18:22

Abhinav Krishna 118ME0456

Abhinav Krishna, hailing from Samastipur, is popularly called "Bindra". A Typical Bihari guy who loves litti 
chokha, he has a shy and peaceful demeanour. We wished he had refrained from saying some things as 
he was the panauti of his group. He is a die-hard MCU and CSK fan and a proud member of BMR. He has 
added lots of fats in these four years. He is good at cooking and is even willing to cook after marriage (a 
good opportunity for girls). However, he is unquestionably a man who will relieve you of stress and 
boredom with bothersome and mind-numbing gossip. All in all, he's a gem of a person and is a friend 
everyone would ask for.

Foodie In Love Gym Freak Writer

18:22

Amanjit Das 118ME0734

Aman, Golu, Kainchha, Chunuriya, a man with many names. He is a kind and caring person at heart who 
is always there for his friends. Humility is his defining trait. A grafter (hard worker) in the best sense, he 
had his share of hardship and issues but worked hard and always punched above his weight. This laziest 
soul could always be found in his room, doing, you know what. He watched every damn tv/web series 
and movie out there in these four years, anime, sci-fi, drama, english, hindi, you name it, he has watched 
it. As a result, he adopted a random sleep schedule.

Last Bencher Artist Gym Freak Mr. Ideal

18:22



Amulya P 118ME0740

Amulya is a beautiful young lady with a lovely grin. Her sweetness can win over anyone's heart. Her 
transformation from 'Sanskaari' to 'ladki hath se gyi' is most discussed. Her heart is pure, but her mind is 
full of double-meaning garbage. Don't be fooled by her innocent face, for this girl is one hell of an 
adventurer behind that mask of shyness. Very health conscious, her everyday morning starts with Surya 
namaskar and continues with at least 4 fruits a day and a couple of nuts daily. Lord Krishna is her 
favourite God. In saree, she's a carbon copy of Pooja Hedge and can heat up the surrounding. This hot 
dancer is one hell of a reliable friend to many.

Ms. Ideal Drama Queen Singer Dancer

18:22

Anshuman Guru 118ME0449

True to his name, Guru is a highly patient teacher, with hulk as his dual personality once his patience 
wears down. This talented photographer never tires of clicking pictures of his friends. His room was the 
dance floor of E block bois. The F1 fanatic, gamer, geek, and office turned pacer for his 36 are some of his 
identities. Whether binging on MasterChef, watching dumb YouTube videos, playing F1 on his controller, 
or taking turns, his room was always busy. This professor’s favourite student would often cry at his own 
decisions. Due to his bad luck, the richie rich has had the worst experience in core interviews. Despite 
everything, he can spread the vibes of calmness with his mere presence.

Foodie Heartbroken One with OCD Photographer

18:22

Anjali Solanki 118ME0507

Anjali, the social butterfly, is ever filled with energy. With her -50 IQ, Anju is her group's not-so-sober kid. 
A dedicated NCC cadet, and a proud Leo member, she has shown her altruistic devotion throughout. She 
perpetuates a pleasant atmosphere around her with her cheerful nature. She enjoys going on a usual 
hostel food rant while discussing Rajasthan's diverse veg options. A firm believer of vegetarianism, she 
can die for ice creams and gol gappa. She is indeed Geet (Jab We Met) in real-life cause woh sabki 
favorite hai. She's a peacock reincarnation in terms of excitement for rain. We hope her dupatta soon 
gets stuck in prince charm's watch, only to get rejected by him at the end. 

Last Bencher Ms. Ideal Ms. Popular Drama Queen

18:22

Anurag Panda 118ME0479

Panda, is an all-rounder who can play any sport. The Prateek Kuhad of our college, he is loved by all. He 
is passionate about everything, and the way he talks, you are sure to get lost in the conversation. The guy 
with back pain but always ready to take the burden of friends on his shoulders. Straight forward but 
gentle, Aggressive yet kind, Talkative and listens, Correcting further encouraging, Swift yet patient, 
Clever but humble. He is immersed with all of his favourite series characters. Through every talk, laugh, 
tear, classroom hungama, lab chilling, room shenanigans, football, cricket, badminton, tennis, table 
tennis matches, outing, and night-outs, every step of the way, he manages to build a fantastic friendship.

Singer Mr. Popular Mr. Ideal Sportsperson

18:22



Archit Nabaria 118ME0475

Archit, the topper of the batch, needs no introduction. Sincere, punctual, and discipline are a few 
qualities he possesses. He is the most hyperactive guy you will ever see, who finds his fulfilment in 
playing games, watching anime and coding. There is no professor in the department who is not a fan of 
this studious gem. He has often saved his friends' grades by providing them with last-minute 
assignments. This dramatic kid who always cries over not completing the syllabus perfectly combines 
intelligence and hard work. No one can match his charisma, be it acing semester exams or cracking 
Maharatna PSU. We wish he keeps succeeding in his every footstep and achieves everything that he sets 
his sight to.

Mr. Popular Jugaadu Coder GMAT

18:22

Ashwani Kumar Gautam 118ME0446

With a prominent jawline, fair complexion and an impeccable fashion sense, you might mistake Ashwani 
for a model rather than a NITR student. He is one of the best travel mates you could ask for. He is very 
composed and chilled, no matter how bad the circumstances. He can introduce you to the magnificent 
world of cards. He is one of the best guys to ask for a movie suggestion of any genre. The master of style, 
sports, GK and academics, the king from Jhansi became the clown of the group. His friends say, they are 
blessed to have him.

Schemer Mr. Ideal Foodie GMAT

18:22

Arun Mohapatra 118ME0471

Friends call him "Calorie", and juniors add a "legend" after his name. This iconic personality, the captain 
of TRR and Bluestreak, will always greet you with a wide grin and initiate by asking, "sabu theek achi". His 
commitment to his work is unparalleled. A perfect blend of intelligence, hard work, and maturity, this 
Bhonsoria can eat all your ice creams! Even though he talks a lot with his friends, he always gets shy in 
front of girls. He hardly does any assignments yet manages to get good grades. He is a great friend, very 
reliable and trustworthy, a friend with whom you can be yourself all the time. With his kind nature, Arun 
will create his own conventional success story.

Jugaadu Mr. Ideal Foodie Backbencher

18:22

Athikamsetti Shanmukha Sai Srinivas 118ME0501

Popularly known as Maay, Srinivas is one of the most caring person. He believes in the quote, "Early to 
bed and early to rise...". He keeps the room ready for us to play cards or watch movies together. He is 
also a great badminton player and an excellent teammate well known for his deadly smashes, which are 
very difficult to tackle. This chick magnet is well known for his superb photography skills, due to which 
he becomes the cameraman most of the time in trips and photoshoots. He has got more sisters in college 
than at home. He doesn't know Tamil but loves Tamil songs the most. We wish him all good wishes for his 
future.

Mr. Ideal Writer In Love Nashedi

18:22



Balaji Shankar Parsure 118ME0481

Balaji or Bala as we all like to call him, is available every time to solve tits and bits of problems his mates 
bring to him. Verstappen is his ideal, and he drove through challenges full of turns just like him. Maybe 
who knows if he tried to drive the ATV like him. A guy who decided that Odia cuisine was not for him just 
by eating the mess food. A Malayali movie lover, he never got enough of the vibe of his friends and will 
always be free for another shot. We wish him the best in the days to come.

Schemer Nashedi Booze Artist

18:22

Bikash Luha 118ME0460

"Luha", aka Tony Stark (Iron Man), is a very hardworking gentleman and a good friend. He is the most 
fashionable person in his group. People barely have a girlfriend, but this guy has a unique talent for 
making friends in 5 minutes. You name a girl, and he would approach her in no time. Everyone dearly 
loves him. We wish him happiness and success.

Dancer In Love Coder Sportsperson

18:22

Bhaskar B Sarkar 118ME0502

The man of many talents, Bhaskar, president of AASRA, has put in immense effort in serving society. His 
journey for a healthy physique starts with a balanced breakfast of boiled eggs but ends with a Gupchup 
platter or chicken burger. The funny guy keeps describing himself as Twada Bhaskar, but he's never 
yours. The way he ditches friends for his hour-long phone calls proves the facts. He never gets tired of 
setting up his hair on a video call or in classrooms. He is never afraid to try out new stuff and can 
entertain you with his antics for hours. His damn smile can make any girl go crazy for her. We hope this 
avid reader evolves victorious every time.

Mr. Popular In Love Flirty Gym Freak

18:22

Biswajit Mishra 118ME0468

Mishra Ji ke bete is much like a Bengali Brahmin who would eat non-veg dishes because of its pure 
veggie stuff. Biswajit is truly a genius in academics, which can be understood from the rush in his room 
during exams. This mechie could call you out anytime with very 'beautiful dictions', yet you wouldn't even 
fall into the slightest hatred against him because that is the love and bonding he shares with his closest 
ones. He could inspire with the virtues embodied within him, like patience, self-confidence, and 
benevolence. An ardent spammer of an array of trending memes, he could probably be a treat and true 
companion to a fellow memer. 

Schemer Sportsperson Heartbroken Drama King

18:22



Chaitanya Rajendra Uttarwar 118ME0590

Chaitanya is true to his words as well as actions. Our shark is the happiest when tossed overboard. This 
guy is so cheerful that he can lift anyone’s mood in minutes. His emotions swim as fast as he does with 
flawless form and powerful strokes. He is very selfless and always ready to help others. Choosing to be 
only around people he trusts, we are delighted to be among the few lucky picks. 

One with OCD Booze Nashedi Sportsperson

18:22

Chinmoya Sutar 118ME0509

Commonly known as Sutar, this guy will be mostly found in the library. Completely chomu and a 
phenomenal overthinker in matters of girls, this guy ultimately reached the tag of Sakth Launda. Apart 
from all of these, he is a gem of a person, super kind and always helpful to everyone. You can't believe 
but it feels relieved when you say," are sabu thik heijiba, chinta karni" for any of any issue. Much of a 
drama king, at times a crybaby, completely clean, crazy chai lover, a little dumb but the most beautiful 
soul you will ever find in NITR. He is a bada loka with a sarkari naukri. We wish him success and 
happiness always.

Mr. Ideal Foodie Heartbroken Writer

18:22

Chatur Gembali 118ME0447

Chatur is one of the most versatile guys as he is very 'Chatur'. Also known as "FIFA Champ", he is one of 
the most unique and entertaining personalities. He believes in smart work more than hard work. He is 
lazy when it comes to physical activities, but if it's about playing FIFA, he is ready to smash your team at 
any given time. He has short-term memory similar to that of 'Ghajini' and often forgets the incidents that 
took place very recently. This Team Manager of TRR is top-rated among juniors. An anime addict and a 
manga lover, Chatur probably doesn't need subtitles for the Japanese anymore. Chatur is a wonderful 
friend, and we wish him all the best. 

Mr. Ideal Coder Writer Lastbencher

18:22

Dibyadarshi Sahoo 118ME0497

Dibyadarshi, aka DD is undoubtedly the cutest kid in the entire department. With the laws of chubby 
attraction, this white panda has more boys following than girls. The four keywords defining DD are 
CSGO, fufu, food, sleep. It's always fun to have long conversations with him. His quizzing and 
memorizing abilities are par excellence. He is a pandora box of general knowledge and current affairs, 
justified by being a part of Inquizitive and Cognizen family. Never judge him by his initial shy nature, he is 
kind-hearted, never feels bad and always has a position to vibe with you. The perfect aspirant of the 
entire group and soon to be an IAS officer, we hope his civil services dream comes true.

Last Bencher Nashedi Booze Heartbroken

18:22



Ganesh Mirdha 118ME0467

Known as GANGA among institute cricket guys, he is a hard hitter, powerhouse, and Russell lite but 
wears Gayle's 333 number in the back. This party-lover foodie is always up for any party. There are more 
girls in his contact list than boys. Khanti Anugulia, his Angul accent is just amazing. He keeps cricket the 
utmost priority among all and served as the institute captain for a reason. No words can suffice for what 
the kaptaan of NITR cricket has done for the team. His famous lines during team huddles were - "tereko 
tera ball milega, isko iska ball milega, sabko apna ball milega. Bas ball ka wait karo". May our Captain 
achieves the heights he aspires to reach.

Last Bencher Foodie Dancer Gym Freak

18:22

Himanshu Sekhar Das 118ME0443

Himanshu, aka Chhotu, is one of the most relaxed people who believes in enjoying life to the fullest. 
Owing to his mellow voice, he will always be there to soothe you with his songs. At first glance, he may 
look like a kid, but his wisdom and knowledge are at par with the best of minds. He accepts criticism with 
the same humbleness as praise. You will never find this social butterfly alone. This altruist is an easy guy 
to approach, but his kind-hearted nature has ended him being friend zoned by many girls. He is very 
expressive of his feelings and lets you console him effortlessly. We hope he finds euphony in his soulful 
life.

Mr. Ideal Schemer GMAT Foodie

18:22

H A Prasad 118ME0487

Always being asked the reason behind his first name, 'HA', he is known for his love for bikes and cars. 
Even though he keeps cancelling and ditching his friends, asking before every plan they make becomes a 
norm. He is a flop photographer and a huge fan of manga and different novels. The best thing about him 
is how he empathizes with everyone by reading through the eyes and sometimes just by listening to the 
voice. The tough guy from the outside is fragile regarding his closest friends and always tries to keep 
everything intact. He is a gamer and anime lover, he ensures you are never bored when with him. We 
wish this young man more success his way.

Booze Jugaadu Foodie Nashedi

18:22

Hrudanand Meher 118ME0466

He is not a muscular guy, but his badminton smash is far better than those with muscles. He believes that 
"to make a girlfriend, the heart should be good & not the face". He is the lover boy of the gang. He's an 
all-rounder who skillfully handles all kinds of stuff along with his girlfriend. A great artist, a pro 
badminton player, good in academics, he is a very humble and polite person. In short, he's the chota 
packet bada dhamaka. We wish him all the best for everything.

Jugaadu In Love Foodie Sportsperson

18:22



Jainarayan Choudhary 118ME0442

Jainarayan aka Jai can be seen sipping dozens of cups of tea somewhere in the campus along with his 
better half Priyanshu. Everyone who knew them knows them as 'Jai and Veeru', always together. They 
were always together throughout college life, the same section, branch, hostel, clubs, and projects, 
travelling through the same route, and even the same laptop. They both had almost the same mindset, 
spent most of the time in their rooms, watching any series, arguing on every matter, and making maggie 
nearly every Sunday. This guy from Pink city has a high capacity for drinking (water ofcourse). He is fun-
loving, energetic, and helpful to his friends. We wish him all the good wishes.

Schemer Gym Freak One with OCD In Love

18:22

Joshua Thomas Benoy 118ME0439

Joshua Thomas Benoy, aka 'The Pro Player', has been a part of almost every sport in NITR. Constantly 
imparting life-gyaan to people and making sure that they are fine. With an almost broken knee, Joshua is 
a man of boundless strength and perseverance. He can also be treated as a bank giving loans to his 
friends in desperate times of need. His guitar-playing skills can enchant anyone's heart in minutes. 
There's no brother more annoying, no confidante more trustworthy, no friend more faithful than him. You 
know that friend who'd drop everything and show up for you selflessly at 3 AM if you're not okay? Joshua 
is the friend you need but don't deserve. 

Gym Freak Foodie Sportsperson Last Bencher

18:22

Jasti Yuva Kishore 118ME0455

 Jaasti is a friendly and smart individual. He is sometimes called a monster for his 6ft personality and size. 
He actively generates hilarious fun by repeatedly saying a certain word and making everyone laugh. He is 
known for his bowling action in cricket, very unique and unplayable. He's a great volleyball spiker who 
learnt to play like a pro in a short time. The perfect Jaasti character would be "Jai" (from the film Mirchi), 
who is cool and calm and takes care of everyone. His dance is the craziest part, and he never misses an 
opportunity to roast friends around him. No one can manage professional space with their personal life 
as he does.

Mr. Popular Foodie Artist Flirty

18:22

Joydeep Bordoloi 118ME0440

Joydeep, like his name, is the most joyful person we have ever met. This man can suggest the best 
Assamese songs and make you fall in love with them. Slangs are always on top of his tongue. He's a true 
mechie popularly known for his RR about being single, even after doing everything he can to get a proper 
physique. His love for football is unmatched and unparalleled. A beneficial and caring friend every person 
needs. The super entertainer of the group, he entertains people by making others make fun of him. At 
last, we hope that his future will be as bright as his suffix "deep" and carry on spreading good vibes and 
happiness as always. 

Booze Gym Freak Sportsperson Flirty

18:22



Kadamba Vikas 118ME0514

Maay is an open-minded, virtuous, erratic youngster. In a nutshell, Maay is love. His enthusiasm level is 
out of this world, as he actively generates hilarious fun and makes everyone happy. He helps people in 
many difficult situations, and if you were down, he would make you laugh and teach you many life 
lessons. People admire the way he lives his life with no regrets or negativity. His ultimate goal is to live 
happily with everyone and make things better. The ideal character for Maay would be "Venky" (from the 
movie Nuvv naku Nachav), who always makes everyone happy and knows all of the moral values. May he 
have a bright future with lots of his dreams getting fulfilled soon.

Gym Freak Back Bencher Mr. Ideal Schemer

18:22

Kapa Rudra Narasimha 118ME0477

Rudra is the funniest person and is always surrounded by girls. He writes funny poems and appears very 
innocent in the eyes of his family members. Commonly called First rank Raju, he gives great pieces of 
advice on studies as well as on relationships. We wish this heartful person all good wishes in his life.

Gym Freak Heartbroken Writer Flirty

18:22

Kamal Garg 118ME0445

Kamal aka Kamli, is a courageous guy who has knowledge about everything. From YouTube, to cricket, to 
photography to whatnot, this guy is multidimensional, cross-functional and, most importantly, 
responsible. You can always count on Kamal to get you out of a jam. Popularly known for being late for 
everything despite being an NCC Cadet, this UP guy is a proper crybaby too. He won't get tired of 
roasting you the whole day. He is self-dependent and knows how to convert his knowledge into his 
revenue. From playing cards to studying hard, Kamal has always been there with his loved ones, and we 
wish him nothing but prosperity and happiness.

Proxy King Nashedi Flirty Sportsperson

18:22

Kolla Shanmukha Rao 118ME0491

Shanmukha is very approachable and known for his autos which gave him the name "Auto Apparao". His 
beliefs and values are profusely ingrained and his supportive and strong personality make him a big fan of 
Hentai. Team RoadRunner shall always remember his contribution and support in designing its first-ever 
EV. He has a dark sense of humor and is easily offended when he becomes the butt of jokes. He is a 
photo freak and doesn't like taking pictures of others, but he's the first person to get his photos clicked 
and isn't satisfied with the pictures taken. He uses LinkedIn as his main social media handle and 
complains about everything. We wish him the best in the days to come.

Last Bencher Foodie Artist Schemer

18:22



Komaravolu Vinay 118ME0515

Vinay aka simham refers to himself as king. An automobile enthusiast and fitness freak who jogs 7-10 
rounds in DTS. He calls randomly, asks if there are people around, and tells his famous catchphrase “Ithey 
vaadidi cheeku”. A PUBG addict, you can hear him using cuss words and shouting if his teammates are 
not there when he rushes. He is fast and furious when it comes to covering the syllabus in a day and 
scores good cgpa. He feels sad that lame guys are getting girlfriends but doesn’t try to interact with any 
girls. He’s a proud NCC navy candidate afraid of the ocean and waves. You will get an earful if you wake 
him up, as he’s short-tempered.

One with OCD Backbencher Booze Foodie

18:22

Kshitij Thakur 118ME0512

Nicknamed Waller, Kshitij is the sweetest guy in real life, though. His Catchphrase is "Bohot acche" and 
he cheats in online multiplayer games. He is that shady, sketchy character your parents have told you to 
stay away from. He can capture the entire room with his command over Mathematics, Politics and 
Philosophy. In this world where everyone is always busy with their phones, he is a breath of fresh air, for 
he will never pick up your calls. Do not introduce him to your friends unless you want them to leave 
awkward and fumbling after receiving a dose of his red-pilled humour. Always walking around with 
comebacks in his pocket, he is your classic class clown underneath the archetypal nerd. 

Nashedi Schemer Fooder GMAT

18:22

Krishna Kumar 118ME0457

Krishna embodies the phrase, "Jack of all and Master of all". An ardent otaku, he is our Tanjiro Kamado. A 
calm, caring, and ever-helpful senpai, this snake has left no stone unturned to help anyone reach the 
heights of success. There aren't many people who could juggle as many talents as he did, let alone with 
his perfection. An immaculate personification of a silent sedulous persona, he lets his work speak 
volumes about him. This mama's boy is heartbroken, but you can never break his will to find his perfect 
2D girl. Crazy about working and watching anime at a stretch, we wish this easy yet extraordinary human 
being all the happiness in life.

Mr. Popular Mr. Ideal Jugaadu Coder

18:22

Kusha Kishore Rout 118ME0494

Kush is the perfect mechanical boy ( Single, Simp, hard-working, and knows about cars). You can rely 
upon him for last-minute study sessions. The brand ambassador of Happydent due to his uninterrupted 
smile. This sweet guy with many friends and no foes and gulps down sweets like water. He was most 
selfless when it comes to sharing his assignments or helping others. Of all his qualities, he doesn't have a 
stand-up comedy career. His non-laugh-worth Kush jokes are of a different genre of its own. He can ditch 
not only boys but also girls for other beautiful girls too. He definitely needs to learn to say 'No' to people. 
We wish this charming guy a wonderful life ahead. 

Proxy King Mr. Ideal Heartbroken In Love

18:22



Maddula Girish Kumar 118ME0738

Girish is a person with a pure heart and intentions who never fails to surprise with his actions. Thanks to 
his sincerity and dedication, he has been the saviour of the entire batch in online classes. He has come a 
long way from responding "yes sir" to answering the professor's questions. His ability to pretend to stay 
calm even in the worst of times leaves one in admiration. A loyal and caring friend, he never says no to 
one in need. This overly romantic and helpless person is searching for a girl to share his life with. We wish 
this sensitive yet toughest guy all the good wishes.

Drama King Heartbroken Mr. Ideal Flirty

18:22

Manoranjan Sahoo 118ME0498

The sincere, studious, disciplined 9-pointer. He took his studies very seriously and never missed any 
class, an assignment deadline or a chapter for an exam. He is an artist, table tennis champ, badminton 
noob, one-time freefire, and a pro-religious and unparalleled devotee. Sakht launda, no simping at all, he 
stays as far as possible from girls. He is humble, friendly, and liked by everybody. An honest and caring 
friend who is happier for your success than you. He has explored the whole of Youtube so much that 
there isn't any corner left. We wish him a successful career ahead. 

Schemer Artist Mr. Ideal GMAT

18:22

M. Arachchige Don Sachintha Banuka Maldeniyaarachchi 118ME0613

The first thing that comes to mind is an image of an overseas left-arm spinner who Ranganaa Herath and 
Muralitharan inspire. One can never say that Bhanuka is not Indian. He is a very enthusiastic mechanical 
engineer who aspires to excel in thermodynamics. Very handsome and elegant in looks, Bhanuka always 
remains the centre of attraction for girls of his batch and juniors. But his sharp lines will attack you if he 
finds anything where he can tease, flirt or taunt you for fun. He is one of the few students genuinely 
caring about their teachers and academics. Bhanuka loves India and its culture the most, and Indians love 
Bhanuka the most too.

Sportsperson In Love Mr. Ideal Dancer

18:22

Mohammed Faizan Ahmed 118ME0430

Faizan is that necessary cookie of the website, without which the group would be functionless. He truly 
stands out for being an NRI and yet so humble and down to earth at the same time. He has a flamboyant 
yet very modest personality. He is truly known for his signature smile, witty comments, Futsal skills, and 
helping and caring nature. Any time of the day, say the word football, and he will be up with a ball, 
waiting to play along. A very good "mimic", he can copy each of your moves perfectly and will annoy you 
with it from time to time. We wish all the best to this man who never stops achieving his dreams.

Sportsperson Foodie Backbencher Gym Freak

18:22



Mowafag Nazar Ali Ahmed 118ME0431

Mowafag is a funny, supportive, loving friend who is a hard worker yet a very humble guy. He is a very 
generous and happy lad who always boasts about his Sudanese culture and life there. Pulling off all-
nighters and caffeine addiction is a constant for him. His love for Bayern keeps him humble. He plays 
table tennis and some good football very often. The future businessman from Sudan he's gonna be great 
and is always determined. The guy with a good heart, a good passion, and a great sense of humour. He is 
the right guy to talk deep talks about life, the future, religion and business. We wish him a bright future 
ahead. 

Sportsperson Flirty Singer Foodie

18:22

Nandini Jain 118ME0736

Nandini has not only graduated from the mechanical branch but has also become badass and sarcastic 
over time. You never have to ask her for help twice, "Nandu Chalegi?" is all she needs to hear. She has 
come a long way from keeping notes of every subject to not knowing what subject is supposed to be 
studied. A tiny grasshopper at the furthest corner of her room is enough for her to call her entire squad 
for backup. Like an owl, she spends most of her nights reading novels, lost in her world and imagination. 
She is an amazing blend of kindness, compassion and empathy with a charming personality who always 
leaves her impression on whomever she meets.

Ms. Ideal Drama Queen Writer Singer

18:22

N Soundarya 118ME0423

Soundarya is one of the key people who form plays an influential role in the lives of people. She poses an 
excellent example of managing her academics. Kalaam would have been incomplete without the 
exceptional leadership, strong commands and nurturing of the ever-dynamic yet so-loving Sandy. Here 
are a few lines for her: "Through the clouds of your silence, we hear the drops of your expressive 
thoughts, Reading through your frowns that radiate your calmness like the roaring sea. And all that we 
witness when her lips seal for an adorable smile is her cosmic cuteness behind her intellect and a poetess 
we long to be". Wishing her all the good fortune in her life.

Ms. Ideal Writer Dancer Artist

18:22

Nidhi Tilanthe 118ME0513

Nimdhimint is popularly known as the placement coordinator of Mech. Hailing from Bhopal, this girl is 
the brattiest person on earth. She is more DASA than anyone else. Ever seen a girl around with nerdy 
glasses, a dangly Nikon bag, and so well-attired that it makes you question your own pick for the day? 
Yes, that's Nidhi for you. Ever ready to help, she Likes to dress up even for small occasions and is an eye 
candy. A big-time party animal who rants, "I'm never drinking again", after drinking every time and a part-
time chimney. Testing the limits of her lungs and liver was only a ritual, but skyrocketing both tolerances 
at once was the main ceremony.

Ms. Ideal Nashedi Booze Writer

18:22



Nikhil Madhu 118ME0461

Popularly known as Madhu, our protagonist Nikhil Madhu loves to identify himself as more of a Malayali 
than a DASA kid. He's good at procrastinating and ditching group plans. But the lame excuse he always 
uses is, "I'm tired. Actually, chuck it". Be it birthday parties or late-night walks, he and his Bermuda are 
like two sides of a coin who can't exist without each other. But whenever you need him, he'll be there, 
ready in his room. Not cause he's "The helping guy", but because he's too lazy to leave his room. Also, be 
sure to reach before 10 pm cause this legend needs his nap. We wish him all the best for all that he 
dreams for.

Schemer Mr. Ideal One with OCD Foodie

18:22

Palli Jaya Chandra 118ME0441

Palli is famous for his sleep drooling and is a best friend, a foodie, and a sports enthusiast. This Mechie is 
very honest yet very intelligent. He can lead the group very quickly, and his auto-jokes are not so 
hilarious, but everyone laughs at that. He is a backbencher and loves playing cricket and volleyball. The 
perfect character that suited him was '' Siddu '' from Kushi. He has a bad habit of not replying to calls or 
messages, but he is very talkative when you're with him. He remained single for three and half years and 
got hooked at the end of his fourth year on his school friend. May all his dreams come true.

Last Bencher Singer In Love Foodie

18:22

Omkar Satyaprakash Bindhani 118ME0733

A sincere and studious guy with some absolutely stupid but multitalented friends. He had a bit chaotic 
four years of journey (credit goes to corona), but he enjoyed it a lot (credit goes to my beloved friends). 
We wish Omkar good luck in future endeavours.

GMAT Chaatu Foodie In Love

18:22

Paluri Vamsi Kiran 118ME0454

Vamsi, aka Mr. Captain, is a person good at heart, kind, and a little childish. You can see him always 
humming and dancing. He is a good listener, observer, and the perfect child every parent dreams of. He 
was the most relaxed BMR member who made plans for the team and cared for each member at the 
workshop and hilltop trip. He was one of the best guys in management and a deserving captain. When 
his teammates made any mistakes, he taught them with patience. Without him, X1 could never have been 
rebuilt. We hope he achieves everything with flying colours and witnesses many adventures in his future 
life. 

Dancer Mr. Ideal Foodie Sportsperson

18:22



Panchanan Sahoo 118ME0499

Undisputedly the most knowledgeable person, Panchanan possesses a penchant for grasping every 
module of concept in the ambience surrounding him. His popularity can be well measured by the no of 
chappals outside his room the night before the exam. He is a person who will never turn you down when 
it comes to teaching, even if it involves cutting down his sleep or study hour. He is a brotherly figure to 
anyone who comes to him to share his problem, and any secret you entrust him with is made sure to be 
taken to grave. Pancha is influential in anyone's life and inspires anyone with his down-to-earth lifestyle. 
We hope life treats him the way he treats people.

Flirty In Love Coder Mr. Popular

18:22

Pranjal Kumar 118ME0458

Pranjal is the guy with always a broad smile on his face. He has always been there for his friends. He is a 
pleasant person to hang out with and is a bit emotional on the other side as well. He stows knowledge of 
all types of gadgets, and his friends always ask him for any gadget suggestions before shopping. A go-to 
person under any circumstance, his caring nature makes him one of the most approachable people ever. 
We wish him all the good wishes for his future endeavours.

Artist Sportsperson Foodie Singer

18:22

Pinninti Ravindra 118ME0492

Pinninti Ravindra, also known as Ravi, is a famous personality of the mechanical department as a lover 
boy. A man with a golden heart, very polite, genuine, and fair with everyone. This decent-looking guy is 
not decent. He is famous for his flirty skills and grabbed many juniors' hearts. According to the institute, 
he lives in VS hall, but he lives more near KMS and CVR. He thinks he plays cricket well, but he does not. 
He grabs more attention in meetings and is always available for his friends for hours. Life at NITR would 
be dreary without his philosophical words.

Mr. Popular In Love Flirty Dancer

18:22

Prateek Sahoo 118ME0741

Prateek is a sweet and simple introvert who thinks big. He appears to be serious, but he has his own style 
of humour. He is always ready to help friends. He is a great admirer of football, cricket and tennis. 
Nothing, absolutely nothing, compares to simply cycling around the campus with him, although he would 
be on his scooter and his friends on their bicycles. He will never see things how they naturally work and 
always work on fixing them. Quite optimistic and happy-go-lucky, his simplicity radiates good vibes into 
his surroundings. May all his dreams come true.

Mr. Ideal Last Bencher Proxy King Sportsperson

18:22



Pratyush Ranjan Roul 118ME0493

Pratyush, aka Puchi, is the anime lover of the group. He had a crush on a particular girl and idolized her 
for a long while, which shows his commitment. The guy who believes in this line with his life "Hasde 
chehreya Da matlab eh nai hunda ki ohna nu ki takleef nhi hundi...". This lazy ass never turns up for 
anything on time except for library group study sessions. He is the definition of "juari", be it 29, poker, 
hearts or bluff. He will be ready for a game of cards any time of the day. With a bowling action slower 
than that of a snail, the batsman usually likes to take a nap before hitting him for sixes.

Drama King Foodie Booze Artist

18:22

Pushpendu Nandi 118ME0476

Pushpendu aka Pushpa, the name he got way before time, is also fondly known as Nandi among his 
peers. Hailing from Kharagpur, this handsome and smart guy will make you busy solving his tough screen 
locks for his mobile, maintaining top privacy in his phone. The most authentic person in the room, no 
matter the circumstances. A pro Chess player and a true Sudoku lover will leave everyone wondering 
about his skills in these games. His dedication and hard work for the club Udaan made him stand 
different from all, and he had all the golden mentions for the club under his able guidance. We wish this 
Mechie by mind, and Fauji by heart personality a bright future.

Drama King Last Bencher Jugaadu GMAT

18:22

Priyanshu Hissaria 118ME0450

The cook, the heart specialist, and the Researcher are some of the titles you could give this person. Also 
known as the better half of Jainarayan, our Priyanshu is thirsty literally, as he hails from the land of forts 
and deserts. He is one of the strongest chess players of NITR, and he is like a sasta grandmaster or 
something. He cracked the off-campus placement, but he is the best example of a "never settle" mindset. 
The next-level anime lover and distributor who made sure the whole squad watched anime. He can be 
described as a dependable, intelligent and simple guy with a large heart. We wish him a great life ahead.

Mr. Popular Sportsperson Gym Freak Foodie 

18:22

Rahul Patnaik 118ME0483

Rahul, popular by his in-game name "PingKing", is one of the coolest guys you will ever find. He is always 
calm, composed, and at peace. It's just like the stress of exams or assignments doesn't bother him, and 
one would rarely see him lose his cool. He follows football religiously and is a die-hard Real Madrid fan. 
F1, WWE, Tennis, and Cricket are some of the other sports that interest him, and just like a typical 
engineer, he loves to play FIFA and Valorant. He is an emotional person with whom you can share all your 
secrets. One of the kindest souls ever seen, super lazy at times but always ready for parties and trips.

Proxy King Booze Last Bencher Sportsperson

18:22



Rajen Sutradhar 118ME0510

Rajen, fondly known as Chotu, is the chota packet with bada bomb. He is notorious for taking selfies 
because out of a thousand pictures in his camera roll, 90% would be his own. Rajen would be ready with 
his phone and his selfie stick, whether NU, ISM, Springfest or even hall activities. Apart from this craze, 
David Rajen has sworn not to date a single girl from NITR but keeps a database of all the girls he prefers 
despatching to the sister zone. Well-known for his witty sense of humour and adult jokes, he sends 
forwarded messages to his friends on their birthdays. We hope his laziness takes him to new heights.

Schemer Flirty Drama King Mr. Popular

18:22

Reekesh Kumar Lall 118ME0601

Reekesh is a very charming and talented person with a heart full of immeasurable love and compassion. 
He is always a step ahead to help the needy. His aura has magic, which allows him to make friends easily 
and leave a mark wherever he goes. He is always there to support his friends through thick and thin. He is 
instilled with unshakable values, morals and etiquette. We wish him only the best in life.

In Love Mr. Popular Last Bencher GMAT

18:22

Ranjan Kumar Sahoo 118ME0500

Ranjan, fondly known as RR, is a die-hard RCB fan. He is the self-proclaimed 'Virat Kohli'. He is a saviour, 
sweet, simple, chill, emotionally independent,  and calm, but he understands everything deeply. He is 
down to earth and never shows off. The first time you come across him, he appears to be very naive, but 
once you get to know him, you will see his mischievous side. A gambler, people often find it difficult to 
win a game with him. He is a pro at making sarcastic comebacks or making up the most brilliant stories 
about his buddies. An ideal mate, a trustworthy friend, and an obedient student, Ranjan is a gem of a 
person. 

Schemer Proxy King Last Bencher Sportsperson

18:22

Reshmi Pakhira 118ME0478

Reshmi, the acchi bacchi is loved and adored by all. She is the master of all trades, having a degree in 
mechanical engineering, an analyst internship and a software profile job. Her positive aura, liveliness, and 
gentle nature are just a few characteristics that define her "No macher jhol" in her life. This pakhi(bird) 
broke her bone in her first and last night out and is always late for parties. You can always hear her saying 
she is not prepared for her exam or viva, but do not be fooled by this. If the beauty queen has a strange 
hobby, then that's 'swiping left', but the only time she swipes right is when she beholds 'Ludo King'.

Ms. Popular Coder Foodie Drama Queen

18:22



Rudra Prasad Kabi Satpathy 118ME0453

The topper, the achiever, a person of knowledge, a strong character and a humble personality, Rudra is 
well-known for his patience. The kindness he carries around and the positive aura he gives will cheer you 
up. He also has quite a terrific taste for classic Bollywood songs. The not-so-experienced boy portrays 
himself as a love guru in his close circle. Motu Bhai has gathered tremendous respect and love in the 
hearts of branch mates by providing his golden notes and giving us many unforgettable memories to be 
cherished forever. But our Romeo desperately needs his Juliet, which we hope he'll get very soon. We 
wish him good luck in his future endeavours.

Nashedi GMAT Chaatu Mr. Ideal

18:22

Sampad Patra 118ME0484

Nicknamed Champa, don't go with his cute looks; this guy is a beast. Power and agility are his 
superpowers. He is best with his marksmanship - once he gets the ball in the D box, only God can save 
you. A very humble personality and is a great football player. He is a Real Madrid fan and has crazy 
energy around him. He is the best dribbler among all players in our institute team, and we also enjoyed 
his guitar playing on a few of Arjit's songs. His lucky number is 18. He comes from the Jajpur area, so 
some effect of paban(wind) is still inside him. He is a liar by profession, not by choice. 

Sportsperson Proxy King Gym Freak Foodie

18:22

Ruturaj Mahadev Badal 118ME0433

The overachiever, ace of all trades, a fantastic actor, and a great orator, Ruturaj is the perfect angry 
young man. He is a witty guy and used to sketch himself as a 'politician' yet was unbiased and wise. His 
talent and knowledge know no bounds, yet he remains a helpful friend. His contacts and sources 
everywhere make him the gossip centre of the group whenever it comes to official decisions. His 
doppelganger is Badal, the camel from the Bisleri ad. He thinks of himself as Sheldon from TBBT but is, at 
best, a poor man's Rajesh Koothrapalli. Coming from a small village in Maharashtra to making a full-
funded PhD admission in USA, this biriyani lover has come a long way.

Neta Artist Mr. Popular Booze

18:22

Sandeep Malik 118ME0462

Famous for his first-year act of "Chattri Dance", he is a man with a golden heart. When you go out with 
him, the last thing you should pack is your self-respect and always some messy food because this bloke 
never eats outside. In these four years, "Dui gotte" was the only term he learned in Odia, but his transition 
from the bare boy to gym freak was praiseworthy. This hyperactive short-tempered guy can become the 
perfect judgy desi aunty from Indian serials when it comes to gossip within the friend circle. The best 
secret keeper and a true guardian angel with ingenious convincing skills, we hope he has an 
extraordinary life ahead and keeps visiting new places.

Jugaadu Mr. Ideal Backbencher Gym Freak

18:22



Sandeep Srinivas 118ME0508

Sandeep, aka Sandy, is one of the most genuine pals in NITR. From the first to the final year, this chap has 
remained the same, adding a few feathers to his achievements. The OG MM photographer is a wizard 
behind the camera and takes the best shots effortlessly. The smallest member of the CP group, who 
hovers around with his famous three all night long around the campus in Shi Chan shorts, his drunken 
tales are a story in itself. Sandeep has gone forward from aiming to crack GATE in his sophomore year to 
becoming a finance enthusiast and finally bagging a placement in the same. A fantastic friend, a great 
travel planner and an even better student and human.

Artist Booze Jugaadu Gym Freak

18:22

Satyajeet Behera 118ME0436

Sattu Bhai' has left no stone unturned in his scintillating college life. The chick magnet, dilruba shayar, a 
magnificent artist and a tremendous beatboxer, has rarely left any field with his Midas touch. Gate AIR 17 
is a futile term to showcase his enormous academic credentials. From bamboozling profs with 
extraordinary scientific answers in class to depicting his name in the golden pages of NITR with stellar 
all-round performances throughout, the star boy has indeed paved his path with bliss n blossom. You 
can't explain his artistic skills in words. He is always fond of spending time alone and exploring 
unchartered paths of human intellect. We hope he gets all the success and happiness he deserves. 

Last Bencher GMAT Writer Flirty

18:22

Sarthak Kumar Das 118ME0444

Sarthak is an exceptional athlete but also a meritorious student with a work ethic far superior to most 
people. He helps his friends push through on numerous occasions. He is always ready to help people 
whenever there is a need, and in that matter, he never says no to anyone. He has the most chilling and 
entertaining personality. He is quiet from the outside but hides the depths of his sincerity, dedication, and 
loyalty towards the people who matter to him. He is one of the strongest people in our college. We Hope 
he quickly destroys any hardship that comes his way and evolves victorious every time

Sportsperson Nashedi Gym Freak Schemer

18:22

Satyajeet Mania 118ME0463

Satyajeet is known as "Gudula '' in his group. He is always proud of his packed body and jawline. A gym 
freak who will do 45 mins workout and will take 45 days of break. He is a typical focused Engineer who 
manages to be a 9-pointer with minimal effort. If you feel sad, go to Mania. He'll make you laugh with his 
witty remarks about anything or anyone else with appropriate actions. Hence his stickers are way too 
popular than his. He is an icon for many and supports every person who lacks self-assurance. Despite 
being a high achiever, full of goodness, warmth, and generosity, he stays humble. 

Drama  King GMAT Dancer Neta

18:22



Sayantan Malladeb 118ME0589

One would probably see more of Sayantan if he was not so busy biting the medals. Being athletic is not a 
hobby, but more of a lifestyle for him, were taking a million laps in the pool before turning into a raisin is 
routine. He utilizes his exceptional lung capacity on various accounts, often not involving sports. 
Speaking in the same tone, pitch, and volume is one of his many traits that create difficulties in 
understanding his sarcasm. He is like the calm before the storm, often unpredictable and mysterious. 
According to his volitions, he can be gentler than a warm summer evening breeze or unleash the darkest 
demons. 

Sportsperson Gym Freak Foodie GMAT

18:22

Shuaib Hussain 118ME0452

Shuaib is the most laid-back person we've ever met. Every day was a weekend for him, and he lived his 
life accordingly. You will never understand how he earns decent scores while seldom attending courses 
or completing tasks. We wish this party animal a similar chill life ahead.

Mr. Popular Mr. Ideal In Love Gym Freak

18:22

Seema Priyanka 118ME0489

Seema, aka Seemsushh, is a quirky soul found wondering, laughing and jumping all around. Her heaven is 
Netflix watching KDramas. A plate of momos and Maggi is all she needs. A great fan of music, she 
remembers every song's lyrics. Noobs gargle with water and seema to gargle with vodka. She is moody 
but a great companion; she can make you laugh in minutes. Friendly, enthusiastic and childish, she 
connects effortlessly with others. The Richie Rich of the group, from whom you can always expect a 
treat. A real-life panda who loves to procrastinate wrapped in a blanket. A non-stop chatterbox and a 
channel of constant entertainment, we wish her a life full of rhythm and success

Ms. Ideal Foodie In Love Booze

18:22

Sibasish Polai 118ME0485

Sibasish, aka Pelei from Berhampur, is one of the biggest automobile enthusiasts you will ever find on 
campus. An active member of SAE, this hitman fan is a pinch hitter and a great wicket-keeper, unlike 
Rohit Sharma. He is the guardian angel and stands by his friends during difficult times. We hope this 
mechanical nibba will stop giving relationship bits of advice and will certainly propose to his crush one 
day. This frooti boy is a party spoiler. His familiar and pleasing behaviour wins him popularity and makes 
him a favourite wherever he goes. He seldom keeps himself clean and prefers bathing rarely, thus 
generating a skunk-like strench in the ambience surrounding him. We wish him happiness and success.

Jugaadu Sportsperson Proxy King In Love

18:22



Sipak Kumar Hotta 118ME0451

Sipak is the real-world manifestation of "Chhota packet bada dhamaka". No words can describe the 
number of responsibilities he fulfilled. Sipu is also known for his harem in the mech department, which 
covers all four corners of India. One of the rare persons, he devotes most of his time to aggrandizing his 
lack of knowledge of an ocean by diving deep into many books and then discussing an eclectic mixture 
of thoughts with us. He is well-versed in the knowledge of Hindu mythology, the Vedas, the Puranas, and 
the Upanishads. He has such calmness and equanimity during adverse situations that everyone comes to 
him for their issues. We wish our sincere leader a happy and prosperous life ahead. 

Neta Mr. Ideal Mr. Popular Schemer

18:22

Soumya Mohapatra 118ME0472

With an innocent and charming face, this khanti katakia is one of the calmest and most relaxed people in 
the history of NITR. His expressions are adorable, like little innocent kids. Undoubtedly, he's a genius 
when it comes to academics. But he has a weakness for Badminton which his earned accolades depict. 
He is also an ardent cricket follower but pretty bad at winning games. He also has quite a terrific taste for 
classic Bollywood songs. The not-so-experienced boy portrays himself as a love guru in his close circle 
and uses their situations as a case study for his future ahem ahem goals. We hope he keeps achieving 
greater heights and never changes himself for the world.

Jugaadu Last Bencher Sportsperson GMAT

18:22

Sobli Kumari 118ME0459

Miss Sobli Kumari loves to swim and was in NCC Navy from the beginning. You can find her gossiping 
with friends around the campus or exploring the buildings of each department. It feels cute when she 
starts interrogating the CBI about each and every event. Hutunu Putunu is also a part of the institute's 
badminton and kho-kho team. She resembles Kung-fu Panda as she is so adorable and goofy. Her unique 
presence and behaviour can make events enjoyable. Like the peacock is delighted upon seeing the rain, 
she loves to be drenched in the rain. Her transformation from a cute newcomer to a responsible and 
achievable one is highly commendable. We hope this bubbly character goes places carrying her 
charisma.

Drama Queen Sportsperson Lastbencher Schemer

18:22

Subham Mohapatra 118ME0473

Subham, the good boy of the Mechanical Department, has all the qualities of a gentleman. An absolute 
sucker for cricket, he knows what MI needs to do before every match. A hard-working, go-to man for 
your academics and assignments. He also has a soft corner for cycling in his heart and will often go on 
cycle tours around the campus and may sometimes end up crashing with professors. Don't be deceived 
by his shy and simple looks at first glance; once you know him, he'll show his devil personality. The best 
way to describe him is that he's as caring as Leonard, as confused as Raj, a best friend like Marshall and 
an old-fashioned lover boy like Ted. 

Jugaadu Schemer Mr. Ideal In Love

18:22



Sukriti Mishra 118ME0739

If anyone imagines Jaduu, then Sukriti is the one in the real world, which defines the sunshine being the 
joy of her life. This veggie, bony little girl proudly dons a pair of Gandhi-chashma and is very lazy when it 
comes to attending classes. A bit introverted, she maintains a thin line, a gap with everyone and doesn't 
get affected by infectious emotions. This intelligent brain loves to keep itself protected and calm. She 
never loses a day without meditation and is a yoga freak. She has a sweet tooth and can stretch her 
wings to any extent regarding milk products. This beautiful butterfly is yet to acknowledge the beauty of 
her wings.  

Jugaadu Singer Gym Freak Foodie

18:22

Suryanshu Kumar Singh 118ME0505

Suryanshu hails from Aurangabad and spends more time at night in canteens than in a mess. He is 
famous as a leader who can take the whole team forward, especially as a PC that helped various friends 
achieve their dream job and internship. He played multiple sports and has the mind of a true sportsman. 
He had a good sense of humour. He has a new crush daily, and his chats were group projects for us. 
Never let him sing songs, especially the "Titanic" ones. He takes all the shit life throws at him and beats it 
with a smile. We wish he keeps succeeding in his every footstep and achieves everything that he sets his 
sight too.

Sportsperson Mr Popular Mr Ideal Neta

18:22

Sunil Banshiar Mohanta 118ME0469

Have you ever wondered what you would have done if you hadn't had a friend full of energy and 
adventurous vibes during your four years of college? Then you have Sunil, aka Sunny, to your rescue. He 
is one of those people who was always full of wacky, out-of-the-box ideas. In his senior year, he was 
captain of the athletics team and a fitness fanatic who had always had a penchant for the gym and 
fitness. We hope he continues to be this awesome as he is.

Sportsperson Gym Freak Nashedi HeartBroken

18:22

Sushreema Behera 118ME0438

Sushreema, the Nightingale, is one of the sweetest people you'll ever encounter. She is punctual, 
studious, and not Panglossian, but she always tries to estimate hurdles and carve a near-perfect path, 
never denigrating anyone. She is a near-perfect role model with a ubiquitous aura around her. This 
Mechanical Queen has often saved her batchmates from drowning in the sea of assignments. She is 
highly empathetic, and down to earth, so one can safely choose her to be a close confidant. Her 
guidance and care for all make her the Ms Ideal. This socially amicable & lovely person is undoubtedly the 
diamond of all our hearts. We wish her all the good fortune in all her future endeavours. 

In Love Artist Singer Ms Ideal

18:22



Thakur Patel 118ME0482

Thakur would be the most unassuming guy you would ever come across on campus, with the potential to 
force even the shyest clams out of their shells through unabashed weirdness. You could love and hate 
him all simultaneously, and when the dust settles, you know you're a better person than before he forced 
you out of your comfort zone. His sheer determination and discipline have made him reach far out of his 
scope to gain accolades in fields people wouldn't even know about. His brutal honesty and pragmatism 
have kept his closest friends on their paths of ambition throughout college, and that's the biggest thing 
you could hope for in a bro.

Gym Freak Sportsperson Proxy King Heartbroken

18:22

Ungati Ramu 118ME0428

Ungati, aka Ramu Chacha, is a hard worker, kind and perfect. He is an ardent lover of chess. He is the 
simplest and the most caring person. Be it academics, sports, or GK, he has expertise in every field. The 
one with the most friendly and helping nature, he will always stand with you whenever needed in your 
difficult times. With his dedication towards NCC, from guiding his juniors to accompanying his fellow 
cadets, he has overtaken them all with modesty in his skills. The guy is afraid to sit on grass because he is 
scared of insects. We wish him all the success and hope his jolly nature lasts forever. 

Schemer Foodie In Love Mr. Ideal

18:22

Tribhuvan Kumar Sahani 118ME0496

Tribhuvan, aka Chintu, is a good mentor, an excellent tutor, and a great friend. Consistency and 
vindication are his two prime examples—a true mechie who despises coding. Instead of a royal mechie, 
he can be referred to as a loyal mechie. His organisation abilities and the tidiness of his hostel room 
contrast with infamous preconceptions connected with engineering students, speaking much about his 
personality. Pessimistic about examinations, he is among the highest scorers. He is a selfless individual 
who will guide people during exams. The seamless transformation from an average unconcerned guy to a 
vibrant, inviting fellow will be remembered forever. Best wishes are coming his way for his happy and 
prosperous future.

GMAT Artist Mr. Ideal Foodie

18:22

Vikash Dubey 118ME0735

Hailing from the city of temples, Vikash Dubey is one of those guys who will never let you get bored in his 
company. He had a knack for storytelling, which revolved around girls. He had some weird comebacks 
and trademark reactions. Popularly known as Dubey Ji, this backbencher scores more than any other 
with just a few nights of study. As a great roommate, he ensures his roommate never misses any class. A 
faithful follower of Mahadev, he is a very religious person. Don't ever try to involve yourself in political 
banter with him. He is a little short-tempered if anyone tries to mess with him. We wish him all the love 
and luck. 

In Love Gym Freak Dancer Last Bencher

18:22



Metallurgical and

Materials

Verified Department

The world revolves around metal, from the tiniest pins to gigantic ships; metal is 

omnipresent. And when it comes to metals, you will witness our metallurgy lads 

whispering from behind, "I bet you think about me" just like Taylor's exceptional 

albums, these engineers have a cassette of their own when it comes to 

extraction of different metals. The hands-on knowledge of recycling is what 

saves us from tonnes of scrap; certainly, they are a “Hero” with no capes in our 

modern world.

Class of 2022



Abikshyana Bhoi 118MM0517

Abikshyana Bhoi, a.k.a Abhi or Bhoi Boi, is one of the most compassionate and down-to-earth guys and a 
perfect example of "Maa ka ladla beta" as you can see him talking to his family and special one all the 
time. One of the most tolerant people in NITR; no one has ever seen him angry. This guy loves nothing 
more than his family and friends in this entire world and the same time, appreciates everything life has to 
offer. This guy will always welcome you with a humble smile on his face. Nautanki is his middle name, 
while "ho jayega, dekha jayega" is his motto. Apart from being a great friend, he is also an allrounder 
regarding studies, coding and having a girlfriend. 

In Love Foodie Mr. Ideal Jugaadu

18:22

Akhil Bisai 118MM0519

Akhil Bisai, aka Akhil, is a nice and warm person, very pure at heart. He is soft-spoken and an excellent 
listener of problems. He is often found on the football field playing and grooming the juniors. He is 
accommodating and has guided his friends in academics and college life.

Sportsperson Flirty Dancer Last Bencher

18:22

Sambit Kumar Bhuyan 118MM0518

Sambit, aka DC Lord, is the laziest person going to classes early morning was famous in the branch, and 
every teacher knew him very well for his laziness in coming to class. From bunking classes, getting a 
record number of grade backs, to acing exams, this guy has shown that anything is possible. Pure by 
heart, impure by lungs, this guy has been ideal for all underground activities. Druglord sloth Sambit is an 
ever-cheerful, friendly, and sweet guy. This guy full of creativity is impressive at clicking pictures, 
suggesting fantastic music videos and playing them at 2 AM with a bang on bass.

Jugaadu Last Bencher Nashedi Foodie

18:22

Ramakant Biswakarma 118MM0520

Known popularly as the naval guy but would be famously punished for attending NCC classes late with 
his oh-so-fashionable beard. Instantaneously bonding with everyone he meets and only forging stronger 
friendships as the years go by. There is no brother more trustworthy than Ramakant Biswakarma. You 
might have heard of Pablo Picasso but haven't seen anything if you haven't witnessed interesting doodles 
and pencil art in his notebook. A sucker for Junk Food and a real foodie; bribe him with a Roll at Max. He 
will do anything for that. Shy at first but mischievous underneath, the man can bring anyone out of their 
shell. Here's wishing this jugaadu a good life ahead and the best of luck for the future.

Coder Foodie Schemer Artist

18:22



Piyush Bohra 118MM0521

Piyush Bohra, a.k.a Razor or Bohraiser or the low FPS clutch-God, is the personification of a baby panda. 
This lovable Rajasthani found his way to NIT Rourkela in search of water, and we are so glad that we 
found him. A journey from 'Fat' to 'Fit'; from an introvert to being the centre of the crowd; from a 
teetotaler to "only a few pegs". An integral and irreplaceable member of RITVIC, he may be late to D-Day 
for the play, but his grind never stops. You will always find him by your side, baiting himself to save you in 
a game or in real life. He is a lazy fellow, but he can certainly make any girl go crazy over him with his 
sweet demeanour. 

Nashedi Drama King Artist Heartbroken

18:22

Piyush Gupta 118MM0524

Piyush Gupta, aka "Gupta", is focused on reciting his Shayari to Modiji. Master of all trades- whether it be 
studying or socializing, he is the vibe setter of every party. A great listener, he doesn't talk much, but 
once he's comfortable with you, he's full of energy and spunk like dynamite. He's got the most charming 
smile that every person dies for! Always ready for any plans, whether a trip, a movie or his "Adda", the 
infamous Backpost. The worst wingman ever who informs your crush about your proposal before you 
even try. Always ready to help emotionally, financially, and academically, he is a loyal companion to hang 
out with without shady under-the-table talks. 

Proxy King In Love Schemer Mr. Ideal

18:22

Sudhansu Sekhar Choudhury 118MM0522

Sudhansu, often known as Pecha (crow), is the most amusing person in any group. His buddies may be 
the ones that roast him the most, but he is also the most cherished. Despite this, he enjoys and laughs it 
off like a good sport with everyone. The most composed individual never becomes enraged and is always 
concerned about his friends. We call him a copycat because he tries to imitate his cool friends' outfits. 
With a golden heart and KILLER looks, he will come forward to do anything for his friends. Even at 3AM, 
he can arrange anything for you, and he is the only one to receive a farewell from the back post 
shopkeeper.

Chaatu Nashedi Last Bencher Schemer

18:22

Sumit Kumar 118MM0527

Sumit Kumar is a sloth bear who is often found lazing around in his room or raging about the newest 
game feature in Geyshit Simpact. If you see this G.O.A.T and Apex legend lying around, smack him out of 
his room. Sumit could be easily mistaken for a bat who likes to sit in his cold and dark dungeon, detached 
from the world outside. A true weeb, Sumit doesn't believe in healthy living and detests fresh air and 
socializing. His offline persona, however, is that of a shy Dandere. Although he shies away from girls, the 
girls flock to him for his irresistible charm and smile. Here's wishing this gamer a healthy appendix and 
great heights.

Jugaadu Foodie Mr. Ideal Last Bencher

18:22



Ashish Kumar Mallick 118MM0529

Ashish Kumar Mallick, aka "Tiburon Guy". He is one of the most dedicated and helpful friends in the 
department. He is an introvert and a person with a small friend circle. But his friends enjoy his company. 
He is dedicated to his department and always busy with his studies and academics. He is a friendly and 
humble person.

Mr. Ideal GMAT Foodie Jugaadu

18:22

Debapriya Mohanta 118MM0532

Debapriya, aka Debo one of the most lovable person at NITR. She is loving, sweet, fun, caring, and a 
stress buster for those going through tough times. A pure soul filled with craziness, she is ready to go 
anywhere, anytime you call her up. She is a keeper, an extrovert who calls herself an introvert and 
everybody's go-to person; you can often find her chatting around the campus and hoping eateries with 
her special one. She is an inspiration for all after she lost 15kgs during the lockdown, coaxing everyone to 
turn back and admire the 2.0 version of Debo. From being the General secretary of KMS to receiving the 
Academic Excellence award, she has aced it all, be it academics or extra-curricular or maintaining 
relationships. 

Ms. Popular In Love Drama Queen Foodie

18:22

Baishakh Mishra 118MM0531

Baishakh Mishra, aka BM Bhai, Mamu, Proxy King, is well-known for his wit, chess, and proxy skills. He is 
the saviour to his branch mates, saving them from grade backs by putting their proxies; he is one daring 
person in this case. Of his passion for chess, he has been among the most loved and respected seniors of 
the college's Knight's club. His batchmates feel lucky to have him as their friend; they appreciate him for 
being patient. His juniors also love him a lot. He is a die-hard follower of cricket and a crazy fan of KKR. If 
he gets a chance to gamble in IPL, I guess he will live a millionaire lifestyle. He is a very lovable person to 
have around.

Proxy King Last Bencher In Love Foodie

18:22

Animesh Mohanty 118MM0533

Animesh Mohanty is a genuine, whole-hearted, and calm person to be friends with. Always arrived first 
to a lecture, opened the ug classroom & switched on the ACs. Animesh never did anything half-heartedly, 
whether friendship, internship or research project. He's the only kid whom all the Professors love and 
respect. He always speakes honestly about his thoughts and is a very patient listener.

GMAT Mr. Ideal Jugaadu Foodie

18:22



Diptimayee Mohapatra 118MM0534

Puchku Gali, Bataka, Kadhei, Gossip Queen, Overthinker, Confused soul; having Dipti in your life makes 
your life 10x more eventful. She is a kind-hearted girl who gives legit career guidance to her juniors and 
watches F.R.I.E.N.D.S like it's the last day on earth. This cheerful Meta girl's pep talks can console you, 
however worse the situation may be. This chulbuli girl will never bore you as she has a never-ending 
supply of spicy stories. Assignment PDFs with the best handwriting were none other than hers that went 
viral every time a deadline approached. From being a fresher so uncertain to passing out as one of the 
most confident final years, she has had her fair share of ups and downs. 

In Love Drama Queen Foodie Jugaadu

18:22

Ashutosh Pandey 118MM0539

Ashutosh Pandey, aka Pandeyji, is a good badminton player and a poet filled with love. He is amiable and 
will smash his hands into your stomach to say hi. He is a guy who is a must for a mehfil. He is excellent at 
convincing and can even convince you to walk on fire. He is always on point with the share market, and 
the only thing that has stopped him from being a millionaire as he needs a dosage of motivation for that. 
This guy wants booze when he gets thirsty and is naturally a foodie. He can talk to you about cricket and 
Virat Kohli all day without getting tired. 

Foodie Nashedi Writer Heartbroken

18:22

Perikala Pradeep 118MM0536

He is a wholly blown gym freak who never gives up on working those extra calories out. Right from the 
morning, from waking up to classes to mess food, he inquires his friends about every part of their day 
and takes care of them, earning him the title of 'Daddy'. Overall, a fantastic guy to be with and to exercise 
with 'oh no, sorry!' do not go work out with him, for this alpha male will drain you out. This friendly guy 
has zero haters and is loyal to all his companions. He is diligent about his routine, his work ethic is 
unparalleled, and he doesn't allow any friends to slouch or bunk classes.

Flirty Sportsperson Gym Freak Last Bencher

18:22

Abinash Pani 118MM0540

Abhinash Pani, aka Pani or 'D3VIL', got recognition because of his tremendous transformation. He 
evolved from a fatso to a handsome hunk with sheer determination, losing 20 kgs in quarantine. Be it any 
time of the day, you would find him in the legendary MUR of DBA. He is a typical engineer who rarely 
attends class and is also very chill for his attendance. He is a good friend who helps each of his mates in 
any situation. He is a Manchester United fan who spent most of his college nights crying cause his team 
lost shit. What separates Pani from the rest is his dogged strength and unwavering willpower, and he is a 
man with a pure heart.

Flirty Nashedi Gym Freak Foodie

18:22



Anchal Panigrahy 118MM0541

Anchal Panigrahy, a.k.a cupcake for love of cakes, is known for her captivating smile and bubbly 
personality. Her ability to crack jokes and keep a conversation lively is uncanny. Although if you ever 
invite her for a birthday, forget that you will get to taste the cake. Ever so jolly, Anchal is always up for 
parties and hangouts. A fellow Synergian, this Dilbar girl has stolen tonnes of hearts with her alluring 
dance moves. She is famous among her juniors and acts like a friend, sister, and motivator who motivates 
with her cute smile and spreads this positive vibe around her. She is always up for a UNO game and 
creating memories with her batchmates. 

Dancer Ms. Popular Nashedi Foodie

18:22

Abhinav Roy 118MM0543

The guy who juniors seek academic advice and then gets shocked after entering his room. Dangling with 
too many friends, circles, and academics, this dude can go to sleep at 4:20 the wake up at 8 for a class 
like a monster. Abhinav knows way too much about his department that even the profs are scared of him, 
and he is the guy with so much capacity that he can empty a water reservoir full of booze. His jaw-
dropping knowledge about literally anything and everything leaves everyone bamboozled. An avid 
researcher, Abhinav is truly an inspiration for young Metallurgists. Like Chhota Bheem gets his power 
from laddu, Abhinav's eternal source of his power is purely natural substances.

Nashedi GMAT Mr. Ideal Jugaadu

18:22

Animesh Raj 118MM0542

Animesh Raj, aka cricket freak. You can see him always clinging to the cricket ground. He spent his entire 
day over there. That ground has seen all his emotions, from hyping each other in the practice sessions to 
winning trophies. His love for cricket and the cricket ground was the reason behind his little or almost 
zero involvement in class. But his friends and classmates were always there to help him. He is also very 
humble and has the calibre to be a good leader. We hope he will be a rising cricketer someday.

Sportsperson Gym Freak Mr. Ideal Schemer

18:22

Sourav Kumar Sah 118MM0544

Sourav Kumar Sah is the most hardworking guy in the history of NITR. Through sheer discipline and hard 
work, he mastered the Metallurgical Sciences and became an inspiration for his branch mates and pride 
for the department. He has always accompanied his friends and helped them through thick and thin. The 
best proverb that fits this guy's life is 'From Rags to Riches'. A master of time management, he has been 
able to partake in extracurricular activities and maintain an excellent academic record, achieving an All 
India Rank 12 in GATE 2022. He will indeed become one of the most prominent metallurgists in India. His 
down-to-earth nature will lead him to achieve great heights.

GMAT Mr. Ideal Chaatu Drama King

18:22



Subhasish Sahoo 118MM0545

Subhashish has the ultimate level of self-confidence greater than Sandeep Maheshwari, so much so that 
he thinks he should be nominated for Mr India. He is a guy who is always with his friends on his good and 
bad days, ready to help his friends in need. A person who has always inspired others to achieve greater 
heights. Also, the person in love with football can witness his passion towards football on his social media 
handles. He is a fine artist who sketches beautiful portraits. He is one of those who travel a lot, always 
ready to explore new places and food dishes. He is the man who always calls you and asks "hal-chal" and 
cures your boredom.

Nashedi Artist GMAT Chaatu

18:22

Prabhat Singh 118MM0547

Prabhat Singh is the most heart-warming and amicable person you’ll ever encounter. His diligence 
towards his work (no matter how shady it is) is his most remarkable quality. At first, he might come across 
as an authoritarian personality, but there’s a goofy and fun-loving side. You will never see him sit idle for 
even a minute, and you’ll always find him working on something. His eyes sparkle when he talks about 
business and entrepreneurship, expressing his passion and curiosity about his work. He is a businessman 
in the true sense. He never shies away from throwing bashes at his juniors and always helps everyone.

Foodie Flirty Nashedi Last Bencher

18:22

Tanaya Sahoo 118MM0546

Excellent leadership and foresight! An unmatched spokesperson and debator. With her no less than 
Shashi Tharoor English, this girl has done what not. Handling the most challenging of situations with ease 
to getting her eyes moist for her near and dear ones, such has been her personality. She is a person who 
is so dedicated to the MM(s) that she flaunts being one of the prominent figures of Monday Morning 
(MM-1) and Metallurgy and Materials Engineering (MM-2) Department, both at a time. She may appear 
rigid and speak harshly, yet she is gentle. Her favourite wine is red. She is a Fashion-star in her group and 
has a strong sense of fashion.

Ms. Popular Writer Nashedi Drama Queen

18:22

Thota Sai Teja 118MM0549

Thota Sai Teja, aka Thota, is such a congenial guy that nobody can get into a fight with him. He seems 
normal but has such an exciting taste in many things. Thota is that person who usually fares in general 
matters but is quite a guy under challenging situations. He is one of the few people we could share 
anything without thinking about what might happen afterwards. He is a strong person. He is a very 
down-to-earth person. He is so funny and inspiring. He is an awesome friend and a gift to those around 
him. He is more helpful and brings out the best in others. He is excellent at creativity. He is a gem of a 
character.

In Love Last Bencher Artist Foodie

18:22



Pratyush Sadangi 118MM0635

His wide grin and optimism accompany him everywhere, instantly disarming you and uplifting your 
spirits. Strict mentor for the boys, but the girls love him for being a great partner in crime. The coolest 
guy of his batch, this handsome hunk is always ready for a pushup challenge. His juniors love him for 
inspiring them by being an ideal college student who juggles academics, club activities and athletics. 
With his networking skills and charming personality, he walks down the street of NITR, and it seems 
almost everyone knows him. Tackling problems as quickly as he dribbles away the ball from his opponent 
stands him apart from the crowd. He has a knack for getting top grades studying before exams, 
surpassing peers who group-study with him. 

Sportsperson Gym Freak Mr. Popular Last Bencher

18:22

Rishit Das 118MM0745

Rishit Das is one of those guys who can lie on his bed for a whole day reading manga. He is super chill 
and doesn’t care about anything. He may seem lazy or sleepy in class, but his brain works way faster than 
you think. He is a quick learner. He is an owl and barely sleeps 2-4 hrs a day. He is a fantastic host for 
DnD, poker and many other games. One of his qualities that many people are not aware of is his helping 
nature. He is a bit too extra-talented guy and fantastic at everything he does.

Nashedi Jugaadu Foodie Artist

18:22

Suman Acharya 118MM0744

Suman Acharya, aka "CR of Meta", is more like the godfather of the branch. The culprit behind every 
postponement of assignment submissions and class tests. This guy's multi-tasking game is on another 
level; whether it's something related to any club or anything pertaining to academics, he always finds a 
way to manage the time without being panic. He has held many PORs ranging from Prefect of ICS. to 
president of the SDG Campus club; he is always excited about trips, you can find him going on a nature 
trip every other weekend, and he plans one of the best trips. This guy has not changed much from the 
first year and is always down to earth.

Flirty Mr. Popular Jugaadu Last Bencher

18:22

Supratim Dey 118MM0747

Supratim, aka Supreme, never steps back from finding his way out of everything. From being the best 
negotiator to legally awestrucking the hostel administration by finding a loophole in their guidelines, this 
guy has been the 'pakka connector' to so many 'kachhe rishtey'. One will surely get Chandler's vibe from 
his witty remarks and sarcastic comments. A close-knit circle of friends with whom he shares the 
strongest of bonds. He is known to make grand plans in detail, but few ever transform into reality as he 
ditches all plans. A great friend with a mesmerizing smile by default. His comments and jokes can light up 
the mood in any situation. You can recognize him from a mile hearing his unique laughter.

In Love Nashedi Foodie Schemer

18:22



Vishal Gupta 118MM0748

100% Savage,100% Classy and 1000% Stylish. A combo of sweet and spicy. Vishal strives for progress, 
not perfection. Swag is not something he wears; it is something he is born with. Being happy never goes 
out of style. There's always a wild side to his innocent face. He always works on innovative ideas and will 
surely succeed in his goal. This guy is a multi-talented beast, extraordinary in both academics and sports. 
He is also known for his excellent handwritten notes that always come in handy the day before the 
exams. Can't get a better cricket enthusiast than him. He is my go-to person for any problem I face in my 
life or academics. 

Last Bencher Gym Freak Foodie Jugaadu

18:22

Soumendra Malik 118MM0750

An ideally sober guy with extraordinary videography and gaming skills. Truly a gem of a person you will 
find in NITR. From helping you just the night before the exam to completing the syllabus in a single night 
and then predicting the whole question paper, he has mastered it all. This guy left everyone in the dust by 
bagging the best on-campus PSU placement in the department. Truly a powerhouse in academics, 
having achieved multiple academic excellence awards. He is organized, hardworking, and always 
determined to achieve his goals, even amid adversity. A person who never gives up is the most 
responsible person known to his friends.

Artist Foodie In Love Schemer

18:22

Thangavel Lokesh 118MM0749

Lokesh, popularly known as 'Loki', is always cheerful and is perpetually in a good mood. From being 
innocent in the first year to becoming a flirt in the final year. Lokesh is a die-hard fan of Vijay Thalapathy 
and M.S. Dhoni. He might not realize it, but he is a quick learner; 6 hours is more than enough to clear 
any paper easily. He likes to play outdoor games like cricket and badminton. Also, he plays pubg and 
watches anime. His favourite anime is Naruto, and his favourite character is Itachi. This easygoing guy 
has big dreams and will soar to great heights. 

Flirty Last Bencher Schemer Foodie

18:22

Shrestha Mohapatra 118MM0751

The go-to girl to update your reading list, catch up on your daily dose of cringe content, and discover 
new cuisines. Constantly walking around the campus in her trusty and comfy chappal, Shrestha's your 
artsy emo friend whose impromptu ideas can get you stung by bees or hospitalized for food poisoning. 
She is a full-time procrastinator and a last-minute doer. Call it audacity or confidence; she'll easily be the 
best-dressed at any fest and look homeless for classes the next day. She was the heart and soul of every 
club and organization, bringing fresh ideas, and daring to push the envelope every time. She lives in her 
world of whimsy and adventure, and if you're lucky, she might let you in too.

Last Bencher Nashedi Artist Singer

18:22



Sumit Patel 118MM0753

He was mainly born with no quality but definitely possesses the superpower to acquire any skill out there 
and ace it like no one ever did. Sumit Patel, a.k.a Nine Eleven, is well known for crashing around with his 
friends, partying all night, & being the gem of a person he is. He will become one of your confidants 
because he is a guy you will need on one of those drunk nights when you spill out your deep dug secrets. 
The levels to which he raised videography and designing in RITVIC cannot be understated. Filled with 
boundless creativity, he is a marvellous designer and a great photographer.

Flirty Jugaadu Nashedi Foodie

18:22

Biswajeet Prusty 118MM0756

Biswajeet Prusty, aka Prusty, people sometimes forget his first name as they are so used to calling his 
surname. On any typical day, you can find him in his bed like a sloth and reading manga in full vigour. 
Eating out with him is a trade-off between the need for company and that “one last chicken piece”. A 
talented individual who can pick up any skill with minimal practice, his love for Anime is unparalleled. A 
shy introvert for whom no chick is “hot enough”, this dude mysteriously follows all the rigours of religion. 
Apart from that, he is always busy trying to pull pranks on others and feeds on others’ suffering. He has a 
very close group of friends with whom he hangouts. 

Foodie Drama King Last Bencher Jugaadu

18:22

Tapashree Pradhan 118MM0755 

When shit hits the fan, the one person you need in your team is Tapashree Pradhan. Be it assignment 
deadlines, the looming danger of class tests or the impending doom of offline exams, the one person 
who can maintain her calm and be counted upon to deliver is her. 'Tapu' diligently takes notes on her iPad 
while sitting in perfect alignment with the fan and AC. This caffeinated clean freak and recipient of the 
Academic Excellence Award lives on the edge with her tight schedule but will indulge freely in Tumblr 
and Pinterest coffee aesthetics while listening to Taylor Swift like it's nobody's business. An ever-glowing 
beam of inspiration, she is like the polestar for people in her life.

Writer Artist Ms. Ideal Foodie

18:22

Subhash Narayan Shahu 118MM0757

Subhash is an entrepreneur, a visionary, and a risk-taker. Everyone is awestruck by the man's brilliant 
ideas. His motivation for ground-breaking ideas comes from everyday challenges. With just a little talk, 
he has the capacity to fascinate anyone. He is a significant supporter of startups and has been a part of 
several. He is always supportive and guides alone or sometimes with his friends in branch-related stuff. 
He is also good at playing music and making new beats.

Singer Jugaadu Mr. Ideal Artist

18:22



Ashutosh Shivhare 118MM0758

Ashutosh Shivhare, aka 'the gym guy', "Gyanchod", this mature dude is one of the most approachable 
people in any adversity. He dreamed of opening his petrol pump in 1st year, then thinking of getting 
placed in core, switching to a teaching career, and finally choosing analytics as his final goal; it has been 
a roller coaster. As an integral part of Steellun, he played a pivotal role in the founding and smooth 
functioning of the club. A genuine football freak, he can often enjoy intense football in DTS. He loves 
making fun of his friends, but he cannot tolerate it when he is being made fun of, and that's what makes it 
more entertaining in irritating him. 

Gym Freak Sportsperson Proxy King Schemer

18:22

Mridul Totla 118MM0785

Mridul Totla is the guy one can rely on at any time. He can get your work done very quickly. A very 
humble dude who is obsessed with Barcelona and drinks footfall facts instead of water. A swift runner, 
Institute Kho-Kho team member. He believes in hard work instead of the result. A great and innovative 
mind in the business industry and a lot of business management knowledge. He is a good content writer 
with a vast vocabulary and a tech geek. He is an intelligent guy in disguise.

Mr. Ideal Sportsperson Foodie Jugaadu

18:22

Kudimi Achuth Reddy 118MM0783

Achuth, his name has often been mispronounced by professors and his friends. Every Friday and 
Saturday, he and his friends roam around the campus and make jokes about each other. He played cricket 
backside of V.S Hall and, rode a cycle, enjoyed himself a lot. He watches a lot of movies with his friends. 
He always makes jokes with his friends. He helped his friends a lot in terms of studies.

Mr. Ideal Schemer Foodie GMAT

18:22

Bhargavi Badipati 118MM0791

Bhargavi Badipati is a very sweet person. Her articulation adds essence to her character. She is a person 
who is deeply concerned about the well-being of others. She has been my psychological compass. 

Flirty Sportsperson Singer Drama Queen

18:22



L Sai Bharath 718MM1011

Fondly called Bunny, his magical words can convince anyone to change their lives for the good and gain a 
positive mindset. He is a pro in volleyball. He has changed a lot from the first year to last year regarding 
responsibilities; his friends would say he is a lovely and funny person to hang out with. His ingenuity and 
ability to make everyone feel special and spread love in the first meeting are unique and rare. He is a 
problem solver, a volleyball champ everyone is always proud of, and the most positive-minded guy I 
know. He is one with whom you can have endless conversations about any topic under the day, 
irrespective of the boundaries.

In Love Drama King Sportsperson Artist

18:23

Devi Dutta Biswajeet 718MM1013

Devi Dutta Biswajeet is a guy with a cold heart but not a cold mind; he is short-tempered yet long-
annealed. He thinks of himself as a playboy but fails to find a perfect partner. He is fair in his studies. He 
acts good but is evil by nature. In short - a hardcore right-wing logic-centred freak.

Jugaadu Gym Freak Nashedi Foodie

18:23

Nehaar Singh Bisen 718MM1012

The Ultimate top performer of the whole batch, "Gyaan ka Bhandaar", who would never roam around 
showing off his knowledge, would know all the answers and would help you anytime and in anything. He 
is just a simple person with a very humble personality, whom you would always find laughing and 
enjoying his life. He is the most trusted and reliable mate for his friends. With such a golden heart and 
super friendly nature, this guy is a MUST in every friend's group. His organisational skills, the tidiness of 
his hostel room, and his concern about looks contrast popular preconceptions associated with 
engineering students. Wish this multi-tasker and fun-loving person a great life ahead.

GMAT Mr. Ideal Flirty Chaatu

18:23

Dev Gopal Ray 718MM1014

Dev Gopal Ray seems tall and tough but is actually sweet and cute. He is a highly chill person, the entire 
class may be going crazy over deadlines, but he is always optimistic that either deadline will get 
extended or he will manage it anyhow. He is super lazy and often found in his room lying on the bed, 
taking rest. Whenever you are having a bad day or not feeling good, having a convo with him will make 
you smile; just looking at him, you will laugh; he has such an innocent face. He is a good friend to his 
group; he is a kind-hearted, dependable, and helpful person you will ever meet. 

Schemer Last Bencher Heartbroken Foodie

18:23



Uddeshya Shukla 718MM1015

As we all know him, a self-made millionaire, Uddeshya Shukla, popularly known as 'Shukla', the 'Banda' 
guy, is one of the most multi-talented guys in NITR. Be it academics, coding, freelancing, trading, politics, 
sports, fashion, etc., he is the master of all. A prime example of "work hard in silence, let your success 
make the noise", the whole NITR junta knows him by his accomplishments, be it so many internships or 
academic and non-academic achievements. His sarcastic jokes are enough to enlighten your mood. 
Sharing homemade laddoos, eating out, and spending time with friends. His love for his hair and his 
possessions has no competition. He has been a great source of inspiration for his friends and juniors.

Mr. Ideal GMAT Jugaadu Neta

18:23

Vishal Agarwal 718MM1028

Vishal, not just his name but his personality. He doesn't deem fit for the quote, "All men are the same". He 
is unique; he is a gem, a true gentleman he is. A boy who you would like your daughter to meet one day. 
From school to coaching and finally college, he has excelled in every walk of life he had set his mind to. 
"The centre of attraction of every group" gets away with everything because of his innocent and 
contagious smile. This Maverick has accomplished what few do in undergraduate life - lose weight and 
become debonair. His big heart has a soft corner for helping people in need.

Dancer Mr. Ideal Schemer Foodie

18:23

Ishant Tembhare 718MM1016

Ishant Tembhare is a multi-talented kid- a drinking rat who has a connection with every other guy 
because of his incredibly generous nature. He is not only known for holding positions in the hearts of girls 
but also holds the first position in the queue to isdc meetings. He is a stunningly handsome guy whose 
smile is contagious and highly renowned for his fantastic dressing style. You will never feel any boredom 
if he is in your room. The man finishes the entire syllabus in a day and scores decent marks effortlessly. 
He is a great friend one can rely upon and a great companion who doesn't care about others' opinions of 
him and has dreams beyond anyone's comprehension.

Flirty Dancer Nashedi Mr. Popular

18:23

Bijitatmananda Sahu 718MM1031 

Bijitatmananda Sahu, aka Bijit, no professor or classmate has ever pronounced his name correctly. He is a 
bit introverted but an accommodating and straightforward guy. He would constantly be updated with 
new technology in the market thanks to his high youtube watch time. He is an excellent host for his 
friends; his room used to be their hangout location; from watching movies together and discussing 
various job opportunities to holding night feasts, his room had seen them fight, make merry, make fun of 
each other, and a lot more. He is like an owl who barely sleeps at night and keeps entertaining his friends, 
doing random things in Omegle with them. 

Coder Foodie Last Bencher Schemer

18:23



Mining
Verified Department

"I am in the field of gold mines, wishing on everyone that it would be mine," 

rocking their version of "Dandelions," this branch carries the aesthetic vibe of 

unreleased music of NITR. They are the rhythm of every industry and extractors 

of earthly beauties, with "Pain aka Mining Machinery, you made me a believer" 

being their soul mantra, they have come a long way, shuffling through genres of 

exams and govt jobs, ready to stride for more worldly discoveries.

Class of 2022



Smit Kumar 118MN0552

The "mining legend" with an artistic personality is Smit Kumar. He is famous for his helping nature; 
people would queue before his room at night before exams. He does unique things like hypnosis and 
mentalism. He has a hidden talent for making memes and capturing funny pics and videos of any 
scenario or person but only sharing them with a few people. Solving Rubik's cube in a few seconds and 
teasing some of his friends is his hobby. He is the  Chirag Bansal (hostel days) of the class who helped to 
clear the final semester of at least ten students. He considers himself to be 'Patrick_Jane'. His motto: Say 
no to crowded parties and functions. Always ready for maggie, even at 3 am.

Mr. Ideal Singer Foodie GMAT

18:22

Pritismita Behera 118MN0556

The one who says no to your words. At first, she may seem to you as an introvert, but gradually when you 
know more about her, she is one of the best people you could have in your life. Her silly jokes can make 
you laugh for hours together. She is an incredible person who loves to sleep and is a foodie and vada 
lover. A very self-obsessed and trustworthy person. A lovely person who is worth having. With her 
around, life at NITR is much better. We hope she succeeds in her future endeavours and wish her luck.

Foodie Heartbroken Writer In Love

18:22

Saurabh Agarwal 118MN0553

The guy whose personality has changed the most. The unfocused individual scored an AIR 44 on the 
GATE exam to prove to his ex that anything is possible. He was the first to pursue higher education 
outside of his village. The one who worries about life, the future, and his family. He has spent his entire 
college career taking a different B.Tech course. He is the last person you should see if you desire mental 
tranquility. The biggest fan of auto and bus drivers' playlists. He had many challenges in his life, from 
relationships to academics, but he is always positive and can convert a stressful moment into a happy 
one.

Last Bencher Heartbroken Jugaadu Proxy King

18:22

Satyabrata Behera 118MN0557

An extremely kind-hearted guy. He isn't someone who can easily say no. You'll find him involved in all 
activities, but it is only for others. He is a proxy god. He is pretty dependable otherwise. He helps 
everyone even though he obviously needs help with everything. He possesses a high level of emotional 
intelligence. He is Satya (Gaba), a humorously crooked liar. He's the guy everyone goes to when they're 
having a rough day. He is like a wizard of GDs, implying confidence brings success. He is a hilarious guy 
that most people see as a selfless, trustworthy, and self-assured individual. Thus, he is many people's 
perfect best friend.

Proxy King Jugaadu Booze Mr. Popular

18:22



Uttam Chouhan 118MN0560

Uttam Chouhan is the cause of all the smiles in the classroom. A well-liked individual who is constantly 
amusing himself with idiocy. A companion who would support you no matter what and stick by you till 
the end. A person famous for his legendary reply is depicted in his sigma rule meme, favourite singing 
video and stickers used in the WhatsApp group daily. Uttam narrates a story like no one else with his 
Bihari accent, and everyone listens patiently. He is a person who takes enormous responsibilities at home 
and at the hostel and enjoys life without any worries. We hope he achieves his goals and keeps spreading 
love.

Heartbroken Jugaadu Singer Last Bencher

18:22

Sakshi Kumari 118MN0564

Sakshi Srijan, the omnipresent being, is a simple girl. Still, as you get to know her better, you see her 
confident and vibrant personality, the kind of contacts and reach she carries, the do-it-all enthusiasm, 
and above all, the liveliness she brings with her. Ever ready to help her juniors and guide them with the 
best advice, she is the most approachable 'friend'. She is the most cheerful and fun to be around when in 
a fun mood. With all the achievements in her pocket, success awaits her with a warm and open heart. 
The lifeline of any group gathering. A highly motivated and hardworking girl who will go a long way and 
achieve big in life.

Drama Queen Ms. Popular Neta Ms. Ideal

18:22

Saurav Das 118MN0561

The simplest and kind-hearted person of NITR. He is at the pinnacle of laziness; you can find this guy 
sleeping on the last bench. He is the best compliment to jack sparrow, who can handle all his narcos if he 
wants. He is one of the most handsome people in the department. He is the guy who will wish you on 
your health and joy with the most exciting gesture on Instagram. He has interests in astronomy and 
stocks. He is a helping and caring person with an always contemptuous look on his face, but his NITR life 
was not so easy academically, and we all know that. He has a meticulous and minimalist personality.

Last Bencher Jugaadu Booze Gym Freak

18:22

Abinash Mishra 118MN0565

Abinash Mishra is the guy many admire most. He is the typical Khorda toka. If you are looking for an 
honest guy, this is the guy. He is the saviour of many in their college life. We hope he continues to thrive 
and excel and wish him success in all his future endeavours and this new stage of his life.

Neta Gym Freak Chaatu Last Bencher

18:22



Katravath Vijay Nayak 118MN0568

Vijay, aka' Rockstar'. He can be seen only in the library a week before exams. He's a part of the institute 
kho kho team and can be seen mainly around DTS, KMS, and the gym. You know he's awake when you 
listen to the song magenta riddim early in the morning and continues playing songs without caring that 
people are sleeping until he leaves. He sets the alarm, but everyone other than him wakes up. He 
maintains a good physique and motivates his buddies to go outside and play or go to the gym. He spends 
the majority of his time outside of his room. He transformed from a nibba in his first year to a grown man.

Heartbroken Booze Sportsperson Last Bencher

18:22

Tanmaya Ping 118MN0573

Tanmaya is one whom you can rarely find attending classes. He's a cheerful and insightful person with 
whom you can speak regarding anything, from international relations to countries' economic policies. 
He's a huge film buff with a knack for unique films. He's also a natural dancer with smooth grooves. And 
an extraordinarily social and amiable person who gets along with everyone. We wish him all the luck in 
his future endeavours.

Mr. Ideal Jugaadu Drama King Foodie

18:22

Sudeshna Pal 118MN0571

The most thoughtful person one would find at NITR is Sudeshna. Her true loves are egg maggi and 
chicken biriyani. She survives on just that and coffee for days on end. Has a craving for adventures but an 
aversion to healthy eating. Loves to climb the water tank near cause it has the best view of NITR. If one is 
in need, even if they are not her friend, she will take care of them as if they are her own people. If you win 
her heart, she will put effort into anything. She has a beautiful soul and a charming smile, which has won 
many hearts and made many of them fall for her. 

Ms. Popular Booze Foodie Schemer

18:22

Suraj Rai 118MN0574

Suraj, aka popping-sun, is a fantastic popping-style dancer and a lovely person. Suraj is very friendly with 
everyone and always has a great smile. He is a guy you can quickly get going and share emotions 
wholeheartedly. It is rare to find such a guy. He is highly extroverted, funny, and soft-hearted. When it 
comes to focusing on his studies, he's so dedicated that he can go sleepless for days. He's the kind of 
friend that any friend could call at 3 am, and he'll always be there for you. He is a lovely senior who is 
always eager to help everyone. 

Dancer Gym Freak Mr. Popular Sportsperson

18:22



Puneet Raj 118MN0575

Puneet Raj, the buzzing bee of the pack, is even good with fingers. Be it any percussion instrument; this 
music maestro can ace that easily. All know his love for juniors. Once you get past his intimidating stature 
and quick temper, you will realize that you have tapped into a centre of gooey goodness. His headshots 
in video games are just like his opinions, precise, powerful, and to the point. With his great attention to 
detail, he leaves no room for fallacies. What's RITVIC without Puneet? Be it music, design, scriptwriting, 
or acting, he has given everything to RITVIC. He is sure to reach great heights and remain as versatile as 
he is.

Artist Singer Heartbroken Mr. Popular

18:22

Subhangi Srivastav 118MN0578

The Gem of the Mining department. Dedication, Self-discipline, and hard work are just a few of the 
qualities that mix to make her the most obedient. One of those girls you will always find in the library 
after classes but rarely with someone. Miss perfectionist, whatever she does with perfection and 
dedication. "She is a lioness but a fan of a Cougar". She is a very ambitious girl, and doing nothing is a 
path of depression for her. She values quality over quantity, so she might not have a lot of friends, but 
whoever she has as her friend, she gives her heart to maintain her friendship with her.

Sportsperson In Love Ms. Popular Jugaadu

18:22

Saswat Singh Samanta 118MN0576

The king of contacts is also seldom known as 'Sandha' for his outstanding forward skills in football; he is a 
person who can make friends with an unknown guy within seconds and will say, "chal sanga kuade 
khaibaku jiba". Deadly lover of sports with a heavy love towards half pants. From school to university, this 
guy astonished everyone with his achievements in life, which no one expected. The last bencher, calm 
and relaxed about everything, is the worst candidate for inclusion in a horror film. From Football captain 
to a die-hard Liverpool fan, it's impossible to discuss Saswat without mentioning the word "football." He 
is witty, intelligent, equally uninterested in mining, extremely resourceful, and, most importantly, an 
incredible human.

Jugaadu Sportsperson Lastbencher Mr. Popular

18:22

Vatsal Bhatt 118MN0760

A traveller who often goes on extravagant adventure trips. This guy from Nanital is an ardent momo lover 
and is immune to all the stresses and worries in the world. No matter the situation, he always says, 
"Tension nahi hai, kar lenge sab ache se". If you want to discuss an intellectual topic with a guy, he is the 
one. This powerhouse of talent has added feathers to his cap in his B.Tech life. There is nothing he can't 
do if he puts his mind to it. Most importantly, he is a great friend, very reliable and trustworthy, a friend 
with whom you can be yourself all the time. He is a perfect blend of intelligence, hard work, and maturity.          

Mr. Popular Jugaadu Foodie Mr. Ideal

18:22



Sandeepta Sahoo 118MN0764

Popularly known as the "Sarvagun Sampann", famous for his eternal smiling face, he is the one who 
always motivates and escorts juniors to explore new things and is just a call/text away whenever needed. 
We can relate to him as "Geet" in "Jab We Met" as he is lively. His quote, "tension ni lene ka", still 
surrounds the minds of juniors, rent-free. He is the favourite of all juniors; be it placements or life advice, 
he will always be ready 24X7 to help you in that matter. He is a multi-talented and cheerful person whom 
you can approach whenever needed. A good mentor and a gratifying senior to be remembered ever. 

Drama King Coder Foodie Mr. Ideal

18:22

S Sibaprasad Patro 718MN1020

Sibaprasad with an aura of a "bhaina", this Berhampuriya never fails to match his vibe. The one with the 
most unique steps to Odia songs, the one who is approachable from day one, the person who looks for 
his gang before himself, has to be the favourite of the branch, rightfully the CR. The FMS Secretary has 
left no stone unturned to make his stay at NITR fulfilling and worth remembering. No matter where you 
hail from, which department you belong to, or what interests you, "Siba bhai" will amaze you with his 
witty words and expressions. We wish him luck in all his future endeavours.

Mr. Popular Nashedi Drama King Neta

18:22

Gyempo Dorji 118MN0816

Gyempo is one of the most amiable people in the department. He enjoys being with friends and is loved 
and admired by everyone. He always takes the lead in social gatherings and is friendly with everyone. He 
gives time to his friends and is always there when his friends need him. He is always supportive and 
cooperative regardless of the situation. He is a focused man determined to contribute to the maximum 
possible extent. 

Foodie Nashedi Jugaadu Last Bencher

18:22

Bhupendra Kumar Tanty 718MN1022

Bhupendra, aka Bhupi, is one of the most humble and helpful people in NITR. He is the reason for the 
good grades of many people in his branch in online semesters. He absolutely loves the city of Rourkela 
and its scenic beauty. His dedication towards achieving his goal is worth admiring. He is the go-to person 
for his friends in all situations and is an apt decision-maker. We wish him luck in all his future endeavours. 

Mr. Ideal Foodie Schemer Chaatu

18:22



Lenin Meher 718MN1032

Lenin Meher is a very humble and down-to-earth guy who helps people in any way possible and, if not 
possible, politely declines. He is very intelligent, grasps concepts quickly, and often requires no one's 
help to ace exams. An incredible companion to sit with in class who never lets you get bored. He is clear 
about his goals and is already on his way to achieving them.

Coder Artist In Love Foodie

18:22

Kaustuv Ray 718MN1033

This legend from the mining department is the most talented, hardworking geek boy you will ever see in 
your lifetime. Kaustuv Ray aka "Proud Bong". He never misses a chance to showcase the richness of 
Bengali culture. This proud Bengali lives a vibrant lifestyle full of opulence, never eats in the night 
canteen, and only prefers restaurants and cafes. He is an overachiever and has succeeded not only in 
academics but in debating and cultural activities. He loves and truly appreciates the aesthetic beauty of 
our country's history, art and culture. Kaustav is one of the most popular and humorous people one will 
meet on campus.

GMAT Foodie Drama King Jugaadu

18:22



Physics
Verified Department

Atoms constitute the entire cosmos just as the rhythms compose a melody. This 

discipline explores the never-ending saga of human existence itself. Beginning 

from the micro and reconnoitring beyond the macro, their thoughts are light 

years ahead of the monotonous flow of the present. As they unravel the puzzle 

of the vast universe, their discoveries are "To light up the skies, to open the 

world and send it reeling".

Class of 2022



Jyotirmoy Barman 418PH5025

Jyotirmoy is widely renowned throughout the institute for the "Barman Classes", his famous revision 
classes for friends just before the night of the exams. He is an extraordinarily easygoing and talented 
person; he's the kind who will play badminton till 3 am on the day of the examination and then go and top 
that exam. He loves playing all types of sports, especially football. Popularly known as Maumau, he is the 
topper of the branch and the flagbearer of the phrase "Chota packet bada dhamaka". His love for physics 
is undying, and he would not miss the opportunity to explain the most complicated physics principles to 
you in the most exciting ways, and we wish all the best for his future.

GMAT Sportsperson Mr. Person Heartbroken

18:23

Bhaskar Sai Ruthwik 418PH5032

Bhaskar Sai Ruthwik, aka Mr Perfect, is an absolute gem of a person with an incredible sense of humour 
and an adorable persona. He is known to be the team leader of his friend's group and makes numerous 
outing plans for trips but fails to turn them into a reality due to his favourite habit of procrastinating. You 
can often find Bhaskar chilling out in his room all by himself, humming to his favourite tunes. He is a 
fantastic friend, a guy known widely amongst his juniors for giving excellent career advice. We wish him 
luck in all his future endeavours.

Drama King Jugaadu Foodie Chaatu

18:23

Shitansu Pradhan 418PH5031

Shitansu, aka the VP of AKRITI, always believes in perfection in his drawings and every work he does. He 
is one of the most soft-spoken guys with a sweet smile and is proclaimed as the chocolate boy. Apart 
from being a fantastic artist, he is a much more amazing human. Irrespective of the time he arrives at 
college from his home, he manages to deliver his homemade cake to everyone he loves. His skill can 
bring any picture to life; his attention to detail and dedication is admirable. Everyone in AKRITI will 
remember him not just as Vice President but also as one of the club's most approachable members. Truly 
one of a kind person whose friendship is cherished by everyone.

Artist Mr. Ideal Schemer Mr. Popular

18:23

Ayush Sahu 418PH5033

Ayush Sahu, aka Sarv Gyani, claims to know everything from social media to anime and sports but hates 
maths. His love and passion for physics are beyond the limit. He has always been seen giving advice to 
juniors; he has two moods, either " Kuch achha khate hai " or "Aaj kuch peete h ". The ultimate RS lover. 
He is the true example of a sigma male who doesn't care about girls. Discussions with him go from 
ancient history to current politics to astrophysics. He has such high confidence that everyone initially 
thought he was in a PhD course. He dreams of getting the Nobel prize, and we hope that will happen. 

Neta Drama King Schemer Foodie

18:23



Jitamitra Sahu 418PH5034

Jitamitra, aka Chick Magnet, is the perfect blend of jugad, humour and companionship. The one with 
multiple degrees, learning never stops for this ever-confident Bargarh toka. He has pretty excellent 
manipulating skills and always likes to explore new things. He loves to experience new tastes and travels 
a lot to have food. Known for his famous black sunglasses on every trip, he wears an aura of fashion, 
coming up with the latest trends for fancy pics, surrounded by girls. This lady's man can be seen as the 
centre of attraction at any late-night parties. Bike rides, outings on local excursions and hangouts are his 
regular routine. 

Flirt Last Bencher Jugaadu Mr. Popular

18:23

Anesh Bishnoi 418PH5071

Anesh is not the typical attentive first-bencher guy; as the googled meaning of his name suggests, a 
'good friend', he is one of the best companies ones can have. Starting from being an active member of 
multiple clubs like Synergy and EBSB, many of the finest pictures of NITR are captured through his lens. 
There's always an urge in him to grow every day and learn new things, and he is a big fan of good Hindi 
poetry and sometimes writes himself too, but never lets anyone read them. One of his rarest talents is 
always singing the wrong lyrics. Without any second thought, if you are on the list of his dear ones, he'll 
go to extremes for your happiness. 

Artist Drama King Mr. Ideal Jugaadu

18:23

Vikalp Agarwal 418PH5063

Vikalp, aka lazy lad, always thinks out of the box but fails to come out of his zone. One of the laziest 
people on campus, and the only motivation to bring him out is badminton and pc games. He challenges 
every decision the administration makes with a unique solution of his own but procrastinates enough to 
be heard. He is a fantastic friend, a guy known widely for his excellent flirting skills and a good sense of 
humour. He's a charmer and clicks with everyone he meets. An out-and-out foodie who loves food more 
than anything. Though he's a backbencher somehow manages to get good grades in all exams.

Last Bencher Schemer Mr. Popular Flirt

18:23



So don't be afraid to let them 

show


Your true colors


True colors are beautiful


I see your true colors


Shining through (true colors)


I see your true colors

Song by Anna Kendrick and Justin Timberlake

True Colors

I owned every second that this 

world could give


I saw so many places


The things that I did


Yeah, with every broken bone


I swear I lived

Song by OneRepublic

I Lived

Well, some nights, I wish that 

this all would end


'Cause I could use some friends 

for a change


And some nights, I'm scared 

you'll forget me again


Some nights, I always win

Song by fun.

Some Nights



Guess my childhood is over


Now I'm taking down my posters


And I'm putting all my things 

inside a box next to a toaster


That's my closest thing to closure


I can't stop this rollercoaster


I'm not ready to get older

Song by Alec Benjamin

Older

These are the days we've been 

waiting for


Neither of us knows what's in 

store


You just roll your window down, 

and place your bets


These are the days we won't 

regret


Song by Avicii

The Days

Diamonds in the dust


That's what we all are


Some of us give up


Some dream of the stars


There's a change in the wind is 

blowing

Song by Martin Garrix and Matisse & Sadko

Together



Another turning point, a fork 

stuck in the road


Time grabs you by the wrist, 

directs you where to go


So make the best of this test, and 

don't ask why


It's not a question, but a lesson 

learned in time

Song by Green Day

Good Riddance

Yeah, we'll be doing what we do


Just pretending that we're cool 

and we know it too


Yeah, we'll keep doing what we 

do


Just pretending that we're cool, 

so tonight

Song by One Direction

Live While We're Young

We live forever wherever we go


Leaving footprints all over the 

world


In this together we'll never let go


We'll leave our footprints all over 

the world

Song by Tiësto

Footprints



We had the songs that we sang 

along to


You had the moves to make me 

dance with you


I always saw you reaching and 

catching stars

Song by Kodaline

Follow Your Fire

Once upon a younger year


When all our shadows disappeared


The animals inside came out to 

play


Went face to face with all our fears


Learned our lessons through the 

tears

Song by Avicii

The Nights

I'll be waiting outside 'til you're 

ready to go


Won't you come down? Come 

away with me


Think of all the places we could 

be


I'll be waiting, waiting on a brand 

new day

Song by Tiësto

Footprints



In the loving memory of...

Ansuman Behera

With the summers up and underway, NIT Rourkela is hit with some 
deeply dreadful and unfortunate news as one of its first-year 
students, Ansuman Behera, passed away on the 11th of May 2019 at 
Kapila, Dhenkanal. A Chemical Engineering freshman, he had gone 
to pick his mother up from Kapileshwar Temple where he decided to 
take a bath at a nearby pond and he lost his life as a result of 
drowning. Ansuman was from Bhubaneswar where he lived in a joint 
family along with his parents and an elder brother. Ansuman had a 
passion for maths which drove him to be a part of Axiom and he was 
known to be an ardent cricket lover. His last rights were held on the 
evening of 11th May 2019 in Puri. Team UG Souvenir deeply mourns 
the loss of a life that was lost at a very tender age.



Prof. R Jayabalan

The morning of 17th August was the bearer of grief for the fraternity 
of NIT Rourkela. The mysterious demise of Prof. R Jayabalan (38), 
Assistant Professor of Life Science Department and his wife 
engulfed students and faculty of the institute with gloom. Hailed as 
one of the most amicable and affectionate professors of the 
department, Prof. Jayabalan was a storehouse of ‘a billion-dollar 
ideas’. He would be a forerunner in the activities of the department 
and the institute alike, assisting students with his innovative tactics. 
He was also highly acclaimed to be a promising researcher. The late 
couple’s beaming and heart-filled affection would win over the 
professor’s colleagues and the neighbourhood alike.

In the loving memory of...



Prof. Smarajit Sarkar

The NIT Rourkela fraternity was shrouded in grief as the news of the 
demise of Professor Smarajit Sarkar broke in. Professor Sarkar left 
for his heavenly abode on the 15 August 2020 after battling 
coronavirus flu and unfortunately, breathed his last in the early 
morning hours of 15th August. An ardent professor of the 
Department of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering, he joined 
the institute in the year 2006 and has been a contributor in the field 
of Metal matrix composites, Industrial Metallurgy with invaluable 
emphasis on Iron and Steel Making. He also served as the Head of 
Department of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering department 
and vouched towards providing ample opportunities for the students 
under him. His contribution to the institute has been invaluable and 
this tragic incident has left a void in the NIT Rourkela family. 
Remembered to be an able administrator and a meticulous 
instructor, students and colleagues cherish his hale and hearty 
composure.

In the loving memory of...
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“And I'm telling all my friends we'll get together next October


That's my closest thing to closure


I can't stop this rollercoaster


I'm not ready to get older, I'm not ready to get older”

UG
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Get your friends’ signatures, lyrics, shayaris or just random words scribbled here! 


